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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL DATED 2 JUNE 1960
FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE VISITING MISSION
TO THE GECRETARY-GEIilERAL
I have the honour to transmit to you herewi,th, in accordance "lvi th
__ Trusteeship Council resolution 2009 (XXV) of 4 February 1960 and "I-rlth rule 99 of
the rules of procedure of the Trusteeship Council, the report of the United Nations
Visiting Mission to Trust Territories in East _-arica, 1960, on Ruanda-Urundi.
I should be grateful if you would transmit this report to the members of the
Trusteeship Council as soon as possible, and have it generally released on
13 June 1960.
(Signed)

Mason SEA.BS

Chairman, United Nations Vis:iting Mission
to Trust Territories in East Africa, 1960

'I't

/- ..

.

.
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Hl'I'RODUCTION

I.
L

TeTras of l'eference of' the Mission

The arrangements for the d'i spatich of a visiting mission to Trust Territories

in East Africa ver-e made by the Trusteeship Council dui-Lng its t'l'1enty-fifth

-

session.

2.

At its 1048th meeting, on 4 Peoruary 1960, the Council decided that the

Mission should be composed of the follm'ring persons:
Mr. Mason Sears (United states of America)) Chairman
1':jr. Paul K. Edmonds (Neu Zealand)

i,lr. I1iguel [-)olo.no Lopez (Paraguay)
Mr. Ome.r Loutfi (Uni tee1 Arab Republic)

3.

At tile same meeting) the Council adopted. resolution 2009 (XXV) setting forth

the berms of reference of the 1,;is3ion.

By that resolution, the Council, having

decided that the Mission should visit the Trust Territories of Ruanda-Urundi and
Tanganyil::a in that order and that the duration of its visit should be

approxtmat.e Iy two months, directecl the L,Iission:
(a)

to investigate and report as fully as possible on the steps taken

in the above-mentioned Trust 'I'el'l'itOl"ies 'towards the realization of the
object.Ives set forth Ln Al'ticle 7() b of' the Charter of the United Nations,

to.hing into account the terms of Ceneral. Assembly resolution 321 (IV) of
15 November 1949 and other ret.evarrt Assembly resolutions, in particular
resolutions lln2 (XIV) of 5 Decembez- 1959 on the preparation and training
of indigenous cf.vf.L cadres in the rrrust Territories, 1413 (XIV) of

5 December
Tl'1.Wt

1~!59

on the attainment of self-government or independence by

'1'er:ritor:Les and JJt19 (XIV) of 5 December

1959 on plans for political

l'efo:tlll for the Trust Tel'ri"tol'Y of' Ruanda-Urundf ,

(b)

to give attenti.on, as may be appropr-Ia'te in the light of discussions

in the Trusteeship Council and in the General Assembly and of resolutions
adopted by them, to issues raised in connexion Ifl th the annual reports

of the administration of the Trust Territories concerned, in petitions

received by the Council relating to these Territories, in the reports of
the previous periodic visitinc; missions to these Territories and. in t.ne
o'bservations of the Administering Authorities on these reports;

/.

..

'
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(c)

to make a special Lnvestd gatri.on of the conditions and causes of the

recent disturbances in Euanc1a-Urundi;
(d)

to receive petitions and to investigate on the spot) in consultation

'\'1i th the local representative of the Administering Airthor-t ty concerned,
such of the petitions received as, in its opinion" war-rant. special
investi gation;
(e)

to submi, t to the Council, in 'till:e for consideration by it at its

ti1enty-sixth session) a report

0n

each of the Territories visited

containing its findings, "11th such observations) conclusions and
recommendations as it may "li8h to make ,

4.

The Ivlission visited Ruanda-Urundf from 2 March to 1 April 1960.

Before and

after the visit it made brief stops at Brussels "There it had discussions with
representatives of the Belgian Government.

A more detailed account of its trip

is presented in the f'ol.Lcvi.ng section.' During its tril' the Mission vaa
accompanied by the following Secretariat member s:
(Principal Secretary)

Mr. .Iacques Rapoport

Mr. P.T. Liu (Assistant Secretary), Mr. Guy de Warlincourt

(Administrative Officer), Niss Monique de Gravela1ue (Interpreter) and
Miss Denise Hyns (Stenographer).

5.

\'111i1e in the Territory, the £·1i6sion received a very warm wel.come f'rom the

Trusteeship and customary authorities) as ,'7ell as from the population and its
poli tical leaders.

Because of lad: of space) the Mission cannot name here all

the many persons who extended their hospt tali ty to it or who helped. it in one way
or another to fulfil its t.ask ,

But it vroul.d Lt.ke to express its special

grati tude to Mr••J .P. Harroy, ResLderrb-Cener-a.l, of Ruanda-Urund'i , Colonel G. Logiest,
Special Resident of Ruanda, flIr. 1. Reisdorff, Resident of Urundf , r·'hl8mi Kigeli V
of Ruanda and I'J1'\fami tiJ.wambutsa of Urundi for their generous hospi tali ty.

It

"l-11shes a'l.so to acknovt.edge the valuable assistance furnished hy the t"iO liaison
officers of the Adminil:ltration,

Nl~.

Henr-i Guillaume and Nr. Paul Lannoy, as "rel1

as the members of the provisional special council of' Ruanda 'vho accompanied the
Mission throughout its tour of that State.

6.

Lastly, the Mission cannot fail to mention the cordial co-operation ioThich

marked its relations ,vi th the representatives of the Admini stering Authority and
part.icularly 'Ivi th Mr. A. De Schri,jver, Minister of' the EelgianCongo and
Ruanda-Ur undf , Mr. Raymond scnevven, iAinister for Economic and Financial Affairs

"
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of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urtmdi, and Mr. Harroy, the Resident-General •
. At ·thi s crd,ti cal time in the l1istory of Ruanda-Urundf, , the lYJission was deeply
thanl{ful for having encountered so many persons of goodvrlLL "Iho desired to
co-operate Hith the United Nations in assisting the Territory.

If there were

differences of opinion on problenls affecting the Territory's future, the members
of the Mission and the representatives of the Administering Authority always
talked them over "Ii th the greatest candour and tried to find a satisfactory
solution in a spirit of mutual understandtng.

7.

In vie"T of the special circumstances of the Ten"itory, the Mission

consiclered that it should not only gather information and prepare a report, but
also try to bring together the Administration and the representatives of the
people and help them} if not to find immediate solutions to the Terri toryl s serious
difficUlties, at least work out generally acceptable procedures for a constructive
discussion of these problems.

8.

Before concluding this introduction, the Mission .rishes to express one

regret.

In vievT of the gravity of the situation in Ruanda-Urundi, of the

complexity of the problems faced by the Territory and also of the "\-lealth of
documerrtatd on "\-lhich the Mission gathered there, it would have Li.ked to have bad

more tilLle at its disposal to prepare its report.
possible.

Unfortunately this was not

The Mission was obliged to give rather broad treatment to certain

very intricate :problems and to spend little time on a number of questions which in
other circumstances voul.d have been given a larger place in the report.
II.

9.

Account of the Mission IS tri 'P

On its Hay to Ruanda-Urundt , the i'·Iission stopped briefly at Brussels on

29 February and 1 March 19[0 in order to have a first meeting with the
representatives of the Administering Authority.

It discussed wi th

Ministers De Schri,jver and Scheyven, and their associates, a variety of problems
related to the disturbances of November 1959, the future of the Territory and the
arrangements for the Mission I s forthcoming vi si t.,

It also had talks with the

three members of the Commission on Inquiry who had shortly before subm;tted their·
report

011

the November disturbances to the Belgian Government, and i t spoke with

representatives of students from Ruanda-Urundi in Belgium.

/ ...
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10.

day.

On 1 March the Mission left for Uaumbura , where it arrived on the following
It was to remain there until 8 March.

From its arrival at the Usumbura

airfield, the Mission realized that its visit to the Territory was unlikely to
proceed in an atmosphere of calm.

A milita:cy camp I-rith olive-coloured tents

for Belgian paratirooper-e had been erected at the airfield and number-s of
Congolese gendarmes stood guard before the hotel where the Mission was to stay.
Both at the airfield and in front of the hotel the Mission "Has met by large and
boisterous crowds of demonstrators carrying banners and :placards bearing the
words "Uhur'u' and "Immediate Independence", slogans of the Urundi political
parties of Ul'IARU and UPRONA.!/

During the Mission's stay at Usumbura , Africans

streamed to the hotel to speak to the Mission on behalf of political parties or
as individuals, to submit documents or to r'eque st a hearing.
11.

On 3 March, in honour of the Mission's arrival, the Resident-General

delivered to the Mission and a large audience, an important address in which,
after enumerating the'principal developments introduced in the Territory since
the last Vi siting Mission in 195'7, he surveyed the political situation in the
Territory, particularly in Ruanda because of the recent

distu~Jances

there, and

made some comments on the reforms recently proj ected for the Territory.

He also

arranged a worldng meeting at which senior officials of the Amninistration
informed the Mission about their departments' achievements and problems.
12.

The Mission had learned before its arrival in the Territory that) in the

face of the heightening tension, the A&ninistration 11ad called in a battalion
of pai-abroopers from the Belgian Congo in order to assist local forces in
maintaining order and protecting the

~Kssion.

While recognizing that it was

part of the Administration's functions to take the necessary lneasures to ensure
order in the Territory, the Mission did not wish to be associated with the
military precautions adopted:

it did not feel that it needed protection and

hoped that, without disregarding the needs for maintaining order, security
measures might be reduced to a minimwu.

l./

The Mission had several talks on this

To simplify the account of the trip, political parties will be referred to
by their abbreviations in this aectLon ,
These are explained in
paragraph 266 below for Ruanda parties and in paragraph 364 below for
Urundi parties.

I,. , .
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subject with the

Resident~General and

the Special Resident of Ruanda;

talks are described elsewhere in the report •..!:!

these

The arrangements for the

Mission's visit were also the subject of interviews with certain political
leaders, following which the ~lission altered a few particulars of its original
programme so as to meet certain of their wishes.

13. \f.hile at Usumbura, the Mission spent a large part of its time hearing any
person who wished to speak with it.

It spoke with, among others, represEntatives

of the lThTARU party of Urundi and the UNAR party of Ruanda , and with many persons
who had come on t;heir own behalf, including Mr. Albert Maus, a member of the
General Council, and Mr. Jamar, attorney for chief Mbanda who had recently been
sentenced to death for the part he had played in the November disturbances.
Owing to the large number of requests for hearings, the Mission was unable to
spend as much time as it would have liked in surveying. local economic and social
projects.

It was able, however, on 5 March, to visit construction sites of the

new Usmnbura-Bugarama road, as well as two villages and a model farm in the
Ruzizi paysannat.
On 8 March, after issuing an appeal to the popul.atd.on of Ruanda to remain

14.

calm, the Mission left Usumbura by road for Astrida.

Before reaching the Ruanda

border it made two stops in order to visit the administrative centre of
Imbo-Mugamba chiefdom and the Butegana Co-operative of Coffee Planters.

The

Mission was greeted at the Co-operative by a crowd of some 3,000 persons waving
placards and shouting political slogans.

Most of the demonstrators "Were

sympathizers of the PDC, which demanded "Democr-acy before Independence", but
there ioJ"ere also some elements of UPRONA, which called for "Immediate Independence",
In addition) several groups varying in size from about ten to several hundred
persons stood waiting for the Mission along its route in order to demonstrate
their
15.

SL~port

of one or the other of these two "parties.

The boundary between Urundi and Ruanda in this region is marked by the

Akanyaru river, a few kilometres north of Butegana.

There) the Mission was

stopped by a considerable crowd of some 10)000 "people, many of whom carried
banners and placards of UNAR reading "Immediate Independence tl and "Long live
Kigeli V" and who should slogans at the top of their voice.

!/

The Mission had

See paragra"phs 259-261.

/ ...
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some difficulty in persuading the cro~d to stand back so that it could continue
on its ~ay.
Before reaching Astrida} the Mission was stopped a few more times
by similar but much smaller groups.

Before this journey was over} the Mission

had received several hundred leaflets and documents from demonstrators.

16. The security measures taken by the Administration along the Mission's route
were very discreet.

The approach to Astrida, however} was guarded by a

considerable force which permitted only persons with official authorization to
pass.

The district administrator subsequently explained to the Mission that

these measures were intended to prevent mass demonstrations in the vicinity, that
anyone wishing to see the Mission could obtain a pass, and that in fact passes
had already been issued to nearly 500 people.

The large number of requests for

hearings} which was to increase as time went on, posed a difficult problem.
Mission wanted to hear everyone, but had too little time to do so.

The

It

discussed this matter that same day with the Special Resident and the members of
the provisional special council who were to accompany the Mission during its
tour of Ruanda.

It was possible}

problem in a satisfactory manner.

thanl~s

to their co-operation, to resolve the

Proceeding on the assumption that most of

the indigenous inhabitants requesting hearings were members of or sympathizers
with the principal political parties} the Mission requested the members of the
provisional special council, who are the representatives of these parties, to
organize them into groups and to ask each group to designate approximately ten
representatives who would express the group's views to the Mission, it being
understood that anyone who wished only to submit written documents could do so
without any restriction.
17.

This system was successfully inaugurated on the following day.

In a very

orderly fashion, each of the four principal parties designated a group of about
ten representatives who presented to the Mission a detailed exposition of their
party's views on the problems over which they were concerned.

Apart from these

representatives, the Mission had the time to hear a great many non-political
persons and groups} affiong them the Anglican Bishop the Bight Reverend percy
James Erazier, the Abbe Alexis Kagame, Mr. M. d'Hertefelt, sociologist of the
Institut pour la recherche scientifique en Afrlque centrale (IRSAC L
Mr. P. Bourdeaux, dean of the faculty of agronomy at the official University of
the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundt , and several grou:ps of students.

. --

/ ...

FU
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18. At Astrida, the Mission devoted almost all of its time to interviews.
Whereas everything was orderly at the IRSAC buildings, which served as the
Mission's temporary headquarters, the same was unfortunately not true for other
parts of the region.

The Mission subsequently learned, in fact, that there had

been several incidents in the vicinity of the town during its stay.

According

to the report which the ~tission received from the Administration, several
groups of demonstrators had gathered in the course of

8 and 9 March and had made

a stone-tllro,~ng attack against the unit of police which had been sent to disFerse
them.
The latter threw tear-gas grenades amo~gst the demonstrators, causing
minor wounds to five of them.
19·

On 11 March the Mission left for

NJ~nza.

At the r'eques t of the APROSCMA
and PARtillRUTU leaders, it made a detour to the Save hill where it was 'greeted by
a crowd of several thousand Hutu.

The demonstrators carried AFROSOMA banners

and placards calling for democracy, reform of the land system, abolition of
feudalism, the founding of a republic and the continuance of Trusteeship.

Large

number of letters and leaflets were also handed to the Mission.
20. Before reaching Nyanza, the Mission stopped briefly at Rubona to visit the
INEAC station in the area.
All along tl1e road, large numbers of groups stood
waiting for the Mission to demonstrate their political convictions.

Some of

them I'lere AFROSOlJTA supporters, but more of them, especially closer to Nyanza,
sided ,·d th Ul'TAR.
21.

At Nyanza, the Mission was received by the Mwami and his retinue at the

administrative centre of the State, where an immense throng estimated at nearly
40,000 persons had assembled and stood holding placards and banners reading
"Long live Kigeli V", "Immediate Independence", "General Amnesty'! and "Del.Lver us
from the Be'Lgf.ana'".

The Mission attended a performance given by the famous

dancers of the King.

Later, 'while it was in private conversation with the Mwami,

its secretariat received several hundred communications from demonstrators.
A crovd of several tens of thousands of people in a state of political excitement
and standing in the sun for hours always constitutes a possible danger, and
incidents had therefore "been feared, but the demonstrators at Nyanza showed
great self-discipline and everything proceeded in a calm atmosphere.

The Mwami

intervened personally several times to keep the crowd from blocking the way of
the Mission's vehicles.

.~-------.-

•

<,'~
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22.

The Mission then conducted Lrrt.ervi.ews by the method adopted at Astrida,

which it usecl henceforth.

J'\llart froHl local representatives of the four major

parties, the Mission heard a delegation of independents,

~·ro

brothers from the

College du Christ-Roi and a group of ten prisoners brouglrt under escort by the
local po'lLce ,

After these Lnt.ervt ews , the [\1jission left Nyanza for Gi tarams.•

It waa met on the road by f'requerrt groups of demonstrators, supporting either UNAR
or PARI-JEHUTU.
23.

The entire day of 12 tvlarch '-las given over to Lrrterv.i.ewe at Gi t.arama ,

Mission first heard local delegations

1'1'0111

The

the four major parties, following

which i t received a large number of persons, including the Protestant school group,
a de Lega't.Lon of independents, four customary chiefs, t,·;o "lidOl"S of victims of the
November' disturbances, t"IO Catholic l)riests and one prisoner.

a

Meamlhile,

crowd of several hundred people had rr.a'tllered in front of the 1::1i8sion IS
headquarters) some belonging to UNAR, the o-ther-s to PAru.JEHUrr'U.

The members of

the special counct l , whose assistance to the Mission Has very valuable, separated
the crowd into t,·;o groups according to their political sympatbies and placed them
on either side of the road.
21,..

On the morning of the 13th, the i·jission T,'lent f'irst to Kabgayi wher-e it

spoke with the Archbishop of Kabgayi , I:gr. Andre Perraudin and visi ted the
mission 11oS1)i tal.

It then set out for Kigali, the seat of the Ruanda Residency.

All the "lay from Kabgayi, to the illal"a..nGera chf.ef'dom , a distance of six kt Lomebres ,
a consf.der-abl.e crowd estircated at nearly 30)000 people bad gathered on the
roadsid.e and greeted the Nission ,·rl th PAmJlEHUTU slogans.

Over the remaining

distance, other less numerous groups also awaf,ted the 1.;i86ion, some of them
supporting

FAR~~HGTU

convoy

stopped by the groups, T,vhich threw letters and leaflets and even

'·JaS

and others

u~mR.

On several occasions, the Mission's

placards into the vehicles.

25.

On arriving at Kigali the Mission learned that two serious incidents had

tiaken 1)laC8 on the road after it had pas sed .

According to the report Which the

Mission received from the Admi.nistration, the first incident
kilometres from Kigali.

occt~red

seventeen

A detachment of gendarmes patrolling 'the road was

subjected to a atone-Lnrovf.ng attack by a group of some 300 highly excited people
who shouted:

"You IdlledtyiHami Mutara;

"le warrt to die for the Mwami

1t
•

The

detachment prepared to defend itself ancl ordered the crowd to disperse, but the

I ...

:

$7

. Ea

.~

demonstrators continued to advance and to assail the gendarmes with stones.
Several tear-gas grenades were thrown into the crowd but produced no effect.
After the final order to disperse, the head of the detachment ordered his men
to use their weapons: two women were killed and four men wounded among the
assailants, while several gendarmes were injured by stones.

The second incident

took place not far from the first} close to the Village of Runda.

The

district administrator of Gitarama with two members of his staff, on returning
. to Gitarama after having left the Missionts convoy, was attacked by a group of
more than 500 people.

To protect themselves, the administrator and his

companions were obliged to use their firearms.
one of them later died.
of these incidents.

Eight people were wounded} and

Some African political leaders gave different versions

The Mission also learned that from 9 to 12 March, in a new

outbreak of violence resembling that of November 1959, the Hutu population of
some Biumba chiefdoms had set fire to approximately 1,100 Tutsi huts and nearly
700 Tutsi families had been forced to seek protection with the Administration
or the religious missions or to take refuge in other regions.

26.

The Mission immediately discussed these incidents with the Special Resident

. and afterwards decided

un~nimously

that everything possible should be done to

prevent the further outbreak of incidents.
new appeal to the population
!

\

forthwit~/ and

{'il

il

~J

.,)1

to call an emergency meeting for

the following day at which not only all the members of tee special council and
the leaders of the main political

>1

To that end , it decided to make a

parti~s

of Ruanda would attend} but also

the Mwami, the Special Resident and the Resident-General himself.

At

one o!clock in the morning it held a second interview with the Special Resident}
who promised to co-operate in the implementation of the Mission's plan and to
notify all the persons concerned without delay.

27.

At 2.30 p.m.} all the participants, including the Resident-General,

assembled at the meeting place.

In his opening statement} the chairman of the

Mission stated that the Mission had learned of the recent incidents at Gitarama
and Biumba with profound regret and it was convinced that order could not be
maintained without the complete co-operation of all leaders and all political
parties.
~/

He proposed that the political leaders immediately issue a joint

See Annex Ill.
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communique renouncing the use of violence and calling on the people to remain
'--

calm and observe the law.

The Resident-General and the Mwami spoke in support

of the Missionfs proposal which, after an animated but cordial discussion, was
accepted by all the leaders present.

A text was

d:rafted~/

and signed by the

chairmen of the four political parties and countersigned by the Resident-General,
"the Special Resident, the Mwami, the members of the special council and the
chairman of the Mission.

It should be emphasized that this was the first time

that a formal agreement of this sort had been reached between the leaders of
the political parties, the Mwami and the Administration.
28.

On the morning of 14 March the Mission beld an interview with

Lieutenant-Colonel E. Lamy, presiding judge of the Military Court, who told
it of the Courtrs activity.

It then heard a number of persons including two UNAR

leaders who were being held in the town prison

(Mr.

Fran~ois Rukeba and

chief Hormisdas Mbanda), three Protestant missionaries of the Church Missionary
Society and two Europeans

(Mr.

Olbrechts and W~. Goossens).

29. On the following morning the Mission broke up into two groups. Oue of them
visited Kibungu where it heard, apart from local representatives of the four
political parties, a delegation from the Cultivators
from the Stock-raisers

l

l

Association, another

Association, and Dr. Tenret) Director of the Kedical and

Scientific Centre of the Free University of Brussels in Central Africa (CEMUBAC)
for Ruanda-Urundi.

A crowd of nearly a tbousand people carrying placards and

banners of political parties had gathered in frout of the offices which were
to be used for the interviewing.

Some of them declared their support of the

Hutu parties, but the majority were UNAR supporters.

In addition, along the

road between Kigali and Kibungu, large numbers of groups stood waiting for the
Mission to pass.

These groups were clearly dominated by UNAR elements in the

vicinity of Kfbungu, but the followers of PARMEHliTU or APROSO:tvrA became more and
more numerous on nearing Kigali.
30.

The second Mission group travelled, in the company of the MWami, to Nyamata

and visited the local refugee reception centre, wbere more than 5,000 Tutsi
refugees from the Rubengeri region had been established.

There it heard

representatives of the Tutsi refugees, who expressed their wish to be reintegrated

];/

See Annex IV.
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'

in their former regions.

~

The crowd of

reLugees, several of whom carried placards
calling for immediate independence gave th Mw °
1
°
,
e 1 aml. a warm we come. On returning
to KJ.gall., and after vl.sl.ting the Vocati~n
1 sc h 001 0 l' th e Sa 1eSJ.an
°
~'a
Brothers,
0

,

'

the group resumed the interViews , which the Mo,
'
J.8SJ.on h a d h a d t 0 J.nterrupt
the
day before and heard representatives of the four major parties as well as a
°

~AR delegation, a delegation of local Swahili, a delegation of women of Ruanda
and a n~nber of individuals.

,51.

On 16 [(arch the Mission left Kigali for Bf.umba ,

This Visit, which was not

originally scheduled, had been included at the last moment because of the recent
incidents there.

The Mwami had off'ere d .t 0 accompany t h e Mission, but changed

h i s plans on the suggestion of the Special Resident, who feared the occurrence
of more incidents.

Upon arriving, the Mission held an interview with the district

administrator, who told it of the recent disturbances and of the steps taken by
the Administration to aid the refugees.
HADER and UNAR partie s •

It then saw delegations of the

PARMEHL~U,

In front of the temporary headquarters stood a crowd of

several hundred people, most of whom were supporters of UNAR.
5~2.

er'he Mission then set out for Ruhengeri.

At Rulindo, i t encountered an

Lnmense crowd of several thousand demonstrators all of whom belonged to PARMEHUTU
and vho demanded democracy and the continuance of Trustee ship.

It had to make

a brief halt there to hear an address by the local chief and to receive hundreds
of' letters and leaflets.

Upon arrival at Ruhengerd , the Mission attended a

[!,ethering in front of its hotel of several dozen UNAR supporters who called for
ilw;edia te independence) followed by another and larger gathering in which
several hundred supporters of PARMEHUTU demonstrated in favour of democracy.

53.

The next morning, the Mission met the local representatives of RADER and

PAI~W!:HliTU,

a delegation of local Moslems who favoured the UNAR programee , a

group of Hutu chiefs and several individuqls including a priest who maintained
~ ,'
. M
During the trrtervrews , a crowd
t h1;1 t - th
,e l'MamJ.
lU t ara h a d COlI""").' tted suicide.
of over 2,000 persons had gathered in front of the offices of the Mission to
;LJJ

demonstrate in support of PARME:HUTU.

In the afternoon, the Mission went to

Ntarulm where it inspected the hydroelectric plant.

There were numerous groups

of Pf\RMEH'L'TU supporters in front of the plant and along the road.

,~.)' l' .

Earch, the MJ.° ss).' on left for Nyundo and Kisenyi. On the road betw~en
demonstrators awaiting the Mission were nearly
RuhengerI and Nyundo , th e many
-

t'_

Cn
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_.
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'
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all PARMEHurU sympathizers.

But at Nyundo itself, a large crowd of several

thousand, including a number of school children accompanied by European and
African nuns, were voicing pro-UNAR sentiments and demanding independence,
at the same time as other demonstrators were shouting anti-Tutsi slogans.

The

Mission was met by Mgr. Alois Bigirumwami, the Bishop of Nyundo, with whom
it had a long conversation before resuming the journey to Kisenyi.
there were a number of groups, mostly

35. To prevent the Kisenyi

PARMEHu~U

head~uarters

On the road

supporters.

from being invaded by demonstrators,

the approaches to the hotel where the Mission was staying were guarded by soldiers.
During the afternoon of 18 March and the morning of the 19th, the Mission gave
a number of interviews at Kisenyi and heard the representatives of

PARMEHu~U,

RADER and UNAR, as well as a delegation of Protestant' ministers from the Church
Missionary Society and several prominent Europeans.

36.

On 20 March, a party from the Mission went by boat to Kibuye.

There, it

gave a hearing to two groups of prisoners of opposite political views, as well
as to the PARMEHUTU, RADER and UNAR delegations.
demonstrate before the Mission.

No crowd was gathered to

The administrator informed it that a number

of persons had come from the interior to demonstrate but that, in order to
avoid trouble, the police had prevented them from entering the centre.

After

the hearings, the Mission returned by boat to Kisenyi.

37. The next morning, the Mi ssion took the plane to Shangugu, the last stoppingplace on its tour of Ruanda.

The town of Shangugu, which borders on BUkavu, in the

Belgian Congo, is somewhat detached from Ruanda politics.

This district bad

remained untouched by the disturbances of last November and, on account of this,
the atmosphere was less tense there than elsewhere.

Nevertheless, tn his

interview with the Mission, the district administrator said that the population
had recently become far more agitated, that two huts had been set fire to
.t

four days earlier, that some twenty persons had stopped his car the day before

r

and thrown stones at him, and that the current investigation had not so far

j

yielded any clues as to the nature of the incidents.

i!

.j

hearing to the representatives of

APROSO~A,

The Mission then gave a

UNAR and MUR, to a delegation of

the Union des inter@ts communs and several individuals.
jii\'I.,.:

1:1.
~ :I

::,1
I.i

1,'

i

1

n

l;

tL--

r-

After these hearings,

the Mission left Shangugu in the afternoon by air for Kitega, the capital of
Urundi.
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38.

The Mission arrived at Kitega in the afternoon of 21 March and stayed

there until the morning of the 26th.

On disembarking from the plane, it was

met by a large crowd of UFRONA supporters who were shouting and waving placards.
Despi te their fervour, the demonstrators were disciplined and no incident
occurred.

However, the Resident later informed the Mission that after the

demonstration, several groups of S''lahili had tri.ed to break into the administrative
centre and had been held back by the police.

There had been no casualties.

In the evening} the Mission had a meeting with the Resident, the Mwami, the
melnbers of the interim

39.

corr~ittee

and the senior officials of the Residentrs Office.

'I'he next day was devoted almost entirely to bearings.

After bearing a

statement by the Resident on conditions in the country, the Mission received
delegations from tbe PDC J the pp and UNARU as l'1el1 as several private persons.
Representatives of the five-party congress of UPRONA J I@ARU} the VPM, the DNB
and the PDJTB also came to announce that the congress was working on a joint draft
resolution and asked for a hearing for 25 ¥.arch J which was granted.
40. On 23 March, the Iviission separated into t,,·o groups. One group went to Mosso,
via Rutana.

Just outside Musasa, the group encountered a crowd

o~

several

hundred PDC demonstrators headed by chief Kigoma who read a speech advocating
democracy.

At Musasa, it heard a statement by the director of the INEAG station

describing the achievements of the station and visited part of the paysannat.
It then proceeded to MWishanga where it was met by chiefs Raphae1 and Lean Ndenzako,
who were surrounded by a crowd of several hundred persons, the majority of whom
were demonstrating in support of UFRONA and demanding independence.

In his

address to the Mission, chief' Raphael Ndenzako thalliced Belgium for the work it
had done in Ruanda-Urunc1i and requested independence for the country at an early
date.

41.

The other group went to Ngozi by way of Karuzi.

On the way, at Karuz i , it

visited an experimental farm for large- scale stock-breeding and a station run by
the research mission on water resources and witnessed several demonstrations - one
at Bugenyazd , where several hundred persons headed by chief Baker-eke were calling
for independence, another at Mwimebero, organized by sub-chief Bisharu and very
similar to the

~irstJ

and another at Gisha at which chief Bigayimpunzi, surrounded

by several hundred persons, was advocating -the institution

o~

a democratic

/ ...
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government prior to independence and announcing his intention of forming a new
party (which was to be established some days later as the PDR) ~

On its arrival

at Ngozi, the group, which bad. been joined by Mwami Mwambutsa, found several
thousand persons, in two groups of about the same size, assembled outside of
the district offices.

The UPRONA group was calling for independence and the

FDC group was demanding democracy.

After having received representatives from

UNARU, the protestant mission and several individual petitioners" the Mission

called on Mgr. Martin at the Ngozi bishopric, and on the Right Reverend Percy JameE
Brazier, the Anglican bishop, at the mission of the Church Wissionary Society.
42.

In the morning of 24 March" the Mission held at Kitega an important meeting

ivith the Resident-General who had come by plane from Usumbura to see it.

This

meeting, which was essential for the drafting of the Mission's conclusions, is
described in another section of the

repo;t.~1

In the afternoon or the 24th, the

Mission visited Mgr. A. Grauls, the Archbishop of Kitega" and bad a private
conversation with him.

43. The next morning, the Mission received tbree members of the interim

corr~ittee

of Urundd , the representatives of the congress of UPRONA, UNARU, DFM, DN.B and
PDJTB parties, a delegation of the Association des oeuvres sociales and a number
of individuals.

In the afternoon, i t had a final interview wi-th the Resident

of Urundi and attended a reception given by the Mwami Mwarnbutsa, at which a group
of chiefs and sub-cbiefs presented it with a joint memoranduol.
lf4.

On 26 March, the Mission again divided into tvo groups.

The fi.rst group

went to Muramvya, where it gave a hearing to a UPRONA delegation and to
fi ve agricultural instructors and three farmers who ver'e all sympathizers of that

party.

At the entrance to the building, a crowd of several hundred persons

formed at the sides of the road to express support for the same party TS views.
After the hearings, the group proceeded to Usumbura.

45. The second group also went to Usumbura, but via Luvironza and Kisozi. At
Luvironza, it visited the local zootechnir.al station and the rural development
zones of tbe region.

On the journey from Luvironza to Ki sozd , it had to stop

twice to witness rival demonstrations: the first in front of the hospital of the·
Matana protestant mission where a crowd of several hundred people, including a

~I

See paragraph 4Lf3.
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large number of school children, were calling for immediate independence, and the
second at the Kitandu chiefdom, where, in the 'presence of the chief, a. crowd of
approximately the same size was demanding democracy before independence.

At

Kisozi, the group was shown round the INEAC station by the director.

46. The Mission arrived at Usumbura on the a.fternoon of 26 March and was to
remain there until 1 April.

On 27 March, it had a talk with Minister Scheyven,

who was in the Territory at the time, and with the Resident-General, to review
the ques'td.ons raised at the Kitega meeting.

report,~/ the

As mentioned in another part of the

Mission had made at those meetings a number of suggestions which

the Resident-General had immediately forwarded to the Belgian Government.

It was

now necessary to await the reply from Brussels.
1~7.

Meanwhile, on the morning of 28 March, the Mission visited the College du

Saint-Esprit and the
the port.

A~henee

royal at Usumbura, as well as the town prison and

On the afternoon of the same day it had a tallc With the Resident-General.

On 29 March there was still no news from Brussels.

The interviews with political

parties, which the Mission had provisionally planned for that day, had to be
postponed.

48.

On the morning of the following day the Resident-General received a reply

from Brussels.

After noting the contents of the reply and after discussing with

the Resident-General the problems which it raised, the Mission met in a series
of interviews during the course of the afternoon, the Mwami of Ruanda, the members
of the provisional special council of Ruanda and the \ leaders of political

~arties

of that country, namely, UNAR, APROSOl-'lA, PARMEHUTU, RADER, UMAR and MUR.

On

the morning of the following day, the Mission consulted, in a second series of
irrterviews, the Mwami of Urundi, the members of the Urundi interim committee and
the leaders of Urundian parties, including UPRONA, MPB, PDC, UDP, DNB, pp and PDR.
Following these consultations, the Mission drafted a communique which was issued
the saIne evening.

It also sent a cable concerning the matter to the Minister

for the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi.

This se1uence of events is described

Ln greater detail in another part of the report.5.
~/

See Faragraphs

5:,/

See paragraphs 1~52-455·

449-450.
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49.

The following day, 1 April 1960, the Mission left the Territory for Dar e s

Salaam where, on 4 April, it granted an audience to the UNAR leaders who had
gone to Tanganyika - Mr. M. Kayihura, Mr. M. Rwagasana, Mr. C. Rebero,
Mr. C. Bagitishya, Mr. P. Mungarulire and. Mr. C. RvTangornbwa .• who presented i t

~

.,

"~~-~.

----

with several documents.
50.

After its visit to Tanganyika, the Mission made a second stay at Brussels

from 27 to 29 April 1960.

During that stay i t had talks with the representatives

of the Administering Authority J first with IVJr. Van den Abeele) the AdministratorGeneral, and other high officials of the Ministry for the Belgian Congo and RuandaUrundi, and then with Mr. De Schrijver, Minister for the Belgian Congo and RuandaUrundi and with Mr. Wigny, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

'I'hese discussions, Which are

described in another part of the report,l/marked the end of the Mission's journey.
\;

51.

After returning to New York, the Mission prepared the present report, which

was adopted unanimously on 2 June 1960.

·. ..··••....··. . .'
I,:
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III.

,;'~~~.-

52.

Glossary

The terms used in any report on Ruanda-Urundi are somewhat complicated for

the uninitiated reader.

It was therefore considered useful to provide at this

point some explanations wbich are mainly based on the Working Groupls report.

53. The languages spoken in Ruanda (Kinyaruanda) and in Urundi (Kirundi), as
well as the lingua franc a of East Africa (Kiswahili), are Bantu tongues distinguished
by the use of prefixes which determine the nature of the word and whether it is
singular or plural.

·It··

5~.

For example, the follOWing are formed from the radical Rundi:

Murundi:

a man of Urundi

Barundi:

men of Urundi

Kirundi :

the language of Urundi

Urundi:

the country of Urundi

This creates problems whenever Bantu words are used in a text in another

language.

The European written form of these words has not become standardized

and is not always logical.

In some cases) one of the forms given is used

invariably as noun and as adjective: a Barundi, Barundi (plural), ~ Baru..l1di .b,ouse.
Sometimes, in a European context, the Bantu form is used with the correct prefix}

/ ...

See paragraphs 456-457.
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e.g.

~

Barundi, a Murundi warrior, Barundi peasants, the Kirundi language.

The practice has been recently introduced of using only the invariable radical,
without any prefix: a Rundi house, Rundi ,,,srriors, the Rundi language.

This is

more logical but, since the root is never used without a prefix in the vernacular,
this form is scmewha't artificial and confusing.

55. Nevertheless, this last method is the one \vhich has been most followed for
some years and it has also been adopted in this report, with a few exceptions.

56.

-

Below '''ill be found a list of the vords of Bantu origin which occur most

fre~uently

~~:

in this report:

the European form has been used because it corresponds to the spelling

adopted in the Trusteeship Agreement.

In the language of Ruanda, the form

Rwanda is used and, lmder the influence of local nationalism, its use is
becoming increasingly prevalent throughout the Territory.
Urundi:

this Swahilized form has been used (in Swahili U is the prefix used

to indicate the country because it corresponds to the spelling used in
the Trusteeship Agreement.
is Burundi.

In the Rundi language, the name of the country

lmder the influence of local nationalism Burundi has recently

been used in preference to Urundi, even in French texts.
Munyaruanda (plura1 Banyaruanda):
Murundi (plural Barwldi):
As

native of Ruanda.

native of Urundi.

far as possible, the noun and adjective forms have been replaced in this

report by the invariable radical:

Ruanda, Rundi, or by the words Ruandese and

Urundian, except in certain direct quotations.
Mututsi (plural Batutsi), of the Tutsi ethnic group.
Muhutu (plural Bahutu), of' the Hutu ethnic group.
Mutw~

(plural Batwa), of the Twa ethnic group.

As far as possible" these forms, both as noun and as adjective} have been
replaced by the radicals:

Tutsi,

~ and~"

except in certain standard

expressions and in some direct quotations (e.g. the Manifesto of the Bahutu).
Kinyaruanda:
Kirundi:
Kiswahili:

the

lan~~age

of Ruanda.

the language of Urundi.
the language of East Africa.

r

-
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The names. of the languages are generally replaced by the f'o Ll.cwi.ng
expressions:

the Ruandese language) Ruandese or Ruanda;
the Urund.Lan language) Urundian or Rundi;

r~
I

the 8wahili language or 8W8hili.

-

Mwami (pl'ltral
Bami }:
.

king.

In this case the word is still used with the

singular or plural prefix in order to avoid using the radical .l\mi.
Mugam-la (plural Baganwa}:

of the family of the princes of the blood of Urunda ,

descendant of the last four Bami.

In this case the radical Ganwa has

been used.

57.

rrhe follm-ling fe'" vcrds have been retained in their vernacular t'ortn:

Ububake, a custcrrary livestocl\: lease contract between an ovner and a cLterrt ,
in Ruanda.

tJbugabire) the sarte contract in Urundi.
Igildngi (plural Ibilcingi):

forn:er ly a minor political and land fief in Ruanda;

now an individual pastoral land holding.

Ubukonde :

forest occupied by c Lans vhi.ch cleared the forest in Ruanda ,

Mukonde (plural Bakonde}:

head of' family r epresenttng the clans of those who

had cleared the f'or'es t (in Ruanda}.

i,

I

Esambu:

farmer ' 8 family holding (in Ruanda}.

Etongo:

farlr.er's f'ami.Ly holding (ill Urundi.},

I

I

--
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CHAPTER I:

POLITICAL QUESTIONS

:!ptx:oductio~

.

58. This report is set out very differently from the reports of earlier Missions.
It deals almost entirely ~'lith those political problems ~'lhich are of the primary
concern of the people of Ruanda·"Jrundi and which have pushed their other problems
into the background.
59. The Mission's visit to Ruanda-Urundi took place at a period vhea the
c ...' erdtory was going through a serious' crisis. en the one hand~ tragic events
took ~lac~ in Ruanda in November 1959 and since then the people nave been living
in an atmosphere of grave tension overclouded by the fear of renewed violence.
On the other hand, political agitation which was for so long unkno~'1n in the
Territory sprang up in both Ruanda and Urundd . The speedy and unexpected political
developments in the Belgian Congo which is to become independent on 30 June 1960~
the subject of independence having been mentioned for the first time in a
statement on 13 January 1959, have had profound repercussions in Ruanda-Urundi.
Certain sections of the population of the Trust Territory which until recently did
not even envisage self-government in the near future now demand immediate
independence. The political reforms announced by 'the Belgian Government in
November 1959 have already been superseded. by events. It has become necessary to,
work out more radical and accelerated reforms 1 including some procedure Whereby
the people of the Territory may be consulted ,uthout delay concerning their wishes
and especially concerning the process by which they desire to attain independence.
60. The Mission was entrusted with the task of making a special inquiry into the
circumstances and causes of the disturbances which have recently occurred in
the Territory. The tension in Ruanda was still great at the time of the Mission's
I'
\ visit. During its l::ltay in the Territory, it received thousands of ccemuntcatdona,
oral or written, dealing almost exclusively with political problems. For these
reasons the Mission, despite the fact that it spent four weeks in the Territory,
. '\\had to devote virtuaJJ.y all its attention to the political situation and neglect
\\
>'Ye,conomic,~ social and educational factors save when they most directly influenced
-,
the political issue, although it fully realized the fundamental importance of
those factors to the future ''lell-being of the country.
<...""

~

.:,.
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61. Another charactel'istic of this report is worthy of special a.ttention. Until
recent years the differences between conditions in Ruanda and Urundi had been
minimized and the political situation in the Trust Territory had been presented as
a whole. The disturbances of November 1959 in Ruanda drew' attention to the
differences between Ruanda and Urundi and led the Administering Authority to
1'0110'" in Ruanda. policies which it did. not feel obliged to apply in Urundi.
62. The need to make a special inquiry into the tragic events in Rt,mnda, to seek '"
their causes in the past and explain their after-effects and the fact that
the present problems of Ruanda and Urundi now appear in a different li@l"t, induced
'the M:l:ssion to ;present the problems of the t,.,o countries i:o. separate sections
of its report.
This Drocedure has the disadvantage of making a certain amount of repetition •
inevitable, but the Mission believes tbat it '-rill in tha'b way make the report.
clearer and enable .the reader to understand more clearly the. problems involved. v
None the less, the Mission has not lost sight either of the fact that there is a
single Trusteeship Agreement for Ruanda-Urundi, or of the many similarities
which exist between Ruanda and Urundi and the interests that they have in common,
it has therefore provided for a section on the common problems of Ruanua and
Urundi and the reciprocal relations between them. In addiition, the Mission has.
preferred to group its conclusions and reccmmendations in a single section to
avoid needless repetition and to facilitate consideration of this report by the ~~
Trusteeship Council.
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Political development of Ruanda up to 195£
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managed to

64.

In order to understand the problems of Ruanda as they appear in 19501 it is
necessary to know various ethnologic and historic f~cts which are 1 as it
were1 the key to the present complex situation.

65.

)

The African population of Ruanda is not of one single physical type:

it

includes Tutsi Hamites (or ethiopids L Hutu Bantus (or negroids) and Twa pygmies.
The Twa 1 who no longer represent more than a small minority (0.67 per cent
of the population)1 are related to the pygmies of the Belgian Congo and have
probably been in the country from time immemorial.
nothing is known of their origin.

The Hutu came later1 but
They now form the great majority of the

\ population (82.74 per cent of th~ population of Ruanda).
ruling caste in all the kingdoms between the lakes.
century.

They probably came originally

They undoubtedly migrated to Ruanda some time before the fifteenth

The TIltsi were nomadic cattle-breeders 1 who gradually occupied the

kingdoms in the east of what is now Ruanda, and extending those kingdoms towards'
the west.
They gradually subjugated the whole population of Ruauda] in some parts this

took place at a comparaUvely recent epoch.

As described by Mr. OCaquet and

Mr. d'Hertefelt,±! from all this has emerged a

soci~ty

which is integrated and

homogenous from certain points of view but varied and complex from others.
the, Hutu language was adopted by the TIltsi.

Thus

On the other hand the difference
,

between conqueror and conquered has crystallized in a system which has been
called a system of castes.
~

This dichotomy between conquering TIltsi and subject

;

"Hutu is a fact that has dominated social relations, :l.nd especially economic and
political relations.

The sharing nf political power and economic assets among the

castes was very unequal.

The Hutu were a body of farmers upon whom lay the

J.J. Maquet and M. d'Hertefelt, Elections en societe feodtl.le,

'-f

identifica
for the Hu1
them of th
their Hutu

67. The

0

TIltsi , cat

lastly1 the TIltsi

country and sUbjugated the indigenous inhabitants 1 establishing various small

66.

which both

a predomin

(16.59 per cent of the population of Ruanda) are related to the Hima 1 who are the
from Ethiopia.

system est

order to

0

themselves
pastures a
the establ
the use of

1959 Worki
combined w
common man
initiative

68.

The

was accomp
very varie
, to exercifl
paytri bull
level.

Tb

system of
gradually
Mwami.
Th~
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('3

whoJ,e burden of agricultural production in the country, yet they had no part in
government. The Tu'bsi had nothing to do with agricultural production but they
were the ,re.rrior caste and were in command.

By a complex political system in

wbich there were three hierarchies - administrative, military and feudal - they
managed to gather all the agricultural surplus into their own hands.

it is

The feudal

system established relations of personal allegiance between Tutsi and Hutu,
)

,~hich both acted as a ccurrterbnf.ance to the inequities of the caste system (tne '
identification of the Hutu servant with his Tutsi lord ensured greater protection

it

for the Hutu) and provided the Tutsi 'dth goods and services without depriving

rgmies.

them of the ownership of the cattle and land wh:tch they placed at the disposal of
their Hutu dependents.

re

67. The outcome is a very complex but stable civilization, in which the cow plays.
a predominant role.

The Hutu, who are, farmers, long to possess cattle.

The

Tutsi, cattle-breeders, want domestic servants and labour for their crops.
~re

order to obtain cattle, the Hutu mortgage their services and take on for

the

themselves and their descendants a series of commitments relating to cattle,

,ginalJ,y
,fteenth
,11

In

pasburee and arable land.
'!

The ubuhake , a cattle contract, was a basic factor in

the establishment of the new social structures.

°0'"

It enabled the Hutu to obtain

the use of the cattle, subject to cOIllIllete loyalty towardf3 his mal:3ter.

The

1959 Working GrouJ;l,concluded in its reJ;lort that it was the spirit of the ubuhake,
combined with precarious conditions of life, that has for many years made the
sthis

common man a subject creature, defenceless, with very rare J;lossibilities of
initiative, and more often than not waiting for his fate to be decided by others.,

and
Thus
ce

68. The Tutsi conquest which had probabJ,y begun before the fifteenth century
was accomJ;lanied by a vast effort of political integration and unification; using
very varied methods.

Tutsi officials, emissa'ries of tne. court, were apJ;lointed

,to exercise various ,functions in the provinces.

The peoJ;lle were obliged to

ject

J;lay tribute to the Mwami, a percentage of which was taken at each admini!,1trati'lie

and

level.

Dng

The 'levying of tbis organized and systemathJedtribute' became a real
"

system of taxation for the benefit of the ruling class.

Theownersbip of la.nd.

gradually ,~ithdrawn fro~, the Hutu tribes and became th'e supreme right oftbe
MWami.
King, or Mwami, became the sUJ;lreme head and ,absolute master oi'the

He

was the incarnation,oftbe state, "the eye

()

',-"

'I

He enj oyed an almost divine prestige:

.

~'1i thout him cattle would

,
!

74. An acco

i-:

upon Ruanda".

?

cease to multiply, there would be no more rain and plants would cease to grow.

should take

According to a Ruanda saying, the Mlvami of Ruanda has no race, and the motto of

throughOut t

the country "Imbaga. y'inyabatatu ijya mbere" (the three united races advance)

another.

seeks to unite the three ethnic groups in one movement towards progress.

whole it var

70.

KibUY~ distr
established
said of the
some cases ~\
of the nine
with cautio

The policy of the Bami of Ruanda was to carry out the fragmentation of the

land ad infinitum, in order to prevent any great provinces being formed under
\

over-powerful vassals.

71. A complex political system evolved. Abbe Mulenzi!! noted
that below the
,
MWam! stood the~, or Crown Council, guardian of the constitutional principles
.pyvirtue of 1'1hich the dynasty ruledj the King was obliged to 8ubmit for its
:l,nformation and approval all important decisions of a general nature.

.

Wh

75. Anothe

As far as

the executive organization was concerned the Mwami was assisted by a council

to a certai

of ministers (Abatware b'intebe) while below them were the governors, one for each

Twa or Hutu
who had fal

. province in the country, and the sub-chiefs (Abatware b'ibikingi)j contact
between these bodies and the population was maintained by the family chiefs

Hutu.

(Abakuru b'Imiryango, i.e., heads of families or households), who informed their

concerning

relatives of the "royal decrees".

76.

72.

Economic administration was based on the system of fiefs.

Finall

apIJearance

Abbe A. Kagame
,.

defines the fiefs in Ruanda in terms either of head of cattle, parcels of

It

:pasture land or landed property, which the holders either inherited from their

there are
belonging

. forebears, received from the political authorities or acquired by their own.
industry within the framework of indigenous custom and under the protection of the
authorities.

The administration of this system was based on the existence of

a body of chiefs of pastoral fiefs (Abatware b'Imikenke), who were responsible for

Ruanda-Uru~

"

time in 18~

both the allotment of pasture land and the supervision and control of the
services rendered under the ubuhake

! .... :<

~ntract,

and a body of chiefs

of landed fiefs

There were also army chiefs who commanded the warriors and were in charge of

,-,:''7}.

:l.;,mobilization and security.' Finally, juc1:icial power was exercised by the Mwami

!':t"'~ndbY

courts composed of family chiefs and presided over by the local political
:::',.'ahthority.
:'t,\

Etude sur quelques problemes du Ruanda (A Study of Certain

:~;'>,.Problems in Ruanda), Brussels,
~t'·::~i-);~:~:~-~~",L'·"
:r·~J';:;:.

,!.-

I

,,'" -,,'

';-,' ~"- -'::;'• ..'.';

"

,

\ '~;<'

78.

Ther

relatively
howe:ver,w
,'~/·~,>its~1.f .exc

;'.:.i·rl:aaein th

;.>;,.......
, ~---

~i~r';'y'.Abbe, Mulenzi,

.the .authord
estabUshel

'. (Abatware b' Ubutaka ) •

l,'J:,,'

77. After

"

"

'

1958•. '

,

I .•
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I
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74. An account of politJ.cal and social organization in Ruanda, however brief,
should take into account the fact that conditions are not absolutely identical
throughout the country.
another.

The penetration of the Tutsi varies from one area to

While it accounts for 16.59 per cent of the population of Ruanda as a

,~hole it varies from

5.62 per cent in the Kisenyi district to 30.71 per cent in the

;' the

Iu.buy~ district.

[er

established in the central part of Ruanda for centuries but the same cannot

It is true that the domination of the Tutsi has been solidly

.-

be'~

said of the peripheral areas in the vicinity of the Congo-Nile Crest, which in
.he

some cases vere only nominally subject to the authority of the Mwami until:the end

,nciples

of the nineteenth century or later.

is

with caution and the inhabitants cherished the memory of the Hutu principalities.

'ar as

75. Another consideration

,1

to a certain extent open to each other •. CUstom allowed a particularly worthy

'or each

,~hich

Tutsi officials penetrated into the area

should be borne in mind is that the castes were

.
,I ;

Twa or Hutu to rise to the rank of a Tutsi, while conversely an impoverished Tutsi
who had fallen from his former estate could be assimilated in every way to the
Hutu.

their

It was this aspect of Ruanda society which was to give rise to controversy..

concerning the racial, political, social and economic character of the castes.

76.

Finally, it should also be noted that while there are some whose physical

appearance in every way corresponds to the Hamitic, Bantu

pr

Pygmoid type

there are others whose appearance does not identify them at first glance as
belonging either to the Tutsi, the Hutu or the· Twa.
l

of the

Ruanda under the German regime

of

77· After the Berlin Conference of 1885 the German zone of influence included

,ble for

Ruanda-Urundi.

Count von Gotzen crossed Ruanda from east to west for the first

time in 1894 and met the Mwami, Kigeli IV.,
.ed fiefs

In 1897 Ruanqa was detached from

the.authority of the Resident at Usumbura and headquart~rs for Runada were
established at Kigali.

rge of
ami

78. The relations between Mwami Yuhi Musinga and the German autho.rities were
'",;",1'"

. relativelypeacefl.ll. . The reSUlts of the two decadee of German administxation,,);:,
'(',

tical

were negligible.

It was at the

mostamili~ary occupation.

exclusively with measures of pac'ificationand secllrity.
tribal organization.

·':·~i()fUlnciGicni..
/~

concern;i.ng ... :"

No changesvrerEl.>ri.:;)ci

The indigenous poliuical institutionScolltfntie,d:;i,i'()

Thus an indirect form' of, administration. was

esta.bl~shedlJ1id~r;j1h~d~.i"·,/
.

. -:
,

."

.'

,"',

': ,',;", .:

"~:\'.' "'''':':~'\':',.:'': '\\~',.

, Z•••~,'

<.:

, ,: ,_~. ".:, "\_"'~'~:;\'L~'

.,S.I

r':"l' : ;~~

~

,

.
D

eliminate
or undesi
deprived

the protecting power administered Ruanda-Urundi through the traditional
authorities1 in accordance with the la~vs and customs of the country.
79. Richard Kandt 1 the first German Resident in Ruanda1 wrote: "OUr political
and colonial interests require that we should support the King and uphold the
supremacy of the Tutsi and the corresponding extreme dependence of the great mass
ot the population. Considering the nature of the country ,and the character
of its people1 this arrangement can be reconciled with those humanitarian
i~eratives which require the elimination of abuses of power and arbitrary rule
over subject populations".
Belgian policy in Ruanda from 1916 to 1956

80.

As the Resident-General recalled in his address of 3 If.arch 19601 the first
Belgian authorities adopted a position identic~l with that of the Germans in
order to taclde the country's major prob.Lema, namely1 hunger1 df.seaae, the

the tripl
for farmi
authority

83. It

,.,

1

,.,.l
.:l
"

~I{
c

absence of roads and a widely scattered population. In setting up the first
<.•.
administrative cadres they turned to the Tutsi aristocraqyand with its aid began .
" \..'f
to carry out the most urgent tasks 1 such as the establishment of the first cOlonialJ
administration 1 the intensification and improvement of agriculture 1 the
introduction of public health services and the opening of the first schools. In
accordance with this policy, the influence and authority of Tutsi chiefs were .
extended over the north-western region of Ruanda during the earlier years of the.
Belgian administration.
81. This policy is summarized in the explanation of the purposes of the
legislative ordinance of 4 October 1943: the Administration found in Ruanda- \
Urundi socially and politically vigourous ethnic groups which had remained immune
to any destructive influences which more advanced peoples might have been expected
to have on them; thus the Administration hael, only to recognize them and modify
:their interna.l structure in order to adapt them to the' new conditions created
by the introduction of European civilization and the policy of indirect
administratiun which it was successfully pursuing in Ruanda-Urundi.
Nevertheless, while the Belgian administration respected the customary
1J'~.&."."'''''''a..L

. r

organization it did so only to the extent that generally held cOloCE=pi;13
order were not thereby violated.. A number ot steps were taken to

i

pursued d
84. Som
present
by the
was in r
view the
tribal a
prior cO
agents 0
of a Eur
traditio
whose tr
levelled
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J

eliminate any features of the customary organization ,vhich might seem objectionab:Le

1

"

1.

or undesirable.

Thus in

~9l7

the Mlre.mi and the ina.igenous authorities were

deprived of their arbitrary power, and in 1926 domestic slavery lre.S abolished and

Lca~

the triple hierarchy of indigenous authorities (the authorities responsib~e
for farming, pastures and the armed forces respectively) was replaced by a single

b mass

authority.
83.
~ule

, ~

..

It is interesting to note that those who have recently assessed the policy;" '

pursued during that period, have reached greatly differing conclusions.

,,1

84.

Some, including, in particular, the Abbe Mulenzi, the traditionalists, the

present entourage of the Mlre.mi

(a~cording

to various communications
received
v»

by the Mission) and some Europeans, stated that this pseudo-indirect government
,rst

Ire.S

in reality only a camouflaged form of direct government.

In support of this

view they quoted the latitude given the European authorities
.- to dismiss the
tribal authorities, their power to alter 'the customary circonscriptions'without
prior consultation, the transformations of customary officials into

executiv~

agents of the European administration and the superimposition and juxtaposition
of a Eurppean administration (staffed with Africans and Europeans) on th~
traditional administration, which has led to the existence of two authorities
,

In
, the

whose traditions and interests do not necessarily coincide.

This criticism is

leve~ed even at the present institutions (and also at theiInterim Decree of
25 December 1959) and constituted the basis of the claims of some e~isting
parties.
85.

However, others, particUlarly the leaders of the Hutu movements, expressed

a very different view.
\

mmune

In a memorandum delivered to the Mission, they' declared

that this policy,
"in theory a happy marriage of traditional feudal institutions
,
and the reqUirements of democracy, has in fact only consolidated the traditionaL
'"

fy

s

. hegemony of the Tutsi minor! ty, practically ignoring the 'eXistence of the Hutu
niajority".
persoIls of

They say that it has "oriented to the benefit of the same privileged
thetraditiona~ regime

,the very generous innovations introduced by
•

,I'

thelv'.a.ndatory Power and that intentional or unintentional discrimination Tese:rVj~S
monopoly of al~ strategic positions of power to the Tutsi oligarchyandtli~
of' poverty,destitution and servile labour to the Hutu
The Administration believes that its pOlicy has been. reasonable
In a speech made on 3 lv'.a.rch 1960, the Resident-Gener!3.lsaid:

for

ma~

notables of

years, Belgians and the Tutsi of Buanda have co-operated in a great

common'task, that of improving the w'ell-being of Ruanda, a task in which, over a

guiding thi

long period, no major conflict divided them.

members fr
89. The c

The old order did not appear to

be threatened. The Belgian authorities, for their part, saw the people making
•
undeniable progress, eating and dressing better, receiving better medical care, .
becoming gradually but

steadi~

more prosperous and gaining access to education.

They hoped that nothing would intervene to hamper that progress because, in due
course, the ruling class would come to understand that it was in its own
interest to accept a new politico-social order in 'which the aristocracy could
distinguish itself in new fields.
that this would come about.

Moreover, some indications led to the belief

Some Tutsi
spokesmen had long advocated
,
. the very

policy which I have just mentioned.

G

." .
"".I

It was therefore nou unreaeonabt.e to pelieve

the Hutu d
(minor pol
and sub-eh
ccp:n:.and-de

87.

Towards 1930 a programme of political and economic deve.Lopmenf was initiated
which included regroup,ing of chd.efdoms , improvement of agriculture in order to

was indire

overcome periodic famines and shortages, introduction of coffee cultivation,

of traditi

improvement of livestock, intensive reafforestation of eroded hills, mineral
prospecting and trial mining operations, construction of an adequate road

of the Tu'

network and reogranization of trade.

91.

88.

support l'

Belgian Ad

recommend

In 1931, the Belgian administration removed Mwami Yuhi V Musin€;"E. (who had

by Mr. Maquet and Mr. d'Hertefelt, "appeared to be well disposed towards the

The

at the "V
hegemony
Mgr. Clas

Mutara, they added, was in

in 1930:
to the stl

fact, from a traditional viewpoint, one of the possible successors of Musinga.

would leal

However, those who had appointed him, Le. the European administrative and

Communism

religious authorities, did not follow the traditional practice in selecting him.

by d€J?riv
followin

Belgian Administration and the catholic missions".

At that time, the action of the Belgian authorities consisted more in decisions
'.of that nature than in structural reforms. late in 1931, a regency council was

.

established in Ruanda.

In view of the youth of the new king and the fear of

L.

.,"theauthorities that he might encounter opposit1.on from certain f!3udal chiefs
;::,:,~nd. headmen, the Resident decided to. establish a council composed of several
:,:"::'..;.,'

- I

grouped ac
traditiona]
90. Accor

increasing

Belgian authorities and the missions constituted a major impediment to Ruand~'s
advancement. He was replaced by his son Mutara III Rudahigwa who, as stated

':,.,;.:p

frequently

that the entire ruling caste might some day support that realistic policy."

reigned since 1896), as it considered that the latter's attitude towards the

i;

::0.,

:~"

I~

-a

"

l\
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:at
over a
I:'

to

~king

care, '
~ation.

~u

due

notables of noble families, who would have the responsibility of helping and
guiding this high dignitary in his task.

This council wascom;gosed of

fo~r

members from 1931 to the beginning of 1936, and thereafter of six members.

89.

The chiefdoms, which, prior to 1931, had numbered in the hundreds and had

frequently consisted of parts and enclav-es scattered throughout the State:, were
grouped according to geographical and practical criteria, without regard for the
traditional principles of land tenure.
.r
)"

""

",.

90. According to the apologists of the traditional regime, ,the loss of power of
luld

the Hut1.1. dates from that reform.

lelief

(minor political and land fiefs) m~.\nY Hutu had actually been appointed chiefs

rery

and sub-chiefs.

:believe

ccP:'ltand-decreased~.·,considerably. The same traditionalists\pointed out that the

"

increasing monopoly of all positions of control and responsibility by the Tutsi

litiated

was indirectly due to action by the European authorities, because it was the,

ir to

Belgian Administration which decided,

After the regrouping, the proportion of Hutu in position§} of--

of traditional authorities.
al

They claim that under the system. of ibikingi'

conSUlting the Mwami, on the remoV$l

af~er

They added that the policy of making systematic use

of the ,Tutsi 1'Tas not on1y adopted by the Belgian Administration,' but was also
recommended by the Catholic Church.

91.

The Church had, in fact, noticed, about 1926, that it, received its greates:t
,

had

support from the Tutsi aristocracy.

,

Furthermore, the Church, mome~tarily concerp:eCl.

he

at the "vacilation of the colonial ad:ninistration with regard to the traditional

nda ' s

hegemony of "the well-born TutSi",Y vigorously supported the Tutsi

c~use~.fJ

ed

Mgr. Classe, Bishop of Ruanda, sent the following memorandum to the Adminis'hratiOn'

he

in 1930:

s in

to the state would be to eliminate the Tutsi caste.

nga ,

~ions

.

sf's

Ll

'

Far from furthering progress, it wou1d nuliifythe GovernmeJj.t'

,by deJ?riving it of auxiliaries who are, by birth, capable of understanding
fol10wing it.

This is the view and the firm belief of a11 superiprs of the

L was

)f

A revolutiOn of that nature

would 1ead the entire state direct1y int,o anarchy and'!;o .European-hating
Communism.

s him.

liThe greatest disservice which the Government could do to itse1f'and

Y

L. de Lacger, Le Ruanda, Vol. H, p. 181.

Ruan!~.·:

~.,'
~

mi!Jsion, "yithout exception.

insignific

Generally speaking, we have no chiefs who are better,

"

'~?re intelligent, more active, more capable of appreciating progress and 'even more

.fully accepted by the people than the Tutsi.
,

.

~ssentially

,'-,;

appointme

It is therefore primarily and

the first

with their aid that the Government will succeed in developing Ruanda

fr9m all points of view. 11

children.

92.

97.

It had also been the Belgian Administration's policy to pay special

attention to the Tutsi in the field of education.

consolida'
its impor'

was reserved for the sons of Tutsi chiefs end notables.
i .'

93., In 1929, a Groupe scolaire was established at Astrida, where the

Fr~res

de la Chari t~ of Ghent operated, on the Admini stration "s behalf, a new special
"school for the best students from the reissicns' primary schools.

.
One branch of

all sons of Tiltsi chiefs and notables.

In the other branches, where the pupils

changed
0

egotism
and of h
detrimen

':assistants, the proportion of Tutsi children was also very high.
This factor enabled the UMAR to claim that the reason why the Tutsi children

" -. ,Dad enjoyed a privileged position as far as post-primary education was concer.ned

98.

Fin

itself.

this had been the deliberate policy of the Administration and of the

Administ

and that the Tutsi themselves were not to blame.

pressure

In the light of recent events, there appears to be more or less general,
Eli3reement that the policy of indirect government has met with failure in Ruanda ,
its

materi,~l

aohdevement.s have been SUbstantial, / t has not yet brought

about, social justice.

However, many different interpreta.tions are given of the

As expiained earlier, the traditionalists have accused the Administration
traditional system through increasingly direct and
intervention, and of having strengthened or even crested a Tutsi
of the ruling class whose prestige was employed as a tool but Which,
less and less opportunity or power to contri'bute to the welfare of the
as a whole..

accordin
interme
practic
authori~

authori1

of this failure.

'file European Administration had, th~y. sa!, "taken over

of ,any importance, leaving the

indigeno~s

Administration only the

I

-I

'must be s

The pupils in this branch were almost

:';,were Itrained to become secretaries or agricultural, veterinary or medical

'", ', 94.

potential

to one

;this school was reserved for future chiefs and sub-chiefs and was designed
gradually to replace the school at Nyanza.

The 1

declared'

In the first years of the

Belgian occupation an official primary school was established at Nyanza, which

lo'".'.

the indig

otherwi~

T/1538
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ot

e better,

insignificant function of transmitting o:r::,ders n • As for the Tutsi monopoly

even more

the indigenous civil service, it is alleged that it was partly due to the

:ld

appointment by the Belgian Administration of chiefs and sub-chiefs trained in

Buanda

the :first government schools, which hadbbeen reserved

~xclusively

for Tutsi

children.

97. 'lhe Administration defined its policy inits 19,8 annual report .!::/ It
che

•
declared itself convinced "that the Government should endeavour to maintain an<:i

ilhich

consolidate the traditional ~ composed of the Tutsi ruling class, becaus;of

',7

its important qualities, its undeniable intellectual supli::r;,i.ority and its :tuling
I,'

res

potential.

However, the mentality of this class must gradually alter.

ecial

'must be sought gradually to modify its conception of authority, which must

tlch of

changed from one of domination

:i

to one of a more humane power to be ,exercised in the interests of the people. t1

e almost

Twenty years later, the Administration was to accuse the Tiltsi of he.v Lng shown' -.

~upils

egotism and lack of appreciation of an inevitable evolution towards democracy,

ex~rcised

A way

B'e

solely for the penefit of its holders)

and of having sought only to perpetuate their privileged position to the
tl)

detriment of the general popUlation.
children

98. Finally, the Hutu theorists criticized the system of indirect government

ncenned

itself.

the

One of therJ/ said:

i

Administration to eliminate abuses have provided further opportunity to exert
pressure on the weak.

ral,

uIn practice, some measures taken by the

'lhis is due to that principle of,i-t p natiye policy,

according to which the t.caditional authority should be considered as the

~lf$iiciaJ.
.\

Ruanda.

' intermediary between the Trust 'Administi'ation and the general population.

The

;[

brought

practice has therefore always been to strengthen the prestige ,of the tra.dit:ton~~

of the

,authority while turning a blind eye to certain of its acts.

ation

authority, strengthened by the moral support
of the Administration,
have done
.
,
otherwiSe than be led. to abuse its power?"

HoW' could that

Cl.

i

Rapport annuel, 1938, p. 72.

ich,
of the
over
he

,.'

G. Cyimana, Plaidoyer pour le menu peuple au 'Ruanaa-Urundi~'
Nouvelle, 15 ~arch 1959.
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519.

•

cl

102.

It appears that the choice 01' a na'bive policy in Ruanda was d.ictated by the

chiefdom and

Administration t s basic desire to ensure, as rapidly as possible, ·the economfe and

'11·

social progress 01' which the country was in such great need.

author!ti es •

The 15154 Visiting

sanction to 1

Nission st'ated tbat "tbe Administering Autbority places greater emphasis on

10:;.

economic progress than on poli "ical development, wi. tb a vieiol' to creating equal
'0

opportunities for the people and material equality for all"

.!./

The Belgian

.

High Council

~ssentia.l

tbe sub-ch:1la'

"Contrary to the beliefs 01' certa.in

members of the Visiting Mission," he went on,

college cons'

0ur policy inspires confidetlCe in

1I

by the sub-cl

the: indigenous inhabitants, both among the best elements 01' the elite and among
the masses 01' 'che people.

'.rbis confidence bas made progress possible in the past

other ccuncd,
,

and is a guazanbee of even greater progress in the future."
100.

lower counct,

These are:

1943:

First political and judicial reorganization

1952:

Second political and judicial reorganization

1954:

Abolition of ubuhake.

The ordinance of 1943 created nothing new.

•

It recognized that the

i~

Administration would continue to operate in the customary manner, SUbject, however,.
to

of notables

Three important dates should be mentioned in order to complete the r:>icture

01' the political evolution of Ruanda up to 1956.

101.

Trusteeship (
sub-chiefdom

order to promote political development tha.t the Administering Authority was now
foundations for political development".

The Dee

approved has
, .!'

representative cballenged'tbis stiabement; at t}le time,.g/ declaring that i'b ·t1as "in
laying stress on economic, social and cultural progress, wbich were the

The Ore

cel~ain

conditions.

It recognized the existence of a bierarchy composed of

the King, the chiefs and the sub-chiefs, who administered the State, the chiefdoms
and the sub-chf efdoms ,

The King was elected according to tramtion but had to be

invested by <'te Governor ;

The chiefs and

s"~b-chiefs

were appointed b;\,'

t~e

according to tradition, but were invested by the Belgian Administration.

King,
The

ordinance a1se recognized the existence of cbiefdom councils and of a Council 01'
State but without defining their constitution, organizs;tion or powers.

1.1

Rapport

g./

Article
liThe eo
1.
tl1e sub

(a
(1:
me
~Et

shall
boy'the
The nun
the men
acceptE
in thi~
after
~

T/ll68, paragraph 129.
Ibid., p .63, statement of 8 March 1955.

. I

chief~

than e

(

{) 0

t

cT/1538
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'I

1

,i

tated by the

'-"...

economic and

54

10;.

ting equal

As rogards judicial organization, the Orditlance merely gave Offici~l
~'1hich

functioned already.

!Ille Decree of 14 July 1952 went further and the organization which it

approved has been described in detail in various documents submitted to the
,of

"HaS 11in

Trusteeship Council1in the past,Y

The Decree fixed the membership of the

sub-cht efdom councils, the chiefdom councils, the district councils and the

ity was now

High Council of State.

the essential

An attemp"c at democratization

~!as

made in the case of'

the sub-ch:ill:ifdom councils; their members were to be selec.ted by an electoral

certain

college consisting of: notables -whose names would be sel.ectied from a list prepared

onfidence in

by the sub-chiefs taking into account the preferences of the inhabitants.

e and among

e in the past

chiei'dom and for the state, which were administered by their respective
sanction to the indigenous courts

asis on

at i'C

The Ordinance also estEioblished autonomous administrative funds for each

authorities.

Visititlg

Belgian

102.

...-:"

other councils were to consist partly of sub-chiefs or ~hiefs, ex officio, membe~S,
':

the 1=licture

•

of notables elected

:~udire'":tly by

These councils had advisory powers.

Rapports ann~, 1952 and 1955; Reports of Visiting Missions, 1954 and 1957'
Article 28 of the Decree of 14 July 1952:
liThe councils referred to in article 27 shall be consbd tuted as

i~

bj ect, however, .
omposed of

the chiefdoms
but had to be
~:'>"

th,e King,

ion,
3.

3,

The

Council of

"e-

an elec·toral body appointed by members of the '

lower council, and of co-optied members .g/

Y
g./
the

The

follo~~s:

1. Sub-chiefdom councils.This council sha.."l/l be presided over by
tl1e sub-chief. It shall c'Qiiip'rise:

(a) the sub-chief;
(b) not less than five or more than nine members, at the rate of one
member for every 500 inhabitants,
These members shall be chosen by an electoral college. The college
shall consist of notables whose names shall be selected from a list prepared
b-y the SUb-chief taking into account the preferenges of the "inhabitants,
The number of names on the list of notables shall 'be at leas-\; twice that of
the members of the council. The list shall be approved by the chief and
accepted by the administrator of the territory, !ofter it has peen drawn up
in this manner, it shall be posted in the chief-town Of the chiefdomand,
after proclamation, in the chief-town of the sub-chi efdom , ,
.

g, 9hiefdom councils.- This council shall be presided over by the (;:0
chief; r'Re.ddition to the chief, i t shall comprise not less than ten or tnore",
than eighteen members selected as fpllows:
(a)

five to nine sub-chf.efs elected by their peers;
(footnote continued on followingp'age)

"104.

The elec'bive and representative system thus instituted was still on a

limited scale.

conejustcn.

1

The Visiting Missions of 1954 and 19571/ had already reached that

1

Mr. Maquet and Mr. d'Hertefelt,g/ pointed out that the electoral

appointed by the
higher levels wh'
fact, they consi

college of the sub-chiefdoms, on 1'l'hich 'che entire system was based, was in fact

not designed to
the Decree was d

(footnote continued from preceding page)
(b)

compelling those

notables to the same number as the sub-chiefs.

be~-elected as follows:

These notables shall~

on the opinion

0

class.
105. Proceeding

Each sub-chiefdom council shall designate three of its notables;
Together these notables shall constitute an electoral college which shall
elect those of its members who axe to be members of the chiefdom council.

Ruanda

3. District council.- This council shall consist of the chiefs of the
district., an equal number of sub-chiefs elected by their peers and a number
of notables' equal to the total number of chiefs and sub-chiefs. These
notables shall be elected as follows:

sub-chiefdom el
colleges

Each chiefdom council shall appoint three notables from among its
members;

the en

sub-chiefdom eo

Together these notables shall conotitute an electoral college which ~nJ~11
elect those of its members who are to be members of the district council.

-

chiefdom counci
diBtrict counc:1

The district council shall choose its chairman and vice-chairman from
among the chiefs. They shall remain in office for one year and shall be
eligible for r e - e l e c t i o n . '
.

high councils
state

4. High Council of the State.- This council shall be presided over by
the b'lwami. In aCl,dition to the Mwami, it shall comprise:

~x

'.:i.t~

0

106. In 1956 w

(a) the chai~eu of the district councils of the state;
(b) six chiefs elected by their peers;
(c) one representative elected by each district council from
notables in the council;
(d) lour persons chosen for their knowledge of the social, economic,
spiritual and cultural problems of the state;
( e) four indigenous persons who are holders of the ci vi c merit card or
are registered, not including chiefs or sub-chiefs who may be holders
that certificate or be registered.

decided to inte
introduction of
establishment

0

sub-chiefs, the
of the entire 8t
75 per cent of

IJ:he members listed under (d) and (e) above are co-opted by the other
members.

i'egisteired vot

The Governor- decides on the procedure for draWing up the list of X!K.klK3J,xjsJ
notables in .the sub-chd ef'dom, who may 'become members by appointment,
election, and by co-option, referred to in this article. He also de'teJ:'tI1i.l1!3;~;t
t.he periods of time within which the formalities are to be completed."
(Bullet~n offici el' du Congo belge, first part, 45th year, No. 8, p.
T/1l68, paragraphs 138-1)+3 and T/14?2, paragraphs 47-510

...__
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_
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_
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<)

appointed by the sub-chief and was accordingly not representative, so that the
higher levels which rested on that basis would not be representative either.

In

fact, they considered that the councils provided for by the Decree of 1952 were
not designed to represent the opinions of the mass of the population, but that
the Decree was designed to reduce the powers of theVMwa~i and the chiefs, by
compelling those authorities, in certain important matters, to ask for and act
on the opinion of persons of low'er ranl':. but belonging generally to the 'lUtsi
class.

alIi
e

105. Proceedings with a vi-ew to constituting the various councils took place in
Ruanda ~t: the end of 195;. The results were as follows:

;

Total

Tutsi

13,145

5,442
(41.4%)
2,190
(52.3%)
61;
(88.6%)

sub-chiefdom electoral
colleges

electors
appointed

sub-chiefdom councils

members
elected

4,187

chiefdom councils

members

692

diBtrict counc:l.s

members

204

high councils of the
state

members

32

185
(90.7%)

29

(90.6%) .

Hutu

Twa

7,674
29
(58.,8%) (0.2~)
1,995
2
(47.65%) (0.05%)
79
(11.4%)
19
(9.3%)
3
(9.4%)

106•. In 1956 when the councils were re-elected, the Governor of Ruanda-Urundi
decided to interpret the 1952 leg:i;slation in such a way ae to, :permit the
introduction of a. form of universal male suffrage.

Instead of leaving the

establishment of sub-chiefdom electoral colleges to the discretion of the

x~

BUb-chiefs, the no'babl.eu of the electoral colleges were appointed .by secret

.

bal~ot'

~

of the entire adult male population. ,Participation in th~ elections was about

75 per cent of registered voters (Le., over 300,000 voting out; of 400,000
i'egistered voters').

The results were as follows:

-

Total

o

TI:ltsi

Hutu

22;

61 501

1
(0.01%)
1
~p.Q~)

sUb-chiefdom electoral
colleges
"

electors 9 174;
elected

(;;.08%)

(66.7~)

sub-chiefdom councils

members
elected

1,895
(45.56%)

21261

chiefdom councils'

members

district councils

members

high councils of the
state
107.

members

41160
704
184
32

;1

,~5«-.~5~)
"
(15.~)

16;
(88.6%)

21
(11.4%)

(96.9~)

SWOOili and
Congolese

)1

1'1

18
(0.19%)

;

~Q.Q:l%. ~

l

.1

,i
i

:J

107

597
(84.8%)

31

'!'wa

1

(:;.It%)

'1

«I
~

1
.f
"

,'.1
i'i

:~

This electoral consultation was .bhe subject of a very detailed study by

Mr. Maquet and Mr. d'liertefelt 1 'y made on b'ehalf of the Institute for Scientific

.,;

j

~eBearch in Central Africa (IRSAC). Some of their conclusions are worth quoting: !',':.,
"Considerations of caste played an important part in the popular consultation'
of 1956 and in the resulting formation of the councils.
shown in two ways:

This special concern was·

on the one hand1 some Hutu showed a desire for emancipation

from the::'r caste; on the other hand, results show that the Hutu have an attitude
of dependency and submission towards the higher caste • • • • • Historically" the

hold of, the pastoral caste over the peasant masses has varied Widely according
to regions. Fo11o~ving those variations, the traditional attitudes came out more
clearly in the voting at the popular consultation.

Thus, in the north-vest of

Ruanda, which was effectively occupied by the Tu'tsi only towards the end 'of the

last century, the proportion of the ruling caste in the sub..chiefdom electoral

108. One lat
which should

--

"Ubuhake in
High council
historic dec
Mission1 on
of the State
clients, an'
1954 and 19~
measure 1 ene
Ruanda on tl
AdmiDistrat'
concessions
109. In re
o'ccasions b
and as evia
spirit.
that the a
the land t
tri,ed to s
owner does

continued
. this contr

categories was reduced by 50 per cent, sometimes by over 70 per cent, in the
,
popular consultation, Whereas in the region of Ruanda proper the reduction was
only by about 10 per cent or even showecl some increase in the power of the
Tutsi. 11 Further on, the authors also no'bed that lithe screening of the people's
wishes (of the first degree electors) through seven ballots 'before the High Council'
was r-eached resulted in 1956 in a reversal of the trend in the open popular

See
See

Elections en

- !

soci~te

feodale, 9E,. cH.•

11

T/1538

o

English
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111 and
golese

108. One last important aspect in the deVelopment of Ruandese society before 1956
which should be noted here is the suppression of ubuhake in 1954. The 1'ole of
ububalt.e in the society of Ruanda has already been mentio~ed.!/ In 1954, the

18

1,19%)
3

High Council of Ruanda decided on the gradual "luppression of ubuhake ,

!.R:l%. ~

This

historic decision happened to be adopted on the same day when the 1954 Visiting
Mission, on its way through Nyanza, was attending the! meeting of the High Council "

"i,

.

of the State.g/

Orders allowing the distribution of cattle bet1reen patrons enc£.,

clients, and determining procedures for that distribution were made and between

1954 and 1958, over 200,000 head of cattle had been distributed in Ruanda.
:1:
y by

entific
quoting:
.tion

~

This

measure, encouraged by the Administration and introduced by the High Council of
Ruanda on the recommendation of the N1vami 'was at the time interpreted by the
Administration as evidence that the Mwami' s entourage was iLnfavour 0"£ making

,4
.,\

,.~

o~

concessions in the int.erests of the peopler
109. In recent political documents, the measure has

als~ 'been

mentioned on many

occasions by parties supporting oche Nwami as proof of his progressive spirit

cern was ,1
o~
pation

and as evidence that the Hutu were the first to benefit from that progressive

ttitude

spir1t.

'" the
rding
,t more

~

The Hutu politicians, on the other hand,

h~"Ve

more than once sugge'8ted,

that the abolition of p.i:>uhake has done the Hutu 11ttle good, as its effects on
the land tenure system caused problems which the Tutsi ruling class has not
f

tried to settle.

In fact, the possession of cattle is of little u~e_if the

owner does not also possess the necessary pastures.

The pasture, hovreVer,

!st of
of the

continued to be under the f~udal control of the Tutsi; some even eJ.legka. tha.t

toraJ.

this control became tighter.

the
n was
.e
:ople's

See pa:r:17.graph 67.
See T/1168, paragraphs ,69-72.

ri

Events from 1956 to July 195,2

The purpose c

Bet\ve€ln the years 1952 and 1956 there had already been certain criticisms

of Ruanda to

B.

110.

the High COUl

in the Press directed against the indigenous authorities, the political
institutions, the Tutsi and the operation of the courts.

the training

They appeared in

particular in the Ruandese-language pl'lblication Kinyamateka, published in the
,bishopric of Kabgayi.
c

in the direc
an opportun:i:

Although the criticisms did not at first arouse much

interest, they nonetheless were evidence of some unrest.

113. In the

111.

statement of

The first time that the problem of the Tutsi and the Hl'ltu received some

The High Cou

pUblicity was when Mr. Maus, a European settler, member of the Council of
ViceaGovernment~Generalof Ruanda-Urundi, proposed in April

1956, on the occasion

of the debate on the question of reorganizing that Council as the General Council
of Ruanda-Urundi, that a special list of four members, indigenous and Europeans;
should. be drawn up to provide separate representation for the Hutu.

That proposal

met with opposition from Mwami Mutara, who said that there was no ground for
distinguishing between the terms ltTutsi ll and llHutult• Mr. Maus' proposal was
rejected unanimously except f.or his own vote.

At that pcdrrb Mr. Maus submitted

his resignation to the Council in a letter in which he took Mwami Mutara to tasle
as having "by his statement revealed his anti-democratic spirit; he is in favour
of a single party, that of the Tutsi, which will continue to dominate the two
other indigenous groups; he is quite well a''1'are that separate

repres~ntation for

the Hutu would be the first crack in the edifice of Tutsi domination, and he means
to safeguard that at any price lt.
He concluded that lithe conflict of interests
between the Tutsi and Hutu communities which is the most pressing social problem
and the most poignant hums .. drama in the Territory, will therefore

continu~

to

be officially ignored by our institutions and left without any constitutional

only turn tl

114. In the
the social
time gave s
the text of

1957 Visiti
Tutsi-Belgi
the Tutsi a
question of
social and
condemned
a.fter achi
docUment.
white col.or
recommends

115. Thos(

means of defence ll •

inspired tj

112.

received i

In February 1957, the High Council of Ruanda approved its "sbabemerrt of
That document was reproduced verbatim as an annex to' the report of the

,1957 Visiting

MiSSion~/ and was

the subject of some comment by that Mission.

paragraphs 42-46, Annex,II.

· I

Summary in paragraph 31.

T!J.40

T11538
English
Page 41
The purpose of the statement of views was to raise the problem of the accession
of Ruanda to self-govermnent thl.'ough full use of

the~.

In that connexton,

the High Council requested, inter alia, that education should be
the training of an

~

dire~ted

towards

technically capable pf participatiIlg as soon as possible

in the direction of the State IS affairs, and to provide some of the elite with
0"

.

an opportun:!.ty to have an apprenticeship in managing their own affairs.

11;.

In the Trusteeship Council, the representative of Belgium stated that the""

statement of views was not an official document of. the High Council of the State.
The High Council stroIlgly objected to that interpretation and said that it could
oDly turn the members of the High Council against the Administration.
11.4.

In the folloivina; month there appeared th~ "Manifesto of the Bahutu ,a nobe on

the social aspecti of the indigenous racial problem in Ruanda", whi~h for the first
time gave specific form to the political creed of the Hutu leaders.

.

The manifesto,

the text of I'T11ich is also reproduced verbatim as an annex to the report of the

1957 Visiting MiSSion,!! contained the follOi'Ting paasageat

"No solution of the

Tutsi-Belgian relations can be durable until the fundamental difficulties between
the Tutsi and the Hutu are settled."

The Hutu-Tutsi problem is "primarily a

question of a political monopoly" of the Tutsi, which is also an economic,
social and cultural monopoly, "to the great despair of th~ Hutu who see themselves
condemned forever to the role of subordinate manual workens and this, worse still,
is

after achieviIlg independence which they have unifittingly helped to obtain".
-,.

\

The
,

document also i'Tarns against "a m~thod which, while tending to eliminate black and.
white colonialism, would leave a wcr se Hamitic colonialism over the Hutu", and
recommends measures f.or "the integrt1t.ed and collective advancement of the Hutu".

115. Those two documents contain the germ of all the ideological elements which
inspired the disturbances of Nove~lber 1959 and led. to t'heVisitiIlg·Mission beins
,received in Ruanda in March 1960 with mutually' contradictory slogans:

y

T!J..402, paragraphs 39-42, Annex I.

,

SUIllIllary in paragraphs 29:',O~

"Immed:l.&te

.

<,

independence.

Get rid of' the Belgians for us'' and "Down ,·rith Tutsi feudalism.

Long live Belgian Trusteeshipll.

them and thereb.

116. At the July 1957 session of the General Council" the Governor of Ruanda-

That was the or

Urundi pointed out the difficulties raised by the ideas stated in these t,'I'O

119. At the ou

~

documents.

When three members of the General Council presented a

~

terms IITutsi 11

that

the Government would study the Manifesto of the Bahutu thoroughly and state its

Thus the Speci

views at the next session of the Council" he pointed out that the question was

;1

Administration

delicate and difficult to tackle ''I':lth equanimity.Y

ll7.

,vas afraid that

In his discussions with the 1957 Visiting Mission" the Governor described

an expression

relations between the Tutsi and Hutu as the key problem of the Territory" and

character of tt

gave same indication of the contradictory courses of action between which the

from that time,

Administration vas tarn in its efforts to satisfy the demands of both parties"
i.e." to give extensive powers to
I

th~

120.

High Councils" which were composed solely

arena and thro

'the gravity of the problem" but thought that "although there is every likelihood

people), made

that the Hutu-Tutsi problem ''I'ill grm'l' worse in the near future" it is nonetheless

privileges of

Under the influence

of secondary and university edncatrlon and of contact w'ith the

of royal power

outside world"

Mr. Gitera.

traditional conceptions are giving way and the elite of the old regime are
coming up against a new elite ll• liThe statement of views of the High Council of

remains, or t
past by the p

far-reaching change in the structure of the state as a desire to provoke a race

many occasion

order to consolidate the tottering prerogatives of a dominant class by premature

and that the .

self -government" )./

worthy of a c'

.

In 1957" the High Council of Ruanda firmly expressed a wish that the terms
,

1'TiltS ill. and "Hutu" should henceforth ?e banished from official documents.

all Ruandese,

On

the other hand the Nouven:.ent social hutu" .estiatilLshed in June 1957" to promote

t]nited Nation

,democratization of institutions and to combat abuses" opposed that proposal on
the grounds t~at there was nothing hurtful about r.acial descripti~ns and,that
true social advancement of the country could oDly be revealed by ma5ntaining

23" 24, 28.
paragraphs 33-39.
paragraphs 40-46.
paragraphs

-,

H

idolatrous cul

Ruanda ''1Quld indicate at least as much an awareness of the inevitabi;Lity ofa

118.

Towards

~ (APROSO

of Tutsi" and to emancipate the Hutu. Y The 1957 Visiting Mission recognized

true that it carries in itself the seed of its solution.

January 1958

"

"

U'll

the matter

~ 'I!/~538°"
English
Page 43

,

lism.

"id
\

""
"

them and thereby indicating the progress made by the under-privileged majority.

anda-

That was the origin of the accusation that the Hutu parties are racists.

1'10

119. At the outset, the Belgian Administration

at

terms llTutsi II

te its

Thus the Special Representative of Belgium on the Trusteeship Council state9- on

n was

;1 January 1958 that the terms Tutsi and Hutu ''1ere outworn, and that lithe

,~as in favour of abolishing the
ll,
and llHutu
or in any case tried to minimize their importance.

'"

<

Administration would be qUite pleased. to see that terminology abolished ••• it ....
cribed

was afraid. that the proud. flaunting of the term I Hutu r could. easily be taken as

and

an expression of hostility to the 'Tutsi' ",

the

character of the Tutsi-Hutu problem:

The controversy as to the real

racial, social, economic, etc., also dates f

bies,

from that time.

solely

120. Towards the end of 1957, the Association pour la pronlotion sociale de la

lzed

~ (APROSOMA), founded by Mr. Joseph Habyar;ym"ana Gitera, 'entered the, political ..

~lihood

arena and through its newspaper "Ij,,,i Rye. Rubanda Rutusr" (The Vpice of the Little

3theless

People), made increasingly vehement attacks a9a~nst the. social system, the

snce

privileges of the Tutsi, the court of the M'''ami,\ and the Kalinga drum, the emblem
of royal pover .
Mr. Gitera.

The question of the Kalinga drum became a great preoccupation Of'

He alleged that that instrument was the object
of an almost
,

lil of

idolatrous cult, and was an affront to the people and Lo Christians, because the'

)f a

remains, or to be more accurate, the genital organs of chiefs conquered. in the

I.

race

~inature

l' Bst by the present royal hous~ of Ruanda, ,ere hung.from'those sacred a;ums.

many occasions he urged. that

tho~e

adornments should be buried. with .due ceremony

and that the drum should be replaced bY' "a less barbarous national E:lmblem, more
', terms

worthy ofa civilized, people,and better calculated to' arouse a feeling a pride

On

all Ruandese, instead of reminding some of them of their past humil-lations l l•

lote

"'raised the problem in communications to the King ofthe~ Ilelgians, and to the

il on

hat
aining

ijnited Nations,Y and tried to get the Roman Catholic Church to take up

l3.

P'os:it:loti

on t,he matter.

Those attacll.:s shocked. some elements of the. population, and

arrbagorrl.zed

defenders of tradition.

th~

He

l •

,

la.

In 1958" consideration of the

~utu-Tutsi

the General Council of Ruanda-Urundi.

problem was once again postponed. in

question" anc

On the other hand" in January 1958"

,1)

study the problem of relations bet"reen the Hutu and Tutsi.

The

M~'1ami

tr~

124. The

Mr. Gitera presenbed a request to the Mwami that the High Council of Ruanda should
,

~

Tutsi" Hutu

shown under's

consented

,

and in April established a special commission on social relations in Ruanda"

of the Hutu!

consfatrmg of Tutsi and Hutu" to study that problem

M"rami Mutara

e>tl,lJ,

submit recommendations to

\.~le High Council.
122.

the existenc

Before the Council met" the atmosphere became tense again.

complained to the

~wami

. missionary circlel3.
dra~ted t~,ro

notes.

of being "di

Several chiefs

order".

of the abtiacks made on them by APROSOMA and certain

Moreover, a group of elderly' Tutsi at the
In the first"

~'1hich

was submitted to the

M~'1ami's

M~'1ami

The

Mutara, in

court

~v

mmards to "

and the High

125. ''1hen t

'Council, the authors protested against all possibilities of distributing pasture
and arable land, appealing to respect for ancestral custom and asking that the

relations wi

"trouble-makers" should be sought out.

had first be

In the second" addressed: to the members

of the commission to study the problem of the social and political relations

almost broke

between tbe Tutsi, the Hutu and the Twa of Ruanda , appeared the statement, after

very displea

certain historical and genealogical considerations, that:

alleged to b

"the relations between

the Tutsi and the Hutu have always hitherto been based on servitude, so that there

visits.

is no foundation for brotherhood between us ••• As our kings conquered the country

strained.

of the Hutu and killed their };:etty lclngs , how can they now claim to be our

after h;i.s r

brothers?"

Cl.

123.

126.

In June 1958 the High Council of Ruanda considered, the report of the

:a:ut~-Tutsi

",nl

year".

Governor of

Committee in which the .Hutu spokesmen put forward the fol101'1ing demands:

administrative and judicial public appointments should be open to the Hutu on the

at the outs

same conditions as for the Tutsi, Hutu children should have the same educational

to call it

opportunities as Tutsi children, and so' forth.

of t

Appodrrtmentis were open to

"all who satisfied certain requirements of ability and training.

''1ith regard to

education, it was the fault of the Administration and the missions if Hutu
,',had. up to now been unjustly treated.

deniE

The High Council came to the

Conclusion that the problem was of a different nature.

~I

'"'u.......' ..... ,,;u

On the other hand, the Council agreed that

')'ithere was a need for numerous reforms to bring' about more social justice in many

\\:""f'ie~ds .but said that the Administration had not hitherto carried out the High
~'}:,.(J6uncil's wishes in that respect.
•...p . . .

'.'

'-',

•

In hi~ closing speech the Mwami stresse.d

IIU'::III,· •. ·.',,·,:

'~~~~';S~,:~".~""
';
,1;:,:'",;':'-,:,"
·:'i~> ~;:;:'
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I
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ioned in

Tutsi, Hutu and T"la were all Ruandese and that there was not a racial but a soc;Lal

0

);

question, and a problem of institutional reform.
I

124. The traditionalists oonsidered that the High Council and the Mwami had thus

should

Inted

shown understanding, breadth of view' and realism.

.

On '\;he ?ther hand, the leaders

of the Hutu movements interpreted that attitude, and in particular tbat of the
.ons to

Mvrami Mutara, as dismissing the case;

they believed that he ''1as not only denying

tt.e existence of the problem but was accusing those who continued to raise it

...

~

of being "dividers of people, enemies of their country and disturbers of pUblic

hiefs

order".

The Hutu leaders said later that the disappointment at the reaction

of

t

Mutara, in whom they had placed their hopes, had caused some of them from then

High

o!l''1ards to "reject the role of the sovereign and the insignia of his dynastyll.

sture .

125. Hhen the Mwami Mutara returned from a long visit to Belgium in 1958 his

the

relations ''1ith the Belgian Administration changed noticeably.

bel'S

had first been excellent;

s

almost broken off by the end of 1958.

Those relations

they became scmewhati cool in recent years, and were

after

It was rumoured that the M''1ami had been
very displeased "1ith the way he had been treated. in Belgium in 1958 which was

etween

alleged to be so different from the cordial reception he had been gi'ren on previous

b there

visits. . Hhatever the reason, relations with the Administration became very

~ountry

strained.

i;

I'

.'

There was a rumour, reported in the press, that Ihe had said shortly

after his return:
a. year ll•

IIThere will not be a single European in Ruanda at the end of

126. At. the opening meeting of the General Council in December 1958 the
lemands: ,

Governor of Ruanda-Urundf dealt at length with the Hutu-Tutsi question.

m the

at the outset that there was e problem.

lonal,

to call it "ithout qualification lithe Tutsi-Hutu conflict ll but the problem could
denied.

It was perhaps over-simple and dangerous

There was a problem of wide-spread pauper:j,sm among far too large

of the population;

ien to

He stated

and there was a conviction among those economically'

very weak masses, ."1hich seemed to grow 'stronger every year, that they were being

L to

socially and economically' oppressed by,a certain ntunbet of
of their local au:thorities.

From the fignres it. appeared that the

social group .were in a very high percentage of officiaJ.r:ositicnswhoseholder§,
their' authority and that,. moreover" the Hutn Group composed. the great
[,;),:majo:ri·ty. of the impoverished,masses among whoffiwere the victims of those abuses.,

,,~.

! ' ". . . . " , . .

.~. \ ' : " , " ~ ,',
.

;.,~ ..• .•' . , . .', ,:"'~' """,:, ",.
•

.

I

.

"/

"

,.,h;. "f
__

Bu~

tbat did not m~an tbat there was an oppressive Tutsi class which was e~lciting
the defenceless Hutu masses. There was a ~easant class incompletely protected
" 'from tbe arbitl'ary actions of. certain local repl'esentat.ives of S1.tthOI'i ty ""ho:
'because of circumstances, and not tbrough a recognized politicaJ, structure,
belonged for tbe mcsb .part to tbe antbropological group of the Tutsi. The Belgian
administration had tberefore endeavoured to hunt down abuses wherever it could
find tbem but not to at"'::ack the Tutsi as a whole.
127. In tbat connexion the Governor pointed out that it had been necessary to
remove 152 sub..chiefs from office between 1955 and 1957. But be added tbat the
, Administration was nevertbeler.'3 convinced that it woul.d hardly have belped matters
to bave deliberately and systematically replaced Tutsi chiefs, judges and monitors
by Hutu everywhere. Such a policy would have been the signal for a violent and
legitimate react~on from a large and deserVing indigenous group against the
Administering Autbority; it would have probably merely replaced one injustice
by another; it would have started a civil war which was to be avoided because
ictwould bave no point; and it woulC'. have thereby erroneously established tbat
tbe problem was racial and not simply a misuse of local authority. Sucb an
attitude would bave also come up against the inadequate training of tbe Hutu
among wbom the Belgians would have had great difficulty in ~inding a sufficient
, number of efficient personnel. Tb~ problem was not one of Tutsi and Hutu but one
'of rich and poor, of capitalists and workers, of rulers and ruled a~thougn it
was also undeniable that men who were or wbo called themselves Tutsi formed the
great majority of ~he governing groups of the comltry and possessed the greatest
part of tbe councry rs wealth. The Governor concluded by emphasiZing tbe danger
of introducing tbe net-ion of discrimi!1ation by misuse of the terms "Hutu"'and
"Tutsi ll and stressed "tohe need to improve the position of tbe Hutu, to reform
,the political structure and to fight against poverty.
128. However, in his speech before the Mission on 3 March 1960 the Governor said:
,,' "For my part I had gradually modified the convrctaons which were the basis of
,j,'mystatemeht of 2 December 1958: the Tutsi-Hutu problem certainly had an economic
C'~\~~SiS but) as I had tried to emphasize, it also had a politico~social basis and
I; ',ff!Jf~>::~:":" ,I
:,';":,i;\:the Administration
would have to take it into account ~ "
,
'·,1

1

.,

"ci O

;i~_0<:<-.·->~:~~,"

:, ~~" '~?9.

During ';~'S December 1958 session a member of the Genera.l Council,
~'~i~~\~.H~byarimana Gitera, requested discussion of the Hutu-Tutsi problem. The
~;;":'<::,;':'-_',-'-"" "",',_, _
. ' - , _," , :
" "
""
,
"
,
":/{:::a6'Verncr .recalled that he had dealt with <Lt an his opening sJ;leech and moreover
.F
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reminded tbe Council that certain of its membersW\1r.. drawing up a report on
the que~'bion and that ,~hile a,~aitinG'. that document "i'\: was not advisable tti give
free rein momentarily to discussion of a subject which is so difficult to present
in an orderly way". The question was therefore not discussed. during the session.
1;0. Five members or altarnateo of the Gene:ra.L Council, among. them Mr. Usus
and three African Rutu members, prepared a long report which was finished at the
end of 1958. It 'o1as sent to the King of Belgium, to the Minister, to the \1overnorGeneral and to the Governor of Ruanda-Urundf. This document, which was sUDsequently
also transmitted 'bo the Working Group, and to the present Visiting Mission,
stated that the Hutu problem had two aspects. The first concerned injustices
committed by the customary authorities who vere in fact all Tutsi. Although the
situation had improved during forty years of Eelgian rule, under the influence
of the Administration, of the religious missions, and of certain Europeans,
lithe situation of the \<leak still remains pitiably tzoagic", particularly as certain'
steps taken by the Administration designed to improve the position of the peasant
(manant) had been turned against him OWing to the "malignity" of the custionery
authorities. The other aspect of the problem was the fact that the Hutu were
backward as a result of the Tutai monopoly in the political, cultural and
I
economic fields and the gap between Tutsi 'o1ealth and Hutu, poverty, and that
Tutsidomination of the Hutu common people had been increased under the influence
of the Belgian Administration. The report went on to atrtack certain arguments.
such'as that the terms "Tutsi" and "Hutu" could not at present be delfined whereas
their physical, psychologicaJ. and cultural differences divided them into groups
which were perfectly distinct one from the other. The document suggested a number
of solutions; such as the abolition of chiefdoms, with the maintenance of
sub-chiefdoms, the supervision and ~nspection of indigenp~s auth~rities and of
judges, the separation of administrative and. judicial powers, the education of
the mF\SS of the people in its rights, the introduction of the principle of
numerical parity bet\<leen Tutei and. Hutu in the distribution of socf's.1 and public
POsitions, fundamental reforms, and so forth. Mr. Maus and his colleagueEl stated
,in con~;Lusion: IITo avoid revolution, a revolution must be carried out. The
.
,Ad,ministration must not b'e placed in this di1elnIlla: either to support tb~
.·i.nthe name of public order or to support the revolt in- the name
.
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At the beginning of 1959 the controversy became more intense.

transformed the

i.:

.APROSOl~

into a political party.

Mr. Gitera

1;5. On 22
and judges)

In a letter addressed to the

Minister for the Belgian Congo and Ruande.-Urundi, a c...)y of which was sent to

on a democra

the United Nations,.!/ he requested that Ruanda-Urundi should not be granted

and recommen

independence before the introduction of the numerous reforms demanded by the

Government.

Hutu.

Ij2.

lVhereas in

1958.t~e

it was apprej
. '

defenders of tradition had found their theoretician

statement, 11

in the Abb~ Mulenzi, who had published his "Etude sur quelques probl~mes du

,in Ruanda.

Ruanda" (A study of some problems of Ruanda) in 1959, the Hutu now publicized
their point of view• The first publication was "Plaidoyerpour le menu peuple
'~.~,'"
au Ruanda-Urundi" (A plea for the common people of Ruanda-Urundd ) by Mr. G. Cyimans, 1
I";;

a Ruendese student in Belgium, and later ilL tactualit~ poli-tique au Ruanda''

!

(The political situation in Ruanda) by Aloys Munyangaju, a journalist.
133. Political UI~est increased during the period before the arrival of the
Working Group in Ruanda;

In December 1958 the General Council had

Group to investigate the political problems of the Belgian Congo, should take a
Accordingly, a Working Group was formed on

16 April 1959 and arrived in the Trust Territory on the

22nd.~/

Meanwhile, the

of

maliciou~

ethnic grouIJ
Ruanda-Urunq
it should eJi
other hand,
a~

question,
Government

lJ

numerous se<
d 'Afrigue) ~
. and malicio,

"Belgian Government in its statement of 13 January 1959 had outlined its policy

.rubanda ruSl

for the Belgian Congo, and its intention to grant independence to the Belgian

silence in i

congo had clearly awakened great interest in Ruanda and Urundi.
134.

against the

In order to submit their views to the Working Group the Ruanda indigenous
t

authorities organized themselves under the ieadership of the Mwami.

The Hutu

leaders have described the atmosphere of those proceedings in the following words:.
-"On the arrival of the Working Group' the entire feudal system went into action

to demand not only freedom for the oppressed people but nominal,independence •.
Chiefs and sub-chiefs, indigenous judicial officials, committees of cercles
;<'

.'.•·..

.

express7d.~,

the wish that the Belgian Government, which had in August 1958 set up a Working
similar step for Ruanda-Urundf, ,

.;'.I.·:.~

come to lig1:1

d.t~volu~s1 delegations from existing associations, keepers .of dynastic traditions,

L~··:'. lti.gh court dignitaries, former army and clan chiefs, higher clergy and feud~l
z·1",·Y·.Tutsi teachers,' in short the whole of the Tutsi upper aristocracy assembled at

\{;f'~;;~· Nyallza

to hold council and receive instructions to be spread throughout
~,~l-,_:t :;.,.1:' '~: ,.,:,-" <'
r
f ,.! +.,',' bOUntry"

~ljrbf(·iLi::- .
~:"!/

. .•

l

G

~<'~Y'" ~ T~e report wa~ submitted to the Belgian Goyernmerl'b on
'0ii/;"",)/';and•. releasedon 10 November.
.:,:",",':, :,~;':~:: ,','.-:'.: -: -.:

The oi

.' :i.ndig'enous .~
observed

th~

mention or. I
. any form of!

domination
1
.
'

,

. •. ...a.llthoritiesi
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135. On 22 April 19,59 the indige'nous authorities of Ruand~ (chiefs" sub-chiefs
and judges) expressed the opinion that the oontemplated reforms lpust be based
on a democratio system" pr~ferab~y on a hereditary constitutional monarohy,
and recommended .•internal autonomy in 1960 and the constitution of a Ruandese
Government.

The following day, those same customary authorities considered that

it was appropriate to draw the Belgian Government fS attention, by an official
statement, to the tense racial relations which were the cause of, great uneasin~s~
. in Ruanda.

come to light and seem to us to have their source in the press all.d in the spreading

.~

4

ana"

1

,.\

!

In that document they observed that "Evil machinations have recent'1y

of malicious statements,; this pas resulted in the misunderstanding among the
ethnic groups of Ruanda 11•

Ge~eral

The document recalled that the

Council of

Ruanda-Urundi had not carried out the' wish expressed by some, of its members that,
'

\

it should examine the problems raised in the Manifesto c::>f the B8hutu,; that on the
other hand" the Mwami had instructed 'the High Council of Ruanda to examine the
question" and that the

conclus~ons

.Government which had not

of the

discussio~

bad been transmitted to the
I

~anwh;i.le,
'

taken up a definite position.
.

it alleged,,'

numerous sections of the Catholic missionary press (Kinyamateka and Temps nouveaux
drAfrigue) kept up the quarrel among th7 racial groups in Ruanda" and insul1;s

Mr. Giterafs "IJwi

and malicious statements continued to be expressed in
,

II

rubanda rugufi

n

•

'

r~

Lastly, the document expreS!3ed surpriSetat· the Government's

silence in the face of these machinations and considered that it should intervene
against these incitements to. racial 4atred.
"'136.

The only Hutu representatdve at that meeting of the leaders of the

indig'enous authorities protested.
s:

He condezimed all ·forms of racial hatred but

Q

observed that the document quoted only writings by. Hutu authors while making:no
. lllention
the documents by lIgr0~t servants of the \crown~l".!/W~icih wer~ against

or

.

,

'any form of fraternization of tlle Tutsi with the Hutu
dCIIlli:na"l~ic>n by

the Tutsi and slavery t:or tbe Hutu.

an~

in favour of legal

The fact that the customary.

..

hadintenti,onally said nothing about this aocument wasproot of
0026 Aprill959 the political reformConnniss"iond"rew up
,-

.

'.

..

". - ' . '

..

.'

... :

.'

-.'.

,'-,

I::'

the High Counci'll3nd subm,itted to
;Xc/)['I:liEkq.qc'uInEmt ... e........"' .... 'forititetnal
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on a healtby democracy, granting the l;leople a widel' participation in J;lublic
affairs through the system of electing their leaders, and s(,paration of ]:'owera.

141. On the ecor.
of budgetary corn

r~

carried out.

"

the legislative field it recommended the abolition of sub-chiefdom

coun~~16.

.

end district councils, 'but the retention of chiefdom council whose members would

In

be directly elected by universal-suffrage among men of Ruandese nationality.

agreement with-t1:1
of education •

The ?resident of the chiefdom council, to be known as a bourgmestre, would be

142.

nominated by the Mwami from three candidates elected by the council.

the Commission cq

.

The High

With regarq

qouncil of the State would be .coml;losed of a bourRWestre from each district,

was a tendency fq

elected by all the cuuncils, one delegate for each commune, and twenty-five

intervention of q

eo-opted members (among whom a certain number would be non-indigenous).

racial hatred

Council

~ould

The

be granted l;l0wer of deliberation in certain matters concerning the

th~

was astounded by

state as a whole and would be progressively transformed into an assembly which

of the destructio

would become-a chamber of deputies.

attitude.

138. On the executive level the form of government would be a constitutional

143. The CommisEl

monarchy.

between the High

The constitution, of the State would be drawn up by a apecfal, commission';;",

A number of ministries would be established.

main reason for ~

The Prime 'Minister would be '

appointed by the Mwami from among three candidates submitted by the High Oouncd.L

views, and the ab

of the State.

144.

Ministers could be Ruandese or Belgians.

These ministries would

function with administrative staffs composed of Europeans and indigenous inbabitan.tsj
governed by the same statute and supervised by the Resident who
title' of Governor.
appointed

have the

the peopfe ,

and a staff governed by the same statute as for other

.

'for chiefdom councils would be pensioned, integrated into administrative services
139.

b~sinesses.

The district and the sub-chiefdom would be purely administrative and not

. political units.

Sub-chiefs would be commune officials, but in order to

btl.\I.LI.J.:/

. "'th~ aspirations of the mass of the people wno had indicated their wish to
s~b"chiefsby means of elections, sub'..chiefs would be elected by un:ivE!rsal ).,;

,stirfrage, and the Mwami would appoint. sub-chiefs from among the three
•./.{,·.:~a.nd:idi:i:te,s with the most votes.
dOt:nlIlnellLt then set out the jUdicial reform based on the

_Se]9aI~atioll·(:lf:.'·.

The;y

be l?trengthened,

Chiefs at present in office who had not been elected at elections

or given help to setup their own

made known their
customary system,

The chiefdom would become a commune with' an. elected or

bourgmest~,

public servants.

wo~d

The Hutu ~

;,

to come. They

w~

the A:t'ricanizatiq
would allow tiThe
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141. On tbe economic and financial level the Commission recommended a policy
of budgetary compression and expressed the wish to see a policy of industrialization
d

carried out. In the field of education it recommended tbe revision of tbe
agreement WOitb -tbe missions and a wider State participation in tbe organization
of education.
142. With regard to relations between the different ethnic groups of Ruanda"
r
tbe Commission considered that the problem was more a social one but that there"
was a tendency for it to become racial. This was due to tbe unfortunate
intervention of certain ill-disposed or ill-informed people, wbo stirred up
racial hatred tbrough tbe press and by subversive statements.

e

The Commission

was astounded by the fact tbat the Government looked on passively at this scene
of the destruction of tbe Stete and seemed to encourage the division by its
attitude.

143. The Commission noted" finally" that there was an atmospher-e of mistrust '
between the High Council of tbe state and the governmental bodies" and tbat tbe
main reason for this mistrust was the lack of contact and frank exchanges of

1

views" and the absence of co-operation towards a common objective.

144. The Hutu groups, for their part - APROSOMA and the Hutu Social Movement.-

"

made known their views to the Working Group• They attacked :the traditional
"

customary system, which they held responsible for abuses
the people.

i

an~

tpe

expl~ibation

of

They hoped that the authority' of the European adnlinie:trationwould.

be strengthened" and that it would retain control of the country for along time
to come. They
W0re in favoU1' rather of the gradual
transfer o.t'powers
tlmO\lgh
.
.
.
'
'.J
es

the Africanization (or Euro-Africanization) of the Territory's government, which
would allow ti!T;e for the political education Of the indigenous inhabitants'·$~d.
their initiation into adIninistrative matters. They calleg.forthe l:idvancem~~t
"of the peo~le through the granting. of access toeducation·~ti'n:d publ:i..q· o:f'fice to
:alLqualif'iedpersons, the introductio~ of universal suffrage" 'even fo!' the
aPJ?Oin.tlnel'llt Of jUdges,atid they recommended the complete el:imjLna,ti,on,--o'J, hj:S~irnl.

ChiefCl.o~e, whom they co~sideredto beto6mucb ,sttEl,ched,iothe fe'ud~ll: S~/S.t'$1'Jl~.\. C\<:,(\,;I
wpen.

Workin.g Group bad leI'tx lel"fJ.etsl~gElil1
distHbuteSlih"

"Gitera" "who have sold Ruanda ll • The leaflet said: "APROSOMA" which is fighting
the Kalinga.. Will be vanquished by 'che tripartite peoPle;l:1 APROSOMA" which
bates Ruanda and its Mwami" will be vanquished; APROSOMA" which is oppo~;d to
independence" will be vanquished ll " and" "Here are your orders; be ready for
\ battle. The banner behind. which we rally is Ruanda; our Government is s;yIlon;ymous
with triumph."
146. The traditionalist' groups claimed that many people were troubled by the
Administration because they were suspected of distributing the leaflet. On the
other hand" they cl,aimed.. Gitera was never troubled because of his leaflets"
which became more and more violent. The anonymoua leaflet made a deep impression'
on people's minds. Mr. Gitera replied to it With a violen~ article in his
newspaper. At that time" too" a number of false rumours were in circulation.
According to the rumours" it was the Belgians who had caused the development of
gertain cattle diseases" the spread of the tse-tse fly in some parts of Ruanda"
the introduction of tuberculosis" and so on.
147. The report of the Commission sent in January 1960 to investiga~e the
., disturbances in Ruanda states that in July 1959" during the last weeks of the
life of the Mwami Mutara III, there was evid.ence of a reversal in the attitude
of the Mwami towards the Belgian Administration. Some people" the report says,
interpreted it as a political ruse; others attributed it to a sudden awareness
of the dangers to 'which Ruanda w~uld be exposed by a flatly hostile attitude
to the Trusteeship Administration at a time when the population was already in
,the grip of serious tensionS. Per~aps, too, the Mwami Mutara had become convinced
that the Trusteeship Administration's purpose" like his own, was the accession
of the country to independence, and that he had no reason to enter into conflict
With it. In any event, he tried to regain the confidence of th~Administration
'and.'himself, at meetings" denied certain false rumours which were circulating
,
in Ruanda, such as the one that it was the Europeans who had introduced, certain
"cattle diseases.
.
.I
,148. on 25 July 1959, after attending a showing of the film liThe Lords of the
,/i'FbrestUat Usumbura, the MwamiMutal'a III went to see his medicalpra~titioner.
,.YPtn-ingthe
visit he was given an antibiotic injection and he died soon af·te:J:~waI'dI9':
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149. It may be interesting to quote here a note :from Mr. Vansina.. an ethnologist
and head of the IBSAC Centre at Astrida" on the political situation on the eve
, of the Mwami IS death:
"The political groups active in Ruanda were .. on the Tutsi side .. a
coalition led by the Mwami Mutara.. an independent group provisionally .
called the Christian Democratic Party led by Chief Blo1anakweri and ~. Makuza
and Mr. Ndazaro. On the Hutu side .. there were the APROSOMAgroup. led by •
Mr. Gitera (Habyarimana) ~ a trade-union movement.. the Muhutu Social Movement..,
led by Mr. Kayibanda and a movement led py Mr. Munyangaju.. editor-in-chief
of the newspaper Temps Nouveaux.
"The political movements discernible in the population were as follows:
"(a) an amorpnous mass which.. tradi.;ionally.. was fairly content ~th
its lot.. but was asking for political improvements.. generally of very
,local interest;

.

\

(b) an ultra-conservative fraction of the Tutsi who regretted ~he
times past and wanted to return to them. They were mainly persons
who had become impoverishec. or had not found a place in the ranks of,
the chiefs and sub-chiefs;
.
u

"(c) advanced persons .. both Tutsi and Hutu.. who demanded a liberalization,
of the system through the abolition of caste distinctions and the
introduction of a democratic system under a constitutional king;
n (d)
Eutu movements,
anarchic tendencies.
spread throughout the
Giterama regions and..

consaatang usually of non-evolved persons , with "
By contrast with the other movements, which are
country, these were localiz~d in the' Astrida and
less clearly" aro,@d Ruhehgeri;

"(e ) the Hutu population of the North of Ruanda (Kisenyi, Ruhengeri,
Byumba) w~o .. for cultural and historical reasons .. are trying to
maintain the privileges they enjoyed before the ~ntroduction of an
effective Tutsi administration~
"The political groups were linked to the
following way: .

politic~l

movements ill.the

.. "

, ...~

"'.' ...>,:

"(a) The Mwami coaltion gained its support principally from the
. , , ' ",
amorphous mass. But it encountered many iiifficulties becayse,it" " ' .....'.
included a Tutsi wipg which represented theultre-conserVf{.tives, ,~nd
,.;;;:,'
one .comprising all the ambitious p6J1tici,answhowanMd, econstit~tiQIle;lJ"';
monarchy, but to varying degrees. It was the lateMwamiwho,pres~x:vea,,;'·;t/~'::
the coalition.
.
. ,"
'. : . •.
' . · , i . ";;\;"fc,:'/
111'

••

"(b) 'nle Bwanakweri group found i t~ customers among the mOl'~
adv:anced people and l more specifically" among the students, it seems. '
The abolition of caste distinctions was its prime objective.

C.

..
b

most extraordinary
was said that Muta~
the instigation of

"(d) TbeKayibanda group wooed the Hutu of Gitarama. It also met with
s;ympathy in the north. Its goal, however, was not primarily political.
Contrary to the preceding group" it preached friendship between the
castes.

th~

quoted in which

hi~

of the Mission), t~
out, but the Queen.

"To sum uP" three trends may be detected:

- a moderate progressivism on the part of the Bwanakweri" the Kayibanda
and the Munyangaju; .

assassinated by

rumours the Mwami ~
:puttit:g' an: .~t;ldl .tot}l

"(e) The Munyangaju movement was aimed at the advanced group" already
being canvassed by the Bwanakweri group.

- a moderate conservatism on the part of the MWami Mutara;

~

150. The news of

\

"(c) The APRQSOMA group had encouraged the anarchistic Hutu movement
in the Astrida district" but i '\is main support came from the Hutu in
the northern part of Ruanda, This group, like those that follow"
was backed by a iarge part of the African clergy.

There are ma~

151.

commentaries - mor~
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_. a reactionary spirit' among Gitera's groUp.1I
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150.

Events between 25 July 1959 and November

~

The news of the death of Mutara III was received 1'l"ith stupefaction.

The

most extraordinary rumours on the sUbject have been circulating ever since. It
was said that Mutara had been poisoned by the Europeans, according to some, at
the instigation of the Bishop of Kabgayi.

According to othersl he had been

assassinated by the Hutu leaders and in support of that theory an article was
quoted in which his death had been predicted io veiled terms.

,.,

~.

~

According to other

rumours the Mwami had committed suicide for .reasons of custom. In the hope of
pu'\:.tir:g·
an: .~l?-dttor}th.e.serm.1AAl.Elurs· (w~o);J.:;w~r@t:El:tlllQ... c:urr~n:t at j;h'e.l:time: of·':'th~LtYi'sit
.
,
of the Mission), the Belgian Administration asked for· an autopsy to be carried
out, but the Queen-mother objected.
151.

Thel"e are many detailed accounts - more or less objective - and
.

.

commentaries - more or less subjective - on the period immediately following the
~ death of the MWami and the choice of his successor.

152.

Instead of reconstituting the facts from innumerable documents we shall

reproduce below some extracts from the report

~f

the Commission. of Inquiry of

January 1960:
J '"',.

'"

.

"After the death of the MWami there was intense activitYalDongthe
traditional groups (the Abiru, the guardians of traditkon and responsible
fO'z. the appointment ofa new Mwami; the influential ch~efs; the" High
Council of the state; important decisions had to be taken (the interment
of the former Mwami, the possible election of his successor, etc.). .'

. ,",':",
«-"':";~;

"Some considered the· setting up, of. a regency council,and.·certain
Hutu leaders even appear to have f,avoured the formation of. a repupliC.

,','-

',,"

"Th~ burialoftheMw~i.MutaraIIltookplace 'on 28 July1959on/ <i)\,;)
Mwima Hill , near Nyanza, in .an atmosphere of extremetension_<Wllenthe,".'::
Vice-Governors Generai ,. J .P. Harroy and o, .: IaFonta:(ne:and other Bele;iaJi., .' . . . . . .•.~.F.·.~.• .·.·•·. J.
author i ties reached the scene, the High Council. pf the State ya,s in, . "~:.. 'J:;'(>
sessio~.
When the religious cere¥10ny. of the lifting of the body. :was'
. "<:."
over and it was time for the coffin to be removed from the. Ibwami (the'
"'/;'[~JI:

.,."

.
»:

··~~~~a~;i;~~/~6:ith;om:~iih~tl,~~hih;~:i~hd~~:~~~••.• ~f{S~~;~~~:te~::o/~~~ti,; • . ,;:':':'.:, ,\i,.;:~'~'
.ended

ThemE1eti.ng had~pparen'tJ.Ybeeo i~eld tOde~1'Wi:\in:~(),.qul:ist:i.c»)).s:·:>·::·£::t·;~:;;w;1'

·)'!1. Should an autopsy on the body or t11e ·MWami be requested, and, the,;;,:'i;;iX

'ifi(;i\~i;,;::,;@r:;<>:t::~'~~;lie';'~~i\(!.~t~j~~;~(l\:;ft~f5i~';'¥~
;·:iC'iof, the: Mvlami Mutara ,and, if so)' who' sho~ld he be't :.

":;\~!;;.\.i'- /"'ii

" i ':

i ' - :; ';;\

: " . : ',,_

i.:'.';'·····:, " ,,;: ':.'.. ,',;':' \',:,,::,i . ""J;~i:;.!i;H:·;;.;;.;i:'siJ;2;{;Mi,,_i;:·,~)!;·;W;lk~'ifii';~~:~t·:~;{~~ill.i':. ;i~~"];~;U.{,\,!,:;~~

"The High Council of the state decided in the negative as' regards
the first question. It is said that its decision on the second question
was also in the negative.
, lilt appears, therefore, that there was a disagreement between the
Abiru, traditionally responsible for the appointment of the new Mwami, and
the High Council of the·state, a body comprising. the most inf~uential of
the chiefs, which, relying on the evolution of the customs, would have
li.ki,ed ~to .as.aume lbhe ig8ht .<to... se'tJ:de, ~he-:queBt@nit:bself.f'.
"

"However that may be, the meeting of the High Council of the state
came to an end and' the procession ~oved to the church and then, after the
religious ceremony, to Mwima Hill. A crowd of armed persons had gathered .'.
there and they were extremely nervous. After a statement by Chief Kayihura ,
that according to custom the Mwami should not be buried until his successor. ~,
was known, Mr. Rukebabegan speaking and called. to the crowd that the name .
.of the new Mwami should be made known immediately. He was applauded by
those present, who were probably afraid that the count:l.'Y would remain
without a Mwami unless the successor to Mutara was der3ignated ,at once. ~e,:
representative of the Biru, Mr. Kayumba, then read out the name of the new,,'
Mwami, Jean-Baptiste Ndahindurwa, the son of Musinga and half-brother to
Mutara, who was immediately acclaimed by those present.
"Acco~ding to the information supplied to us it seems that it was only:,:
after the declaration of Kayihura that the name of' the successor to Mutara .
was finally sent to the Vice-Governor General and to the Resident. However4:
during the preceding days, the Belgian Administration had received
.. :'\,'
information (oft~n contradicto'ry or vague) on the questions which were tinde;-~
discussion and in particular on the designation of Mutara's succes13or;'it:\L\;
had been advised that incidents might be expected on the' morning of the .'. .2:
burial and that there might be objection to the interment until an autopsy,.,',·
had been performed or a new Mwami designated. The name of J .B. Ndahindurwa.'f;;
had been mentioned among the possible successors to Mutara, and the Belgiap:.::'
Administra~ion knew that he had a good chance of being appointed.
: ,,!<+
11Once the name of the .new Mwami was known and after ·the future Kigeli'V/
had agreed to rule as constitutional Mwami;, the Vice-Governor General soon>'.
gave his agreement to the choice of the Abiru, a choice Which, moreov~r,t~
Belgian Administration considered to be a good. one.
.
I

"There has been talk of the tMwima coup d I etat I . We, do not tliinkthat"
the election of the newY.lWami was in the nature of a plot against the "
'
T11lsteeship Authority. It seems rather that there was s.omecc;>nfused,<.
'discussion, .perhaps even a disagreement, .•. • between the Abiru (the guardia.~s,.>
of.·customfjnd responsibl,e.:.for the . designation.of the Mwam.i) and. thema.j():t'~"·
of. thelIlembers of the '. High Council . of •. the· state, whq. consideredthatrhe\,
,: "', ·d.~cisionshouldbemadeby.theD1 •. There wa13 also somefe'ar,asha13beeIl13'
';," '9'f,certa.in.. reJ;lublicantendencies .which ·hadshown.: thernselves·iIl .certai.n '.!\' '
: \ .. :quarters in Ruanda.;·
\'
~
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\ "The decision taken was not bad in itself: among the various possible.
candidates the choice of J.B. Ndahindurwa commended itself to the B~lgian
a~inistration also.
On the other hand, the way in which the traditionalist
groups acted towards the Trusteeship Authority was, to say the least,
unusual. The highest authorities who were present at Kigali, and then at
Mwima were not even consulted when these decisions were taken.
"Whatever one's view may be as to the circumstances in which the choice
of a new ¥.Mami was made, it is certain that the incidents of 28 July 19[)9 ...
were used against the Trusteeship Authority. The :population gained the
...
impression tha~ the authority had been confronted with a fait accompli and
had been compeJ~ed to yield, a circumstance whtch was not calculated to
increase its prestige. Some :people considered that the European authority
had suffered a defeat and the rumour naturally circulated."

153. The analysis of these days, made on 3j. July by Mr. Vansina, and ethnologist

..

aud head of the IBSAC centre at Astrida, is also interesting to note:
"After the death of the ¥.Mami, the political groups had the f()llow:!.ng
solutions to propose: the abolition of the monarchy, th<l introdu~tion of a
monarchy which would be:partly hereditary, because rotated among certain
Tutsi clans and lines, and partly free since the King would be chosen by
means of elections, the introduction of a constitutional heredit~ry monarc~y
and the strengthening of absolute monarchy. Munyangaju and Gitara opted'for
the second solution; Bwanakweri appears to have favoured first the .second.
solution and then the third, the :politicians' wing of the old coalition
favoured the third, and the fourth was undoubtedly thatiendorsed by the
Ultra-conservatives. The:) attitude of Kayibanda is as yet unknown tb us.
\
.....
' ..
"The death of the Mwami was 6,eclared Over the rad.io on Saturday evening., ".
The public for the' most :part learned of it on, Sunday 26 July through the
announcement made during Sunday morning mass. The reaction in the Astrida .
region was a defence reflex.·' Everyone was immediatel~r aware of the extent
of the crisis. All stayed at home and there was no one to be seen inth«:;' ',/'1;(
town. When the body was. carried past there wereveI'y few spectators. There"
":;,
were few spectators either when the funeral cortege reached Nyanza. Those· i \ ' <,,:>
who were there. showed neither grief D:0r anger.
.
,,,"".

....••..•..•....

",-;~ ; '~-~ :;~ :,~'~'

, ..
~

;\'

;'

~

"The observations made in ,the course of Tuesday have been recorde~in" ,-~:,Xi'
a,specialreport. To< sum the~ up, i t maybe said that there werelJ.umE!J:'Ous' L'::".!
highway incidents,. that the bulk of the population was afraidaIiO.'$tayedat::·~>·.-'

rm
.·.!ild,evdenthatt··'.• As~ridlal' that th
htoDle °k.rf·went out 8.
,...;.. •.,•.'.,'•. .,.•,:.·•.:·•.:•'.·:•.,
f.elTlO~Utt';l.leadled'rs~eregoint?;,
,oas , o r a republ J.c,an.... aa~magroup
o
~ wou •..• p r o p o s e , : i.
>" ..l'fdahi.ndurwa. 'This gro\l:p include!itheAbiru, the·~uardiansofcu~tom, a>./\
/</p:riestwho .claimed to. have rec~fveC/. . the-oral.testament•. Qfthedeceased~'and.:'Xi'c
'::i",~,~~~ vice -presiden:t of the HighCounci.l·.of the' state• . The:semadeconta~t< . .•. >
"~< W1thanumberof
.chiefs "•and members
of .the High
Council,;but.we donot:,kilow~),/:':
' '.
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- '", ,'.'
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whether those people were simply asked for their agreement ,to the name of
the person chosen by the Abiru or whether some of them were asked to spread
propaganda. We do not ye'tkiiOw the names of all of them. Outside this
group, it is possible that among other Tutsi chiefs and leaders same support
was beginning to form for a given candid'Ste';' but this was not clear.

•

"The group supporting Ndahindu:rwa was in a very strong position. It
met the wishes of the population, it claimed to be the custodian of the last'
wish~s of the deceasedj it based itself wholly on custom, it backed a
candidate acceptable to all except repubUcans, 'it would, by acting rapidly,
prevent political anarchy and internecine stl'uggle, and it would relax
tension. Objectively speaking, its action was very good for the country.
The only thing that may be held against it is that it did not dare to cob.f'ide
in the European Government. These people knew that their candidate would be
acceptable, and yet they did not advance him sooner. It would seem that they
feared some manoeuvres by the ~ republicans. To make' matters clearer, we
wish to point out that the republican leaders were also at Nyanza, and that
their activities there were far more noticeable than in the rest of the
country.
"In the last analysis, any other solution would have been impossible'.
It would have necessitated the use of force to stamp o~t the various foci
of incipient insurrectio~. It would have aroused a hatred against Europeans
where none had existed before. It would have led to a political impasse.
Any other candidate proposed by the Administration would have been regarded
as an usurper. Continued delay would have encouraged the formation of rival
factions and in the long run none of the competing candidates would have been
able to command unanimity. Lastly, the proposed candidate was certainly very
acceptable from the European point of view.
"The high point of the day was the burial of MWami Mutara at M'wima.
It is not yet clear to Us whether what happened was premeditated or not.
It is our impression that ,Mr. Kayihura had hesitated but that Mr. Rukeba ,
persuaded him to act. In that particular situation, the only possible line'
of conduct was not to ratify the choice hic et nunc, while preserving the
possibility of doing it later. For, as we have said, the choice was
.
excellent. The decisions taken were precisely the right ones. The result
was that the crowd scattered and that Mwami Kigeli V could be proclaimed
the same evening without any loss of prestige on the part of the
Administration in tLr: eyes of Ruanda chiefs."

154. The political parties of Ruanda were officially formed and began their
activities in August and September 1959. One of them was the Union nationale
ruandaise (UNAR), officially constituted on 3 8,eptember 1959. Its chairman was
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Mr. Frangois RUkeb*,!/ a businessman at Kigali, who was neither a chief nor a

-

TIltsi, but ivoho, as desq:r:.bed above, has played an outstanding part in the naming

,
,,~

o f the new Mwami, at Mutara' s burial.

By a judgement of the Ruanda court-martial

of 22 January 1960, Mr. Rukeba was to be sentenced to six years of imprisonment
for arbitrary arrest and bodily tortures during the events of November 1959.
155. According to some sources, Mr. Rukeba represented the emotional and
"prophetic" element of the party, whereas some of the important Ruanda chiefs
constituted its "brain trust"; tliese included Mr. Michel Kayihura, Ohief of
Bugoyi, Mr. Pierre MU.ngalurire, Chief of Bwanacyambwe, Mr. Chrysostome Rwangombwa,
Chief of Ndorwa, and Mr. Michel Rwagasana,

Secr('~ary

of the High Council of the

state (all four now self-exiled to Tanganyika).
(

156.

\.

The party's programme was· set out in a document entitled "Manifesto of the

]?olitical party 'Abashyirahame b'Urwanda' " 'at the party's first meeting held at
en impossible'.
various foci
gainst Europeans
,ical impasse.
'e been regarded
Irmation of rival
6 would have been
as certainly very

Kigali on 1; September,.

This document, which incidentally was communicated to

the Trusteeship council,g/ called for "the union of all Ruandese for the purpose
of achieving true progress in all spheres in Ruanda".

Ruandese of goodWill, without ethnic, social or religious distinction.

began their'
,on nationale
;s chairman was

The

Obje~tiv~ was internal 'self-government in 1960 and the independence of Ruanda in

1962. .
The
.

proposed form
government was, a hereditary constitutional
monarchy"
' of
.
I

. with responsible ministers.
.ra at M'wima.
atied or not.
,t Mr. Rukeba ,
.y possible line
Ireserving the
.oice was
'
'6. The result
le proclaimed
, the.

It was addressed to all

The legislative organs wou~d be, elected py direct

universal adult male sUffrage.
executive power.

The judicial power would be 'separated frpm the

The manifesto also sket·chedout an economic and social programme.

and ca~ed for a revision of the agreement with the missibns concerning education
and a broader participcition by the country in the organization and administration
of education. ' As regards human relations, the]?arty intended to .combat any
In the past, Mr. Rukeba had had some difficulties with'the Belgian
Administration•. He had submitted a petition to' tp.efirst VisitingMissiOnof; ......•.',
the Trusteeshi~ Council 'in 1948 (text in document T/217, pagesl13-l15)..A:t<p\,t,
th~t time, the Administeripg Authority explained that Mr. Rukeba' sdifficULt:i.e'6:'X',:.:
with the law in 1944 had arisen because he. had been guilty of alteringentrie$;'
in a judgement register and that a transportation orderwasissu~daga~n~t,him.)·.. }.,i
in 1947 (T!217, p.119)•. later he submitted his views to the1954Visitingi···~·;.jJ/
MiSsion (T!1168,paragraphs 89-90);ex.pressing some criticism of the Mwami,.e.ncr<.~)':'i't
the chiefs. The 1957 Visiting Mis'sion also received amemorandumfrom,~',.">'.
. Mr. Bukeba;
.
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incitement to racial hatred or racial discrimination between Whites and Blacks
or among Ruandese. Thus, the party meant to attain its goal - the emancipation
ot Ruanda - in peace and order, without resorting to violence and in maintaining
full legality
and respect for the authorities.
.
157. The first meeting of UNAR, held at Kigali on 1; September 1959, was,
a~cording to the report of. the COIllIIlission of Inqui,1'Y of January 1960, attended
bya crowd estimated at 2,000 persons. The Chairman, Mr. Rukeba, spoke first,
proclaiming his love for the Mwami and reading out the party's programme. There
were nine speakers, including Mr.• Michel Rwagasane, Secretary of the High Council
of the state, and Chiefs Mungalurire, Rwangombwa and Kayihura. Generally
speaking, the speeches lasted about ten minutes each, except those of
Mr. Rwagasana, Mr. Rwangombwa and Mr. Kayihura, whic~ were longer. Their main
theme was an appeal to all Ruandese to unite. Mr. ~lagasana's .speech dealt with
future political development and with the effects ot: self-government and
independence; he also drew attention to old abuses which had to be remedied and
accused the Whites and the missionaries of having divided the country.
158. Mr. Mungalurire appealed to the J:luandese to unite and stated that he was
in favour of political reform. Mr. Rwangombwa devoted particular attention to
relations between races (Ruandese and Europeans or Asians) and betwe~n peoples
(Ruandese and aliens) and denounced any discrimination between Europeans and
indigenous inhabitants! Mr. Kayihura, for his part, lauded patriotism, the
beauty of the country and its national traditions and advocated the study of the
history and institutions of ancient Ruanda and the need for 'the country ~o take
its youth in hand.
,159. After the singing of a song which was called the national h~Jl,·1Mr.RRUltelJa
spoke again to stress the love he bore, and everyone should bear, for ~he Mwami
and criticized the party hostile to the Mwami. He brought the meeting to a
~y urging.everyone to join UNAR.
160. In,its report of January 1960, the Commission of Inquiry r~mark~d that it
-:
,was not easy for persons who were strangers to Ruandatojudge the real
\'1"
.'., . '. .
.
'.
_.
~'!.'implication and the emotional value of the phrases that had been uttered, for
~Ni;'~iY1ihe,.tollowing reasons:
+'
- (a) UNAR and' its opponents were in disagreement even on the
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There was a hectographed French' text of, the speeches which
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r
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made public by UNAR during October and November; the supportera of UNAR.
maintained:.tbat this text corresponded faithful1.y to what bad been said,
wbereas its opponents failed to find in it some of the excesses they

og

claimed to have heard;
(b)

The speeches were made in Ruandese, which it is

e~ttremely

difficult

to translate into French if all sbadeo of mean~ng are to be rendered;
(c)

The Ruandeae are fond of hints .. (;\nd innuendos, so that words which

."

, might seem harmless to anyone not f'sID:iliar with RUBnda assume a very
different meaning to anyone who knows local conditions;
(d)

A written report cannot convey the atmosphere of a meeting and -

wbatever may have been saiel at Kigali - it is common knowledge that at a
public meeting speakers are often carried away and say more than tbey
'

\

really mean.
bh

161.

However that may be, UNAR protested, against the account of tbe meeting

--

,

,

,

·,',1/'

------in which it denied that speakers at the KigaU meeting had ex;pressed any anti-

pUblished in the newspaper Temps nouveaux d 'Af.riQue and drafted a llcorrection l !i

foreign,anti-Belgian or anti-Catholic sentiments and register,ed formal.. and
unqualified disapproval of recourse to violence and constraint.
162.

The Ccrr.mission of Inquiry, in its comments on the origins of UNAR,aaid

that UNAR trusted in its' strength, and that the forthcoming elections would g~.ve
it a~ Cfverwhelming majority making it really the "single partyll ,~ll-powerful
in ,Ruanda.
~ttitude

In order to achieve that goal, uNAR had to vtake an ultra-n!:itionaJ,ist

and discourage

];lOSSibl~

opponents.

This second reason is the ex;p.LI:l.IlEl'til,On

for the violent tone at the meetings, a violence which was unusual in this
ba

wh~re the ruling class (Tutsi) is highly civilized and courteous, and for the

intimidation campaign of October 1959.
163.

The Commission of Inquiry felt tbat tbe Kigali mee.t:rng bad made a
(

impression in Ruanda andtbatthose present bad been
see influential representatives of the customaryautbority attack
.~

"AdnJini;:ltrationor at least provide cover foI' those who launchedth~ at'tac:ks,.
A,fterthefirstUNAR meeting, there was certainly ,a great!ieal of
p,eC?pletsminds, ,the Hutureferred to the meeting Ofl3 September
"'UNARdeclaration' of war ll •
'.

::'.:-

'{'::~/i,T/PET.3/l00, Anne,x .4.,
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164.

other UNAR meetings were he~d, at Astrida on 20 September and at Gitarame
Oh 27 September. A large number of adherents of APROSO~A went to the :Astrida

meeting, to organize acounter·manifestation againJt the UNAR leaders. They
to give a display of folk-dancing at the, meeting place. That
even attempted
.
ewes the first occasion on Which the Hutu had publicly opposed an action of Tutsi

.

notables.

16~.

On

169. The fir
UNAR :party,

:patriotism
wanted to re
be better ,a

14 September, a new party, the Rassemblement Mmocratique ruandais (RADER)

was officially founded.

This party too intended to fight for "the
establishment
;

lof a social, economic and cultural order based on authentic democracy in

'harmonious'relationship with the various constituent groupings .of the Ruandese
people". It came out for t':"e election by universal suffrage', of chiefs, sub- chiefs
and councillors, for land reform, for internal self-government by 1964 and for
the inde:pendence of Ruandaby 1968. It favoured a constitutional monarchy,
affirmed its friendly feelings towards Belgium and gave its full sup:port to the
spreading of the Gos:pel in Ruanda.

Its Committee Chairman was Chief Pros:per

Bwanakweri, who had been transferred in 1954 for having' displeased Mwami Mutare

171. 'It sho

over the question of setting u:p a democratic :political :party.

Archbishop

166. The fact that several of j.ts members were officials of the trusteeshi]?

order to de
Ruanda and
nevertheles
not quite s

Administ~ationled·to the

accusation that RADER was a :party created and supported

by the Administering Authority.

In fact RADER was to play a minor role in the

:political agitation which preceded the November disorders.

'167.

On 9 October 1959, a fourth :party, the Parti du mouvement de lfemancipation

Hutu (PARMEffiiTU),
-manifesto.

which'develo:ped from the Mouvement, Social Hutu, :published'its
,

The Iiartyfs aim was to end tb,eTutsi hegemony and the feudal regime.

, Ruanda could not attain independence until it had been democratized.
,

It accepted

f

the constitutional royalty of the Mwami but called for reforms ensuring the
separation of :powers, the access of the Hutu to education at its various levels,
;,therecog~ition of individual landed :pro:perty, and, in g~neral, an end to the

;'''~ma.lpractices of the ruling classes.

The most; prominent figure in the :party is

1f'{Mr' 'Gregoire Kayibanda.
" '.,--.
;'",,168. In September and October 1959, the Catholic Church of Ruanda"re:presented
~--,

>:~"

'''':~

;.,';'\'Q;y:i.ts two bishops, Mgr. Bigirumwami, -A:postolic Vicar of N~do,'and Mgr.

f';~'~;'ApbstOliC Vicar of Kabgayi, made thei~ :position known by means of two cOltlfj~dent:iaJL";\

~£i*ircularletters
i~~'2;{;i:':,

-

,

that the :pu
I
the resigna

.'

to all Catholic priests of the State.

. .,

,'

'.

figure in t
. attacking h
a Ruandese

172. On 9 0
a matter wh

~115,e,
Englisp.,
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rama
circular~ dated

169. The first

Y

UNAR

.t

patriotism and represented a trend closely resembling national socialism. r It

Tutsi

wanted to remove the schools from mission influence on the p!'etext that they

party~ which~

24 September

1959~ was a warning against the

da

according to the letter" wished to have a monopoly on
~ould

be better administered by the State" and it had plans for enrolling young people
t

in some sort of national service" thus removing them from the influence of
the family and church.

Lastly~

....

'

the bishops drew attention to alleged pro-

communist and pro-Islamic influences in the party.

ese

170. The letter of 11 October circulated by the two bishops was a warning

-chiefs

against APROSOMA" whose statements they felt displayed unchristian feelings of

for

race hatred.

The two bishops also reproached the party for distor-cing certain

remarks regarding the Kalinga (the Royal Drum of Ruanda).
the

It might be noted

that the publication of the circular was ~ollowed by a lett~r of apology-and

..

I

r

the resignation of Mr. Joseph Habyarimana Gitera as chairman of APROSOMA.;

tara

171. 'It should be observed that Mgr Perraudin, who has since become the
Archbishop of

Kabgayi~

transmitted these texts to the Vis!ti,ng 'Mission. in

order to demonstrate the impartiality and neutrality of the Catholic Church 'of

P
pOJ;'ted

Ruandaand to refute the accusations levelled against it. 'The Mission found,

the

nevertheless, that a large part of the population felt that the situation was
not quite so simple.. Many thought that the Archbishop of Kabgayi was the

I"Pln+.1ro,,1

figure in the backing given to: the Hutu parties, which explains the le~f1ets
'its

attacking him persona:l..1.y. On the other hand, Mgr BigirUIlI\·rami of Nyuncid,

gime.

a Ruandese and a Tutsi,bas the reputation of sympathizing ,with UNAR.

cepted

172. On 9 October, Mwami Kigeli V was sworn in at his. investiture at Kigali,

I

a matter which had given rise to certain difficulties):/" When called
upe>n
'
.
..
~

6 October, in tl;tepresence

vels,

sign the 'act of investiture at'Kigalion

he

GoVeJI:'DClr of Ruanda-Urundi, Kigeli V insisted thattbe ceremony be conducned
presence of the members of the High Council of Ru,anda and alsd

is

nted

,,'

bathef office be altered te include the promise which hehadlIlade,to
"".
The ceremony was postponed for three' days
.···.iiy• .,'CllU....

s wishes'were. fi:gally compliedwitb.•

,

,

-'

177. Durin
by the Hut

173. puring the month of Uctober, the political tension in Ruanda increased.
; ~'Aside from the activities of the newly created political parties, there was
asel'l,ss ,of incidents during the month which assumed the nature of a campaign
of. intimidation.

False rumours of all kinds were in continuous circulation.

and assert
and missio
, on a. verit

One rumour, for example, had'it that injections andvaccin8xions produce

perpetrate

sterility, and this seriously hampered the anti-tuberculosis programme in

Inquiry of

Ruanda.

178. The a

Expectation of the Belgian Government IS sta'cement on Ruanda-Urundi

served to aggravate the tense situation.
notables w

On 10 October, the Governor of Ruanda-Urundi issued an order prohibiting

property (

political meetings in the hope of restoring a measure of calm and of preventing
I.

_

;'~. .the general tension from reaching explosive proportions.

>·':~l:75.

cows mutil
179. Accor

The chairmen of Hutu parties of PuJ.8;D-da!/ expressed their distress it' a '

>:.~. letter addressed on 14 October to the Minister of the Belgian Congo and RuandA.-'

to induce

""'>,;

moderates.

They stated their fear that the internal autonomy under consideration

found.

.for Ruanda would in practice mean the return of exclusive power to the Tutsi
..•....

..•. clan.

,We,become
'

.

and sub-ch

enraged at the thought of seeing our people fall once again

under the merciless yoke of the Tutsi and their racist ideology".

political

They voiced

to acknowl

.". their' apprehension at the formation of political parties like UNAR, which were

':'>.

• established and supported by the Tu-tsl authorities, parties that were nationalist,

180. The c

"totali.tarian, anti-democratic, anti-western and reactionary but 'which, in spite

against th

)Of this, gained influence over the ignorant Hutu masses.

those who

They expressed thl;lir

fear that these parties might win elections in many areas "owing to the ig~orant

toUNAR, w

~r terrorized support of the people" and: consequently they implor.ed the Belg;an

member and

~.

Hutu 1eade

. Government "not to terminate its trusteeship until the Hutu people were

181. ,On 25

'{" sU,fficiently emancipated to be able to defend their rights effectively".
\;:-'.176. At the same time, in a letter of 29 October 1959 addressed to the

;~,;;'i;'Trusteeship Council,,g/

UNAR asserted that the Administration was lltilizing

Nyanza dis
. aIid of the

j:~<,(,,:.:,::-,::,

s~y~ng

j'?Ek:,tpe"Hutu-TutSi question" as a means of delaying the emancipation of _Ruanda.
0f{';'Theyalso complained that UNAR was encountering al;L kinds' of' difficulties

;!~;,~,;~,i<"'_'<::;';_:,,'::,'-,,'-:

!C~YI'aised

*;tj'fifB'/;·- ---.

by the local administration.

%',.r~~/~?3/100, Annex

'T

thai
"People of

'~eep~ls in

¥-1gr;l.'errau

%'i['Og~therwithsome concerned Hutu of Urundi, see paragI'~ph 341.
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';:~;Kfngd.bm,in
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177. During the entire month of October, while UNAR complained of attacks
by the Rutu parties against the Tutsi and against the lnsti.tution of mc;)narcby
and asserted that those parties enjoyed the tacit support of certain officials
and missionaries .. the Rutu parties and RADER maintained that UNAR was carrying
• on a veritable campaign of intimidation. A long list of terrorist acts
perpetrated by UNAR was drawn to the attention both of the Commission of

'"
Inquiry of January 196b and the Vis:i,ting Mission.
178. The acts cIJ>lsisted of pubficly uttered threats against people's lives,
made mainly by Swabili (Moslems), of violence and assault of individuals (some
notables who were not members of UNAR uere vic'cimized) ~ of crimes against
property (banana plantations were cut down, stores l'1cre,pillaged or

hGy~otted,

cows mutilated, vehicles damaged, ~tc.).
179. According to the Commissibn of Inquiry, these were apparently intended
to induce those still hesitant to join UNAR and to frighten opponents and
moderates.
found.

The terrorist campaign was certainly effective, the Commission

Thus, when the Administration sent a circular letter to all chiefs

and sub-chiefs in which it defined the extent·to which they might engage in
political activities, the customary authorities of several districts refused
to acknowledge receipt for fear of reprisals.
Lst,

" 180. The campaign of intimidation appears to have 'at

fi~st

been directed

against the Tutsi notables who did not belong to UNAR, and principally against
those who sympathized with RADBR. ' The outcome, according to sources hostile
to UNAR, was that in ordsr to defend t}:lr: :.;')elves from the danger, r; almost .every
member and supporter of RADER is gof.ng over to the UNAR . camp 11 • Subsequently,
RU~u

leaders, too, were attacken partXcularly those orAPROSOMA.'

181. On 25 October 1959, an anonymous leaflet was posted'on trees in the
Nyanza district. It read: IIThese' are the enemies of Ruanda; of the kingdom
of the. Kalinga ll • It then' listed the names often RADE~ and
.
s8:\rinC!. that .theirc~ief was Mgr Perraudin of lCabgayi:
of Ruanda, all these are traitors to Ruanda.

The ... Cl2.... .1.C t. cOlntini~ec~:
It is they who

slavery under the Belgians, they whobave,gathered
)' jXl,gr :E1E~rl~auldin to' plot~he death ofR.M. Kigeli
order, 'to make us

~~

(,1'

offspring and purge Ruanda of this bad seed.

Let us march forward end

exterminate all these serpents, the enemies of Ruanda."

182. On 27 October, a RADER delegation handed to the Governor of Ruemda-Urundi

a

and to the Mwami of Ruanda note entitled: "Grave Politic!ll Situation in .
Ruanda: Terrorism" • The note, after citing various cases of attacks on people
and property, concluded aa follows: "The gravity of this situation should not
escape the notice of the Government. The lack of any effective reaction on the
~

part of the Administration is highly encouraging to the terrorist campaign.
We who are threatened in our persons and in our belongings feel bound to

not~f.1

the Government that in these conditions, the ~embers of the o~her political
parties will be constrained, out of self-defence, to resort to the same methods '~~I

183. In a letter to the Governor, dated 3 November 1959 UNAR protested vigorously
,against the allegations that it was responsible for the incidents which' had
occurred in Ruanda. The letter added that such allegations were part of a
systematic campaign of slander against the party.
184. Whereas some observers view this period of mutual intimidation and
terrorism in October as one of the immediate causes of the November disturbances,
mention should also be made of another occurrence which appears to h~ve
contributed to the tension in Ruanda. The issue concerned action taken by the
Administration against three chiefs who had taken part in the first meeting
of UNAR at Kigali on 13 September 1959. The action and the circumstances in
which it was taken are described in the report of the Commission 01' Inquiry'.
185. The Administration regarded as inadmissible that chiefs, who were members
of the administration, should attack it at a public meeting or should t~~~
part in meetings mainly intended for propaganda against the Administering
Authority. It accused these chiefs of having, by virtue of their presence
condoned what was said at the meetings through ~heir prestige and authority,
the more' so since it had been established that these chiefs, seated in places
honour, had. applauded the passages hostile to the Administering Authority
had thus roused the audience to enthusiastic, response •

. I
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186. The Administration therefore decided, on 12 October 1959, to transfer
undi
eop1e
not
n the
.otify
Wo

the chiefs Michel Kayihura, 1?.i:.e:r;r;te Mungalurire and Chrysostome Rwangombwa
to other chiefdoms by wa:y of disciplinary action. These chiefs '\-Tere, however,
popUlar personnages who headed important chiefdoms and who moreover expected
to hold important positi.ons in Ruanda: Kayihura was vice-president of the
High Council of Rue-nda, a member of the permanent deputation of the High
COlmcil and a member of the General Council of Buanda-Urundf.j Rwangombwa
and Mungalurire were members of the High Council of Ruanda.; the former was
also a member of the permanent deputation of the High Council and the latter was
an alternate member. of the General Council of Ruanda-Urundf, , All three were
moreover held in repute and had stood high in the estimation of the Belgian

:orously'
Ld

Administration.
187. It was not, however, until October, t..'I1at is, one month after the.Kigal~
meeting that the Administration published its circular letter relating to
the membership and participation of chiefs, SUb-chiefs, and the staff of
the courts inipolitical parties. The letter said that chiefs and sub-chiefs

~banc.es,

r the
19

in
ry.~

nbers

were not prohibited from joining a political party as private persons, but in
.the exercise of their functions or in connexion with, them, they were not allowed
to engage in any action or propaganda.on behalf ofa !,oli-tical !,arty. It was
recalled that chiefs and sub-chiefs were not permitted to associate themselves
with actions or speeches designed to provoke resentment or hatred against the
Administering Authority, nor were they allowed to collaborate with a party whose
programme or habitual propaganda tended to discredit the Administration of the
Territory or attack the honour of Belgium.

188. On 15 October, the three chiefs who had been

tr~sferred
,

addressed a letter

e

to the Governor in which they prot-ested against the charges made against them.

ty,

They denounced the local administrative, authorities, \ accusing .them 'of bias .and
declaring that their. own conduct, had ,been irreproachable, .that they had been
.
"',<:;u. by arbitrary action and'that, as a result, they pr,efer;eci.to give

aces
ity

.

...... U.L.U....

administrative
career rather than abjure their .political opinions.
,.
.

-,

'

.

-

letter 'by saying:

_ .

.

~

.'

"We now' have an a.dvantageovEfrthe

.Ll.II.:"'.. t.

since we now know that i tuses force to pervE;!rt justice

r:

~i~I'llst;e~~slii:p~"
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it must therefore be weak. If you do not provide a remedy, this policy may lead
to a disastrous breach, resulting in a stinging defeat for Belgiap policy in
Ruanda'["

""

de
an

189. On,16 Octo0er, Mwami Kigeli V addressed a note to the Governor in which he
accused the Resident of Ruanda and his deputy of having founded a political party
and of agitating against the dynasty and pointed out that any attack on Chief
Kayihura was an attack on the Mwami himself ~ He declared the action taken
agaiJ;lst the chiefs to be illegal and after remarking that the country was
customarily in mourning until 'the new Mwami was enthroned, he ended his letter
as follows:
HI must accordingly warn you that the combination of all these
circumstances can only lead to a continuation of this period of mourning,
until legality has been restored.
"The enthronement festivities which had been in preparation will not
now take place, in view of the state of mind prevailing in the country•••
r shall be enthroned when people of all opinions in Ruanda are in a
position to take part in the rejoicing.
I

"To guard against misinterpretation, I shall explain my action to
public opinion in Ruanda, in order that my people may know the reasons
which have led me to continue the period of mourning".
190: These documents were sent to the Governor at Kigali, where he had summoned
the chiefs, on 17 October ,1959.
191. The report of the Commission of Inquiry describes the vents of 17 Octoqer
and the following days in these terms:
"Despite a prohibition of assembly, two or three hundred people met
before the residency, where the interview between the Governor and the
chiefs was to be held. ' The crowd eulogized Chief Mungalurire and demanded
an abrogation of the measure. The Governor agreed to receive a delegation
of four. He also informed 'the c:hiLe.:f!a that their resignation had not been
accepted and that he would give them eight days to think things over.
"Tl;1e crowd returned in the afternoon. Some of the demonstrators were
very excited; apparently, they had been drinking. After some hesitation,
the police were called upon to scatte:r the demonstrators. They refused to
disperse and some stones were thrown;_when one of the soldiers was wounded
in the head with a billhook, the police used tear-gas grenades and then
some explosive grenades. Four people were wounded, and one of them died
in the hospf tal.
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"Other mass demonstrations, during which the crowd proclaimed its
devotion to its chiefs, also took place at Nyanza (Rwangombwa's chiefdom)
and at Bugoyi (Kayihura's chiefdom) but there were no serious incidents.
"Another meeting with the three chiefs was held on 24 October 1959.
It took place without any incidents, since security measures (reinforcements.)
of gendarmes) were talten. At this meeting, the decisiqn to reinstate th~
original chiefdom was maintained, but it was decided between the Governo~
and the three chiefs to postpone for several weeks the second part of the
disciplinary action (taking over their new chiefdoms), pending the results
of current negotiatiuns with the Mwami concerning the atatement he was to
make. Meanwhile the sub-chiefs of the Bugoyi of the Kisenyi territory
(Kayihura's chiefdom) submitted a collective resignation.
"While thus partially reversing his decision, the Governor outlined
to his administration the attitude it should adopt vis-a-vis the political
parties. The Chief Administrative Officer warned his officials agai.nst the
tendency to ask for too much; they should make greater efforts to hold aloof
from the parties and should plan their action less on the basis of PE;I'ty
.
programmes than of the methods used by the parties. Re warned them
against systematic hostili~ against UNAR, for it waS essential ~o maintain
negotiations, if only to help this party to understand that its present
methods were reprehensible. Finally, he recommended extreme vigilance in
maintaining order during the forthcoming weeks.
'
"After the meeting of 24 October, the pressure exercised by the
customar,r authorities on the Trusteeship authority to withdraw the
.
disciplinary measure contanued., After 24 October, the Mwami sent another
letter to the Governor. (It was then that the note of 16 October was
returned without any amendment,) The Governor maintained his decision,
but agreed to postpone until after the governmental declaratio~ the
appointment of the new candidates to the three chiefdoms deprived of their
customary authority. (The "three 'chiefs" were supposed during that period
to stay away from their original chiefdoms,Ju

192. UNAR has described the "dramatic events at Kigal:i: on 17 October 1959" in its
communication of 11 NOvember to the Trusteeship Council.1/

rep~atedin

It was

that document that nothing which was said a£ the Kigali meeting of 13 Septembe:r
~!l~9h0;,S±;~t:P~ IlelltgiDml~that u.NAB ~a~on~ le<D.b.,Per.ne.!!le:WJid:tl!l '1tttandaltS:.

.

ilere
on,
i to
tided

interests. It pointed out that other chiefs and Officials had taken an. ~~A~"~3
active part in other political parties and therefore the measures against
three chiefs were unjust and should be revoked.

0.

ed

'T/PET.3/100,' Annex 6.

Others,

howev~r,

J

·trp..~31J"

:En~:i.sh
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Administering Authority for its lack of firmness and considered that once
involved ina trial of strength it should have acted more vigorousJ~.
19;. It is undeniable that the affair of the three chiefs was a decisive turning
point indicating a break between the Administration and UNAR. It led to the
voluntary exile of the three chiefs and made it extremely difficult for talks
to be resumed.
~
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D. The disturbances of November 1959
Introduction
<

194. In November 1959 a series of Violent incidents occurred in Ruanda which
~

have been compared to an incipient civil war between two sections of the
population. The causes and course of these incidents were naturally the subject of
-s:

many interviews held by the Mission. It was provided ,qith copious and detailed.
information on the matter. Before the Mission arrived in the Territory, it was
presented with the report of the C?mmission of Inquiry instituted by the Belgian
GovE1rnment last January. On arriving at Usumbura, the Mission received from
the Resident-General's offices numerous documents on the course of the incidenhr.,
the measures t~ken by the Administration to restore order and the proceedings of
the judicial authority, including judgements given by the Military Court. The
Mwami and the chief political parties have given the Mission detailed reports on
the causes and course of the incidents which have also been the subject of many
petitions.
195. The different documents submitted to the Mission vary in significance. The
findings of the Military Court and the conclusions of the Commission of Inquiry
offer some guarantee of objectivity. But the reports of the political parties
are by their very nature partisan documents. Moreover, in spite of ,the abundance

.

of information supplied there are still many gaps. In this long series of
.
dramatic even~s many points have not yet been cleared up and may neve~ be, in
spite of investigations.

The Mission did not wish to devote all its time to the

problem since there were questions concerning the future of the Territory which
seemed to need the greater part of its attention.

196. In the following sections, the Mission has tried to, describe "bhe course of,
the incidents as concisely as possible.
expl~nation

as an analysis of a

They contain not so much a chronological

ttagic and

co~plicatedepisode

in the history

Ruanda. From the bulk of the information received the Mission has~only O~'~~'~V'~U,
those items which it. seemed possible to consider asreasqnably objective.
opposing groups have advanced divergent views on some important points
thought ,fit to mention them.
Three major series of actions emerge from a study of
Clf~

th~

incidents.
.
all attacks by the Hutu against the Tutsi,then the
.

against the Hutu and finally the measures taken
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are described separately.
.,

The'Hutu attacks
198~

The first serious incident which led to general disorder took place on

3 November. On

1 November at Byimana, in Ndiza (Giterama district),

Dominique Mbonyomutwa, one of the few Hutu

~ub-chiefs

at that time and a leader of

PARMEHUTU, had been attacked by a band of young Tutsi. The attack on Mbonyomutwa
caused great agitation among the local population. which is mainl~l Hutu. The next
day groups of Hutu began to demonstrate at Gitarama in front of the quarter of
the swahili who were known to be supporters of UNAR.
house of chief Haguma, destroying his
day,

~'November,

ban~na

were invading th
Mulera and Rwan

Other groups attacked the

and coffee plantations.

The following

201.

when the false rumour went around that Mbonyomutwa had died,

.- the informati
may be made to
Rukoma the ince

a crowd
of Hutu gathered in front of the house of chief Gashagaza to protest:
f
an~ffray ensued during which two Tutsi notables visiting the chief were killed
and several others wounded. The same day another band of Hutu pillaged the house
of Tutsi sub-chief Biriguza of Ndiza after beating him and several Tutsi who were
f

from the
however,
minority and th
was not a Tutsi

in his house. The next day another Tutsi sub-chief Ruhinguka was attacked and
killed in the neighbouring'chiefdom of Marangaza.

199. The various versions of how these first incidents took place more or less
tally, but they do not agree as to the immediate cause.

UNAR and the Mwami,

:'\)
'::~1

maintained that the Mbonyomut:wa affair had been contrived by the Hutu leaders in, ';1
order to incite attacks against the Tutsi. According to the report of the 'UNAR . :,,;~,,\
;:~)~

regional committee of Astrida, Mbonyomutwa had himself asked close friends to
circulate on 2 November a rumour of his death.

.;

t~,;}

This version is denied by the

:,':(
. -~':~':~

>".~

Hutu leaders, and particularly by Mbonyomutwa himself, who pointed out that the
.

" ' ,'~,J:'/"~

violent popular Hutu reaction on hearing of the attack on Mbonyomutwa was perfectly';:~

h~d been spreading the rumour since 29 October that'
'i.(~
:B~.;JCh:ire:ft.liW.(iil1ldl:h(:)"ti:il:ljj,vEh:ilw. s~elct;.hel::en:d. raflltheLM.aekt;an'd 'fuhatHtlrlll ~ Hutu'?fW

natural, as Tiltsi leaders
the Hutu

,

.-

~ ,:'.:~::

. tttl~htleI$ v,Cilul1d::ndi(e UoI1i th"l:him Damhe.N'i m S03I1lla:Jmtailned:l1th'aiB the-f!utuiiha.d1:at:.tac.J5led1itllle)J\ .
llwus:e IGlill qJ:I:kafb;6:ail~zat':hac'ause one of the TUtsi sub-chiefs at his house had
provoked them first •

. I

Whatever t
was the signal f
and set fire to
observed in Ndiz
neighbouring chi
(Gitarama distri
next day to Kin
district) • On
Bugarura and B
BUdana-Nyantang
operating in the

200.
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lamps, they pil
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procession whil
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.inhabitants'
.The most
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Whatever the truth of the matter may be, this first 'explosion of violence

was the signal for a long series of incidents in which Hutu hordes pillaged
and set fire to thousands of huts belonging to the Tutsi. The first fires were
observed in Ndiza in the night of , to 4 November, and soon spread to
e on

neighbouring chiefdoms. After reaching on 4 November Marangaza and Rukoma
(Gitarama district) and Bumbogo (Kigali dist;ict), the fires spread on the
next day to Kingogo, Kanageand Bushivu (Kisenyi district) and Kibali (Ruhengeri
/

onyomutwa

district). On 6 November fires were oQserved in'the chiefdoms of Buberuka,
Bugarura and Bukonya (Ruhengeri district) and those of Bwishaza and

The next
ter of

Budana-Nyantango (Kibuye district). The f'ollowing day the incendiaries were
operating in the Bugoyi chiefdom (Kisenyi district) and going on from Ruhengeri

ked the

were invading the Biumba district. Finally on a Nov~mber the fires spread to .
Mulera and Rwankeri (Ruhengeri district) in the. extreme n<;>rth of the country •.

died,
test:
killed
the house
who were
ed and
or less
ami,
aders in,
he 'UNAR
ds to
y

the

hat the
6

peJ:-fe,ctly";!

It is impossible to describe the

201.

incide~ts

~is

of

phase in orderly sequence

.- the information collected is too confused and incomplete -'but an attempt
may be made to point out certain characteristic features. In some areas l~ke
Rukoma the incendiaries were SO~oIl=,]IleJ.LJtetlh.ibyl'tlihei. Tu.'bsiw~h'(l) 'W~ ltaeyrfl'.el!o:v:er-'ed
\

from the surprise of the attack, had time to organize their defence. Elsewhete,
however, in chiefdoms in the north and north-west where the., Tutsi were ina
minority and their ascendency only recent, fires went on for days until there
was not a Tutsi hut left. Except for certain isolated cases, the last ,big fires
. were observed on

1, November:

The operations were generally carried out by

202.

~

a fairly

similar

~rocess.

Incendiaries would set off in bands of some tens of persons. Armed with matches
and paraffin, which the indigenous inhabitants used in large quantities for their
lamps, they pillaged the Tutsi houses they passed on
them.

thei~

way and set fire to

On their way they would enlist other incendiaries to follow in the

procession while the first recruits, too exhausted to continue, would give
return home. Thus day after day fires spread from hill to hill. .•
>
\ .
Generally speaking the incendiaries, who were often unarmed, did not atJcac:k
inhabitants of the huts and were content with pillaging and setting
serious incidents involVing tragic wounding and death

oCI~uI·re,d·~lhen.<0~il.

were determined to fight back, or when there were clashes
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Thus on 6 November in the Ruhengeri district, the sub-chief Nkundiye

Of order.

o

i

was killed trying to defend his home.

On 8 November at Mabanza a troop of

gendarmerie had to use force to disperse a band of incendiaries; two people were
wounded and two· died.
organized

the~r

On'the same day in the Nyondo region where the Tutsi had

defence, skirmishes tiook place resulting in six deaths and several

persons being wounded.

'!'be most serdous incident was on 7 November at Rubengera,.

in the Kibuye district.

The day before a band of about 200 Bakiga (Hutudwelling

\

in the mountainous regions of the Cqngo-Nile crest) launched an attack on the
neighbouring chiefdom of- Bwishaza,burning and pillaging all the Tutsi huts they
found on their way.

From Bwishaza the incendiaries, operatipg in groups of,three

to six persons, arrived at dawn on 7 November near Rubengera where the local
population, Hutu and Tutsi, warned of their approach, had prepared their defence
under the orders of the Tutsi chief.

Surprised by the attack of the local

population and weighed down with booty captureSI-, ~,th~y could only put up a sP()rs~dil~\\
resistance.
204.

More than fifty-eight incendiaries were therefore massacred.

It seems that the incendiaries were in most cases people of simple' menueu.a

,burned and pillaged because they had been told to do so and because the cneratd.on
:t-·~ts.

victims~

Many of them genuinely believed they were acting in the name of theMwami

who, according to rumours spread, was being kept a prisoner by the Tutsi and had
ordered their huts to be burned in order to drive them out of the. country.

For

that reason some of the incendiaries sought him out on his tour of the country
after the disturbances and asked to be paid for the work they.had done for him.
Furthermore when the military reconnaissance plane flew over the scene of .the
disturbances to track down the incendiaries the latter thought the Mwami was in
the plane and that its course indicated the direction in which they were to start
more fires.

Others of them believed they were acting with the approval of the

Belgian authorities.

In certain places they went to the administrator of the

district to ask him for paraffin.
patrol arrested

~ b~nd

On 7 November at Kingogo, when a military

of incendiaries and loaded them on its truck they were

convinced that it was in order to conduct them further away to start more fires

·.....:205. Agreat

.

,

1 eaders, and h
in the countr;y
206.

If it wa

thatlthe incen
those orders.
Administration
anfaccusation
in their very
The Tutsi reac
207.

From 6 NI

to stop the re
were part of a
Hutu movements
whose headquar
Mwami himself.

who committed the worst excesses without realizing what they were' doing.
did not seem to involve great risk and enabled them to seize loot in the

and primitive

number of cases in connexion wit~ the fires have already been

of legitimate
Mwami had aske
authorize him
.and in the mea
The populatio
that failed to
reprisals.
the Mwami.

I
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and primitive mentality who had unthinltingly executed orders given by certain

.ye

leaders, and had been influenced by the tension and general excitement prevailing
in the country at the time of the disturbances.

rer-e

206.

If it was estab;t.ished that these outbreaks were not largely spontaneous but

thatlthe incendiaries acted on orders, the question would arise as to who gave

rveral,

those orders.

.era,
,ling

.

,:;,-

UNAR accused the Hutu leaders and even certain officials of the

Administration of having incited the Hutu population to burn the Tutsi huts.

Such
"'-~.

~

an I accusation was denied by the persons incrimina.ted and the judicial authorit1.es
in their very searching inquiries did not think the charge sustained.

hey

The Tutsi reaction
207.

nce

From 6 November onwards, the Tutsi leaders took a series of counter-inea~ures
revo~t

to stop the

of the Hutu.

The Hutu parties maintain that those measurea,

were part of a plan of attack prepared as far back as October to decapitate the
Hutu movements and that operations were directed by the principal leaders of

UNAR,

whose ·headquarters are in the Ibw~mi (the Mwami' s 'palace) at Nyanza; and by the
Mwami himself.

UNAR on the other hand claimed that the Tutsi reaction was an act.:
.

of legitimate self-defence.

.

It pointed out that at the beginning of the riots the.,

Mwami had asked the Governor to take steps to restore order or failing that to

Lmsl!.

authorize him to do so himself.

:lmi

The Governor' s reply, how.ever, was slow to' arrive';'
J

'

.. ,-, ",-..

'and in the meantime the disturbances were taking a more and more dangerous turn.• '

,

f

The population therefore, tired of waiting for action by the Belgian ~uthorities .• Y

:>r

that failed to materialize, decided to talte the necessary defence

n.

mea~u..'!'es·.Br.ic1

.'... ' ~~.";"

reprisals.

This version corresponds for the most part to the views expressed by . '

the Mwami.

In this connexion the Resident-General stated in his speech. of

;'

"

:":;"

:,<:

:3 March 1960 that the UNAR leaders had apparently wished to seize. an .0pportulD,:cYOf/

In

taking some striking action in order to impress the "little" people and t o "
.

-. . ' '. '. ,',',' -.: '. .>. _~-._:. :'_,',:': ,,~<:~:'::~::',:

."

neutralize movements hostile to UNARpolicy by attempting to deprive them of.their.'
,'l ,': '.;; '.;.:
most valuable representatives and spokesmen,
."
..
,'..'i<v/
208. From 6 to 10 November-, .a number of commandopartieSY1ereorgapi'zedtoa'2i~~<~\'
:

- ~

t .

November~ secyugu,aHututraa:er'kno~tqib~~,;Et';:::
attacked and killed in his hou:~e.nearNyanzaby:#ri:;<'·;ii{<

or kill ' certain Hutu leaders •. On6
supporter of

PARMEHUTU, was
.

.

'

,

"

.

',

..: " . : I " " , >

<e.rmedb.andledb¥'the Twa cbief ~evu•. Duringthetwp

,.

"_,',"','':-:'.,

":_:':::"":.'-':"'::,;".\::"::':';<j,

succeeClinga(~ysie.numbeI"()2~'·:~'

().th~r.·•.• Hutu,·..•• am~ng.them •.. Nsokana.,••. Habar~gera., ••.Bal'ekeraho,•.• TiriZibYlf3mi•.,.·•. i9~~~~azi,\·,·i~?i.,,',;.
:~e~~Z%~hi, •.• • •~tagobWa ••.a~d .•·Qallixte'. ~abayis.~ .•. were•.·•• a ssassinated..• i~.·.similal' •.• • . . . •. '.·. . . .• ~.••..•.•••.. ,<,·;~}~%·!.:;i:;:
'" ··:rci~sta*£~s~n,ti,L~FS~~.Z~(il':~,9iJaI'am~.dis~~iC'~.~ •.·.. O~;8..~0"l1'~~~e;1':.;,t~7i·;~~g~c~i·)-tt?~"l '''',

'.•.

r.> .
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Indeed, by .
spread to the Astrida district,

~here

a councillor of APROSOMA, Innocent Mukwiye

Polepole, was attacked and killed, while in the Nyanza district several other

contrary he
then retrea
Unfortunate

Hutu leaders were killed including "monitors" Sin:dibona and Munyandekwa. On
".
10 November, the same fate befell Joseph Kanyaruka, secretary and treasurer of
APROSOMA, who had fled the day before with his family and livestock to take refuge
with a relative, Elias Renhazo, residing in Urundi'near the Ruanda boundary. An
armed band, raised in the chiefdom on the borders of Ruanda, crossed the boundary

incident oc
by the Hutu
phase. Aft

and after encircling the house where Kanyaruka had taken refuge, killed him and

checked by

his relative Renhazo with spears.

211.

209. At the same time, other commando parties were carrying uut arrests of Hutu
who were taken to the Mwami at Nyanza. Some were immediately released at his

the very , be

~

orders, other were det~inedby him for several days. The Hutu parties alleged
that the prisoners had been arrested in or.der to be questioned by the popular
tribunal established by UNAR, that they were submitted to inhuman torture there
and had been forced to sign forged documents intended to stultify possible
judicial

~nquiries.

UNAR, in its turn, affirmed that the prisoners were members

The

armed troop
to guard an
by the fail
violence an
majority of

of APROSOMA,
or of PAmllilHUTU, whol1J the popufatn.on had spontaneously arrested and
,

were forme
of persons

brought before the Mvlami, that the latter had immediately sent the accused to the
district administr~tor, except for a few' whom he had kept at his house to protect

generaly T
instructio

them from popular reprisals.

orders ins

It must be added that some arrested persons had

themselves asked to be taken to the Mwami to prove that they were not his enemtesj.

to appeal

and that others went there of their own accord to seek protection.

help them
many cases

~

The culniinating point in the Tutsi reaction may be taken to be 10 November,

the date of the attack on the Save hill, in Astrida district, 'on which the
head~uarters

of APROSOMA and the house of its president, Mr. Joseph Habyarimana

effect ,kil
had the ,in

Gitera"were situated. That day, some thousands of persons divided in different
columns were to carry out a converging attack on the hill in the hope of

origin and

destroying the nest of

respon~i,bl

APROSO~A.

Their leaders had informed them that the attack

had been ordered by the Mwami to punish APROSOMA members or even that the latter
were keeping the Mwami prisoner at Save.

As the various columns reached the

'approaches to the hill at different times the district administrator accornpELni.ed
a small group of soldiers was able to block the way of each column of
and to turn them back, assisted greatly by the use of a megaphone•

. I

attacl,ters t

The

those of t

-, I .• ' '.'
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Indeed, by speaking to them through the megaphone, he was able to convince the
iye

attac~ers

that the Mwami had given no order to attack Save and that on the
contrary he had declared himself to be above political parties. The attackers

then retreated without causing any more damage than the burning of a few huts.
f

Unfortunately, after the Belgian authorj.ties withdrew their rcrces anobher

efuge
x

An
dary
nd

utu

incident occurred
by the Hutu. The
phase.

o~

the hill during which six of the local Tutsi 'were killed
att~ck of Save was the last important incident of the second~

After 10 November the repression organized by the Tutsi was quickly

checked by the military action undertaken by the Eelgian authofities.
211. The Tutsi attacks were fairly clearly a series of, org~nized actions~
the very, beginning of the disturbances, the customary

author~ties

At

had collected

armed troops totalling several thousand men around the Ibwami at Nyanza in order
d

to guard and protect the Mwami.

re

by the failure of the Trusteeship authorities to take a~tion against Hutu' .
violence and the threats of death 'bo the Mwami announced by Hutu leaders. The

Such
a measure was justified, according'
to UNAh~ ,
,
,

majority of commando groups which took part
ers

in the attacks against the,Hutu

artd

were formed of those armed troops. Each commando party amo~ted to
of persons or more, and included a majority of Hutu, but the leaders were

the
tect

generaly Tutsi or Twa. The group would set off on its mission with very definite
instructions. In other cases, emissaries were sent out ~rom Nyanza with verbal
orders instructing them to bring back, or kill certain person's, and permitting
to appeal to local authorities for armed forces to be assembled on the spot to
help them in their mission., It seems to be an established fact, moreover,: that

na

many cases a commando group set out with orders only to arrest a person" but
effect/killed him, either because he resisted arrest or because some attackers
had the ,instinct to kill.

ent

212.

The Mission has a.lready mentioned the different theories concerning

origin and natur~ of the attacks and the persons who must be considered
responsi,ble for them. The Mission was informed' that. in these il1cidents,
ter

those of the Hutu phase, the majority of the attackers thought they:were
in the, name of the Mwami.

The episode of the Save

~ilJ. is. revealing •

arrested stated that they had received orders to ftttack from
customary autporities and in thatconnexion gave

C\ . ,
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UNAR leaders. The Military Court found that the evidence collected was
sufficiently serious for it to proceed on that assumption" and in many cases it
imposed heavy penalties on UNAR leaders f0r haVing provoked attack without
necessarily haVing taken direct part in them. Thus chief Hormisdas Mbanda was
sentenced to death for haVing ordered the asaaasdnatnon of

lI{a~a.

In two

less serious cases, ~~an~oi~.~u~~ba, president of UNAR, was senteced to six years
of penal servitude in the case concerning Secyugu and chief Michel Kayihura,
vice-president of the same party, was sentenced to nine years of penal servitude
in the case
Measures

concerningSind~bon~and

tay~n

Munyandekwa.

by the Administering Authority

among the chief towns of the other districts. It can be argued that these forces
were barely adequate to maintain public order in normal circumstances. Scme time
before the disturbances, the military authorities drew up a five-stage plan of·

dispersed
the depart
of arsor;, s

action, under the title "geperal disturbances", for use in the event that
difficulties occurred. The first stage would make available to the commandant

towards th
216. Duri
the tribal

third stage, a company reinforced by a reconnais3ance unit in the fourth stage
.: .and another reinforced company in the fifth.
ihe first stage of the plan was put into force on 24 October.

From that

dfi~ep~;rolstW:eXe-ed:re~1.8.tingabnn~henma!in::rGla:ds~oaA~platopnawa'8nS'entiffI'oin

,

moved about
communicati
the dJ.sturb
put into ef
military pI
force. Du
bringing t
215. Howev
to the
crowds
disturbanc
the Hutu 1

214.

-

(Oil

213•. In normal times the Ruanda security forces include five police platoons
of 51 men each and seven sections of 13 mean each. The officers in charge of the'
platoons are Europeans; the soldiers and non-commissioned officers are of
Congolese origin. Three of-the platoons are stationed at Kigali, and the two
others at Ruhengeri and Astrida respectively; the seven sections are distributed

to be transferred from the Belgian Congo and placed at the orders of the military
s'lthoritiesj two platoons and a light aeroplance would be transferred in the

i~",:;,:,'

of:i :K:I!ga:I,.\l.

prov~d

of Ruanda three mobile units; each unit would include a score of men and some
jeeps and would be commanded by a European platoon leader. Two of these units
were to come from Usumbura and the third from the Belgian Congo. In th~ second
stage, the platoons stationed at Kigali would be deployed and sent to the places
where disturbances were reported. In the three later stages, reinforcements were

: ....

:0"mrl1P:en\etvi

'~i!tal'eme.ooni 2ar.rolv.'.ember? If'o~il:ID'':\'tf.ng
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Nov.emhea:-,

.~

ji:l!s:e:n-:hc:t. a.dmin:l::strator d'r.om, the' Residenoif
:90. .Gi\tar'ama;)'t'"6t ~su:ro.r.ew 'lbhe:ns~i;t\lat!:ton. . Afte:r,Jil~ ha&

moved about the area all night, he stated that, in view. of the darkness and
communications difficulties, it was impossible to apprehend the arso~ists and
the d}sturbances might become generalized. Th~ following day the Administration
put into effect simultaneously the second, third and fourth stages of the
military plan. On 5 November it decided to put the fifth and last stage into .'
'"

force. During the night of 6 November the last reinforcements arrived in Ruanda,
bringing the. strength of the security forces to seventeen platoons.
215. However, in the early days of the disturbances the security forces available
proved inadequate to restrain the arsonists. At each alarm administrators went
to the disturbed areas with the soldiers they had available. They dis:pe'rsed thE!
crowds that formed on the bills, erected roadblocks to stop the spread of the
disturbances and at the same time sought to quiet the uprisir.g by meeting with
the Hutu leaders and by exhorting the people to be calm. But such efforts were <,
often vain: the poli~e roadblocks were easily evaded and, although the crowds
dis:persed without resistance at the first demand, they reformed immediately after
the de:parture of the security forces to continue setting fires. Thus, the acts
of arso~ spread rapidly from Ndiza to the neighbouring chiefdoms, :particularly
towards the north and northwest of the country.
216. During this period the ~a.mi had' not. been inactive." As reported abov~,
the tribal authorities of Nyanza assembled armed troops around the Ibwami
(the Mwami's Palace) at the beginning of the disturbances. On '5 November the
. Mwami issued a proclamation condemning the riots and affirming that he was the
~

I

'~

Mwami of all nationals of Ruanda without distinction. \ On the same day, in an
interview' with the Governor at Nyana, the Mwami, point"ing out that the

.

Administering Authority had hithert?failed to stop theourning of the Tutsi
dwellings, demanded :permission to have the tribal authorities establish order.
This :permission was refused.
It may.be worthwhile to digress here to mention an incident which OCI~uI~re~ ••.
after the interview' and which shows how' dangerous the state- of tension had
"

q~come.\~en

the Governor,

"

accom~anied~y

the .Resident of Ruanda,

large crowd surroUnded him and askedhittt either to guarantee
.'

";'-"';f
t
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would be restored or to permit the tribal authorities to restore order. When
the Governor refused to give the requested ~ermission (some allegations have
been made that the Resident made an unfortunate reply), the crowd become
threatening and began to ransack the official car. The MWami had to intervene in
order the rescue the Governor and the Resident and to drive them in his own car
to Kigali.
218. During the night of 6 November, the last formations provided under the
't
','J
military plan had arrive~ in position, but the military authority was unable
"J
'r
to send the reinforcements provided into the northern areas to check the ~urnings.}
As the T~tsi reaction has just been unleashed, a large part of the availableforces,;t
now had to be used to meet this new danger.

219. On that day the Mwami, in a telegram sent simultaneously to the King.. the
Belgian Parliament and the Governor, repeated his demand for permission to'
restore order by his own methods. The Governor again categorically rejected his
demand and took additional steps to ensure order in Ruanda. He issued a decree
placing the entire country in a state of "military operation" (operation militaire)
~flanq put all the civil and military authorities under the command of Colonel G~
Logiest. The proclamation of military operation entailed a ban on all gatherings,
restriction on road traffic, application of a curfew between 6 p.m. and 5.30 a.m.,
pacification of the interior'by the security forces, and autho~ization for these
forces to use arms, after warning pas been issued, against violators of the
above measures. The population was acquainted with this order on 9 November bya
joint proclamation of the Governor and the Mwami; . at the same time they appealed
to the people to cease the fratricidal struggle. Furthermore, the Governor de cfded.._
to reinforce the units already on the spot by four n~w companies 'transferred
the Belgian Congo, including two companies of Belgian para-commandos. lastly,
by an order of 11 November 1959 the Governor declared a state of emergency
(etat d'exception) in all the district of Ruanda and appointed Colonel Logiest as
Militar,y Resident in place of the Resident. The state of emergency gave the
Military Resident certain emergency powers, including autZ.yrity to order day and
.: night ssarchea, to place persons under surveillance, to ban associations,
,,' . publications and ~eetings,and to suspend the' dispatch and receipt of the post.
';'.:.As
a result of these, measures, the intensity of the disturbances began to UJ..IUJ.lrlJ;I:lII'·,:
:.;
;.,.(rapidly.. and on 14 NOvember it could be said that quiet had been restored
"
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The Administ~ation's attitude during the disturbances was severely
criticized by UNAR. This organization charged the district authorities and the
security forces with having been present and don~ nothing during the first Hutu
attacks on the Tutsi and asserted that, because of their failure to act, the
burnings had been allowed to spread and to reach the numbers they had. The
same authorities, on the other hand, had used force to combat the Tutsi crowds
wben they took counter-measures to defend themselves. InI particula~, UNAR
accused the Belgian a~thorities of having machine-gunned crowds that were on the
defensive, made arbitrary arrests and tortured arrested persons~ The Hutu parties,
ion the other hand, approved the action taken by the Administration to suppress
violence. They had been disappointed at the weakness shown by the Administration
during October in the face (If what they considered as UNARintimid.ation and
terrorist acts. The forceful measures taken in November had restored their
220.

.

'

confidence in the Administration.
221. On this question the Commission of'Inquiry felt '':jhat the military action had
been carried out with the greatest possi~le rapidity, precision,coolness and
effectiveness, ,and that it reflected a firm, desire to avoid any bloodsh~d. The
Commission believed that, although the country was very unsuited to military
action, mountainous and with few' means of communications, and although the lack,
of co-operation by apart of the population raised obstacles, the Force publique
had succeeded within several days in putting an end to the 'disturbances 'with a
minimum,loss of human life. It had the clear impression that everyth~ng~possible
had been done to avoid needles brutality.
222. Lastly the Commission noted that the Force publique had never made arrests
~

on its own authority, save against looters, arsonists, and gang-leaders .caught
in the commission of crime, that during the pacification.p~riod arrests had'always
been made in the presence of a judge or criminal police officer, and that ~risbners
..

h~d

~

never been examined by the arm,y but had been immediately handed, over to the
judicial authOJ;'ities responsible for investigations.
.;"

and
'Outcome of the disturbances and of.' subs.equent events
2::l3,.

During nearly two weeks Ruandawas torn by extremely violent
ist~uggleS, th~ exact results of which will undoubtedly nev~rbe known.
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~igUre

to the information received, there are about 20? dead. The actual
is
surely much higher, for the ~eople, ~hen they can , prefer to carry off their dead
November stated
and bUljr them silently. An official communiq~ issued on
that at that date the number of perons ~ounded in the disturbances ~ho ~ere
hos~italized or given first aid in hospitals had reached ,17, but probably many
~ounded had left without seeking attention.
The account of the damage, ~hich

2,

includes, in addition to ,d~ellings burned 1 plantations sacked, livestock killed
and personal goods pillaged, is still being prepared and probably will never be
fixed exactly.
224. Many problems inherited from the November crisis relating to prosecutions,
refugees, interim tribal authorities and maintenance of order are particularly
urgent. Th~y are considered in the follo~ing sections.
(a)

Prosecutionp

225. Under." L·eg~J:at'i.\Te' Order.' No.•. {c8!l:f~ of 12 November 1959, in areas under
martial law all persons are subject to the jurisdiction of the Military Court.
With respect to non-military persons 1 the Military Court applies only the
criminal la~s enacted for civilians. Its decisions are not subject to appeal,
except ~hen the death penalty has been pronounced. The Governor called on
professional magistrates~ ~ho ~ere also reserve officers 1 to preside over the
Military Court. Thus, Lieutenant-Colonel E. Lamy ~as appointed chief judge ,
and Major J. Guffens deputy. judge.
226. One thousand one hundred and forty-three persons were arrested during and
after the November disturbances. The number of cases brought reached 207'. The
Military Court declared itself without jurisdiction to deal with 28 of them.
By ,0 March 1960 135 cases in~olving 1,013 defendants had been decided. About
85 per cent of these cases involve pillaging and arson, and the remainder are
murder cases. Two death sentences have bee. tronounced.
226. In an interview with the Mission, Lt-Colonel Lamy decalred that the
Military Court, which had sat continuously for four months, had insisted on
examining all the cases in the most meticulqus manner. The defendants had.been
provided

~ith

legal aid.

· I

all safeguards.

In serious cases they had had the
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Hutu and one Tuts:i., and to have the interpretation supervised by a European.
A commission of the League for the Rights of Man had come to investigate and
'. had found the procedure adopted satisfactory.
228. It must be noted that some UNAR leaders fled to Tanganyika and.Uganda to
avoid prosecution. Several of them have been sentenced in absentia by the·
Military Court. After the disturbances the Military Resident, using the emergency
powers invested in him under the state of emergency, placed a certain number §f
people under a system of prescribed resident. As of 22 March 1960, forty-,Ltwe
p~~plenweretbnderrroheaecre6mrictions.

,

(b)

The refugee problem

:y

'.

-s

~he

ien

229. More than 5,000 dwellings were burned· during the disturbances. The
inhabitants of these dwellings, almost all of them Tutsi, had to seek refuge
in missions and Administration buildings. The number of these refugees rose to
more than 7,000, most of whom were in the Ruhengeri district. In some areas they
were able to return to their homes once the height of the disturbances had passed,
and sometimes the local Hutu'even agreed to help them rebuild their dwellings.
" In other areas, particularl:y in the Rugengeri district where the Tutsi. were
only a very small minority of the population and had been established only
•
.
11
recently) the.Hutu population was, on the contraty, fiercel:y opposed to their
resettlement.
230. In his speech of 3 March 1960, the Resident-General explained the steps
which the Administration had taken to meet this problem. He said, in subsbance.,
that the Administration was not able by military force to re-establish hundreds
of Tutsi in their lands when thousands of peasants, who had expelled them,
clearly showed a fierce will to prevent their resettrement. First, the
".
Administration gave the refugees who were temporaril:y housed in the missions
food, blankets and medical care. Then, it decided to establish a reception centre
outside the disturbed areas. Thus, at great cost and with much care, a shelter
camp was constructed at Nyamata, ~ ThIn'. tto> the south of Kigali, and all the
,Jl'ff>

,.'

refugees who voluntaril:yexpressed the wish to go there were transported by trucJIt'.i.l1
The ~esident-General announced that, as the third stage in the refugee
operation, activity had been under way since the beginning of
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year to open two settlement zones in the areas that had been reserved since before
the Novembe~ events in a programme which was to be financed by the European
Economic Community. The refugees would receive special assistance in resettling
there,
while in the chiefdoms they came from steps wculd be taken to ensure the
r
recovery of their livestock, the transfer under official supervision of the lands
and harvests they had abandoned and compensation for the damages they had suffered.

231. Unfortunately, the refugee problem, far from improving continued to
deteriorate still more during and after the MiSSion's visit. ,During March the
Hutu again bega~ to burn the huts of the Tutsi in the Biumba and Kisenyi districts.'
During the week o~ 10 to 16 April, following a dispute between the Hutu and the
Tutsi,

~nother

district.
fires.

succession of Tutsi hut burnings was reported in

th~

from which th
making sustail
induce others
reported at A
in co-operati
refugees in tl
because, befo
from the mass

Astrida
(c)

The number of refugees increased SUbstantially as a result of these

The

232. At the Mission's request the Belgian Administration gave it a report on the

235. During
the north and

refugee situation as of 19 April 1960. According to this report, there were at
that date 22,000 refugees divided in the following manner:

During the Tu

Kigali
Biumba
Kisenyi

+

+

5,000 installed in the Nyamata camp
1,000 at large

+

8,500 distributed throughout the district

+ 1,500 concentrated at Nyondo
500 at large

+

Astrida

+

3,000 in the process of being assembled at Mugombwa

Gitarama
and Nyanza

+

2,000 at large

steps have been taken by the Administration to place the refugees in
reception centres such as the one at Nyamata, or, whenever it has proved feasible,

to help them resettle in the area from which they came.

Supervisory committees

have been set up in the affected areas to.fac~litate the resettlement of refugees.
Unfort~ately these steps have' not yet brought entirely satisfactory .results.

234. The Administration has attributed this lack of success to the hostile
attitude of the Tutsi leaders. It has pointed out ,that the refugee problem
bad been "made political" everywhere and that this problem had remained acute
because the Tutsi

or indirectly
encounters wi
Others were r
voluntarily il
236. In fill
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of

233.

le~ders

had wished it so for political reasons.

In the view'

ef the Administration, it was absolutely certain that if the Tutsi leaders and
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the. Mwami changed their attitude the great majority of refugee cases would be
closed without delay by installation at Nyamata or by resettlement in the area
from which they came. The district authorities throughout the country were
making sustained efforts to find those who would lead the way and would
induce others to follow their example. Some initial success had just been
reported at Astrida,

wher~

in one day the district administration had succeedeq,

in co-operation with the tribal authorities, in resettling 1,200 of the 3,006
refugees in the area. The Administration stressed that. this had been possible
because, before negotiations were undertaken, the ringleaders had been separated
from the mass of refugees.
(c)

The problem of interim authorities

235. During the Hutu revolt many Tutsi chiefs or sub-chiefs, particularly in
the north and northwest of the country, had been driyen from their posts.
During the Tutsi reaction, many other' chiefs and sub-chiefs took part directly
or indirectly in attacks against the Hutu;
encounter~
O~hers

those chiefs were killed in

with the security forces or arrested by the judicial authorities.

were removed from office by the Administration;

voluntarily in the face of opposition from the local

others resigned

Hu~u

population.

236. In filling the vacant posts, the Administration chose Hutu by preference.
The following table gives the number of chiefs and sub-chiefs in Ruanda as
of ~ November 1959 and as of 1 March 1960:

..

1 November 1959
Total number of chiefdoms
Vacant chiefdoms

45

1 March 1960

45
1

Tutsi chiefs

22

Hutu chiefs

22
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1 November 1959
Total number of sub-chiefdoms
Vacant sub-chiefdoms

(d)

1 March 1960

239 • Although it

531!/

559

R~anda,

17

Tutsi sub-chiefs
Hutu sub-chiefs

g
217 /

549
10

The mai

an atmosp

During the ne~t fe
The judicial uth
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instigators 0 the
no serious incide

237. In justification of Administration policy regarding the replacement of
tribal authorities, the Resident-General stated in his speech of 3 March that,

sabotage of bridge

in driving the chiefs and sub-chiefs from office,.the population of certain
areas had crea~ed a practical situation which sprang from the very depths of

tension was mounti

popular will.

whether public or
240. However, tow

Hence the Administration had to regard the abandoned posts as at

least temporarily vacant and had to fill these posts provisionally.
not final appointments but solely interim replacements;

These were

the future of the

sub-chiefs would be decided in the communal elections and the future of the
chiefs in the general reform now under way.
238. In answer to criticisms; that the interim appointments were made practically
.
on tbe basis of racial predominance, the Resident-General explained that the

.•. . . .~

Administration could not do otherwise in the present excited state of public
opinion. It considered that an interim Hutu appointee imposed by the district
a:uthorities would have b7en physically unable to exercise his functions in an area.!
under strong Tutsi influence. In a solidly Hutu area, which had just beenaffectea :1

administrative con

\':';:'."l

order and the prep

.

Thus, when public Qpinion

was once more calm, the free play of democratic institutions would have to be
..•
'.,:;:i~1;~
relied on to restore the balance best suited to maintain the harfuonious interracial···r:!
.':,>/:,~
policy of Ruanda ,

The Resident Gene'ral concluded, however, that while awaiting the···:k~

next elections the method followed by the Administration had the advantages of
.

.

~

allowing some 200 Hutu the chance to show' their aptitude for political office,
and yet of not making commitments for the future since the elections could always
right any unfortunate choices.
/l'WeIiliy-:6i-gbtrrlcsub-«:1U£e..;fldoms· ai,s'appe~rJ~,d -when nth:E';.~,wer1t1mellg.t;gh\wilthill@:i.ghbouring
su"b-cbi:if.effmQ1lIS :iiJn JNov.emcer..
.
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(d)

The maintenance of order

2,9. Although it could be said on 14 November that order had been restored in
R~anda,

~/

an atmosphere of great tension continued to reign throughout the country.

During the ne~t few'days, the security forces continued to patrol all roads.
The judicial uthorities actively prosecuted their inquiries to discover the.
instigators 0 the disturbances and made a very large number of arrests. A1t~ough
no serious incident occurred, there were many malicious acts, such as the
~

Lt,

sabotage of bridges and mutilation of cattle~ On

17 November,

seeing that

tension was mounting, the Military Resident decided to prohibit all meetings,
whether public or private.
240. However, towards the end of November, a slight aLackentng of tension

at
/ere

l

enabled the Administration to relax some of the security measures. Two
companies of para-commandos left the Territory on 27 November and three days

.cally

later the curfew wes lifted and freedom of movement was restored. In a special
communique dated 5 December, the Governor announced the Belgian Government's
decision to place Ruanda under a "special resident system" a~d to appoint
Colonel

~ogies~ S~ecial

Civilian Resident.

In that connexion, the Goyernor

stated that a series of measures had been decided upon in order to end as soon

.ct

\

n area

'

as possible the exceptional Military Resident

sys~em, whi~e

.

ensuring the special

administrative conditions required by the circumstances for the maintenance of
order and the preparations for the elections and the new'institutions'announced
in the Government statement.

Belgium's intention to organize immediately. a

progressive programme for the self-government of Ruanda and Urundi implied
immediate and radical changes, in the powers of all the members of the
Administration.

The tiranaformaudorrof the Residents' ,r8le as a result

reforms would be one of the ~ost radical in the whole re-organization plan.
The Governor said that the disturbed situation in Ruanda made it undesirable

of
e,

\

Military Resident system came to an end, there should merely be a
of the status quo.

In view' of the fact that the

presen~

Resillerlt

'\'las toga on his regular leave in .March 1960, it was deemed advis~ble in ordeJt'
facilitate the es~ablishmen~ of the new institutions and the negotiations
the 1960 elections, that a temporary s~eci~l resident
instituted and that the Resident should continue to exercise

__"

~Ii!II!,

...__._._ .._,_, __ , ,
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The plan of reforms and the political
events after ~ovember 1959

extra

241. On 10 November 1959" jus·t as the disturbances in Ruanda were reaching their
peak" the Belgian Government published a statement on its future policy in
Ruanda-Urundi.
Bel~ian

It will be ,remembered that the Working Group established by the

Governn:ent on 16 April 1959 to stUdy the political problems of Ruanda-

Urundi had submitted a very detailed report on 2 September 1959 which was
published on 10 November. The Working Group concluded that it was necessary to
effect radical political and administrative reforms in the Territory and maqe a
certain number of proposals. The Government state~eht was largely based on the
Working Group's report. In fact" all the Working Group's proposals were approved
by the Government" with the exception of those relating to a community comprising
Ruanda and Urundi.

2~·2.

The programme of reforms outlined in the Government

stateme~tY

is based on.

the following ideas. The Belgian Government would first establish" taking into
account the~eparate and distinct characteristics of the two states, a system
of government for each State which would be given a progressive

mea~ure

of

off:Lc
allow
(c)
exerc
be pr
State
colle
expec

essential to establish a community of the two States, the Belgian Government

of tic
the t

not wish to define the terms of that community, but :would merely propose to
the two States to organize it, with Belgian assistance.
243.

Having set out these guiding principles, the statement went' on to define

the political organization within east State as follows:
(a)

The enlarged sub-chiefdoms and the extra-tribal centres, which would be

reintegrated into the administration of the country, would become communes, .
the only basic decentralized political entities below' the. national level.
A burgomaster and a 'communal council would constitute the organs of these
communes.

A transition Period would 'be necessary before the COmlliunes are

set uptin their final form.

In the mean time, the existing sub-chiefdoms

of this statement is to be found in document T/1502.
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extra-tribal centres and urban circonscriptions would become provisional
,,

communes which would in all probability elect their councils by

universal~

suffrage during the first half of 1960. The Government was of the opinion
that in principle both men and women should have the right to vote, but
realized that material circumstances connect~d with the date at which th~
first elections would have to be held might oblige it to organize them
on the basis. of male suffrage only. These councils might elect one of their.
number as head of the provisional communej
(b) The present chiefdoms would no longer be political entitiea and woUld'
become administrative circonscriptions. The present chiefs might be
integrated into the general administration of the countr,r, thus becoming
officials with no political mandate.
allowed for in this field alsoj
(c)

A transition period would have to be ,

On the State level, a new'State council would be established and would

exercise, jointly with t.he Mwami,

t~e

be progressively assigned to it.

The great majority of the members

local legislative powers which would
oftr;~l

State council would be elected by indirect suffrage, Le. by an electoral

.

college composed of the councils of the prOVisional communes. The GovE!:r:'nment:;
expecte~ toe elections to take place early enough for the Council to take
'.

- \.,'-

office in the second half, of 1960. The State councils would function ~uring'~'~1
the transition period, at the end of which other systems better· suited to
1 "
the wishes of the peopl.e might be adopted if desirable. Alongside each . \(
'\

State legislature, a government would be set up ~hose head and departirl\mtal ~
"

heads would be appointed or removed from office by tp.e Mwami by
with the Resident.

The M:wami, the constitution,al. head of the State;

relIain outside the government and .above parties •• He would not
his public enacbmerrt.s would. have to be counter'sdgned by
(d)

With regard to the judicial power, the Trusteesh~p

exercise special superVision in this matter to ensure the
competence and integrity of the judiciary. Should
the administration of justice should be one of its
'"

':-,

Co

o
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(e)

Government reform at the State level should imply the rapid fusion of

the s.o-called tribal administration and the general administration. The
result would be that ~any.responsible offices would be entrusted to
indigenous inhabitants; every effort would be made to ensure that this
Africanization was effected with an eye to quality.
244. The statement ~ealt also with the institutions for the Trust Territory
as a whole which must continue to function pending the establishment of the future
community. This question is considered below'.
245. The political organization of Ruanda-Urundi, the reform of which was
announced in the Government statement, was the subject of an interim decree
1/
.
dated 25 December 1959.- This Decree descr~bed the organs of the provisional
communes, th~ interim chiefdoms and the States. Lastly, it laid down certain
guiding principles for the election of the members of the different councils and
defined the Trusteeship to be exercised by Belgium over the administration of the
Ter.ritory and the States. As indicated by its title i the Interim Decree of
25 December 1959 was essentially provisional in character. In a speech to the
people of Runada-Urundi on 19 January 1960, the Resident-General emphasised that
this Decree showed "Belgium's determination to act promptly for reform and in
.
order to bridge the gap between the past and the future work out arrangements
which will answer the needs of the present and that
immediately changes, some of which might be lasting
others be adjusted, amended or completely replaced,
elected spokesmen of the people" the Administration

its purpose was to start
if they work out well and
if, after .agreement with the
deems that desirable" •.
,

246. The royal interim order of 25 January 1960 laid down a series of measur.es
application concerning administrative organization and opened
of the tribal administrC:l.tion and the general administ~'ation. It provided that
,the Residencies of Ruanda and Urundi should be replacf,jd by States of the same
name and that except fOI' powers connected with general Trustee~'1ip, the ResidentGeneral shou~d regulate the provisional transfer to the Government of the States
of such administrative powers of the Residents end of th,--: Vice-Governor-Gen:eral
as were only of regional interest.
I

The text of the Interim Decree is to be found in document T!1501. :
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The organization of commUnal elections in Ruanda is dealt with in Ordinance
No.,2f','r5 of 10 March 1960. The Interim Decree laid down certain principles
regarding the electorate , eligibility and the distribution of seats and stipulate~,
in particular, that in the communal'elections lists of candidates should be
elected on the basis of proportionate representation. However, it left the
Resident-General free to decide whether to limit suffrage to male voters and to
<*
determine the practical rules for the orgariization and conduct of elections.
Under Ordinance No. 221/73, suff~age waa restricted to male voters. The elections
would be held from any time after 7 June 1960, the precise date at which they
would take place in each circonscri~tion being decided by the ,administrator of
the district. The electoral lists were to be closed on 5 May 1960; an appeal
against inclusion or non-inclusion on the lists might be made not later than
10 May to the administrator of the dietrict ,who should take a d~cision within
ten days of receiving the compla~nt ~d at the latest by 20 May.
248. On 26 February, the Belgian Government proposed the inclusion in the
provisional agenda of the twenty-sixth aesafon of the Trusteeship Council of 'an item
concerning the po~sibility of sending a United Nations observers group to
supervize the elect,ions to be' held in June.
247.

249. Ordinance No. 221/51 of 6 February, made some the prOVisions
of the
,
Interim Decree applicable to Ruanda and stipulated that the High Co~cilof that

State and, its permanent delegation to the General'Council should be di~solved
and that until new' institutions were established, the powers devolVing upon those,
bodies were to be exercised by a provisignal special council compose~ of' siX
members appointed by the Resident-General. The membership of this prOVisional
special council was later to be increased to eight so as to allow each of the
I
four principal parties to have two representatdves on it,.
250. A permanent representative of the Mwami participates
provisional special council without the right of vote. The council has no
chairman but its debates are directed by a Belgian official, who is,,.tq, remam
neutral; he also has no right of vote. The inauguration of the
provisional special council of Ruanda took place at Kigali on 4F~brQary
of the Resident-General.

The Mwami was not preflent 'at the-

,

-
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251. The provisidnal special council proved itself to be extremely active from
the Qut~et. In Februar,y, i~ studied and prepared a convention which was later
signed between Ruanda and the Government to enable the B~lgian Congo National
'Institute for Agr~nomic Studies (INEAC) to carr,y out experiments with pasture
land in the Bugesera. The council made a trip to the ten districts of the
.
State in order to.~xamine the proposals prepared by the district administrators

'.'

.

254.

ifuen

already be
Instructiol

and the chiefs for the establishment of communes for the elections and~ in
collaboration with the local authorities, it worked out the details of the

with the v

re-organization of the 544 existing sub-chiefdoms into 229 communes.

prepared.

an informs

On the

same trip, it also discussed with the local authorities some financial problems
connected mainly with the 1bisigati (grazing estates), the ibikingi (pastoral

255. 'The
November a

fiefs) and. the ubukonde (the right
. to clear forests). On its return to Kigali,
the council, in collaboration
with
MXvami Kigeli V, drew' up a circular which was
.
.
pubjished on 28 Februar,y in which the Mwami recognized the legality

presented

big political parties and appealed for calm.

awaiting i

252. Among the events of the end of 1959 and the beginning of 1960,
mention that, during the fourteenth session of the General Assembly of the
,

Rwagasana,

vu.~~~:u,

!.

Nations, the Fourth Committee granted a hearing on 9 November 1959 to Mr.

represe~ting UNAR!~

l'JJ.IL.:UO::CI.

•

253. At the end of Vecember 1959, the Belgian Government establiShed a
of Inquiry composed of three Belgian personalities (Mr. F. Peigneux, Honorar,y
Provincial Governor, Mr. G.

Malen~reau,

Professor of

t~e

University of,Louvain,

and Mr. S. Fredericq, Advocate of the Court of App~al in ~hent) and requ~sted it .
to report on the events of November in Ruanda.

This Commission visited Ruanda

from 7 to 17 Januar,y 1960 and submitted to the Government on 26 Februar,y a
detailed report which. was communicated to the Visiting Mission on its way t.h'rnt:l~h
Brussels on 29 Februar,y. The Mission had the opportunity of meeting the three
members of the Commission in Brussels on 1 March.
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Situation in Ruanda at the time of the
Mission's visit

.

"

General

254. When the Visiting Mission arrived in Ruanda, the Belgian Administration had
already begun making preparations for the communal elections to be held in June.
Instructions had been sent to all those who were responsible f.or organizing them,

...

an information campaign was being carried on to make the ordinary people familiar
,

with the various electoral processes and the register of voters was being
prepared.
,
255. 'The atmc.'$);l'.b.ere in the country was still very tense.

ms

November atrocities were still fresh in people' SI minds.

1,

still mourning their dead.

as
ur

Memories of the
Widows and orphans were

Refugees, many of whom were in precarious circumstancesI'

presented a very difficult problem Which had to be solved quickly.
1

Many people,

arrested after the disturbances, had received heavy sentences, others were •
awaiting in prison their turn to be tried.

A number of political leaders had

gone into exile abroad, others were under house arrest.

'256.

The supporters of UNAR and those of the Hutu parties were still

aggressively antagonis'cic to one another.
distrusted one another.

The Hutu Leaders and the Mwami

Moreover, the supporters of UNAR 'felt that the local

Administration was treating them as if they were enemies and. would not hesitate
,

to use every possible means to prevent them from participating in the pOli4,ical
life of Buanda,

Lastly, while official relations were correct, the Mwami

and the Ac1ministeriug Authority were de.eply suspicious of each other, which
made very difficult that co-operation which 'V1as so necessary for the smooth
t

running of the count::,y I s public affairs.

'4"

257.

~

The Government statement of 10 November 1959 was partially accepted by

some of the population and rejected by others, and had not resulted in the hbl:>eel':',
for r.eduction in tension.

Marry of the Ruandese felt that they had not been
.~

-

associated m.th the" preparation of the stca.te~ent and the measures to be taken,
implement it even if they had had an bpport\lnity to state their views to the
;'Wo!,ldlllg g.roup in the preceding months.
.

.

Many felt that it was not an a.clceptE:l.bl.E!

c(;lmp:rOtnisie an.d did not feel in any way bound by it.

The $tatement,

2' i7

open to conflictiDg interpretaticms.

In failiDg to bridge the gUlf separatiDg

responsible

the two group! in the population it had in 'no way succeeded in Leasenfng the

,ras incumben

atmosphere of tension and mistrust.

not wish to

In order to preserve pUblic order, the

Belgian Administration had retained the emergency regulations which it had

It did not f

promulgated in Ruanda during the November disturbances under the title of the

required. for

Special Residence. system.

measures to

258.

260. The Sp

The Belgian Government's decision, taken in January 1960 during the Round

Table Conference for the Belgian Congo, to grant independence to that Territory'
on 30 June 1960 cam~ as

a.

~:,~

mass demonst

,',v

well cause d

Lastly the announcement of the arrival of the Visiting::.i

Belgian AClmi

Dj- giving some grounds

for hope and others cause for deep anxiety it had inevitably caused increased
political tension there.

information

~

shock td people in Ruanda.

.

.

'I

Mission also seemed to have played its p.art in increasiIjg the general tension.

.!

certain gro

'"

:

In this country which is so s,",sceptive to false reports; rumours of all kinds wer~!
in circulation:

it was said that the arrivallof the Visiting Mission was a

Iroute.

victo~~

At t

to a bare

for UNAR, because it was comingt:bo hold an inquiry into the incidents which had':

vehicles.

occurred in November, to pass judgement on the Belgian AClministration' s action,
"

to bring back the exiled leaders, to resettle the evicted Tutsi or to end the
;

Belgian Trusteeship.

Other rumours insisted that the Mission's visit foreshadow~~!

massacres of the Hutu and the expulsion of the Belgians.

In contrast,

maintenance

stilll~
.-/

public requ

':1

stated. in t

others expected that it would proclaim the deposition of the :Mwami andthe,,~

establishment of a republic or the a~vision of Ruanda into separa'!:ie areas for. "~'f

to meet it'

H'l1tu and Tutsi. :.While awaiting the arrival of the Mission, the political

partit9si~1

. ..

_,' --:.:l'y'i

261.

Furth

assembled their supporters and prepared to\ orgaDize maes demonstiratdone to showft

that everyo

Fearing new outbreaks of violence and since there were no::,~

Mission lef

their strength.

reinforcements of African p'olice available in the Belgian Congo, the
.

Administra~~~~
<0,'::'..,

reminding tl

brought a battalion of Belgian paratroopers from the Congo to assist the forces":~~'

that there,

the spot in maintaining order and protecting the Mission.

harassed be

.

'.~

;

259. In its conversations with the Minister, Mr. De Schrijver, at Brussels onj
29 February 1960 and with the Belgian authorities in the Territory at Usumbura.
in the first dayS after its arrival in the Territory, the Mission made a .];loii:J;b
of' making perfectly clear its attitude tOW81'ds the precautionary
by the

. I

Admini~tering Authority.

measurestak~~;

v)hile recognizing 'that the Ad,ministratiollwI.'El,,"

See An
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iparating

responsible for maintaining peace and public order in the Territory and that· it' .

.ng the

"iTaS incumbent on it to take all necessary measures to that end, the Mission di.d

the
, had

not wish to be associated with the military precautions)'which had been taken.

'1

i

It did not feel that it needed protection and hoped -:;hat, having decided

of the

w~at

was

required for the maintenance of order 1 the Administra.tion would reduce security
....

measures to the bare minim.um necessary for that purpose,
the Round

260.

Territory

information

rounds

mass demonstrations during the Mission's stay and that these demonstrations might

.creased

well cause disturbances the more so as UNAR was endeavouring to prove that the

.e VisitingLJ

tension.
1 kinds

The Special Resident for Ruanda informed the Mission 'i;.'I:lat, according to 'the'
~~hich

had reached him 1 the political parties intended to organize

Belgian Administration was incapable ,Of maintaining order.

1

certain groups of demonstrators intended to erect barriers across the MissioiJ:'S

were ~

as a vict6~;~
Which had

He also indicated

vehicles.

.itinerary patrolled and to control the movement of people in the urban centres
when the Mission was passing through them.
, .~ "4

still·.~
,
' 1
,J

eas for

In an endeavour to make the

maintenance of order easie:r;, the Mission decd.ded to issue an appea-J=./ to the
pUblic requesting it to remain calm and to avoid gatheripg in crowds.

It also

stated in the appeal that it wished to grant a hearing to everyone who

want.e~.

261.

Mission left Usumbura for

,dministration1

, ·D

Further, the Resident-General gave the Mission a categorical.assuranc'e

that everyone whq wished to see the Mi'ssion would be free ,to do so.

Ruanda~

he addressed
a
,

messag~/·to

When the

the people,
.

,

'".'l'J

reminding them that anyone could freely. contact the members of the Mission and

";!;t

that there was absolutely no reason for them to be afraicf that they would be

he f()rces:Qn~

'

,::'.

harassed because they had done so •
.6sels on.,,/

.

Usumbura
i

")

to meet it 'but asked people to come in groups of no more than ten persons.

e no

apoiht

tres t8k.en,0
•tionW8s,i,!

,~

However, he considered it necessary to have the roads on the Mission's

end the
foreshadowe~i

,j

.roube, At the request of the Mission, he agreed to reduce military p~ecautions
to a bare minimum and not to have the Mission's convoy escortec by military

s actdon,

. the

th~i

I

.'

See.Annex J:.
See' Annex II .

\
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In point of fact, there were numerous mass demonstrations along the Mission's'

Po:).!tical :pal

\

route.

I

Tens of thousands of persons were massed along the roads which the Miss~on .

\ traversed.

The Adminis~ration simply asked the supporters of opposing groups not

to assemble in the same places or at least to range themselves on' opposite sides
of the road.

It however

proh~bited

delegations and individuals in possession of a laissez-passer, from entering
certain urban areas where the Mission was staying.

26:;. The Mission none the less has no reason to believe that any inclividual or
each place where it stopped the Mission

recei~ed a

several hundred) requests for a hearing.

very large number

At

(fre~uentlY'

If it had had to hear all the petitions'

separately, it certainly woul?- not have been able to do so in the relatively
short time at its disposal.

265. Before
of the popul
about the po

the population, with th;e exception of

group;:Which wanted to get into touch with it was prevented from doing so.

l

But fortunately a satisfactory solution to the

playing an in
route follow
support for
members of t
These demons

266. There
groups:
ruandais

problem was found with the co-operation of the members of the provisional special
council which accompanied the Mission during its tour of Ruanda.
,

11

Since most of ,

the petitioners requesting a hearing were, members or supporters of the principal
. political parties, the Mission asked the members of the special counci]" who
are the 'representatives' of these parties,

~o

arrange them in groups accorcling \

to their parties and to request each group to appoint ten representatives to lay
the group's views before the Mission.

Further, there were no restrictions

preventing anyone who wished to submit written documents to the Mission from doing;':.;:
so.

This procedure proved to be perfectly satisfactory.

Not only were the'

representatives of all the political parties able to state their views in detail.,
bat the Mission also had t~me at each place where it sat to hear representatives
of the Churches, members of non-political organizations and many private.:ll.. .
-individuals both European and African.

Thus the Mission was able to obtain ,the

',views of the most qUalified representatives of the population on all the
which were exercising their minds.
The Mission also had long discussions with the Resident-General
Administration.

It likewise had many conversations with the lfMami

authorities in the localities Which it visited.

It received from

·')]!9lll:rces a great deal of information which was. extremely useful in

"

andth~>'
all th~~~

thepreparati()~

. the one hand,
the people •.
executive eo
mass of the
fact. that a
re~ently,

am

Mouvement :po
~voluant

:pou

monarchiste

RU~~da (UAAR
atShangugu

267•. For gr
adViancl=d by i
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parties

265. Before indicating the views of the representatives of the various sections

at

of the popuiation .on the problems facing Ruanda something must first be saij,

a
,

.

about the politicai parties, 'Which, although only recently formed, are now
playing an important part in moulding public opinion in Ruanda.

All along the

route followed by the Mission, large crowds gathered to demonstrate their

"

support for the views .of one or other of the politica.l parties and handed the ",.
members of the Mission 'tens of thOUl:3allds of documents, letters and :pamphlets.
These demonstrations were obviously ins:pired by-the political leaders.
ns

:266. There are
0

groups:

n~w four main political parties in Rusnda which fa~l-into three

the Union nationale ruandaise (UNAR), the Rassemblement democratique.

ruandeis (RADER) andl two parties, the Association pour la promotion sociale. de la •
!.B~ (APROSOMA) and 'the ~arti du mouvement de l' emancipation hutu (P.ARMEB.UTU),

whose aim is
'.

1

~he

advancement of the Hutu.. All the indications are that UNlIR, on

. the one hand, and the group of Hutu :parties, on the other, have a great hold on
the people •. As to RADER, it certainly has a remarkably capable and

activ~

executive committee but it does not as yet seem to have . any grea.t influence on the •..•.
mass of the people. lastly, to complete the picture, att~ntion is drawn to the
'!

fact that a number of small local political parties have peen established very
re~en.tly, among which are the Union des masses ruandaises'(TJrMR) at :Rutongo,the

Mouvement pour l'union ruandaise (MUR) at Shangugu, the Association des Eahutu
~voltiant pour la suppression des castes (ABESCA) at RUlindo,

monarchiste ruandais~(M0MOR) at Kisenyi.; the \!l!~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
Rua~da (UAARU) at Gatsibu, the Union des int:;,er€Jts
(UI~;I1iITEB.ClDKJC)·~',:.
at.Shangugu and the Alliance deS Ealdga. (AEAKI) at Ki~enyi.

' ..

267. 'For gre~ter
clarity it is \W.ol1.tlil recalling briefly-the general arguments
.
\ ' . . . . . .

/'

..'

'

:

..

',,'

advanced by the different parties as they were explained to the Mission on
,

counlblE~SS

occasions.

The Hutu parties, APROSOMA andPARMEHU"Tu.,·statedthat,
approximately 85 per cent. of the ,total'population,
,l:>.LI.Jl;;J..t::

HutuamoDg

WhiF>"'E'FfA

"',

"
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;0 per

cent of the children were Rutu and in higher educational institutes

less than 10 per cent.

270.

Of the AI'rican auxiliary staff in the Administration

barely 12 per cent were Hutu.

i

This disproportion was not the result of chance

but of actual discrimination, g:j,ving the ·Tutsi oligarchy the monopol'l of all

')
v1j

the strategic positions providing stepping-stones to power and designed to

\

'
'

c

I

l

ensure the continuance of. the "Tutsi feudal system" and the enslavement of t h e ' i
Hutu.

'I'he Rutu wanted a democratic

r~g:i.me

,\ .~
to be established which would do away:.

i

with all priVileges based on class, a genuine democracy which would only be

I

brought. about by a revolution - preferably peaceful - of the oppressed peasant
classes.

chan~e

.

~

monarchy provided the Mwami was not the symbol, the instrument or the prisoner " ';",;1
'~
r~gime

269.

Otherwis,=, the establishment of a republican:,,,i:j
,<';~

would have to be considered.

.•.•<;.~

In the opinion of the Rutu parties, the only chance the Rutu had of achieving"
, ... ::;
,

their aims lay in the continuation for sone time of Belgian -Trusteeship, in Which:,;f.·'.rl
.,-:q

J..A~:.XX!l:::k, }',If!

the Hutu :parties had confidence despite the fact that in the past the
Administration had given, their support to the Tutsi.

It was only after all the .~ ':'~

country' s institutions had become democratic, after free elections had been held,"~J
ju.dicial reforms and radical changes in the land tenure system had been e'ffected., .,.r.7~

,

··}~m

'",:;~

and the economic,' social and cultural advancement of the peasant masses had
.

.

::.;~~

occurred that, there could be any question of self-governrr.ent and thereafter of'iJlc\
independence. Thus democracy would have to precede independence.

the Rutu part
been systemat.
insta.J.ce in t
talting ;into a

Premature

personally si
thought that
introduced in
terminated in
independent i
271.

UNAR de

movement, whi
anti-Belgian.
was due not

0

Authority •

I

be solved thr
the Admini str
Europeans had

independence would only ensure the permanent supremacy of the Tutsi and their

the problemi

continued exploitation of the Rutu.

independence.

,promises and statements

o~

No confidence could be placed in the

the Tutsi, who were past masters in the

h',YPocrisy, deceitfulness and intrigue.
.

of

If it should prove impossible to come
'

\

.

~rt

'.'
..... :.

:.~.'

to terms with them, the country could, through popul.atzlon transfers, be divided,;:.
into predominantly Rutu and pI'edominantly Tutsi areas within a federal

system~-'

The -Rutu parties claimed that they spoke for all the Rutu, in other words fe>:r,

85

per cent of the pcpul.atd.on, 'not only for those who were politically

conSCi?ll~'

organized, but also for those who through ignorance, fear, servilitrand.··.;oi/;
or because of the highrepuJGe in which they held
were supporting the

. I

considered so

It advocated

during tne Mission's visit - a constitutional

of the reactionary Tutsi oligarchy.

their social

was strongly

In principle thE:1 Rutu parties would accept - although on this point

their views underwent a

The RAD
.
.
population of

old.r~gime

t~~

.institution'R:i""j

either passively or actively•

constitutionS:
.of a

r~ferend

country I s leg
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'270.

party felt
. The RADER
.

that the Hutu people, com,prising 85 per cent of the

population of Ruanda, 'Were justified in their desire fOr emancipation and tha.t
their social claims 'Were understandable.
considered some other claims are based.

But it opposed the racism on 'Which it
It

cr~ticized the

present attitude of

the Hutu parties and the Administration 'Which it alleged had since November 1959
been systematically favouring the Hutu at the expense of the Tutsi - for

.e.

insta.J.ce in the nomination of chiefS and sub-chiefs, which had been done 'Without
taldng ;into account the merits, \ training or experience of the candidates.

RADER

was strongly opposed to the division of Ruanda into Tutsi and Hutu areas.
It advocated a constitutional monarchy but had some doubts about the Mwami
personally since he appeared to be the prisoner of a political party.

·',

It had

thought that beginning in 1964 internal self-government could gradually be
introduced in Ruanda and that the Trusteeship Administration could probably be
terminated in! 1968.
independent in 1963.

'271.

Later it expressed the view that the country might become
It had confidence in Belgium.

UNAR described itself as ,a traditionalist, monarchist and nationalist

movement, 'Which 'Was neither feudal, reactionary, xenophobe,' anti-catholic noranti-Belgian.

That the ruling classes in Ruanda 'Were mainly made up of Tutsi,

was due not only to historical factors but also to the action of the Administering
Authority.

It constituted a social, economic and political problem 'Which could

be solved through the democratic devel.comerrt of,the country.

UNAR al1:eged that

the Administi.·ation, certain dignitariesof the Catholic Church and certain
Europeans had cunningly stirred up the HUt.u against the Tutsi and tried to
the problem into a racial problem in order to dela.y the country's 'O'I"'O[;!rel';S to'I'18rdS
independence.

The great majority of the Hutu "rere, moreover, loyal

and to the tradi tions of Ruanda;

UNAR 'Was in favour of "democracy. and the

constitutional monarchy, on 'Which question it 'Would moreover agree to
of

a.

referendum.

It stood for universal SUffrage and the election of the

country's legislative and executive organs.

It hadcalled.for

se:lf·~g()Y:E2rllme~nt

RUI9.ncJla in 1960 . and inde~endence in 1962. .Since:the incidents in Novem'ber,
the party had lost all confidence in _the' Administration and want~d
-:i.inlm.elJiette indep~ndence and the termina"bion of Belgian Trusyeeship.

.."; .

)

amnesty for all political prisoners, the
.
.
.
return to the country of its exiled leaders, the lifting of the emergency

272.. UNAR also
,

~sked

J;'egulations, the

for a

ge~eral

resettlemen~

of the refugees in the areas

f~om Whi~h

Because of this
are still ruled

they had

political party

been driven out, the presence in Ruanda of a United Nat\ions commission until the

methods are terr

prqclamation of independence 'and the formation of a provisional government or

point the Hu-tu p

anexecutive counci-l with indigenous and European members .'1:./

the meeting org
pamphlets distri

Questions raised by political parties

in particular a

2T;. The main questions which now divide the people of Ruanda and their Leaders

of the liiwami - a

can therefore be divtded into two groups - one relating to the dist.urbsnces

during the

.
with in greater detail in subsequent sections.

theMwami may ha

in November 1959 and the other to the future of the country.. They are dealt

(i)

Questions relating to the distur.bances in November 1959

274.

The questions, relating to the disturbances in November 1959 which have

~onth

supporting UNAR
a disquieting la
by UNAR to the e
Hutu at th;e mere

most frequently raised before the, Mission concern the causes of the· disturbances

In the last days

and the responsibili ti~s of the different groups therefor; the problem of the

the effect that

refugees; the provisional administration and lastly the exercise of political
freedoms.

For. greater clarity the views of the political parties on each of

height.

thes.e questions are set out separa-'Gely.
(a)

275.

going to massac
circumstances t

Causes of the disturbances and responsibilities therefor

Such was, the H

For the Hutu parties, the underlying cause of the disturbances

in Hutu politic

was the Hutu-'lUtsi problem, which the Mission has already described, and the

The attack on

immediate cause was provocation and acts of terrorism on the part of UNAR.

incidents.

Belgi~n

276.

Administration, according to them, is trying to put the existing state

affairs right but is encountering opposition on the part of the 'lUtsi leaders.

The views

felt that it was

After the Mission had left the Territory, UNAR held a congress in Kigali
on 17 end 18 April 1960. The resolutions adopted by the congress are
contained in document T/PET.3/L•1 9 .
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Because of this opposition, the Hutu who are the great majox.:ity of the population

le

are still ruled by a Tutsi minority.

The Tutsi leaders have established a

had

political party whose aim is to l:'trengthen their traditior.al '3upremacy and

.1 the

methods are terrorism and the extermination of the Hutu Leadexa ,

or

point the Hutu parties quoted the worus allegedly used by the leaders of UNAR at

whos~

To prove their

the meeting organized by the pal'ty at Kigali on 13 September 1959, the numerous
pamphlets distributed by this party insulting and threatening the Hutu leaders"- \"
in particular a black list of ten persons who were to be eliminated as enemies
of the Mwami - and lastly the numerous acts of terrorism perpetrated
by UNAR
,"
during the
,t

~onths.

of September and October.

They stated again that although

theMwami may have said that he was above political parties he had never stopped
supporting UNAR and that, in face of 'i:;his coalition the Administration had showP.
a disquieting lack of firmness.

Because of this weakness the runiours started

by UNAR to the effect that the Belgians were sooFL going to depart and leave the.
HUtU at tb;e mercy of the Tutsi were making the people more and more uneasy.
In the last days of September, a fresh rumour had spread through the hills to
,he

the effect that the expected Government statement was going to proclaim the-

:a1

immediate independence of the country.

If

height.

The anxiety of the Hutu was thus at its,,'

Il'hey were convinced that after the Belgians had q.eparted the Tutsi were

going to massacre all the Hutu'leaders and restore the feudal system~' Inthes,e
circumstances the only solution remaining open to them was to fight likernadm~~.
Such was, the Hutu parties came to the conclusion, the general atmosphere crlaat.ed
in Hutu political circles by the policy-of UNAR on the eve of the
The attack on Mbonyomutwa was considered by them as the immediate
incidents.

276.

The views of the Hutu 'parties were shared 'by RADER., This party also

felt that it. was the Hutu masses I fear of falling under Tutsi!
which caused the outbreak of violence against

th~Tutsi.

It considered

'fea.r was absolutely just:i.fi.ed both because of 'theactsofterroJ;':i:l'lm coIIlInit'teci)<"'/il.
not only aga:i.nstthemernbers of the Hutu part:i.es but al$o

ae;C;o"'l,.DI,'"

:i.nRADER,andbecause of the lack offif'llID.e.ssdisplayedby
~

.

.

.,....

.

'.'

.

'.

,-

.

.

.

.A.QIn.in:LS·ijrsLti.on :i.nthe face of these acts ofter:rorism.,
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277. UNM, for its part, regarded the, "policy
of d:l.vision ' t cal'l'ied
out by t the
' ;
,".

('b) The

~

Administration as the main cause of the Noveli1be'r crisi,s.
uprising.

Jt ,ras npt

&

p0;flul,ar,

If there was a Hu.tu-Tutsi probJ,ern tn J\uanda, and rr.oreover itWf,\fio

social rather than a racial probl.em, i t

i~as

281. The ref
Territory, ha
'parties on i;h

a. ,:,',

\

because the Administration ha,d . . ..::

refused t'o adopt 'the:ight solutions at. tJ:leappropriate time. , As soon as the

282.

llStatemen'c of views" and the "Man:i.festo 01' the Bahutu" appeared :l.,t should have

which it cons

arranged for discussions between the two opposing groups so that they could have
'0

worked out together such reforUia as ilere needed for the emancipation of the
country.

j

from doing so

documents had a common aim in view, that of -che emancipation of the country.

,

But instead of looking for the common points the Administration had emphasized *Wd:
To delay the moment of

parties believe that the Tutsi

we~e

emar..cipation~

it had made the Hutu

Encouraged '~~
~

'i,

and prot,ected by the Administration, the :-rutu leaders had set up organizations

r

conquerors ha

general and the lvl't'1aroi in particular.

of violence.

This policy had also been suppor-bed by some

'and Kinyamatelta, continuously exhorted the Hutu to resist the Tutsi.
of this party.

vlhereas the other

p~rties

284.
the Hutu from

were never harassed, it prohibited or

last few deca

sabotaged the meetings organized by UNiIR and continuously per'secubed its members
or supporters, as :i.n

'~he

affair of the three chiefs.

0

When UNAR

had been established the Administration had engaged in a systematic persecution

passively at

This attitUde encouraged

, unfair toward

the Hutu leaders to resort to violence to achfeve their poutical aims.

the resettle

278. The UNAR account ag:l'e·es wii::h that given by the lYiwami to the Mission in

and theft sh

several, converaatdone and in the report which he submitted to it on this subject.

restored to i

279.

285. The MiS
to justify t~

The Resident-General refrained from expressing an official opinion on

the immediate causes of the disturbances but officials in the Belgian
Administration with whom the Mission spoke did not hide their sympathy with the

(',;."',';-,,'

bpin:tons exp,ressedby the Hutuparties.

~d

:f;~r' ,280.

As to the

C~tholic

missions, they seem to be divided on the SUbject.

:

the official attit'· -~ of the'Church might appear favourable to the Hutu parties

6;

of social reform, several influential Catholic dignitaries w~re in. "'/(
," , __. .. .
. .'," ..
. ..' . .' . ' . " _
.'. .
. ~. . .' ,~ -, .,_.,',""," .. :,\,',,;r.~~
i',.ra~.thtwithJ.1}!AR, as yere most of the, re:r?re~~ntb.tives of the Protestant tnieH3,j,.9~

1l(;;,;?;;', questions
;,~\: ':';':'>,:. >:~,"~ -5\'.:'
_'>1;':

and occupied
the return

of tbe Catholic missions whose newspapers, such as Temps nouveaux d Afrique

i)::"

Tutsi refugee

based on racial batre4 ..:lnd had engaged in violent attacks on the Tutsi in
t

<-"C'

s cayed behmd

28,. The Hut

in the country and that the only way for the Hutu to liperate themselves from

,i '

flies, making
rec,ettlement

against the introduction of democratic ideas

their former servitilde was to do so under the Belgian Administration.

to return to
and assist th

That was possf.bl.e because, in api te of their differences, the two

their opposing views.

UNAR pr

'e-, .~"., .~,

.'~

>'~~;t,

T!153B

Englisll'
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(b)

~ ~p0.t>ular.
~

itWt\1l

281.

a

The refugee problem

The refugee problem, as it appeared on the Misl?ion' a arrival in the

Territory, has been outlined above.

The following are the vie,'1s of the political

'parties on ·i;hj.s matter.

ion as the
lhou1d have

282.

which it consia.ered en inhuman. step.

ry c.ould have
1

UNAR protested strongly against the trensfeI' of ....efugees to the Bugesera
It ma.intained that these refugees wished

to return to their homes ,vhere their neighbours were preparing to welcome them ",.

of' the

end assist their resettlement.

The Administration had, however, prevented them

the two

from doing so and had forced them to go to an arid region infested .'\vi. th tsetse

country.

flies, melting them believe that they would be massacred by the Hutu if' they.

emphasized':idmi .

s cayed be.Q.ind. UNAR recomme;nded solving the problem by the immediate and general

iade the Hutu

rec.ettlement of the refugees.

lcratic ideas

28,.

~lves

1.

from

The Hutu, parties considered that there was ne need to reintegrate the

Tutsi refugees'.

Encouraged

9

~;

When the Hutu people had expelled the Tutsi from their homes

and occupied their lands it had simply recovered
r

.

th~

property which the Tutsi

~anizations

conquerors had taken from them by force in the past.

;si in

the return of the Tutsi the Hutu people would be compelled to resort to new acts

lorted by

of violence.

Afrique

284.

, When UNAR

on their- .Lande ,

persecution

the Hutu from certain regions and the Tutsi who had settled there during the

~ohibited

last few decades, it considered that the Administration had no right to look on

or

i its members

If they now had to accept

RADER, l;ike UNAR, requested the Administration to relilettle the refugees
'~hile

admitting that there was a land tenure problem between

passively at acts of injustice even if cauaed by a politicaJ) situation which was

encouraged

. unfair towards' a particular social class.

RADER l'equested that,in addition to

.ms ,

the resettlement of the refugees, the persons who had qommitted acts of' pillage

.ssion in

and theft should be punished and that property tiaken from ,the Tutsi should be

this subject.

restored to its rightful owners.

.nion on

285.

.

\

The Mis",ion has set forth above the reasons given by' the Resident-General

to justify the Administl:'ation' s policy with regard to the refugee problem
•

;by with the

from the ,November disturbances.

I

~J.·'~l:!....U I$

.

It has also explained how this ptoblemhasbeen

aggr.s:V'ated following new outbursts which occurred in the districts of Biumba,
lbject.

Kisenyi, Gitarama and Astrida in March and April.

lutu partiea 6i.f
"

~ w~re in'
. :~

'_.,_,

,,1

".J

(c)
286.

The problem of the interim authorities

(d)

As stated above many chiefs and sub-chiefs were Itil.led or driven from their

areas at the time of or folloVii.ng the November disturbances.

Others have resigned:

and stil.l others have been :r:emoved from office by the Administration.

T~

fill

the vacant posts the 'Administration appointed interim authorities of whom the

,

,

majprity are Hutu.
287.

UNAR asserted that the appointment of the interim authorities was a proof

It pointed out the removal of chiefs and

sub-chief~

290. The pol
concerning th
questions con
by the Admini
intimidation

of. the policy of persecution which the Administration was carrying out against
it.

'\

The

had been aimed almost

291.

UNAR ac

persecution a
since Novembe

exclusively at members of UNAR and its sYPlPathizers whereas those replacing them

house arrest;

were always in favour of the Hutu parties.

lastly, many

)

Moreover, the mosb highl.y regarded

chiefs and sub-chiefs were among those removed from office.

UNAR considered

because they

that this inconsistency in its judgements proves that the Administration did not

of emergency

carry out 'che reorganization in a progressive spirit.

exceptional

288. . BADER was also perturbed by the Administration's policy' in the appointment

exercise of

of chiefs and sub-chiefs.

of emergency

It considered that by appointing Tutsi in the

predominantly Tutsi areas and Hutu in the predominantly Hutu areas, the

292.

Administration was likely to encourage division between the two races and to sow

protested ag

the seeds of future troubles.

RADER reconmended a progressive poiicy which would

At the

. that the aim

give at least 50 per cent of the appointments to Hutu before the next elections

UN~

sympath'

and replace all Tutsi chiefs who are inefficient

293.

The Hu

to the present development of the country.
chiefs and sub-chiefs

wh~

o~

too ,old to adapt themselves

It also considered that the best

had been deprived of their positions should be

In their vie
They /accused
fa.l~

reinstated on condition, however, that they would not be subject, to legal

kinds of

proceedings.

those who 0Pl!

289.

On the other hand, the Hutu parties approved the Admini~tration's policy

in tne appointment of new chiefs and sub-chiefs.

They held that, since the

times stated
Hutu parties i

comprised 85 per cent of the population, it was only proper that the same propc::lri:;iqJ

return to no

of chiefs and sub-chiefs should be Hutu.

continue its

They protested against the Mwami's

re:f'uflal to approve the appointments of the interim authoriti.es and regarded his
rE~f\:lSa,J. as indicating a desire to perpetuate Tutsi domination.

Tt1538
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(d)

The exercise of :political rights

The :political parties :put before the

290.

~ssion

concerning the exercise of :political rights.
questions concern

~he

a certain number of questions-

The most im:Portant of these'

emergency regime, alleged acts of persecution committed

by the Administration against UNAR members, alleged acts of terrorism or
intimidation by UNAR, and. lastly the question of an amnesty.
291.

UNAR accused the Belgian Administration of conducting a policy of

persecution aga:tnst members of the party or its sympathizers.

It stated tha'b

since November many leaders of the party have been imprisoned or placed under
, .;house arrest; others have had to flee abroad in order to escape persecution;
lastly, many ch;i.efs or sub-,chiefs have been transferred or removed from office
because they belong to UNAR.

It protested against the continuance of the state

of emergency in Ruanda and aJ.leged that the AcJministration was using the
exceptional powers it possessed under the emergency in order to prevent the free
exercise of political right':l.

It requested the immediate cessation of the state

of 9nergency and the proclamation of a general amnesty.
292.

At the time when the Mission was' about to begin its visit
to Ruanda UNAR
\

protested against the security measures taken by the Administration and alleged
, that the aim of these measures was to prevent the inhabitants and particularly
UNl$ sympathizers from having contact 'With the Mission.

,

,The Hutu parties w~re opposed to the cessa.tion of the state of emergenc;r.

293.

In their view, UNAR alone was responsible f,?r the state of tension in the cq.uri:bry.
They /accused it of spreading confusion among the population by cir?ulating all,
kinds of false rumoUl'S and committing 'acts of intimidation and terrorisma.gainst
those who opposed it.

Th~y also c6XiIplaj,ned that the

thougq. he hap, seve:rkl

MWami,

times stated that he was above party politics, gave fulf.,support, to UNAR.The
Hutu parties expressed their conviction that the country would never "be
return to normal condi'bion,s if WAR, with'che Mwam1 1 sbackirig, was
,

continue its evil

'"
activity.
They

therefore requested
'

.

l;l.tld, thedethroriement of the Mwam1.
More,'recently several Hutu leaders suggested that the
-,.,'. -_._- geographically into separate Hl.ltuand.T1.l,tsi
to,re'turn to 'no,rmal cond.itions';

vlhile r,elcol~j.zing

u.J..,LU\\Jt:U.

.,.'

'.

thedissolut~on:,of
,

,

,

.,

'

L'r:::.'

.

geographical division of the c:ountry, they pointed: out that there

,~as

no other

elections, it was

solution if UNAR was not to be dissolved.

persecution and t

295.

proclaiming a gen

RADER also protested against the int:l.midation policy of UNAR and pointed

.cun that this policy

w~s

Tutsi members of RADER.

not only directed against the Hutu but also against the

Lastly, it reques

RADER was also against t'he return of the exiled UNAR

cl""1ditions they s

,

leaders to Ruanda and suggested that the condemned UNAR leaders should be sent

299. BADER consi
the Hutu the comm

-to prison far away from Ruanda.

if held in presen

(11) Questions concerning the 1)olitical future of Ruanda

hatred and might

296.

of siX months wo

During m..eetings of the Mission with the political parties and other groups

in Ruanda, four questions concerning the political future of the country were

round-table confe

constantly raised:

300.

the question of the communal elections to be held in June,

place on the date

., ",the Belgain Government's plans. for reforms, the monarchy. and independence.
.

The Hutu pa

Although these questions are closely connected, the Mission proposes, for greater

be held in good c

clarity,. tp set forth the views of the political parties on each question

because they were

separ,ately. '

everything possib
that the abuse of

,. (a)" The' communal elections

in his name woul
the Hutu parties

:'29',"(• The Belgian Government's plan of reforms rests on the constitution of
provisional communes.

The organization of communal elections was laid down by

to it.

'an ordinance of 10 March 1960 of the Resident-General according to which ;the
elections would take place from 7 June.

301.

letter of 26 February 1960, requested that the Trust,eeship
sup~rvision

298.

.

emergency conditions to carry on its policy of discrimination and persecution
agairtstthe members of UNAR.
~4 _ _ . _ . _

gave as an example the.Official Statement No. 7 which he' had

Febru~~.la~t.concer~ng

the

election~,

attack UNAR'and d'efendP.fI.RMEtruTU.

.I:'........... i~g~,Lo;;...,

in which he had. made cOlmnE;ntis
UNAR, considered that,

with the

poli:tic~

attention was COIl
namely the

It alleged that, on the pr.etext of organizing

elections, the Special'Resident was conducting a propaganda campaign against
.,.· .•

of 25 December 1
was not discusseq

It argued that Ruanda was in a state of emergency and that the

Administration was taking advantage of the excessive powers granted it under the
,

The Belgia

statement of 10 Ii

of these elections by the United Nations.

UNAn.. stated that it was opposed to the holding of elections in present

Qonditions.

(b)

Moreover, the Belgian Government, in

W,U~\.u,

T/l;;,e a\"
English'
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elections, it was essential to put a stop to this policy of discrimination and
persecution and to take certain steps such as abolishing the state of emergency,
proclaiming a general amnesty for political acts and reintegrating refugees.
Lastly, it requested that when the elections could be held in satisfactory
cl""1ditions they should be supervised by the United Nations.

299. BADER considered that in view of the antagonism between the !Cutsi ana.
the Hutu the cornmunaJ. elections to be held, in June should be postponed because;
if held in present conditions they would take place in an atmosphere of racial .
hatred and might provoke new disturbances.

?s

It considered that a minimum period

of six months would be necessary to prepare these election,s and asked for a
round-table conference to be called before they took place.
300.

The Hutu parties stated that they wanted the communal elections

place on the date planned.
jer

~.o

take

They thought, however, that for these eleC,'.tiqns to

be held in good conditions UNAR should first be dissolved and the Ivlwam:i dethroned
because they were convinced ,that UNAR, 'With the support of the Ivlwam1, would do
everything possible to disturb the atmosphere and sabotage the elections', and
that the abuse of "!;ihe Mwami' sprestige 'With the masses and terrorism carried out
in his name would distort the resul-cs.

With regard to United Nations

superv:tsion~

the Hutu parties did not think that it was really necessar;ybut were not opposed
to it.
Cb) The :plan for reforms
301.

The Belgi.an GovernIJ!.ent's plan for ~_eforms, announced in the C;;overpment.' s'

statement of 10 November 1959, was put into effect by the Interim Decree
of 25 December 1959 Bold the interim royal order of 25 January 1960.
•

.

:

~

This plan

~/i

was not discussed in full detail at the time of the

Miss..io~', s

with the political parties, because when it visited

T.he- rpell"1"i·T.CI1"V

.

attention was concentrated-on the immediate .step in the im,pl,eml:n1:;a1jioln
namely the communal elections to be held in June.
UNAR's criticisms of the Government
statement
are. set forth
,"
.: ".'
.'.

'. WIII.'«'

.

it addressed, to the Trusteeship Council on: ].1

'

in

JanuarY1960~Y
".

'

'

·;TiJ.5:~8

English
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..

305" RADER
observed, ho

of all. criticized the statement for its vagueness regarding the independence of
the country, for propos'ing reforms which vere too timid and, in general, for

M,remi Ki geli

being inspired by the desire to maintain Belgian domination over the Territo:o::y.
Turning to a study of the

,

d~tails

that, for pe

of' the proposed ref'orms, it considered in

.

Kigeli V had

particu1.ar that it '\'lou1.d have been preferable to choose the chief'dom instead of'
" ,.

more favoura

the sub-chiefdom as the basic political entity because the former constituted

Administrati

a viable bugetary unit; 'that the principle of direct universal adu1.t suffrage
should have been adopted for elections at al.l levels; .that there shoul.d have

.

:'~

been a clearer separation of executive and legislative powers; and that the powers;]
retained by the Administering Authority, particu1.arly in connexion with the
•

.J

general Trusteeship matters, were excessive.

.

•

During the Mission! s meeting with,,:!

the leaders of' UNAR at Astrida, the latter reque.sted the calling of' a round-table"j
.

..,j

conference to adopt or reject the Interim D e c r e e . a

303.

~'~

TAe Hutu parties expressed their partial satisfaction with the proposed

reforms.

However, they felt that these

l'eforms gave too much power to theMwami

.ap~oint and to remove' from office members of the future Government of the State.

(c)

304.

/!~

"

Some Htltu leaders asked for the abolution of the monarchy and its replacement.
',~:.~I

However, the majority of' those whom the Mission -mef

were;~'
''':'.,

.

f'avour of a less radical so.lutaon which wou1.d consist in keeping the mOI,larohy'\)','
.

with an elected Mwami.

They also demanded the dethronement of the present'

MWand, Kigeli V, because they maintained that he had sup:portedthe Hutu massacres
during the recent outbreaks, that Hutu had been tortured in his house and that,
" ~espite. his declarations of neutrality, he had in fact become the pre~ident
UNAR.. , However, as a compromise, they proposed the following procedure
·eI.ec'tilpn of' the new Mwami:

f~r

a list of four or five candidates would be drawn

incllldi.ng the present Mwami, and the people 'WOuJ.d be asked to choose one of

thieSEl!~

They made it clear that this election should take piace before
c.()lllIl1tlha~.

e;J..ectionsplanned for June and under ·thf:! supervision of' an

merely the '"
without res
and

~onstit

the future
the monarch

307. The
s:pec1al co
princi:ple b

The question of the monarchy

. by a re:publican regime.

remained th

suffrage to

"f~

and in :particular they were opposed to the provisions giving him the':power to

306. UNAR P
institutions

iIll]l;lal~tial

that no agr
were agreed

308. The p
from cert.ai
.submitted tl

I

re:presentatl
;residence tl
of the inte
......··s:Pecial .~o

\,?·s~eciaJ.co
\;;iiof the.,Abir

i&;c\~77'the

\.;;;:aga;!.n in t
. '~';~~~~~d to
~.

I:;,>.'..-:•,0 •

, "
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RADER was convinced that the people remained. attached to ·the monarchy.

It

, observed, however, that there was a cleavage between the AdIninistration and the
M'remi Kigeli V and as a result the country was cut into two.

RADER declared

that, for peace to be restored to the country, one of them should
Kigeli V had to withdraw, he should be replaced by one of

h~s

withdra,~;

if

brothers who wasl

more favourable to national reconciliation and to co-operation with the
Administration.
306. UNAR professed 'unreserved loyalty to the person of the Mwami and to monarchic
institutions.

It stated that for the immense majority of the population the Mwami

remained the 'only source of legitimate authority and that oPIJosition to him was
with
l..table.·
led

to
itate.

merely the work of a few IJolitical groups without real "influence.

UNAR accepbed

without reservation that Ruanda should henceforth develop on the lines of democracy
and

~onsti tutional

monarchy, but considered that it would be dangerous to build

the future democracy and allow uncertainty to persist concerning the question of
the monarchy.

It therefore suggested a referendum based on universal adult

suffrage to settle this question once and for all.
~

307.

The Mission was informed that there

Wl;l.S

some discussion in the provisioi'leJ.

sIJecial council concerning this question of a referendum, an

id~a

principle by the Mwami in a memorandum addressed to the Missio,n.

accepted in,
It was understopd

that no agreement was reached on the timing of such a refe~endum, if indeed it
were agreed that one should be held.

308.

•

The provisional special cbuncil of Ruanda had prepared, with reservations

from cerbain of its members on some IJoints, a programme of sevenpropose'ts to
,submitted to the Mwami:

hat,

--,

the constitution .01' a cabj.net of four membe~f:l" with a"

reIJresentative from each IJaI'ty;. the

~egulation

of' court protocol; the Mwami's

residence to be established in Kigal1 inst~ad of Nyanza!; ,..recognition
by 'the
,
of the interim authorities; :prior approvaf, of enactments,of the Mwami b;y:the
"'.1:";:\..... <:1.1. .

.

council; speedy signature by the Mwamiofdoc,1.lIlle~rts approved. by the
. . . ..

.

'

council; replacement
of thE? Kalinga
(drum) by afiag, and the
.
.
the Abiru(collegeof custodians of the esoi?erictraditions
. 't'I'UYll'lI"lT.'\Ir)
,

b~,

,

,

,

'

, "

",

,~~~, -~-" thedeIJarture of the' Visiting Mission these proIJo.sals "'..,..... ;,,,,,Y'

thep:ro·...i si9nalspecial c~unc~l"'in the. ];>resenceof
.

w.c'c 1I.1.U!:'>

,','.

..

of the councJ:l and 'sentit a

~

I

concermngthese proposals. Three of the four political parties represented in:,,:,~,j,
the special council considered that this reply was tantamount to a refusal to

,J

co-operate with the council ~

' 'Ji

They transmitted the following telegram to the

.

"'l

'j
,',' '1

.'.

:.

312.

On the ot

to independence
Hutu in slavery
asking for iIllIUe
therefore rejec

.:,'.;:!

The question of independence

and co

bec9 me independ

'1

lIMwami Kigeli refuses co-operation with Ruandese people.
~:J
Relations broken off with Kigeli. Demand appointment 0 1 ' , " , 1
provisional head of State. Ruanda-Urundi round-table refused.
'~l
Demand ministerial decision. Common fron'c of RADER, PABMEHUTU,,:,4
APROSOMA 11•
'"j

(d)

'interrlal autono
~rogramme

\~

King of the BelgLans and to' the Minister for the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi::;A

.

3;1.1. On its fa

.,

equality betwee

f'l

administration

:~?~: =~n i:::::::c~ ~::::'~::r:.~1 c:::s:~i:~Ca1;il

They wanted ind

reduced to "immediate independence", or in ,brief "independence"; in the same way,:{~

achieved; they

the
ideas of the Hutu parties can be reduced to the slogan "democracy before.'}'l
(
'.' <'·,if

31;.

independence" or in brief "democracy".

the Belgian Con

Cries of "Lndependence" on one side and,':J
\

','

"democrecy" on the other resounded all along the Mission's journey through
~

•

The Admin

:'~:'"

Ruana:a.~'l~
. '

>.

::~,,'

•

The great intensity of these cries was a measure of the antagonism between the

to the Belgian

two sections of the :population.

Its decision to

310. ' From its formation, in September 1959 UNAR raised the question of independ,enc,~.
In the party's manifesto it demanded internal' autonomy by 1960 and ~ndependence
by 1962.

Following the November disturbances, UNAR revised its programme and

demanded immediate independence.

During meetings with the leaders of the ,party

at Astrida the'Mission asked them to clarify the meaning of the e~ression
lIimmediate independence" and they replied that "tmmedt.abe independence" should
not be taken in its literal sense.

Byllimmediate independence 11 they meant

, ; "independence
in the very
near future"
and more precisely
they wanted independeng"
,
',"
'
'
,
,
'
:,',<"
immediately- after free elections controlled by the United Nations' which shOuldbf
.as soon as possible.

In this connexton, they also requested the conyocatiq:

a round-table conference consisting of r~presentatives of the four politi~aJ.'
the Administrative Authority' and the United, Nations ino,rder t9 pre~a¥~·

0.:" '.

,for a certain

.~~

.

,
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On its formation in September 1959 BADER drew ul, a programme providing for
internal autonomy in 1964 and independence in 1968.

'"

But it too revised its

]?rogramme and considered in ;i. ts memorandum of 14 March 1960 that the country might
become independent towards the end of 196,.
312.

On the other hand, the Rutu parti·es declared themselves strongly opposed

to independence for the time being.

After recalling that the Tutsi had kept the

Rutu in slavery for centuries they' expressed their c~nviction ·that UNAR was
asking for immediate independence in order to ensure their enslavement.

•..",

They

therefore rejected a fictitious
independence which did not guarantee de facto
I
equality between the Tutsi. ana. the Rutu in the exercise of civil rights; -phe
administration of justice, educational opportunity and the free disposal of' lands.
They wanted independence. but they wanted it when this .de facto equality was'
achieved; they wanted it in a democratic system end not under a dict!30torship.

,

<),.,~>

313. 'rhe Administering Authority I s position was explained by the Minister for

'"

the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundiin a conversation with· the. Mission atB:r.u.ss~ls. .

The essence of his statement. was that Belgium, which' had agreed to.. giVeindependeri~~")
to the Belgian Congo on ,0 June 1960, had no interest in rem:aining in

Ruanda-UrU.)::tdi~·.·
.
,

Its decision to continue to bear responsibility for administering the Territory
for a certain time was based on pu.rely humanitariar). conside:tations.

, ' , .'

..
'

,,' ,:,'.

-,','

,"~,

:-.j':~',~"-'"
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H.

URUNDI

A.Political development of Urundi up to 1959
Urundi before the German occupation

;14. The ethnic composition of the population of Urundi is similar to that of
Ruanda, but the proportion of .the Tutsi is 10wer:

Y

1.13 per cent of the

population is Twa, 86.48 p~r cent Hutu, 12:39 per cent Tutsi.

Socially and

pblitically, however, a, fourth class should, be added and these are the Ganwa,

-,

- ,..j;

belonging to the Tuts:i- physical type.
315.

They are the princes of the blood' royaL\;'

'~'~'

The Bami of Urundi upon their accession to power received, in the fOllowi~"

order, one .01' the four following dynastic names:

Ntare, Mwezi, Mutaga, Mwambut,~\

Their descendants bear the following names respecti~ely:
and Bambutsa.

They are called

(B~)Ganwa,

Batare, Bezi, Batang~<'

which means princes of the 'blood

ro;~'

until such time as a new Mwami bearing the same name as his eponymous EUlcestor

a~cedes

to power; thereafter, they

ho~orary title.

a~e

referred to as Bafasoni, a less

elevat~J~

The Ganwa ,hold practically all the executive posts in U:i;'UOdi.,;:
I

This is so true that the word Ganwa is also in turn employed to designate the:::
: chief of the chiefdom, and the Tutsi who are not Ganwa, while still regarded afi~
,aristocrats, have accordingly much less prestige than the Tutsi in Ruanda,
316.

In Urundi the King was in theory as absolute as in Ruanda, but

regarded as primus inter pares among the Ganwa.
.own. army and could not easily be revolted.

Each prince had his

The fact that the central governmen
.
';;,:
,',':

'"

f
had been unable to control military power as effectively as in Ruanda eX];lla.ixisi
<
•
"C',.f·',

the far less centralized character of the political organizat;ion of urundi.\i.g
Instead of the policy of splitting up land endlessly which was l?ursued, by
.·01' Ruanda , the
tOige1Gh~lr

B~iof

Urundi sought on the contrary from time to time to

large'tracts of land into a homogeneous area for their children.
their part were in so far. as possible sent out to the distant
the firm supporters of the Mwami, as much against

.\;\:~ga.:Lnflt

th,e\~'\

possible revolts by princes of older branches.

ps,ragraph 65.

prbv:iril~~
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The history of Urundi is still ,little known, maj.nly because the court
~!

maintained no court historians or official scribes and the kingdom was less
centralized and less absolutist than Ruanda; the atmosphere ,was thus not conducive
to the development of an abundant and detailed oral tradition.
long time at war wi'Gh Ruanda.

Urundi'was for a

The King was surrounded by a number of counsellors

who were not grouped officially into a council.

The threefold organization of
\l

•. '

power at the local level which exists in Ruanda (chief of pastures and shepher.p.s,
chief of lands and farmers and chief of the armies) does not seem to have existed
in Urundi.
his person.

The Mwami, although of divine origin, does not represent the state in
It is his drum Karyenda which represente royalty and he is subordinate

to it religiously.
There existed in Urundi a system of cat.tle holding similar to the ubuhake
in Ruanda:

this was the ubugabire, but it seeJ!ls that itsprovisiol1s w€'ye less

strict and that it was in fact less binding than its eqtdvalent in Ruanda.
As in Ruanda, the number of Tutsi· varied in different parts of tb:e country,
from 2.63 per cent in the Bubanza ~strict to 28.93 per cent in the Bururidistrict.
, The physical characteristics of the Tutsi and the Hutu are,however, less marked
than in Ruanda, at least among a large number of ·their members.
that there has been a greater degree of blood mixture.

This may mean

In Urundi there are more
,

peor Tutsi than in Ruanda and ·they are reputed to be lessarrogantl3Ld proud of
their race.

There is a tradition in Urundi -that; the early Bami were from the Hutu

Urundi under the German 'regime
In 1892, Dr. Baumann, reached, the heart of Urun<.1i and in 1897 the
established a military station at Usumbura.

.

founded in Urundi in 1898.

,."

,

In 1912, the seat of the residency of.Urundi

transferred from Usumbura to Kitega.
by- Governor Behnee

The first Qatholic missions were

On the eve of the First World War,

stated that "the history of Urundi since its

'

.G~rmany

has unfortunately been unsatisfactory and is in contrast

f,>~nd pleasant state of affair,s in Ruanda" •

While relations between

r~,'~anda:' Yubi Musinga and'the Ge~an authorities were relatively pe'!lCI~ftll.,

{'j;!:~ftuation'was no~ thesameinurundiwhere constant'str,uggles and ......
.~";'·~p~:~~iMwezi Gis,abo (whO died in 1908) and Mutaga (1908":J..915} into

VC,_L... ·V

b.J:~.~ulgbL~!,t\;··i;E::1

0Pl?OSlit:LQIl()'?;
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with their ,great feudal lords.

The residents von Grawert, von Beringe and langenn

0

among others took sides sometimes with the Mwami and sometimes with the dissidents,
pursuing extremely incoherent policies frequently inconsistent with the instructions,
sent to them by the Governors of Ge~an East Africa. When the Belgian troops
~
~ea~hed Urundi, they found the country in a state of dissension and the young ~wami
Mwambutsa who had just succeeded ~utaga, the butt of court intrigue.

class but ra
protests of
the privileg
almost exclu
if the reaso
relations or

325. The pe
Urundi under the Belgian regime

people is ve

321. Belgian policies in Urundi were the same as in
therefore refer to the

se~ticn of

Ruanda,

Readers should

abuses of a

this report dealing with that state.!/,

basically th
as explosive

the outset it had to be admitted that the indigenous organization of the state in

327.

Urundi was less developed than in Ruanda.

and in 1956
in Ruanda an

t

at the instigation of the Mwami himself, was obliged after many years of patience
to set aside several chiefs and sub-chiefs'who were unable to comprehend ideas
of moral or social progress and who by the abuses which they committed stirred up
discontent among the people under their authority.

The report continues by statjlng

that it might be asked why such individuals were not removed earlier; it explains
the situation by saying that the administration had always sought to avoid, for as
long a time as possible, removing the notables it had found in power when it
occupied the country, and to cease collaborating with them only when, after ronnC!·t-,<:IT'T.'.
advice and warnings, it was clear that they absolutely refused to co-operate.

324. None the less, as had been pointed out by the Working Group, the problem
abusesperpetratedby the customary authorities had not taken on the social and
racial characteristics which it had in Ruanda.
customary system ,were not all considered as

See paragraphs 80-109.
'Annual report, 1933, p. 75.
Annual report, 1939-1944, pp. 33-34.

,

326. Some,

322. The Mwami of Urundi, Mwambutsa, who became king when two years old,
1930 assisted by a council of regency consisting of three members. A couned.L of
the Mwami was re-established in 1938. '.rhe 1933 annual reportY states that from

323. The annual report for 1939-194421 states that the European administration,

-

sub-chiefs h

It is

195:f:.1
Electoral co
in sub-chi
Sub-ch:i.efdom
councils
Cbiefdom co
District co
High Council
State

Those holding power under the

representati~Tes

of a dominant race

y

These fi
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lnd Langenn
dissidents, \
instructions ;
.roops
young

~wa.mi

class but rather as members of favoured families, and in so far as there were
protests of a soci(~ nature it was not a question of complaints by the Hutu ~gainst
the privileges of the Tutsi, but of protests by the Tutsi and the Hutu against the
almost exclusive access of the Ganwa to public office. It is difficult to know
if the reason for that situation is the existence of more harmonious ethnic
relations or a lesser degree of awareness on the part of the mass of the peasa~try.

325. The personal influence of the Mwami Mwambutsa, whose popularity amongst the
people is very great, has been beneficial.

,lould

sub-chiefs have for

sever~

His letters to the chiefs and

years acted as a restraining influence against the

abuses of a fraction of the ruling class.

326. Some, however,consider that the feudal and racial problem in Urundi is
basically the same as in Buanda, that the Tutsi-Hutu question is potenti~ just .
as explosive, and that the elements for a civil war exist in Urundi also.

327. It is interesting to note that the results of the indirect elections in 1953
.
and in 1956 for the sub-chiefdom councils were not greatly dissimilar to results
tration,
,
' patience
, ideas
tirred up.
by
explains
n it
rate.
roblem of

&'.1 and

in Ruanda and showed similar trends.

195~/

Total

Tutsi

Hutu

Twa

Electoral colleges
in sub-chiefdoms

designated
electors

7,285

2,524
4,761
(34.65%) , (65.35%)

Sub-chiefdom
councils

elected
members

3,789

1,504
(39.7%)

2,285
(60.3%)

Chiefdom councils

members

372

273
(73.4%)

99
(26.6%)

District councjls

members

140

140
(80.7%)

27
(19.3-%)

High Council of
State

members

30

26
(86.7%)

4
(13.3%)

r the
trace

y

. ,,"

These figures refer to Urundi without Usumbura,
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Total
Electoral colleges
. in sub-chiefdoms

elected
electors

Sub-chiefdom
councils

elected
members

3,904

Chiefdom
councils

members

386

District
councils

members

High Council ef
State

members

328.

Tutsi

Hutu

140
30

Congo~

6

9,644
(22.35%)
1,664
(42.6%)

Swabilise and ,1

(0.01%)

22
(0.05%)

330.

behalf of th
of treating
requested th

2,21+0
(57.4%)

301

85

(78'/0)

(22%)

120
(85.7%)

20
(14.3%)

28
(93.3%)

2

improved and
State.

s,

(6.7%)

~ ..

"
:

.l: '

There are two factors which should be noted i'7hich have differentiated urundfi

from Ruanda in recent years.

Firstly, the elimination of the

ubugabi~

which was

decided upon in 1957 occurred almost unperceived in Urundi, while t~e elimination
of ubuhake in Ruanda in 1954 had far-reaching repercussions and was applied on a
large scale:

on 31 December 1958, some 218,000 head of heavy cattle had been

subject to property division in Ruanda ivhile in Urundi the equivalent number was
only 700.
329. Secondly, the question of the extra-tribal centres had a~ways greatly
excited opinion in Urundf, , The four extra-tribal centres in Ruanda-Urundi
(Usumbura, Kitega, Nyanza-Lac and Rumonge), all situated in Urundi, were endowed
wi th a special regime. That fact was interpreted by the High Council of Urundi
\

and by many Urundians as proof that the Belgian Administration had intended to
separate Usumbura from the rest of Urundi and from the authority of the Mwami.
In 1952, there had been concern over the nationalization of laud which had been
made necessary by the development of the, town of Usumbura. When in 1957 the
question arose of providing Usumbura with a statute similar to that given to
in the Belgian Congo, there was such opposition that the Administration

tmlll1sJ~

pr,efE~rr'ed'~~

to withdraw the project. This problem was already noted by the 1957 Visiting
Missiong/ and has lost none of its a~uteness since then.
\.
\

Y

These figures refer to Urundi without Usumbura.

gj T/1402, paragraphs 89-96.
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B.

Political events of 1959 and the beginning of 1960

330. At the end of December 1958, Mr. Andre Ndabibona, speald.ng to the Mwami on

5%)

behaJ.f of the sub-chiefs of U~uridi, complained about certain chiefs whom he accused
of treating the sub-chiefs as slaves and of committing numerous abuses.

He

requested that the status of the sub-chiefs be defined, that their remuneration.~e
improved and that they be assured of' representation in the High Council of the ...
state.

331. In January 1959, a note signed "Hutu and Tutsi of' Kitiega'' was cent to the

.
.

's"

Mwami protesting against the monopoly of the Ganwa in nominations to positions

,

of authority in the chiefdoms •
332. But it was mainly the arrival of the Working Group in April 1959 which

t' ,

Urund.i~,;

provoked considerable political activity by the customary authorities and'in
particular by the High Council of the State.

n

In his speech of 23 April 1959,

made on the occasion of the Working Group's Visit, Mwami Mwambutsa, introducing
the draft constitution for Urundi, began by recalling that the states of Urundi
and Ruanda were entirely separate and that each must be allowed to develop
according to its own aspirations. He protested against the United Nations
recommendation that the Administering Authority must try to, merge, the two States
into a single entity and n::aintained that such a course was impossible at the
present time.

ndi
to

Urundi desired. internal autonomy but, he added, would still

require Be.l.gi.an assistance for· a long ti.me and the Trusteeship System. should not
be abolished.

The Mwamithen appealed for the reintegration of the extra-customary

centres under his authoI'ity. On the same day, Chief Barusasdyeko , on behalf of .
the High Council of the State, impressed upon the Worldng Group the importance of
the question of extra-customary centres. He pointed out .the reasons why that
.
'
problem was more important than any other. Subsequently, he introduced the
constitution drawn up by the High Council.
333. The text, based on the Belgian Constitution, comprisedl23 articles.
stated that Urundi is a constitutional monarchy, indivisible and democratic.
would establish a Urundi nationality 'and, in that respect, the High Council
considered that, if such a status
- so essential for the formation 01' the nation
...
.',

.

State of Urundi - did not yet exist, it was not the fault of Belgium
. . but
:i.p.(leed of the United Nations which, by establishing a Trusteeship System, had
~

. . ' . . '

,,)

.

,

created the concept of persons under the jurisdiction of Ruanda-Uru'Odi

Belgian offici

(ressortissants du Ruanda-Urundi) without dissociating the inhabitants of Urundf"

serve Urundi

from those of Ruanda from the legal point of view.

337.

334.

.

The draft constitution would' establish the principle of the fundamental

Urundi customa

freedoms, individual freedom, right of ownership, freedom of conscience, of
\'] .

education, of the Press, of assembly, of association, of petition, etc.
principle of the separation of powers would be recognized.

-contrast with

~he

Belgium on 30
,

The legislative powe:r;

cordiality by

would be exercised collectively by the Mwami, the High Council of the State and
the Legislative Council.

,

ch~efdom

councils by members of the sub-

chiefdom or _chiefdom ,councils, and, on the other hand, of eo-opted members.

drums and danc

.:,

These two Councils, would be composed, on the One hand;:

of representatives el\?cted from the

Pending

,

persons interp-

<:

dissociate its

The . 'il

338.

In Novem

executive power would be in the hands of the Mwami who would appoint a leader to .,

Urundi to go t

form a team of ministers.

Government sta

If the ministers raised the queatd on of confidence and':

did not obtain a majority in one of the two Councils, they would submit their.

the invitation

resignations to the Mwami.

The government might be composed of Urundi and BelgiatiSi

The Mwami of R

,'J

his duty to st

ministers.

The Urundi ministers would be assisted by Belgian experts and the

'l

urundi:;t.>
:N
officials became capab.l,e of taking the place of-the Belgians, their numbers in . ey

On 13 No
the north of U

the government would gradually increase.
335. The judiciary power would rest with the courts.

Urundi against

Belgian ministers would be assisted by Urundi secretaries of State.
.

As the

,\;
Judges would be apPointed,?,:j

for life by the Mwami, either directly or from iists submitted by the High
and the courts of appeal.

counCi~:J
','l

Judges and magistrates might not simultaneously hold''.i
•

< " •••,._;-

339.

regions.

It m

who had taken

340 1•

The earl

other public offices.

The first mani

336.

.(UPRONA) ,Y or

The sub-chiefdom councils would be elected on tb!e basis of

internal auton
establishment
monarchy, elec
e~onomic

devel

advancement of

"

, I

Belgian officials, magistrates and experts of metropolitan status to continue to
of

serve Urundi with certain guarantees regarding their future.

Urundi~'

337. Pending the results of the Working Group' s visit, the relations between the
Urundi customary authorities and the Belgian Administration remained excellent, in
.eonbrast; with the. situation in Ruanda, When the Governor returned from leave in

.amental

:e, of

.ative power

Belgium on 30 September 1959, he was welcomed at the airport,with remarkable ...
cordiality by the Mwami of Urundi and many chiefs and notables of Urundi, 'with~

State and
l one hand.,:

drums and dances, whereas no notables from Ruanda coul.d be observed. Certain
persons interpreted this as a discreet but deliberate gesture by Urundi to

~he

le sub-

" , ..~

nbers.

:t.

leader to ,\.'
.. ':'';

lfidence and'
,~:'i
it their
Land Belgiati;'j
-~'k

dissociate itself from the unrest in Ruanda.

338. In November 1959, the King of the B.elgians invited the Bami of Ruanda and
Urundi to go to Brussels for an audience on 9 November,the day before the
Government statement on Ruanda-Urundi was issued.

The Mwami of Urundi .acceph~d .

the invitation and left Ustunbura on 7 November for a montt.1s stay in Belgium.

";~

:~""'1'
:1'1

and the
As the urund.$:::'
:it~!
umbers in '\~

The Mwami of Ruanda, however, felt that, in view of the local situation, it was
his duty to stay with his people and to renounce the visit to Belgium.

,',1

",','.-,

-~, ;
" ,<l", ~

\

le appointed····?,

339. On 13 November, the Resident of Urundi decided to place several chiefdoms
the north of Urundi under ilmilitary operatd.on''
(op'eration .militaire) to protect
.
Urundi against attacks by armed bands opex-ating from Ruanqa in the frontier
regions.

It may.be remembered that on 10 November, a Hutu leader of APROSOMA,

: High

counc:i.~::;j

who had taken refuge in.

~ousl:y

hold. . _,,'{q

34o~

~council

'.;;

"

U~Undi,

was assassinated there by persons from Ruanda.1:!

The earliest political parties ofUrundi date ba~k to Sept~ber-october ~7/7"
The first manifesto of the Parti de llunite et du progres national du Burundi
(UPRONA),Y or Abadasigana d1i Burundi - founded about this time -demanded
internal autonomy by January 1960 to pave the way for'independence, the

among memb~r~}~
'::'<i

establishment of democratic institutions within the framework of' a hereditary

nissed by the·,i:~
i p'ertain' to'C;;"1

monarchy, elections on the basis of universal male and female sUffrage,the

ship is
.~N~
:,",.~~:,;
Lan officia.l~'

advancement .of education with larger State participation in its org~~zation

. enable

'.,,!

_;,":";f'~'jr;~

ec;onomic development of the country, the promotion of social welfare,.the
and the'creation·of a University of Urundi.

208•

Union nationale progressiste

The party. proposed

·.. ~

. T/!~38
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<'

campaign vigorously against any form of incitement to racial hatred both among
the Urundi population itself or between \'111ites and Co.Loured,

The party proclaimed. .

a single aim - the.well-being of th7 Urundi nation - and proposed: to secure it
l~gallyand by peaceful means.
It would continue to respect authority but wished
to be constlltod on any matter affecting the fUture of Urlli~di.· It felt that the
~prelimin~ry

draft of the Belgian Government's statement on the future of the
State should first. be submitted to the responsible local political organs •. A

weeks

l~ter,

UPRONA published a second manifesto, deploring the civil war' in

Ruanda, emphasizing the calm in Urundi as well as. the atta/cbment of its people to
the Mwami and the dynasty. The manifesto also stressed the importance of
,recognizing individual land ownership. At tlie same time the Union nationale du
Ruenda-Urundi (UNARU) came into being.
341.

Between November and December 1959 a controversy developed i.rl. the Press.

On 14 October'the chairmen of the Hutu parties of Ruanda ana. some advanced Hutu
of Urundi had sent a letter~ to the ,Minister for the Belgian Congo and RuandaUrundi expressing their anxiety lest internal autonomy lead to Tutsi absolutism
and

re~uesting

the extension of the Belgian Trusteeship.

A letter published on

13 November in the newspaper Te.mps nouveaux d'Afrique disputed these views
far as they concerned. Urundi.

It was implied tha.t in fact there '\;'1ere

of Urundi among the signatories of the original letter and that since castes
not exist in Urundi the Hutu-Tutsi prob.lem did not arise.

On 27 November, the

newspaper puhl.Lehed a letter from Mr. Maus asserting that the Hutu-Tutsi.pr,oblem
existed in Urundi, just as in Ruanda, and expressed the hope, that "the Belgian
Urundi authorities were not awaiting a second civil war to open their eyes and
would introduce with good grace in Urundi the drastic reforms which were now be~ing>'?
carried out in Ruan9.a under the threat of blood arid fire".

On 4 December,

Ganwa Louis Rwagasore, the son of the Mwami ,Mwambutsa and one of the leaders
UPRONA,. attacked Mr. Maus in an open letter stating, inter alia:
borne fruit in Ruanda.
satisfied'l"

Must Urundi go through the same experience before

He continued, "There is a problem, that of the small and

and they have no race".

See paragraph 175.

In his turn, several days later, Mr. Maus,

point of view
always the Hut
342. In Decem

T!15,a,
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point of view that "the rich are nearly always the Tutsi and the poor a,\'a nearly" .

t

always the Hutu".
,42. In December 1959, a group of urundi representatives from Usumbura called on
the M,~ami and made suggestions for the maintenance of peace in the state and for

he

-, the avoidance of the ill-feeling between the Hutu and the Tlltsi, which exis'tet~. in
Ruanda.

In particular, it was proposed that an extraordinary national counciL

should be convened to examine the influence in Urundi of the recent disturbances
,
,
in Ruanda and that the attention of political parties and leaders should be dra~
to their duties and responsibilities.

,4,.

du

On 5 January 1960J in. a circular lette:':' addressed to the population of
Urun'di, Mwami Mwambutsa launched an appeal for unity and stated that it would be

,

.

incomprehensible if the people of Urundi were to become divided at the very time
when the co~~try was choosing its future political path.

rtu

,44.

la-

(PP), in February the Par'ci democrate cl:lretien du Burundi (PDC),
to be mentioned later •

.sm
on

In -Januer'y 1960 there came into existence the Parti du peuple dellUruIidi

,45. The reform plan described in the Government statement of la November 1959
the provisions of the Interim Decree of 25 December 1959 and of the royal interlm:
orders of 26 -January 1960 which have been mentioned, above,dealt with Urundion
the same basis as Ruanda ,

As regards Urundi more particularly, the statement

anounced that the extra-customary centres would have the same structure as
other CCIIilllunes

which had

gro~

out of the sub--chiefdoms.

The same regillle

apply to Usumbura subject to the police rights which the Adminis,tration.

l.:UUl:>,.L'-I.'1::J.7'1::1,J.

it must be entitled to exercise in the locality of its headquarters.

,46. The Government statement at first caused hardly ;e:ny reaction in UrunJi.
High Council of the State set up on 22 December a politic~l committee composed
Of its own members to examine the statement and this committee, which was
take note of the Interim Decree after it had been published, drew
which was unanimously approvedby.the Council on 20 January and,sent.t6 the'
Presidents of the Belgian Legislative Chambers with copies for
Resident-General and the Resident of Urundi.

•

0
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,47.

The memorandum of the High Council was extremely

unfavour~,ble.

Tha Council

349. On sever
assistance of

upbraided the Administering Authority for not having taken into account the wishes
which the Council had expressed on behalf of the ~opulation for the drawing up of
the reform plan. In particular, it criticized the plan 011 the following points:
(a)

Internal autonomy:

. large

The Council

stat'~d

Interim ~:ree
emerge from th

that, instead of granting a

measure of internal ,autonomy to the country, Belgium was imposing upon

0

consisting of
the purpose of

it a form of trusteeship very similar to the colonial system; it described

maintained its

the Interim Decree as "a decree of domina.tion";
with not having'recognized Urundi nationality; it felt that the right to-vote

Resident-Gener
committee at U
again refused.

and. the right of being elected should be'granted only to Urundi nationals

350. However,

and those who had obtained Urundi naturalization by an order of the Mwami;

independence t

(b)

(c)

Urundi na.tionality:

Democracy:

The Council reproached the Administering Authority

The Council felt that the Interim Decree favoured a tr,mc:atl~d\

democracy; it requested that all political authorities should be elected by
the population and be subject to appointment by the Mw'ami;
(d) Africanization of the civil service:

The Council considered that the

form of Africanization envisaged by the Administering Authority in fact
Europeanization because the

~ost

IJJC~lll"

more decisive
independence f
'round-table eo
well as the re
the way for i

able indigenous civil servants would be

(a)
(b)
House;
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

aubomatd.ca.Ll.y withdraw from the direct indigenous Administration and.,
transferred to the indirect European Administration;
(e)

Chiefdoms:

The Council protested against the abolition of the

which constituted political entities as ancient as the State itself.

It

proposed, on the contrary, that the chiefdoms should be enlarged and
designatej provinces with elected provincial councils and that the heads of
provinces should be elected from such councils and nominated for appointment
by the Mwami.
The High Council also criticized the provisions of the Decree concerning the
General Council.

348. The vie'l'Ts of the High

~etition

addressed to the United Nations on 23 January 1960.!!

T/PET.3/L.14.

.

,

Counef.L were opposed by the Parti du peuple in a

351.
Chief Ntidend
The Hi
Meanwhile,· th
to establish,
Interim Decre

T/15,a
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The Council

:;49. On several, occasions, the Resident offered. to the High Council the

ounti the 'Wishes
dra'Wing up of
:)wing poin.ts:
rarrtd.ng a

assistance of the services of the Administration to
Interim~~ee,

and the government

emerge from those texts.

0

,

Lt described

L

natd.onaj.s

He later suggested the establishment of a mixed

committe~

The Couned.L nevertheless ,,'" ,

maintained. its posit.ion and rejected the Resident's proposal.

ring Authority
rJ.ght to- vote

the statement and the"

concerning specific projects which woUld

the purpose of examining the text of the memorandum.
Resident-Genera~ received

~

p~ans

exp~ain

consisting of members of the Council and representatives of the Administration for:,

imposing upon

....

0

the Mwami and the me2Jlbers of the

committee at Usumbura and repeated the Resident's

On:;O January, the'

Counci~ls politica~

proposa~,

but his offer was

0

again refused.

ired a bruncated »

350. However, vhen it became aware of the Belgian Government's decision to grant
independence to the Belgian Congo on 30 June ~960, the High Counci~ took an even'
more decisive position. On 3 February ~960, it adopted a motion demanding

le e.Lecbed by

independence for Urundi for 2l June

r the Mwami;

round-tab~e
~ed

that the

~960

and the holding before. that date of a

conference grouping the leading representatives of. UrUndi opinion, as

well as the representatives of
the way for independence.

Be~gium

and the United Nations, in order to pave

In that motion, the Council proposed

a~so

a time-table

for independence in the follo'Wingsix stages:
.on and
~

.

'

the

;se~i'.

(a)

Electoral campaign and detailed arrangements for. eleqtions;

(b)

Provincia~ e~ections and e'Lectzlone for the constatution of the Lower

House;
It

(c)

Elections for the constitution of the Upper House;

(d)

Format~on of the government;

the heads of

( e)

Meeting of Parliament and proclamation of independence;

Ir appointment

(f)

Transfer of public powers~.

rd

and

351. This motion was adopted by 21 votes 'With L abstenti-on - that of
ning the
,p~e

in a

Chief Ntidendereza who felt that independence

waa

premature at the present

s1Oage.\

352. The High Council's three-year :term of office expired on ~7 February
Meanwhile, the Resident-General decided, by Ordinance No. 221./60 of .27 W",,·h...." I ...... u',
•

...

•.

.

,f,

to establish,pending the setting up or

"

t~e

"

_

"

"

,

.. ,

"

new institutibD.SpreSCr;bed :in'

Interim Decree, a five-member'inter:j.m committee., presided over by the Mwami
task ,Of 'exercising the functions of the High.CounCil.Sbfar
the completion of ~urrentbusiness ,and the exlmlinatibn of 'UrjgerLt .];II'Olbl.etn~. ::~\:!!·i;;;

~~!,

I:'

0

~/153.8
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353. To assist the interim committee, the Resident-General also set up by
Ordinance No. 221/79 of 17 March, three special committees) namely, an electoral
committee, a social and educational committee and a committee dealing with finance l
economic development and natural resources. The electoral committee was to
include among its members a representative of each of the political parties
legally constituted a~ the date of entry into force of the ordinance.
354. Although, by an ordinance of 10 March 1960, the Resident-General had decided,
that communal erections would take place in Ruanda from 7 June onward, no
had yet been taken regarding the timing of the elections in Urundi at the time of
the Mission's visit. The Resident stated that the interim committee and the
electoral committee were actively examining, in collaboration with the
Administration, problems concerning the preparation and organization of those,
elections and that the Administration had already begun a campaign of information
with a view to explaining to the population the various electoral operations.

- I

C
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C.

Situation in Urundi at the time of the Mission's visit

355. The situation in Urundi during the Mission's visit presented marked
differences from that in Ruanda as well as many points of similarity.

Although

o

the atmosphere of excitement, and uneasduess 'vhich hung over Ruanda was absent
from Urundi some tension was nevertheless to be felt there.

35.6. Ruanda and Urundi are endowed with similar geographic, ethnic, social
economic characteristics and having much the same political organization.
happened in one could not leave the other indifferent.

an4

"

What

The November disorders

which had cast so tragic a pall over Ruanda aroused deep disquiet in the people
of Urundi, for they felt that the factors which had caused those disorders also
existed in their country.

.

If Urundi had escaped violence it was because the
,

socio-political probl.em was not yet as acute there as in Buanda, and
because the ,"
-,
Mwami Mwambutsa,
, who had reigned' for forty-three years and ,,,hose prestige and
authority was uncontested, fortunately constituted a stabilizing

el~-;ent.

357. As a result of the position adopted by the High Council with regard to the
Government statement, the Council's relations with·the Administration had greatl;;
deteriorated and this state of affairs naturally had a very deleterious effect
on the course of the State's public affairs.

The Resident-General's decision to

replace the High Council, at the expiration of.its term, by the interim committee
was not well received ill some quarters.

Part of the population sided with the

High Council and another part with the Administration.

358. The Belgian Government's decisidn regarding the independence of the Belgian:'
Congo

c~e

i1-~reased

as a shock, and, by arousing hope in some and anxiety in others!
the general tension.

Lastly,
of the forthcomingvi,sit
. the announcement
,
,

of the United Nations Visiting Mission created great

exc~tement

political Leader-a and those who aspired to become leaders:

among the

The leaders of

e;isting political parties made preparations to prove to the ,Mission the
) of their programmes and the Lnf'Luence ~heir pl3.rties exercised over Jh;.ma~SE:s,
yhile other leaders prepared to form new
In this

politi~al

part~es.

'/

atmosphere, some of the parties accused others

of intimidation and acts o'fterrorism, and false rumours
which had circulated in Ruanda soon began' to spreaCl, in particular c01D.cer:b.ilag,'';;::tl

\

effort to put an end to some of those rumours, the Mwami on 8 February sent a
message to the people in which he said that, since he was the Mwami of all, he

made to it in ev
state's politica
individual petit'
The politi

intended to remain above political parties and did not authorize any party to

1959,

claim his endorsement.

parties ivere fo
foundation becau
in the 'Territory,

the Mission's terms of reference and intentions" the MwaJlli's sympathies for a
particular party or the Administration's machinations against that party.

In an

Three days later, he issued an appeal to the population.

exhorting them to remain calm and to co-operate with the Belgian Government.

360. This was the atmosphere the Mission found in Urundi When, after having
visited Ruanda., it arrived at Kitega on 21 March 1960. An incident, fortunately
not very serious, had taken place on that same day. According to the Resident of
, Urundi, a group of about; 5CO UNARU agitators, 'most of whom were detribalized
persons from Usumbura, after demonstrating
invade the Kitega post.

befo~e

the Mission, had

att~mpted

to

The forces of order had shown great coolness, and had

succeeded in driving them back without inflicting any casualties.
,61. On its arrival at Kitega, the Mission discussed with the Resident, the Mwami,j
and the members of the interim committee questions relating to the maintenance
of order

~d

the right of petition.

The Resident said that he expected incidents

,6,.,

364. There were
political partie
(a) the Un'
(b)

(c)

(ci)
(e)
(f)
(g)

between the political groups and that some of those groups had expressed a fear

(h)

.
entry of vehicles into the Kitega post during the Mission's stay and to take

(L)

of being attacked.

That was why he 'had considered it necessary to prohibit the '

.

to ensure the security' of the Mission's offices.

He assured the Mission" however

(j)

365. -The

that every precaution would be taken to enable the population to communica;te:

It is probable t

it.

happened in the

In that connexion, it should be pointed out that several days earlier; on

15 March, the Resident-General had issued a message' to the population of Urundi
identical with the one he had already sent the people of Ruanda,Y recalling that
everyone had the right to communicate freely with the members of the Mission and
that they need naturally have no fear because 'of such,an action.

362. As in Ruanda, the Mission has no reason to believe that everyone

Administration,

to communicate with it was prevented from doing so.

PDC desires the

The hearing of petitioners

mcreover , not so difficult a problem as in Ruanda, because there were far
requests for hearings.

See Annex II.

- f

'UPRONA, wh'

The Mission was able to satisfy all the

!Ji/15;ff
~\\Engl:i,sh
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made to it in every locality it visited.

a
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Thus it heard representatives of all tb,e

State1s political parties, of several non-political groups and of a number of
~

individual petitioners, both European and African•.

t a

,6,.,

, he

The poli tica~ parties of Urundi are of very recent origin.

At the end of

1959, there were only two parties. In the first two months of 1960, six new'

to

3.tion

parties ivere founded, one of which, APRODEBA, dissolved itself shortly after its.,

1:;.

foundation because it had only two members.

19

in the 'Territory, three other parties were founded.

lately

,64.

lent of'

political parties:

In March, during the Mission ts stay'
Territory~

There were therefore, when the Visiting Mission left the

ten

(a)

the Union nationale africaine du Ruanda-Urundi (UNARU)

ld to

(b)

the Unite et progres nati~ (UPRONA)

had

(c)

the Parti du peuple (pp)

(a)
(e)

the Parti democrate chretien (PDC)

(f)

the Union democratique paysanne (UDP)

(g)

the Voix du peuple murundi (VPM)

(h)

the Democratie nationale du Burundi (DNB)

(i)

the Parti democratique des .ieunes travailleurs du Burundi (PDJTB.)

(j)

the Parti democratique rural (PDR)

fear

the Mouvement pro~ressiste du Burundi (MPB)

,65. -The situation with respect to Urundi's political parties is still very fluid.
It is probable that some of them will disappear for lack of members or. fUnds, as
happened in the case of APRODEBA, and that other parties will be founded.

on

t~erefore

undi

impossible to determine what influence the present ten parties have

over the mass of the population.

However, there are many sigt;ls that two of these

parties 'have already acquired considerable importance.
PDC.

It is

Th~se

are UPRONAand the

'UPRONA, which seems to have adopted an attitude of hostility towards the

Administration, has called for immediate independence for the state, while the
PDC desires the maintenance of' Belgian administration and the establ:i:l?bmentof
•

•

democratic instittitions before independence is granted.

far

two parties could stem J-ess from ideological

,I'

The antagonism 'between

differences~

than

between the Bezi, who are members of the present ruling family,
who belong to the former ruling family.
'""

"llC

.r-

.L...

andt~e

former by UPRONA.

The latteJ;' are su,p'P'b:r1iiea

(l

T/153S'
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;66. These two pal·ties were very active during the Mission's stay in Urundi. On

371. Since tl

i

the route followed by the Mission and in the places where it held its hearings, " :
large crowds gathered with posters and banners or handed ~ t petitions in order to"
demonstrate their support-of one or the other party. Competing cries for

. sympathies, i
- one ma
confer
- the ot

ll

lIindependence and "democracy" were heard everywhere here, 8S in Ruanda, but for
different reasons, since this IW.S not a case of antagonism between Tutsi

PDJTB.
372. On 19 M
the principal

but of a rivalry between political parties supported by tl'10 clans.

;67. A third party, UNARU, was also active during the Mission's stay. Many
members or' supporters of this party demonstrated'before the Mission at Usumbura

(a)

and at several posts in the interior of Ruanda. According co the R~sident, this
party is made up largely of Swahili and Africans from Uganda. Its influence is

The
the righ
expresse

confined to the town of Usumbura, but on the occasion of the Mission's passage
many of its members came by truck to demonstra.te
places in Urundi.

befo~e

it at Ki tega and other

these ri

UNARU has adopted the same po sition as UPRONA on the question

prepared

of independence; it should also be addeq. that, according to its name and its

(b)

statute, this party intends to operate in b9th states, but that so far its
activities have been confined to Urundi.
parties, who also submitted written documents to it, at Usumbura or Ki te¥a.
confined their activities to these contacts.
PP, which was founded on lO January 1960.

feudal t
could no

They:

The oldest of these parties is the

ward off
exchange

This party seeks the support of the

people, that is, the unprivileged, whether they are Tutsi, Hutu or Twa, and has.
set as its goal their liberation from the Ganwa yoke. The other parties

should b
sub-chie
been tem

On the question of independence, some

have adopted a position close 'to that of UPRONA, others to that of the PDC.
In giving this first survey of the situation in Urundi as regards politicaJ.,'i..ci )
. 369.
parties, the Mission has not gone into the details of ideologies and programmes,fJ

in order

~

I

since many of these parties were still feeling their way at the time o f t h e t , :
:,·(1

,"

that the
kept out
complain

Mission's v i s i t . · , !
'f
370. During the month of March three congresses were held by the political parti~~

name of

of Urundi.

politics

A first conference, attended by the seven parties then in eXistence,Ji",',

PDC, PP, UDP, UNARU, UPRONA and VPM) took place early in March.
UPRONA and UNARU 'Withdrew in its

-/

Pre
The

;68. The Mission was able to confer with the leaders of the other political

follow less clear-cut lines of action.

Rip;

It was

On this
or a chi

T/~538
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rings 1

371. Since then, the various parties have grouped themselves 1

. sympathies 1 into two congresses:
- one made up 01' the five parties ''1'hich continued to take part in the first

,,' ,

order to

accozddng to their

I

"

conference 1 the MPB , the PDC the PP, the UDP and the VPM; and
- the other made up 01' UPRONA, "the VPM and two new parties, the DNB and

but for

I

i
PDJTB.
I
372. On 19 March 1960 the f'i ve-party congress adopted a joint programme 1 01' which
the principal points are as follows:

any
umbura
b, this
nce is
ssage
other

I

(a) Right to vote and eligibility for election
The congress expressed the wish that

Urundi nationals should enjoy

the right to vote and 01' eligibility for election. On this point thE7 ~P
expressed a reservation: it considered that non-nationals should also enjoy
these rights under certain conditions and st ':ed that in practice it was
prepar~d tb accept the conditions provided for in the Interim Decree.

its

(b)

s

cal
a. They
is the
l' the

nd has
seem to',!
some
C.
olitical'6j
rammes ,.,, ',.i
!

<"1

he

o~y

Preparation of electio"ns

The congress noted that the present atmosphere was still saturated with
feudal tendencies and that the'personal influence 01' the chiefs and sub-chiefs
couJ.d not fail to have a decisive influence on the elections. In order to
ward off this danger it proposed that the chiefs' and sub-chiefs should
exchange posts during the electoral period and that control commissions
shouJ.d be established in order to ensure that the transferred chiefs and
sub-chiefs did not commit abuses in the circonscriptions to~hich they had
neen temporarily transferred and did not return to their own circonscriptions
in order to carry out propaganda activities there: The congress also demanded
..
th~b the Mwami's son, the Ganwa Rwagasore , and his s.ons-in-law, should be
keIlt out of the disputes 01' political parties, and decf.ded to lodge a.
conr.fllaint against anyone Who 1 for the purposes of party propaganda 1 used the'
.

~

.

name of the Mwami or engaged in any other unfair practice punishable
On this point , the VPM pointed out that Rwagasore mUflt be kept out of
politics as the Mwami's son, not because he was a ,member of the Bezi
ora chief,.

/ .. ~

" ." '

~

'<, '

..'

\1
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Independence

(b) P

The congress expressed the wish that a period ,of democratization should .
•

precede independence and serve as a preparation for it.

It considered that

it would be unwise, 'and indeed impossible, to fix a date for accession to
independence immediately.
(d)

A

-"}l

electio
electio
commiss
career

Round-table conference

nationa
The congress expressed the vdsh that a round-table conference
held immediately after the elections so that all points of
accession to independence might be sifted.

vie~

territo
to ensu

regarding

The choice of delegates to the

Tound-table should not be based solely on the results of the elections; the
delegations should rather include rep:t'esentati ves of all te~dencies in the

l'

State as reflected by the political parties.

The conference should send

its conclusions to the United Nations, which would thus have all ·the facts
before it when the time came to take a decision concerning the date of
independence.
'
373. The four-party congress set out its conclusions in a letter sent to the
Mission. This letter was undated, but was probably signed a few days after
five-party memorandum.

The.four-party congress's conclusions deal with the __ -c.,

questions as tihose of the five-party congress.
(a)

In summary, they are as

.LU.L.L'UW;:"

conside
the po.l
.consf.de

the ele
, and tha
Widely

(c)

In

Th
that it
remain
indepen

Right to vote and eligibility for election

it woul
The congress agreed that the right to vote and to be eligible for

the bas

e.Iectd.on should be granted only to indigenous Urundians, but it requested

chiefs

that the Mwami and the interim committee ....
should be empowered to fix the
conditions in which aliens might enjoy the political rights of indigenous

longer

inhabitants.

public

It also asked that indigenous inhabitants should be given

right to vote at their places of residence on registration,

withou~

a

residence requirement of six months, 'and that they should have the right
rLUl for office at the place of their choice, whatever their commune of
or residence.

elected
an inte
of a po

(d)

Ro
Th

.

,

..
, T£1538
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(b) Preparation of elections
~tization

should.
•

-~

After stating that accession to independence should be preceded by

!'

:onsidered that

elections under universal suffrage, the congress requested that those

accession to

elections should be supervised, beginning with the electoral campaign, by

a

commission made up of representatives of the political parties and Belgian
career magistrates at the provincial level, and by the United Nations at the
national level.

:rence
,e~

regarding

.egates to the

.-

It also requested suspension of the activities of the

,

territorial and tribal authorities until the end of the elections, in order
to ensure that they did not influence the choice of the elector~te. It .
considered that the elections should be precedenby an electoral campaign by
the political parties lasting at least two full months.

Lastly, it

lencies in the

,considered it absolutely necessary

should send

the elections should be the only official document guiding the population,

all .the facts

le date of
sent to the

th~t

a circular from the Mwami explaining

. and that the Mwami and the Resident should 'have such a circular

distribut~d

Widely by a group of independent persons of impartiality and.ini;egri ty~
(c ) Independence
The congress called for independence in the near future.

lays after

It

that it was unthinkable that Urundf , which was a TruspTerritory, should,
remain outside the concert of African countries which had attained
independence or were ,on the point of doing so.

However, it recognized

it would be impossible to accede to independence without preparation.

.gfb.Le

for

the basic reforms most urgently needed, it listed the pensibning of the

it requested

chiefs and sub-chiefs who had deserved well of the country but could no

to fix the

longer keep up with current developments, and thej.r replacement by new-

If indigenous

elected by the people and invested by the Mwami.

\;U;I.CJ.P

public order should be ensured immediately before and after inde:peJ!ldE=n.(~~
an international force which would remain in the state until
of a police force made up exclusively of Urundiannationals.
(d)

Round-table conference
The

after the

,~..

-""',T/i538',
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Aaministering Authority should be held to discuss the date of Lndependenee ,
elections to establish a lower and an upper chamber and new democratic
institutions to legislate.for the new state.

[374.

i

In that connexion, the congress proposed a time-table for independence which'

,'.;

it said was based not only on its feelings ~ which would brook no delay ~ but also
on logic and the reality of the situation.

This time-table included the following '.:'
l~:i

the party

",

During th

<,,';

the comm

points:

' ..~~

(a)

if the communal elections took place in June, the preparation and work

of the round-table conference might occupy all of July andAugust;

.;',~:

"

the electoral campaign for the el.ectiolls to the lower and upper chamberfl" ,;,i

(b)

would be held throughout September;

(c)

"

\

the elections to the .two chambers might be held throughout October;

"

Jf

(d)

in Ncvember , the government would be forme2. and preparations made for ",I
,
;iJ
the State's accession to independence;
,
(e) the date of accession to independence shouid be made coincident wi thr',j!·1

'k~

the traditional holiday of Umuganure on 27 Dec<;mlberl960.
r.a.stly~

followed~

375.

.'.),:~i

the congress suggested that the political round-table conference should
in

September~

be;!

by an economic and financial round-table conference.

UNARU took part in the four-party congress but refused to support i t s . ,

conclusions regarding the voting rights of aliens.

It should also be pointed
out
"

..

<X

',',,":)

that the VPM endorsed the conclusions of both congresses.
were held on dates
IW

376.

which~

The two conferences

,,~s

""}.,'/'

:'i;X;'i~

though close to each other ~ were separate ~ which explairis,:)

this party was able to take part in both.
Lastly ~the PDR~ which had been founded at the end of March~ was unable to

participate in either of the congresses.

Before the Mi ssion 's departure from the;~i:f

Te:..'ritory, this party submitted to ita memorandum setting out its programme. . It'''\{U'
considered that the right to vote and to be eligible for elections should be
resex'ved for Urundians alone, and that the country should accede to independence
ata not too distant date.

It advocated a conference of representatives 'af urundi9~~
.'- ," ._,,'~- .:'~".;l;

Belgium and the United Nations, after the formation of the future government of
,

.,

(

the State, to determine the means and timing of the State's accessiGn to

This conference should, in its opinion, be held before the. endpf
~",~ :.:'.\',,:

However, if the establishmep.t of democratic institutions was d.elayed:.f0:!?,'
reasons,' the conference might take place, at the latest, in the mid
',,;..:::;.>
-,'

-

,

"'"

Mwami".
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377. After it had left the Territory,

aratic

had visited all the districts of Urundi, accompanied by the Resident and the
interim commission.

th~

Mission was informed that tho Mwami

He was welcomed enthusiastically by the population to whom

endence which

he stated that he was above political parties; that he recognized them all bnan

y, but also

equal basis and that no one party was authorized to claim to be the "party of tlle

the

Mwami 11•

The Mwami al.so emphasized that each national of Urundi was free to join

the party of his choice or to refrain from joining any party if he so chose.."
on

During the mass meetings which took place, the Resident mentioned to the population

it;

the communique published by the Mission on 31 March 1960.

lpper
October;
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A.

RUANDA- URUNDI

four represente
chosen by the I

Organization of Ruanda-Urundi before
Decerr:oer 1959

-' six reIJresenta
Governor on thE
representing it

378. It should not be forgotten that, despite the differences in situation
apparent from the foregoing chapters, Ruanda and Urundi constitute a single

- six representa
on the nominat'
of comnerce rel

Territory, the Trust Territory of Ruauda-Urundi.

379. The organization of this Territory up to the end of 1959 bas already been

six representa
of occupationa
sectors, and 0
on Labour and

described to the Trusteeship Council o~ many occasions. The highest legislator
for h~anda-Urundi was the Belgian legislative power. Every year it passed the
budget of the ~erritory and it could intervene in all matters, but in fact such
intervention was exceptional. The laws (in the strictest sense of the word,

- six notables cl
independence 0

this rr.eans the laws enacted by the Belgian Parliament) of the Belgian Congo
were ex officio applicable in Ruanda-Urundi. The King of the Belgions, assisted

- four Fepresent

by the Colonial Council, was normally the legislator for the Territory, and
issued decrees counter-signed by the Minister for the Belgian Congo and RuandaUrundd,

- four persons b
chosen by the

The Governor-General of the Belgian Congo and the Governor of Ruanda-

384. The Genera

Urundi (Who use~ also to be the Vice-Governor-General of the Belgian Congo)
had emergency legislative powers ,

two regular sess
extraordinary me

380. Decrees and legislative ordinances of the Belgian Congo aIJIJlied to RuandaUrundi only when that was eXIJressly stated in the text, or when they had been
rendered enforceable, by an ordinance of the Government of the Territory.
381. The executive power was vested in the King of the Belgians. It was delegate~"',!
.

~:';

to the Governor-General of the Belgian Congo and to the Governor of Ruanda-UrunCJ.i,,;{\
1
who exercised it by means of ordinances.
t
382. The General Council, which in 1957 had reIJlaced the former Council of the
,J:

VicE:-Government-General, was an advisory body which examined prcposal.s concerning
the budget, discussed matters submitted to it by the Governor and motions
introduced by not less than three members.
Government.
383. It consisted of

fort~r-five

It could also express wishes to the

members with deliberative povers , distributed

as f'ollows:
>.:; nine ex, officio members:
;\'A';

- I

the Governor, who a.cted as presddent, the procureur.«
du Ro~ ,the two Provincial Commiss'ioners, the Provincial Secretary, the tWb
Residents and the twu Bl;\mij

,>;:~

385. The Genera
in June 1959. S
expressed their
since, when porm
all the more bec
six months of 19
Governor, on the

25 December 1959
386. Ruanda-Ur
,is also. a custom
of Ruanda-Urundi
,Ururtdi. He had
" ,since the introd

'WhO

d~alt'

ei,ther

(:~lt~fC~7• ''seryices" , '

~i~:<;i.~'n'~~~:i~ ~~I>.lii

. I1
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_ four representatives of rural communities" two for Ruanda and two for Urundi,
chosen by the High Councils of the States from amongst their own members;
-'six representatives of industrial and commercial co~panies" appointed by the
Governor on the nomination of industrial associations and chambers of commerce
representing industrial and commercial companies;

situation
e. single

~

six representatives of the independent middle-classes, appointed by the Governor
on the nomination of middle class representative groups" inclUding the chamber
of ~ommerce representing individual undertakings;
r

.

already been

3

_ six representatives of labour" five appointed by the Governor on the nomination
of occupational associations of workers and employees in the public and private
sectors" and one on the nomination of the workers' members of the Commissions
on Labour and Indigenous Social Progress;

3st legislator
Lt passed the
~

in fact such

~

the word,

six notables chosen by the Governor on the basis of their ability and
independence of mind;

?;ian Congo
~ions,

assd.sted

~tory,

and

~o

- four ;representatives of extra-rural communities" chosen by the Governor;
- four persons belonging to neither the general nor the indigenous administrations,
chosen by the Governor.

and Ruanda-

)r of Ruanda-

384. The General Council met at least once a year.

.an Congo)

extraordinary meetings •

385. The General Council has not been convened since the bUdgetary session
in June 1959. Some of the European members, not in the public service ,have

iey had been

·itory.
It was delegate~:'.~
,,,l,..,:;

)f Ruanda-Urundi ,e;;;

wishes to the
distributed

expressed their disapproval of the fact that the Council had not been convened
since, when pormally it should .have met in . December"
all the more b~caus~ serious incidents occurred in Ruandaduring the second
'

six months of 1959, and the e:ntire future of the Territerry waa at, sbake ",
~,::~,>:':.!c~

.sa.Ls concerning, ,.+~
motions

In fact it used to have

two regular sessions (the ordinary session and the budgetary session) and

.ied to Ruanda-

'ouncf.L of the

<r

Governor, on the other hand, thought that"

in view of the Igterim Decree

The
of

25 December 1959, the' constitution of a new General Council shOuld be awaited.
386. Ruanda-Urundi, is in administrati~e union,with the Belgiarr Congo.
. Thete
.is also, a customs, union between the

Belgi~n' Congo

and Ruanda- Urundf., ,••Tb.'e

" of Ruanda-Urundi was the Vice-Governor-General of the Belgian Congo and Of'
,Urundi.

He had under his orders officials (Who may be Europeans or ........ ,J. ...... QJ..'"

~ince the introduction of the e;ingleset ofreguJ.ationsfrom 1 Januery.

.W~6d~~lt· either with the general services -(chiefs

:~\·Flo~a7.serVices,,'.divided•• into., two ,Re~idencies

t~l:ij~Ji,"\;Jieir 'turn
,

'r ~'; ••: ' ~ ,.,,-,

Ruan~a,:",<;·",~·

,

div1ded into riinete.en districts ..
_.'

• .

.

,_,'_,

,',

_ '.

.: :,',~'~',.',-,'.- ,:

,"-'

,'"

- - -.

•

- ;

. -'.

»

...... ::
"

.. "

....'

»'" ,;.,,~
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387. The two Residencies (Ruanda and Urundi) were the counterpart of the
two customary States (Ruanda and Urundi) each ruled by a customarr Mwami and
divided into chiefdoms and sub-chiefdoms.

Accordingly there were two

administrations existing side by side l one customary and the other general l
a survival of the indirect administration to which the Mission has already
referred.

388. The
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B.

The reforms of late 1959

,88. The statement of the Belgian Government of 10 November 195';'/ lays down
the principle that the way should be prepared for definitive decisions by
preliminary discussions. It declares that Belgi~, which brought this region
out of its isolation, may look forward confidently to leading the two states,
Ruanda and Urundi, along the road to self-government and u,ltimately to selfdetermination and the choice of th~ type of independence they prefer, possib~y
involving an association that would not exclude any links which either of the

!

~

countries may wish to forge with Belgium.
,89. The proposed reforms and the measures taken to insure decp.ntralization of
the Territory to the State level, and cOl'lsequent;J.y progressive self-government
for Ruanda and Urundi in ~.ll regional matters and the mergin~ at one leyel of
the general administration and indigenous administration, have already been
explained.,g/
.
390. The statement of the Belgian Gov~rriment provtnes that the King of the
Belgians wil:! continue tio exercise ordinary legislator;}-- powers by means of decrees,
enacted after

consultat~on with

of Ruanda-Urundi.

a

Legi~latiye

Council and the General Council

This Legislative Council will replace the present Colonial

Council as soon as a law can be passed to that effect and r~presentatives
Trust Territory will be called upon to sit on this Council.
,91.

.

The General Council, instituted by the Interim Decree of 25 December 19592&

will consist,'of forty to fifty ele~ted members, an equal number fore~ch State,
elected by indirect suffr.age. The heads of the provisional communes. and the
members of the councils of the provisional communes are to be electors.
will also be five representatives of.industrial and commercial ,companies,
five representatives of the independent.middle classes, f~ye
labour and f~ve notables appointed by the Resident-General.

re~resentatiyes

392. The new General Council has obviously not yet been constituted,
the electi·ons for the provisional communes have not yet tl::1kenplace ••c

T/1502.
'See paragraphs 241-250.
T!1501.
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never be constituted as the entire structure set up by the Interim Decree is
~upposed

to be considered at the Conference envisaged by the Belgian Government.

393. The Interim Decree of 25 December 1959 provides that Belgian Trusteeship
,.-shall be exercised by the Resident-General over the administration of the
" Territory, over the States and over the subordinate, authorities.
394. The interim royal order of 25 January 1960 prescribes that the ViceGovernor-General administering Ruanda-Urundi shall take the title of ResidentGeneral and exercise executive power in the Territory, together with all functions
conferred on the Governor-General of the Belgian Congo by royal decrees and
orders, and that he shall correspond direct with the Belgian Government to which
he is required, inter alia, to submit the budget of the Territory and the annual
report on its administration.
395. The services of the former Vice-Government-General are divided into
I
two groups. The first group comprises the general Trusteeship services, i.e. the'
functions' which the Belgian Administration thinks that it should reserve to
itself in order to discharge its duties, in particular (a) internal and external
\security of the Territory, (b) political, administrative and financial control
over the administration and public autonomous bodies, (c) political development,
and·the preparation and execution-of reforms, (d) the administration of justice,
(e) protection of individuals and minorities, human rights and fundamental
freed~ms, (f) external affairs in so far as they do not come directly under the
Belgian Government; these services are gathered together under the authority of
a Commissioner-General.
396. In the second group, under the authority of a secretary-general, are the
general administration services for which the government of the community of
Ruanlaa,·UJ~Urldi, as soon as that may be established, would be responsible
'(secretariat, economic development plan, ';udicial affairs, administration and
affairs, social affairs, inform~tion, labour, finance, economic Q~,LQJ"~
and mines, agricultural and stock-breeding, veterinary serVice, public
medical serVice, education).
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C.

Relati.ms between Ruanda and Urundi

397. As the Working Group established in Apr:i.l1959 by the:Belgian··Governmeht
pointed out, the trend of Belgian policy (which did not, however, ,f,ish to
impose anything by force), and the recommendations of the Trusteeship Council

t-

have always looked towards the constitution of Ruanda-Urundi into a single State.
398. Despite the resemblance between the populations, their language and their
social, economic and political structures, efforts at unification by the Belgian

:::tions

Administration have met with obstacles based on historical and emotional

licb

considerations and have not succeeded in wearing do~ the opposition of the
two countries and the particularism of their populations.. Ruanda and Urundi
in fact have for many years been independent entities endowed with a very strong

0"

rua L

political organization and system of land tenure, and directed by different
dynastie s • They have frequently been at \var with each other in the past and

, the· <.

.na.L

)1

have maintained a very strong national feeling, a sense of their own separate
'personality, some rivalry and a natural propensity to oppose each other.
399. According to the Working Group, t?e feeling of the populations concerned
is strongly and definitely opposed to political development within tbe framework
and the ways of a single State. The sense of "nationhood ll is W~de-spread amongst
the inhabitants of both Ruanda and Urundf, , and the people of. each of the States
I

lent,

.ce,

have a feeling of belonging to separate units.

Their national consciousness

of

has recently been manifested in the use of the spelli~g Rwanda and Burundi
(in conformity with usage in their own language) rather than Ruanda (Europeanized

.e

spelling) and Urundi (a Swahili form). These are facts whose importance cannot
be ignored. Accordingly, an appropriate institutional organization of theStetes

.ne

I

should enable each one to express its 'own character, thd'development of which
,
is indispensable if the community of interests binding thenLtogether is to
. prosper • Thus the Working Group recommended the organization of a "community",
of Ruanda-Urundi, With a Resident-General at the head, representing the
n~UJ~.~~O~~~<~U:~ Authority,

and acting as chief of the administration of~the

a General Council elected for the most part at 'the second degree by an electo:r£i::t;.•
appointed by universal suffrage, and a smaller council of the
appointed and co-opted members"which.w()uldalso represent
ThecommtUlitywould<hayethe taskpf layirig.down·rules

r:
T.I'·1~38,'
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404. The p

the Territory as a whole" improving and co-ordinating-their application in the
states and itself putting them into execution in connexion with all action
proposed solely at its level or within its competence.
400. The statement of the Belgian Government of 10 November 195rJ:./ did not take
up those proposals in detail. While reiterating its conviction that the two
States would be condemning themselves to a most unpromising future if they did
not unite in pursuit of higher aims" the Belgian Government did not actually
._)
wish to define the terms of that community which it regarded as essential. I t "
merely recalled that above the two States stood the de facto community constituted,f
.:i
by the present Government of the Territory" and that Belgium had set as its goal 1

I

o

\

1

the building of the future cOlmnunity by means of judicious consultations and
with the co-operation of the reorganized States. Meanwhile" the present
institutions must continue to function. A Resident-General would continue in
charge of the Territory. A General Council set up in accordance with the same
principles as
those governing the State Councils would assist the legislative
. "
.
authority in an advisory capacity until an agreement was reached on other
arrangements" such as the organization of a legislative and an executive for the
community" as proposed by the Working Group:
401. In his broadcast speech of 11 November 1959, commenting on the statement
of the Belgian Government" the Governor pointed out tllat the future union of
Ruanda and Urundi in one community would be left to the free choice of the,

~<;

.

representatives of those States" both as regards its existence' and its
402. In his speech of 3 March 1960, the Resident-General stated that" at the
level of the Territory as a whole" Belgium agreed with the Trusteeship Council
in urgently recommending a union of the two States. Being, however" aware of
the considerable reservations felt by the popUlation on that subject" Belgium
had abstained from imposing any measure even on a provisional basis" and even
~rom proposing specific formulae.
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404. The populations of Ruanda and Urundi have in fact always considered

Ike

themselves as foreign to each other; in the past they we~e enemies and hostile
to each other, now they are generally indifferent or distrustful. Since the
European occupation, they have accepted certain common institutiops on condition
that these did not go too far and were not imposed from outside. Thus the High
Council of Ruanda stated in its conclusions, prepared in April 1959, for the
Working Group: "The future relations of Ruanda ~nd Urundi will be enduring
only in so far as they are based on free and deliberate acceptance by the :parties
themselves. Hence the need for negotiation concerning this important problem
between acceptable representatives of both States. The Political Commission of
Ruanda for its part recommends a confederation of the two States, following on
the internal autonomy desired by each. The prospect of this autonomy will make
it possible to institute forthwith the possible differentiation of the structures
and institutions postulated by the legitimate wishes of both peoples. The
admission of that principle, will eliminate the concern always to introduce all
kinds of reforms simultaneously, as has been done hitherto, when they may be
needed here and premature .,.elsewhere &nd Vice-versa". The Commission concluded
by requesting the decentralization of certain services from Usumbura to Kitega
and Kigali, so that only the services strictly necessary to the association
would be maintained in the federal capital.
405. As far as Urundi is concerned, the desire to resist the imposition of too'
close an association with Ruanda is even more marked. Some say that this is
due in part to the fact Urundi has always had an inferiority complexvls-h-vis
Ruanda, The question of the specf.al, status of the extira-cuatiomary- centres and
the status of the town of Usumbura, mentioned above, continues to be one of the
_ , i t
•
major. concerns of Urundi particularism, which is not willing to 'let any part
".
soil of Urundi be detached from the authority of the Mwami. and placed under a
special r~gime, even a federal one. The High Council Of Urundi' has also
on the establishment.of a distinct Urundi nationality in order to "banishthe
.
spectre of the establishment. of a single State of
Ruanda-Urundi,
which
would."
.
. disregard bo1;h history and eXisting facts... With a view to preparing for the

..

.,

.

. . .

.

:

'

theUrundians request Belgium to ,recognize Urllndi 1s r;J.ght, ··in acco:rdl:iIi(:.e
principles of the United N'at:i.ons, .toforma country distinct,

of Ruanda. Urundi will, if the circumstances warrant, study the possibility of
federating either with Ruanda or with other neighbouring countries". Thus it
was that the High Council of Urundi expressed' dissatisfaction with the proposals
set forth in the Interim Decree of 25 December 1959 with a view to the establismooD~
of a Ruanda":Urundi community, tentative and provisional though they were. In ita
memorandum of 20 January 1960 addressed.to the Belgian legislature, the High
Council of Urundi, referring to articles 63 and 64 of the Interim Decree
establishing the joint General Council'for Ruanda-Urundi, stated that,flUrundi
has always protested
against the imposition of unification with Ruanda , While
,
Urundi realizes that it cannot live in isolation it nevertheless considers that
it has the right freely to choose the country'with which it is to be associated.

and a single
408. On the
Mission: fiAt
the people th
The Union is
in reality, t
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of the two si
Thus, Ruanda
own governmen
the two kingd

The General
Council (provided for in the Interim Decree) is, after all,
,
pf the community. The establishment of this Council is contrary to the internal

409. UPRONA,

self-government desired because it obliges the nationals of one of the States to

confederation
composition 0

express their views on a question concerning the other.

This can only widen the·

breach between the two countries and stand in the way of the establishment of
the proposed cornmunityll.
4c6.

Not all the views expressed, however, were thus categorically opposed to

close relations between Ruanda and Urundi.

In their letter of 14.0ctober 1959

addressed to the Minister for the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, the chairmen
of the Hutu political parties of Ruanda and certain Hutu evolues of Urundi
expressed the fear that internal self-government granted prematurely to Ruanda
and Urundi respective~y would perpetuate the traditional domination of the
in each country and affirmed "that they are convinced that the unitary '(!hArl'l.c1~er
of Ruanda-Urundi is the best guarantee that the tutelary function of the
Administration will continue to be exercised

efficien~ly

'oOC:.Le:•.LClU

1

in all fields;

not postpone the separation of Ruanda and Urundi until such time as
whole is sufficiently emancipated to express ,itsviews on this
In Ruanda, UNAR, which in its manifesto of September 19'-1 proposed a
freely agreed to, under a supra-national authority, stated
_",CO'CC,"

of the mdepe

,'~~~.L'~LC'~.LV'~ of

31 March 1960 addressed to the Visiting Mission at Dar es
there could be no question of weakening,

the bonds existing between Ruanda and Urundi, which should,
consolida.ted, and that it was for this reason tha.t UNAR was
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of the independence of Rnanda-Urundi as a unitary state with a single legislature
and a single executive.
408. On the other hand, an influential and evolue Ruandese notable told the
Mission: IIAt present, ?ur two States are being governed by similar laws, but
the people themselves have never been under pressure to start any form of union.

igb

mdi

fuile
) that

The Union is an artificial one, aymbolized by the Resident-General, whereas,
in reality, the two States are absolutely separate. Since the past history of
the two kingdoms rules out the idea of a federation,

.
the qualified representatives
c'

;~

of the two sides should be asked to draw up the principles of a confederation.
Thus, Ruanda and Urundi should remain quite separate internally, each with its
own government and its head of State, while, for purposes of foreign relations,
the two kingdoms will constitute a single entityll •

409. UPRONA, in Urundi, proposes that consideration be given to a free

; of
rd

to

1959

ianda

confederation for Urundi ,and Ruanda with a supra-national authority, the
composition of which shall be determined?y the councils of the two States.
The Parti du peuple favours the establishment of a Ruanda-Urundi- community to
the extent compatible with the pat:ticularism and dignity of U:r;undi.

.

democrate chretien of Urundi advocates a policy of federation with Ruanda,
means and extent of which would be settled by negotiations between the two States.
The Mouvement progressiste of Urundi advocates the administrative separation>of
Urundi and Ruanda, but hopes consideration will be given'in future to alliances
freely entered into.
410.

The Mwami of Urundi, in a letter to the Minister for the .Belgian Congo

and Ruanda-Urundi, stated' as early as January 1959:
develop separately within the framework of Belgian Trusteeship... The
the Belgian Government should not be 'to seek 'to make a1unified State
,States ,but to set in motion the means which wOuldevent~:rlY enab.le
so desired, to enter into association within a
include other ·neighbouring States ll•

411. The .Visiting Mission cannot but note that there is a strongfee;J:lng
Terr'itory that the separate personalities of Ruanda and Urundi
disturbances, in Ruanda

i~

November) which raiSed

as the aggi'avationof
,Wundi in the policy of

"

J

~'>T/1538
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affairs and, what is more, the emergence of ?at{onalist movements and demands for
'immediate self-government and independence, have strengthened that particularism.
\rhese feelings sometimes go very far.

For example , recently, when the question

. of establishin~ a separate currency for Ruanda-Urundi, distinct from that of the
Belgian Congo, came up, there was a demand in some quarters for separate
for Ruanda and Urundi.
412. However, there are very clear indications'tbat the majority of Africans
the two territories, especially among the educated classes and leaders of c------~.~.,
parties, want to maintain more or less close relations between Ruanda and. Urundi,
provided that they feel that those relations ~re freely entered into .and not
imposed from outside.

413.

The sensitivities of the people cannot be dismissed lightly, and the

Vis~ting

Mission therefore feels that it would'be a mistake for the United
to attempt to impose unification of the two States prematurely. In that respect,

.\ it shares the view of the Administering Authority that the

problF'~ of

relations

between the two States should be settled by the representatives of Ruanda and
Urundi without outside pressure.

Even if round-table conferences were held

;'. /13eparateJ.y for Ruanda and Urundi to -settle the problems connected with the
-,·communal elections, any compreherisive round-table conference should df.scuas the
. .•. ,mutual relations between the two States. The. Mission is confident that the
Ruandese and Urundian leaders will be able to find an area of agreement concernms
. future co-operation and association between them.
,'Mission, in its
.

communiqu~ of

31 March 1960 ,~/ has' expressed the hope that

the

'

While It might be tactless for the United Nations to make

specific recommendations in this field, there is little doubt that in the long
,\the interest of Ruanda and Urundi woul.d be better served by any arrangement
avoid splitting up the Trust Territory into smaller units.

/
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Relations between Ruanda- Urund~
the Belgian Congo
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irism.
:.ion
~

the

414.

Much has been written in the past about matters relating to the

administrative union between the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, and they have
been studied at length by the Committee on
Trusteeship Council.
415. These' questions have

Administ~ative

Unions of the

n~'w to be considered from a different angle. The

Belgian Government statea!1 on 10 November 1959 that it was considering
abolishing -the arrangemenb by which Ruanda-Urundi is
General of the Belgian Congo and restricting the administrative 'union of these
two Territories purely to affairs of customs and finance and to certain technical
, matters.

It seems logical, therefore, that the law, of 21 August 1925,

establishing the administrative union with the Belgian congo should be

re~ea~e.d~

Meam!hile, the Interim Decree of, 25 December 1959 and the interim. royal
ons

of 25 January 1960 nave in fact already to' a large extent divorcedthe

d

Administration of Ruanda-Urundi from that of the Belgian Congo.
official who is responsible for the Trust Territory now bears the title of
Resi~ent-General and exercises in the Territory not only the powers forpte:rly

bestowed upon the Governor of Ruanda-Urundi but also those conferred, upon '. the .
Governor-General (of the Belgian Congo and'R~anda-Urundi) thrpugb
orders.
It would be
b.e

possiblet~

examine in detail'the measures enacted unCl:er

(such as the law of 21 August 1925) whi.ch it is intended to annul,',
the fact that the Belgian Congo is to become independent on 30ifune~ 1960 has
changed
the situation
radically.' There is no doubt that/Bs a .resUlt
of
I
·
• ~

-_•• ~ ....,

all the documents establishing an administrative union betwe~n Rllan,da'';UJ~tu:ldi

and the Belgian Congo will become obsolete.
Wish for time to revise

all Ruanda-Urundifs

,legislation this new factual situat;i.ono

legal texts so as torefiect

There

'ipractical problems' which reqUire solution,
L'30~Une 1960:
. ...
See paragraphs 433...436 ••

The Administer'ing Authc:>rjLt~r'may

(a)

Since .law and order is maintained in Ruanda-Urundi by the police

HOne

force (Force publique) of the Belgian Congo, what arrElngements are to be

discoluti

made for the m&intenance of law and order in Ruanda-Urundi after the

"All
and Congo
enough se

Belgian Congo has become independent and until such time as Ruanda-Urundi "
has
(b)

t~ained its

own security

fOrCe?~/

"At
recruitme

What prOVisions are to be made with regard to money and banking since

Ruanda-Drundi used the currency of the Belgian Congo and the Central Bank
of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Uruadi served both

(c)

417.

419.

Is the B~lgian Congo!Ruanda-Urundi customs union to be simply diss01vedJ

or is it to be maintained in' some form or
(d)

countrieS?~/

another?~/

,

,,1

Will any elements of the administrative union with the Belgian congo,~'~

clear views ab
for they belie
after

th~

Cong

be retained, for instance with respect to postal, telegraph and telePhone~"j

the other, hav

services, public works, research institutions such as INEAC, and so on?

420.

. .

" ,.

,',"}

:tn its p

and~j:

union with the

No reply had been ;.)

union should b

'~

the conclusion

The Mission put these questions to the
Minister for the Belgian Congo
.

for Ruanda-Urundi when it was in Brussels on 28 April 1960.

.

,,;"...,.~.

received by the date on which this report was adopted.
418.

The majo

.j
The only comments on relations between Ruanda-Urundi and the Belgian Congo,

which the Mission heard were those made by the Resident-General in his

statemeIlt'~~

of 3 March 1960:

..

,

,~

.. ;

positionsimil

421.
Belgium expres
with an indepe

"It may be useful, at a time when the administrati'Ve union - which
some have at times unjustifiably condemned - is about to come to an end,
to offer a defence of it for a moment and even to draw attent~on to the
danger-s errtaf.Led in cutting the mooring ropes too fast and too thoroughly•. ',

c,,:::,.;r'!i'J;

Innumerab.le technical levels Ruanda- Urundi has der-Ived ine'stimable";;~
benefit thro11gh being able to make use of the extensive central. services
at Leopoldville and of the help of para-State institutions set uj;i for
. ".
the Belgia·i~ongo.

"A.t

";0

"Wherever the new administration of the Congo makes it possible, it
seems to me +.hat it would be wise to avoid persuading our Territory to
give up such assistance needlessly.
liThe monetary union, like the economic and customs union, should ."
undoubtedly be maintained, but we shall take s.dV'antage of the negotiation,
which will follow the dissolution of the admiristretive. union as a whole.>,},
to try to secure' an improvement in certain respects, particularly intl1~\
matter of the distribution. of revenue, one wi'l;h which the GeneralCounci~
'ofR~anda';'Urundi haSf'reque~tly been concerned.
.'.

leaders of RUB
assumes a fede
explained, cou
because the la
absorbed.

At

of Ruanda and
, Economic Oommun
422.

It is als

views wereagre
should forge cl
" besides' Congo, '
.,.federation

01'

c

?tt23··i~it~rega
.'i'\;i s" generl31J,y

·;::~tiJ.$.f't~f·Rria

-

,
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HOne question of very great importance in connexion ~'1ith the
discolution of the administrative union is that of a security force.

to be

\

lIAll the necessary arrangements have been made with the Belgian
and Congolese authorities to ensure that Ruanda-Urundi has at all times
enough security troops.
lIAt the same time there will be an intensified and accelerated
recruitment and military training of inhabitants of the Territory."

Ig

11 Bank

419.

The majority of the p,9litical parties and organs have expressed no very

clear views about the future relations of Ruanda-Urundi with the Belgian Congo
for they believe that this is a matter which cannot properly be settled until
after the Cqngo, on the ona hand, and Ruanda and Urundi} or Ruanda-Urundi... on
the other, have attained their independence.
, on'l

420.

1n its proclamation of Sept;ember 1959, UNAR proposed that the economic

union with the Belgian

Con,~o ~hc.·l1d

union should be dissolved.

be maintained but that the administ"rative

PARMEHlJrU consadered that there was nothing against

the conclusion of commercial treatit=s with the Belgian Congo.
an

VV'UE>V.,'

UPRONA adopted a

position similar to that of UNAR.
421.

On

the other hand, certain groups of students frcm Ruanda and Urundi in

Belgium expressed the view that the question vf the federation of Ruanda-Urund:i.
Some of the,
..
leaders of Ruanda advocated the same solution, provided that the Congo itself'
with an independent Congo should be studied as soon as :possible.
...

.

assumes a federal or confederal form.

A confederation of Ruanda-Urundi,they

explained, could. not be united at the political level with a centralized

.

~

because the latter country is too large and Ruanda-Urundi would-in the end
absorbed.

At the economic level, h9wever,. they suggepted that..thetwo . :1n,gde)m$.
. It'

J!

,.'

\.

of Ruanda and Urundi should remain 'Wlited with the Congo, and with the'.EtlI'cl'Pean
Community.
It is also interesting to note that most orc those who
were agreed that Ruanda and Urundi, ?rthe community

e~~r'essed

of

Ih;laIJld~l-ur~uridi}

should f~rge close links.»primal'ily economfcj with other Af'ri,cB.n c:ountrieEi
besddes Congo, esp~ciallYT.anganYikaand Uganda, and part:icjLpElte

orcqmmun.ity
regard to

'

E.

Africanization.of the Civil Service

424. The problem of. the Africanization of the administration is common to Ruanda·
and Ururidi, wh~tever the form of' their association. It is a problem the
importance of which is recognized by the Administering Authority as it is by
~Dall th~ African authorities and political parties.

'L

Q

425. In his statl:lment of 3 March 1960, the Resident-General said that the human
,problem of. the Africanization of the administration cou+d be resolved without
difficulty if everyone'approached it from the rigfit angle psychologically, and
with good will. Th,e essence of the matter was, he thought, to find an ever-

;lncreasing number of inhab:ttants of Ruanda end Urundi capable of holding public
, ' office under the new organization, and resolutely to entrust to them greater

.
Such persons shc;>uld, he believed, be
,

and greater responsibilities.
given
official opportunities to complete or fill out their education. Training periods
should be arranged for them during 'which they worked side by side with Europeans
still provisionally in office and responsible for performing the duties which
they would subsequently undertake; they should also be given, temporarily, in
the, early sbages , a European adviser. These transItional phases, the ResidentGeneral added, would demand of the novices great efforts at adaptation and
application, untiring good Will, and great patience.
426. According to a note by the Administration, the term I~Africanization"
(a) the transfer ·of the entire administration of Ruanda-Urundi to the
care of an African Gove.L'nment, hence to African. control;
(b) the replacement, gradually but as quickly as possible, of European:
civil servants b;y inhabitants of Ruanda and Urundi in all administrative
. posts.
The first ,would be achieved by the political and administrative reform of
I
the Interim Decree of 21) December 1959 and the royal order of 25 January
the first indications. The significance of these instruments, administrative,
be outl.inedas follows:
The administration of Ruanda-Urundi is'divided into three parts:,
(i)

thef~rst

part will ~ontinue to be a·general administration
covering ~he entire Territory with'its services ,located at U6~bura
tbe'fjecond.andtb,lrdpartsw:f.ll become the administrations
andUrundil'espectively,anci responsible tp the Governmentsof.~h

'f
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countries; the officials of those administrations, both

,

Euro:pean and African, Will therefore be placed at the disposal

Ruanda.

of the two countries by the Government of the Territory;
(b)

by

The services of the general

'¥'f:'

(i)

(ii)

r-

the admin:!.stration services) which will either be gradually
.

,

or confederation of'Ruanda and Urundi will become its services.
428.

The second matter - the ap];lointment of Africans to all administrative

:posts i~ place of Euro:pean officials - is the object of 'a programme which is
being carried out ];lrinci];lallyamong the.staff of the territorial" agricultural"
veterinary and medical services.

In these, four services there are at];lresent

nearly 290 officials of the fourth category of the ];lublicservice and one of
the third category who wers born either in Ruanda or in Urun,di.

Belgian

];ler13'0Dlo.e~L;';',;;

in these four services on 31 December 1959 included 215 offlicials of the fourth,'"
category and 212 of the third category.
,

Between now andt~e end of:L960,
,

•

~:t

','

•

fifty further persons from Ruanda and Urundi will enter the' fburth category.
429.

Various measures are in pre];laration to speed up and intensify the '];lrocess

of filling the higher ranks of the administration wi~h persona drawn from RUa;n(la
lve

<.

incorporated in their administrations" or if there is a federation

er

:lent-

D

decentralized towards the capitals. of the two countries and ,

ublic

in

the Trusteeship sel'v,ices which Will contanue until the termination
of the Eelgian Trusteeship over the Territory;

and

ich

at Usumbura" which

into two main categories:

out

o:peans

adminis'~ration located

will still be res:ponsible to the. Resident-General, are themselves divided.

human

periods

c

and Urundi.

These measures will enable the best qualified];lersoris from lower

categories to secure appofntmenf to higher posbs,

selrctive t~stshave allt'e,Etdy-

been condUcted to discover the :persons most sUited for ];leriods of thleOJret;ical
J<

.

and];lractical training, at the end. of which there is ase:L~ctive exam:inl;l,tjLoIl.
Success in that examination allows' immediate entry into the 'category for
these pensona were prepared,

This method Will allowQ l'arge

from Ruanda and Urundi to reach higher];losts . and eyen

to ..n,,,....." +h..,

without gO,ing thrOUgh the t1,sual];lrbceEis Of advangemen"t;.
The Resident-GeneralfsstaffElre.
the

,

0'

'and Urundi officials of the administration to take a training course which will
allow them. to fill posts of res:ponsibility and authority.
.be in two ~arts:

entry to the fo

These courses would

students will b

first th~re would be e. period of instruction on the general

and Kitega coll

c

oJ:'ga,l1ization of the administration, and then there would be a period of
practical training in the'appropriate sphere of activity.

SeIJtember.

One trainee (~ chief

. in Kibuye distr~ct) is at preaerrb undergch!S a period of instruction.

lyc~e

At the

lower level of
which have metr

should govern the organization of subsequent; courses.

seminaries whi

In addition, a number of indigenous officials are at present engaging in
"'6ourses of practical training (on the ;1,ob)j they are', that is, becoming

To" comIJlete the,
, the schools for

acqiminted .with the day-to-day work ,Of a civil servant of the fourth category of

the

for men and wom

single set of regulations now applicable tc? all civil servants.

432. ApE\:rt from these purely

social schools,
(e) Other proj

pract~cal me~sures to speed up ~he process of

Af'ricanization of the administration; mention should also be made of the fiUing'

.or

union with the

the higher ranks with Ruanda and Urundi personnel which will come about upon

the oIJening of
topographers,

completion' of various study, courses now under way.
(a)

University studies:

156 indigenous inhab:i;:tants are at present taking

courses in Belgian and Congolese Universities.

.

be reached in t
(f) Training 0

Vlhen they have completed

their studies they will, enter the third category.

administrative

'(b)

persons in the

".

School of administration of ,Astrida:

the purpose of this school, which

, opened last SeIJtember, is to prepare young peraons who have comp~eted the
entire course of secondary school studj.ss under the metroIJolitan system, for
career in the administration.

.

training, they
service.

,'(,>

After nine months' training, and if they. are
,

.

" Lastly, the Af
also contemIJlated.

successful in the, terminal examinations, these young per-sons are appodnned:

f,iS

to pestis in the fourthca:t:egory.

s~rangemen~s

Thirty students are at present taking the

course.
(c) Special sections of the Astrida Groupe scolaire:

1

~from Urundi

these train medical'.:,

assistants, veterinary assistants, assistant agronomists and administratiye\
assistantS.

Completion
of these studies permits entry to the fourth'
,

category.
(a) Secondary, schools,colJ.eges, ath~n~es and lyc~es:

the Usumbura

"'ec;::or.ldar,/
schools
(the
cOilegeand
theath~n.§e) have full ancf.ent' and
~..
I"
,', '.
•
rnqc:1ex'n humanities sections, 'lea,ding either to universit'T

,

for girls

end of this pilot phase it will be possible to determine the principles which

431.

.
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have be
to the

~1960. Their trl:l.inin
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entry to the fourth category of officials of the administration.

\'

Classics

students will be leaving the Nyanza coll~ge in 1961 and from the Kigali
and Kitega coll~ges in 1962 and 1965.
September.
lyc~e

Ttie Kitega ath~n~e will open next

In three yeaJ,'s classics students will be leaving the Usumbura

for girls, but the girls' ,lyc~e at Kisenyi can as yet provide only the

lower level of secondary school studies.

In addition to these establishments;

which have metropolitan curricula, mention should be made of the six small
seminaries which give secondary education according to an African syllabus.

'"

(1°

""

,

To" complete the,picture a reference

sho~d

be made to such special eehccka as .

the schools for men and women teachers' (riloniteurs and monitrices), the schools
for men and women nurses and midwives, occupational and handicraft schools,
social schools, and so o~.
(e) Other J)rojects: as a result- of the termination of the administrative
union with the Belgian Congo it has become necessary to makeprovisiori for,
the opening of schools for telecommuniC7ations technicians, works foremen,
topographers, and so on.

These projects. are under study and decisions will

be reached in the coming months.
(f) Training of administrative accountants:

a.train:i;ng course for

administrative, accourrtarrba is shortly to be begun and it Will ,be open to
persons in the lower categories.

After periods of theoretic,al and :practical

training, they will enter the higher ranks of, the

p~blic

accountancy'

service.
lastly, the Africanization of the higher ranks of the army and the police .
:isalso contemplated.

With !egard to the training and

rec'~itment ot

of;ficeps,

~.:arrangemen'ts
have been made to send six candidates (three ,from Ruancia, three
.
.

-

.

.

.'

,

f·from Urundi~ to the Royal Military School at Brussels, at the beginningof~pri1.

'-1960. Their training will take three years, and the;vare j9xp;<!tedto return to'..
r$uanda-Urund~in November 1963.

The headquarters staff of t.he BelgianCong~'s.

)"Force publique is similarly engaged in recruiting; ten candidates...

;'#iv~from'Ruanda and five from Urundi, to attend courses at the LuluaboUX'g

V~fficers

School {Belgian Congo) in September.

Theirtrt;tiningwi1.1.,take.two,

:.it.ndtliey are e~ected ,to return to Ruanda-Uruildi in. Augu.~t1.9b2.
{~~' :';"

,

-

'.'.':,,;:

........-.
,'"-;'
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With regard to the re,cruitment of non-commissioned officers" candidates

are '~elected from among the new recruite. They are sent to the NCO School at
LUluabourg(~elgian Congo) and' their training takes from two and a half to
three years. It is expected that the first non-commissioned officers trained in'
this way will be back in Ruanda-Urundi in AUgUst 1962. The ranks ofnon-commissioned
officers may be completely
Africanized by the end of !964.
.
...
..

~

. .

435. Asrege,rds'the recruitment of other ranks" it may be recalled that the
Force publique fo.rmerly consisted entirely of Congolese soldiers and that there
were no recruits from· ~uanda or Urundi.

This sit,uation has now changed.

In

1959 there were seventy recruits <35 from Ruanda and 35 from Urundi). It is
expected that in 1960 there will
be 140 recruits (70 from Ruanda and 70 from.
,
Urundi) and that in 1961 and subsequent years there will be 280 recruits.

.

For the time being they are

t~ained

in the

~elgian

Congo instruction centres.

There is in addition a plan to train 156 recruits every-six months in
Ruanda-yrundi at the Usumbura" Kigali and Kitega camps, together with 150
members of the police force who have had the same basic training.

436., If rEcruitment to the two forces proceeds at the same pace" their
Congolese members may be completel;v replaced by 'the end of, 1963. The .
Administration considers tha.t the goal for Ruanda-Urundi should be the
formation of two batallions" i.e. a total strength of 64 9fficers and 1,200
non-commissioned officers and men.
While
. it is clear that the Administration is taking steps to Africanize
,
the Public Service, the Mission considers that this process should be
especially in view of the increasing demand for self-e;over.ament' and
.:for the Territory.

This

programme aimed at both

wou~ d.

ac;~el.erl9.1ie(J",)

in(iel)en.deJ1C~)/,

seem to call for a more intensive and COIllpx'eheJ;l,IJiYlt:

tr~ining

local civil servants for higher positions

expanding facilities for secondary, vocational and higher education.
imTl~'rbmt . during this ,period of transition for the Administering Authority to'
what it can to ensure that the efficiency of the Administration is main1:;ainec

438. The
completely
mentioned a
taken with
between the
possible "to

Tt15,8°
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4;8. The question of establishing a Force pUblique 'of Ruanda-Urundi

iidates
lOO~

completely staffed by.local inhabitants is of particv~ar urgency.

at

As has been

mentioned above, the Mission has not been informed of what steps are bE-ing

to
brained in
'0

L964.
3.t the
1at there
:I.. In
It is

taken with regard to the maintenance of peace and, good order in the Ter,ritory
between the time when Congo becomes independent and the· time when it "nU be
:possible",to recruit the entire Force publique locally.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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.' 442. During i

General

': eager to work
L\ bad impressed
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~,,:·4'9.

Certain preliminary observations are called for.
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With reference to the

Mission conside

\

,'"es$ential
problems of Ruanda 's future, the observer must
\.
. surely be surprised

reconciliation

,

,.

;':'~y. .th~ contrast between the declared policies of the various political parties and,

depend largely

t,Jt1ietens'ion which reigns throughout the country.

discuss their p

Ruanda is, in fact, currently

%;~~minated by suspicion and fear, as a r~sult of the-events which took place during
~;'~be last montbs of 1959. Yet, on many principles the "parties appear to agree, or
'~,~t 'least their differences in policy do not appear to b~, fundamental.

neutral and fav

;}>1J40.
For example,- there appears to be a general desire to see the country ,progress.
·c. - ' ,

conference in B

)'1;cwards democracy based on universal suffrage lo1ith·equal opportunity for all.

Corigo, bad alre

to the Mission
possible to bav
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~<~ere does

not appear to be any fundamental
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18ndindependence.
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In all quarters there is'agreement on the need for technical

-

-

,)!'i!ond economfc aid from abroad.
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On the other band, the' opposing sides have a great

,'id,1'str1,lst· of the good faith of their adversary.
,
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a constitutional

There are diffe:rences mainly with regard to the timing of self -gov~rnment):

!;'mOnarcby.
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OPPO~itiO~ to
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For example, the Hutu and, RADER
\
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',·,~pfl.r'tiesassert
that an,ything said or p~omised by UNAR and the Mwami is con$tantly
<'.:••
~-':;IF.

UNAR is convtnced that the Administration, while

,scoIltradicted by their deeds.

t~"preaChing impartiality,

systematically persecutes them and supports the

It assert~, moreover, that contrary to their statements, the 'Rutu na'l"t'les

,',i,parties.

;:~,;;;;.~l'e'racist6 and incite to violence and destructlon.
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Meanwhile it seems that

2:;i;be general population, often misled by false rumours and with little idea ot;the

~'i",~f,~~J. .situation,
,;.".....
:>' 441'. The local

is ea.sily excited to violence.
Administration is considered by UNAR to be totally biased against

partie~

as- being· a reliabie but belated ally.

While
thei,r
.

t:]i~:i~rtnal .:relations remain correct, there is little real co-operation between the
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j':MWami and the Administration.
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442. During its stay in

Ruanda~

the Mission found responsible leaders who were
eager to 1'1ork out some constructive solution if possible. The events of November

('had impressed many Ruandese with the immediate danger of a real civil war.
Mission considers

that~

although the task presents many

reconciliation is both essential
and possible.
,
.
·d

depend largely on creating an

a~mospbere

The

difficulties~national

Its achievement would seem tj:>

wherein people would be Willing to
solu~ions.

discuss their problems and agree on compromise

It appears more likelyf'

to the r-1i.ssion that the political readers and the Administration might find it
possible to have frank discussions if they were brought face to face in some'
neutral and favourable climate outside Ruanda.

The idea of a round-til.ble

conference in Brussels~ similar to the one held in Januar,y

1960 for the Belgian

Congo~

had already been put forward by several Political ;parties and individUals •
. The Mission discussed the idea with other parties which, although at first. rather
4

reserved~

same to endorse the suggestion.

.

;443. The meeting of 14 March at ·Kigali, mentioned in the Mission rs itinerary)).,
,\
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.

, encouraged the Mission ·~o believe that around-tableconferencl:! could be
successf!3l~

given the necessary preparations.

It may suffice to recall here

tha~~,

,at the Mission's request ~ the leaders of the four politicall p~rties of Ruand,a Dlet:
'in the presence of the :ReSident-General, the Special::ReSident, ,the Mwandanclthl;'!
members of the Mission to discuss the. incidl;'!nts whicrh
~"

_Ru~nda,

hadrl;'!c~ntlytak~n
'If
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and that,. following this meeting, a.ll the leade:i:'sagreed bo issue

communique asking the P9pulation to remain calm and to assist
It was the first time that a forma;!. agreemen~ had been reac~edbetweentQe ~cadl~I'i3", -));1,',,-.
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) likely to be successful 'if it were convened as . a matter
,-

f'a,d\Tisni;ag;e Could be taken 91' the atmosphere createdbytb,eMissioD,
opportunity as possible given for fresh Qlltbre,aks
(·Ci9.UI3e 'a worsening in the relationship of the parties concerned;
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In other

Although it is primarily the situation in. Ruanda that has led the Mission

prudent.

that a round-table conference was desira.ble, it is felt that such a
."
:'1
conference should deal with the whole Territory. It is in fact difficult to see ';1

occurred in Ru
rising tension

bciwUrundi should be excluded from' apY such extraordinary attempt at negotiation.'..,
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which might le
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In spite of its peaceful past history and the. absence of recent disturbances tberti;~

also to soluti
also the scene of increasing political agite:h,l,.on. Its traditional
',i':'~ ':. longer an isol
~;{'r' ',au:",horities r e!30cted very strongly to the plans "" Congolese Lndependence , the '-'.!~~
its independen
~,';'.:
High Council den:anding the mdependence of Urundi by 30 June. Relations between~'l
Administering
the traditional authorities and the AdministratioJ:). bave deteriorated. In spiteot'"
the sta:ge wher
~l11c:"" the fll.li~ity in th~ PC?li~ical par.ties of Urundi and in their platforms, oPinions.·:?·~ soon enough, W
~;ji;, have hardened, into two mai'~ viewP~ints which may be based less on ideological
of the Adminis
~;';('differences tban on rivalry betweE:n two princely families. Although there has
future of the
~it:::'. ···been·no open. confJ'.ict between the Tutsi and the Hutu, some people are fore~astin8,~~:i. 448. The Miss
t~:
that, from that point of view, the situation in Urundi is potentially ju~t a~ "JI'[
Urundi expecte
\~}f';',> explosive as that in Ruanda. There is therefore some. cause for concern regarding'
solutions to t
;..'
~
f.;i:.;. •~.;.. .: ·.,. :. . Urundi as well. Moreover the political parties of Urundi have also advocated a
make their ult
.. .
round--table conrerenee ,
were disappoin
!:iJ!~;iJ:
445. Finally, all these questions to be discussed at the round-table cOnferencei\:~ ,more in violen
:"0/'
,·.. . ··,,1
1\:'¥:;,'whether theY' relate to Ruanda, Urundi, or'the community of these tw~ areas:, are; "\,Ii
the Mission co
:?iJ:" •. ,related to the probiem of -establishing democratic institutions, att~ining self-.·
a communique -i
i:~~):.' $overnment, and agreeing on a programme for achieving independence for the whole;"
future of the
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Trtii:ltTerritory. A meeting, of the t~e envisaged would co~centra.te ont~~ best.:
,(',m,ethodsof ascertaining the wishes of the people on these matters inanatmospheJ.oe~
{:~':~;:",,;i of harmony and co-operation.
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.The reforms proposed in the Government statement of 10 November 1959 and

>449. With,a v

~~~l~j}r;introdueed by

the Interim Decree (jf 25 December 1959 are obviously an atteml?t .
')1;owards Solutions of these problems. As explained earlier, these reforms consis~
;:i ' in the granting of a certain' degree of autonomy to Ruanda and to Urundi,' the
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In other circumstances, such a procedure m+ght have been deemed wise and
prudent. However, the Mission" in the light of the tragic events which bad,
occurred in Ruanda, the disturbances which were still occuJ:lring there and, the
rising tension in Urundi, considered tbat discussions c0uld not longer be deleyeq
"
\f
W'hich might lead not only to long-term solutions and poHtical programmes, but
also to solutions of more immediate and delica~e problems. Ruanda-Urundi is no
longer an isolated island in an Africa in ferment, and with tbeCongoat~aining~
its independence on 30 June 1960, it would be unrealistic to imagine tbat the
Administering Autbority still has many years in which to bring Ruanda-Urundi. to
the stage where it can decide its own future. A round-table conference, if held
soon enough, would also catm the prevailing passions, besides pr(;nriding evadence
of the Administering Authority's Willingness to initiate frank discus&ions on the
future of the Territory.
The Mission came to realize tbat all sections of the pop?lation of Ruandacand,
Urundi expected from it, before its 'dePar:ture" if not comprehensive and immedi,ate
solutions to tbeir difficulties, at least constructive suggestions which :w:ould
make the~r ultimate solution possible •. It was generally agreed that, if 'tbjY
W'eredisappointed, tbe existing tension might be aggravated and might explode
more in violence. In order to do ev~rything it could to prE;v~ntfurther b:;J..IDocis1:l~SJ...
tbe Mission considered it essentiE!-l 'to pUblish, before leavilngRua.nda,..Urllndi;
. .
a communique -indicating the suggestions which it j,ntended tdmEike r.oriQerning\.:t1:lEl ,
future oftbe Territory. While it realized tba'& preVious ,visting missions~ad
no~ made their recomme,ndations public at the moment Of leaving ,a ,territory,
.·JJ.i''':'~,VU considered that, such an action was fully justified by the, grave
Ruap.da-Urundi.
With,a view to preparingtbe proposed communique,
the Resident-General on 24 March a.t Kitega.
it was concerned at the state.oftensionwhich existed.
UCI:S.LllUJ.ng to become'felt
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Foi' these reas~ns" .it wis~ed to'ascertain tM

453.

Missi

Vie''13 of the Belgian, Governme::.b on the idea tha·l;,:it· should c~l.\¥e~e,,::$:n'Belgium,
as soon' as possible and prior to holding any comtnunal electi~~sJ ~ 170und-tE\b:l,.e

programme and t

conference with representatives of allsectio~~'Qi
the.' pOl?ul~t10n. The Mission
,
" , , ' , . ' \;. t'

concerning the

,

I

J.'

of Rue.nda and U

,

, informed the Resident-General teat if. the Belgiail',(lo1ternment agreed ·to convene
•

.,f

.

~

\.'

under United Ne.

",'

around-table conference, it would recommerid.~,t.ha.t tl~~~ad Ne.tions observers shoul~'r~

assist in

be invited to attend t~~t 'c~DflerenceJ .as the !a~~~nd~nce of suc!l o'bsQrvers had
been suggested by various African groups. It. 'aJ.~o, int'prmed the Resident-General

the decision to

.

t

"

,

"

i

~e

'.
direct suffrage

of its intention 'lio recommend that electior:sby \lniversal
shoUl\l ::;
be held early in 1961 fOl' the purpose of' forming national assemblies for Ruanda.'',,(

' . '

"

and for Urundi and theta United Nations mission should be sent to Ruanda-Urundi.'
as soon as possible in o:r.'der to ass:i.t. in th~ Territory'S d~velopment.

/,]

. 450'. The Resident-General expressed certain reservations regarding the proposed
t~ming of .a round-table conference.

In particular he drew the Mission's attentio~
to the difficulty of finding representatj.ve spokesmen for the conference if the.. '
lEi.tter was to take place before the communal elections.

This applied particular~.

. in the case of' Urundi where the process of organi~ing po11tical opinions into ~.·:'"1

l

p.olitical parties had only just commenced. Some sect;i.ons of the pOPulationy..
moreover would cer'tainly be disappointed if the elections promised for the summe,:~

~he

Territory, but
Some of them re
while some stre
and J;bat the 1
further distur
in the interim,

454. Next day,
Mission issued
"Und
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wer~ delayed. However, he promised to transmit the Mission rs proposals to his '(J
.
.-,-~,:;.':~
Government immediately~
.
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451•. Three days l!'1,ter, the Mission took advantage of the presence at
Usumbura. of.?,
•
_,:''P-fi,
Mr. Raymond ScheY'r~n, Minister . of Economic Affairs for the Belgian Congo: and . <\~
Ruanda-Urundi, to discuss Hs proposals further with him and with the Res:i:dent-':~~/

General.
The Belgian

Govc~nment's

reply reached the

Vd~sion

on 30 March.

'formula proposed by the Mission and decided to convene a "meeting"
in which po~ular representatives of the people would take part but'
,1.VI~~:Ue . f~r organizational reasons, could not ,take place before the month of
.

perhaps not be held at BrusSels.

.

Finally, the comlilunal elections

.,.,_..... .,.,...."" a:n.cljuly lwould be poatponedto a date as soon a{il posaible.
\i<t:
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453. The Mission imm.ediately summoned the representatives of the ;political partie~

the
ium,
ble
6ion
ene

of Ruanda and Urundi in order to discuss With them th.e :aelgian Ooyerx:unent IS ,
w
programme and the recommendations which the Mission intended to make in its report o
concerning the proposed meeting, the ho~ding of general elections early in 199).
under United Nations sUpervision and the dispatch ~f a United Nations mission to
assist in ~he Territoryls development. All, the parties noted with satisfaction
the decision to convene a meeting of representatives of the inhab,ita.nts of. the""
Territory, "out they felt that the meeting should be held much sooner than August.
Some of them regretted the postponement of the communal elections to a later d~tel
while some stressed that there was considerable tension throughout the country
and '!;bat the longer the meeting wa.s delayed the greater would be the risk of
further d~sturbances, particularly if certain urgent problems remained unsolved
in the interim. This view was shared by the Mission.
0
454. Next day, on 31 March, on the eve of its departu.re from the Territory, the'
Mission issued a communique, the text of which is 'reproduced llereunder:
•
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"U~der the Charter of the United. Nations, one of the ba.sic obJectives
of the International Trusteeship System is ' ••• to promote the progressive
development of the inhabitants towa.1'ds self-government or independence as."
IllaY be appropriate to theparlicular circumstances of each territory and
its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned'.
, "For a Trust Territory to attain independence, a certain procedure
must be followed. that requires approval by the United Nations General
"
Assembly, which normally meets only late in each year.

lI'fue Trusteeship Council sends periodic visitinglllissions,to tb,e
Trust Territories to make a!l on-the-spot study of political, economic,
SOCial, and educationa.l conditions. The Mission bas also been inviteq,td
make a special inquiry into the circumstances and caus~s of ~he distUrbance~
which took place in Ruanda in, ,November 1959. It 'has also to take into·
account a resolution adopted in 1959 by the Genera! 'Assembly, which,~eciue~:t6
Belgium to propose, after ,conSUltation with the representatives of ,the .'"
inhabitarlts, time.,table 13 and targets for the ati!aiilplent of independenqeby
Ruanda -Urundi in the near future.
."
"The Visiti~g Mission 'has heard the views
political parties, in Ruar.da ,and· Urundi and of'
individuals. It has also had consultations with r~pr,e,sl;an1ca1iivres
local ,.administration. . , . '
.

~

0

G -

"!rile Visiting Mission bas been gratified to learn tbat the Belgian
Government bas decided to convene, probably in Belgiu , a meeting on
Ruanda and Urundi. in which representatives of the inbabitants will
participate. The''Clisiting Mission hopes that tb~s meeting will enable
the ~epresentatives of Ruanda and of U:fqndi to undex:take, with the
representatives of the Belgian Government, a comprebensive review of all
questions relating to the future of Ruanda and ot Urundi, and to propose
solutions to problems concerning the future of these territories. It
believes tbat this meeting should examine also tbe questions which will
arise for Ruanda-Urundi as a result of the independence of the Congo.

"

Nations
RuandaTerrito

"

"!rb.e Visiting Misflion endorses this initiative and sincerely hopes
the proposed meeting will dispel the atmosphere of agitation, fear
and tension which has prevailed in the last months in Ruanda and that it
will pave the way, for national reconciliation. It also hopes tbat tbis meeting
will relieve the present tensions in Urundi.

.~hat

liT

and of
tbemsel
of the
of thei
will ta

"!rb.e Visiting Mission bas learned that tbe Belgian Government intends
to convene this meeting in August. However, it hopes tbat the Belgian
Government will reconsider tbis decision and will be able to advance the
date of the proposed meeting, as it believes it most important tbat tbe
meeting-should be beld as soon as possible.
"The Visiting Mission bas been informed tbat preparations for 'cbe
of tbis meeting, the composition of the delegations a.nd the
agenda will be discus~ed shortly in consultation with the represen~atives
of the political parties and the leaders and eminent personalities of the
States.

"1
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"The Visiting Mission will recommend to Belgium and to the. United
Nations that United Nations observers sbould attend this meeting.
"The Visiting Mission notes that the communal electiops which were
to take place in June and July will be postponed until as soon as possible
after the proposed meeting.
"The Visiting Mission w'ill recommend to Belgium and to the Unit~d
Nations General Assembly that elections by direct universal suffrage to
national assemblies for Ruanda and for Urundi should be held early in
1961 and be supervised by tbe United Nations. It hopes that the meeting
proposed for August'will take this recommendation into account and wil~
also study tbe possibility of establishing a'Community of Ruanda-Urundi.
"The Visiting Mission hopes tbat the assemblies resulting from thes~
'elections may draw up a constitution establishing democrati~ institutions.
"The Visiting Mission hopes tbat 'Belgium will be in a position to ask
,the United Nations General Assembly to diSCUSS, at its 1961 session, the
qu~stion of the in,dependence, of .Rua.nda.-Urundi •
,'
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liThe Visiting Mission will recommend to Belgium and to the United
Nations that a United Nations mission be sent as rapidly as possible to
Ruanda-Urundi to assist the Administration in the development of the
!rerritory.

11

liThe Visiting Mission appeals to all the inhabitants of Ruanda and
Urundi and to their leaders to maintain peace, calm and order throughout
th4e Territory and to co-operate with the Belgian authorities to that end.
It ~dll be difficult for Ruanda-Urundi to plan a successful future for the ,
"",'
!rerrito;t.y without calm, restraint and hard work on the part of its
inhabitants.
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liThe Visiting Mission is convinced that, under the aegis of Belgium
and of the Unitet!, Nations, Rual1da and Urundi w'ill be able to ensure
themselves a common, peaceful and progressive future. in which all elements
of the population without distinction may freely contribute to the welfare
of their country. It also hopes that in the near future Ruanda-Urundi
will take its place among the free nations of Africa.
IIIn concluding, the Visitng Mission pays tribute to the Belgian'
Administration for its contribution to the development of the Trust
Territory. Much rema~.ns to be done to ensure a happy and prosperous
future for Ruanda-Ur.undi, but the Vis'iting Mission has confidence ill the
will and ability of' the Banyaruanda e:nd Barunda , their Bami and th'.:lir
political leaders, as well as the other sections ?f the population, to work
together to overcome all their difficulties. 1I
At the same time, the Mission sent a cable to the Minis:ter for the Belgian
: Congo and Ruanda-Urur.di requesting him to consider the possibility o:f'advancing
the date of the proposed meeting. In that connexion, ,it expressed its fear that
"the delay in holding the meeting might lead to further disturbances in,Ruanda and
increase the tension in Urundi.
456. After its visit to Tanganyika and before returning to 'New York, the Mission
, held a final series of talks with theliinister for 'the Belgian pongo and Ruan!iaUrundi and his associates at Brussels on 27 and 28 April. ~During
these talks ,
,
the Mi,ssion was informed that, according to information re:ceived from the local
. administration, the Hutu parties of Ruanda and the population in general, had been
,deeply disappointed by the Belgian Government:s decision to postpone .commun~l
:~lections and th'at if this decision was maintained new disturbances might brea.k:
; out in the country. Furthermore, the Minister realized that the Missionha.d
requested him to examin~.the possibility of advancing the date 'of the projected
,

",

o

..

;~'

~"';'

'1If/,.

~~

,~

,meeting because it feared that the country might become the scene of further
outbreaks of violence. However, in view of the economic conrerence for th~
Belgian Congo, which was being held
. at Brussels and of the numerous measures twat
had to be taken to prepare that Territory for assuming the responsibilities of
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independence on ,0 June 1960, the Belgian Government found it materially
impossible to devote so much of its time in the near future to the problems of
Ruanda-Urundi. In order to meet that difficul~y and at the same time give
satisfaction to the 'Mission and the local population, the Minister proposed to
modify the previous decisions as follows:
(a) The Government would convene a small-scale meeting for Ruanda towards
the end of May. The aims of. such a meeting 1'1Quld be national reconciliation~
the preparation and organization of communa:L elections, the study of possibJ,f
changes in the Interim Decree of 25 December 1959 and the preparation of
more general discussions to be held later. A maximum of a dozen
representatives would take part in the meeting whose duration would be
limited to about a week;
(b) Shortly after the Ruanda meetiing the GoveI'nment would convene a
similar meeting for Urundi;
( c ) After the two meetings the Government would hold communal elections,
if possible as early as June;
(d) A larger meeting would be convened after the communal elec-tions, perhl:tps,.;t
in October, to discuss all questions concerning the political future of
Ruanda and Urundi and to prepare the 1961 legislative elections.
457. The Minister also stated that his Government had no objection to the
Mission's'proposal for the holding of general election~ in Ruanda and Urundi at
the beginning of 1961 With direct universal suffrage and under United Nations
.: supervision, nor to the proposal for the dispatch of a United Nations T~chnical
Assistance mission to the Territory. In reply to a question by the Mission, the
also stated that his Government did not insist on supezvd sd.on of
elections by the United Nations and that it would take steps to have
elections controlled by Belgian magistrates and officials who did not
B~',~E~l()ng

to the local administration.
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B. Future of Ruanda-Uruncli

458. The Mission hopes that the new plan of action wh;l.ch has been drawn up by
the Belg;l.an Government, and ''1hich to a certa;l.n extent takes into account the
Miss;l.onts suggestions, will pave the way for a national reconciliation in Ruanda
and a relaxation of tension in Urundi. It would bave preferred a broader
representation and a less restricted duration fo the two pre-electoral meetings '".
The Mission hopes tbat all precautions will be taken to ensure tbat the most
high~v qualified political leaders are invited to these meetings and, in particular,
that the representation of UNAR may not give rise to any d;ifficulties. It also
hopes that the enforced curtailment of these meetings will not prevent delegates
from examining all the possibilities of bringing about a relaxation of tension in
Ruanda and Urundi and that, if need be, the meetings may be extended. These
views were explained by the Mission to the Minister for the Belgian Congo and
Ruanda-Urundi in Brussels.
459. The Mission notes the reasons which' have induced the Belgian Government to
hold communal elections in Ruanda as soon as possible. But whileit is important
not to disapIJoint the people by delaying the promised elections, it is even more
important, in the Missionts opinion, that these elections should take place in
an atmosphere of calm, freedom and confidence so that the r~sults may not be
contested. The Mission considers it desirable that the work of national
reconciliation should be well advanced before the elections are held. It hopes
that the pre-electoral meeting of national political leaders will herald the
first signs of a relaxation of tensions and that all parties will agree on the
timing of the elections and the conditions under which they are to be held.
460. As regards the electoral system, the Mission has noted t~at the communal
elections
organized by the Interim Decree of 25 December. 1959 are based on a
.
general list with proportional representation. This is a complex system, one of
the characteristics of which is that, in a country where most electors are
illiterate, each of them must write the name of five candidates on hi's 'ballot
with or without the help ofa scribe. The counting of votes and the
C~J~cu~a'c~c)n of seat distribution are far from simple.
<
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461. It may be too late to consider changing the electora1 system for the
communal elections. Nevertheless, the Mission hopes that, before deciding upon
the electoral 'system for the 1961 1egislative e1ections, the Administering
elections as we11 as possibly to the experience acquired during the elections
organized in recent years in the Belgian Congo. It also hopes that the
Administering Authority will not hesitate to reorganize the system if it proves
necessary and even perhaps to ascertain through the United Nations Technical
Assistance authorities the practices adopted and the results obtained in other
countries where the same difficulties had to be overcome.
\•
.'
462. The meeting to be convened after the communal elections will assufu~
considerable importance for it will probably be called upon to examine all
With regard to the composition

of delegations to this meeting, the Mission would like once again to stress the
need for inviting the most representative political leaders of the two countries
without any exception.

It also feels that it would be advantageous if other

persons besides representatives of political parties, for examp1e, leading
individuals in private life were to take part in the work.

Finally, it would

emphasize that the idea has several times been put forward in the Territory that
any meetil:lg of this kind would have a greater chance. of success if United Nations
observers attended it.
463.

It hopes that this consideration will not be lost sight

As part of the reform plan which will certainly be discussed at the .meetung,

the Mission recommends that elections with direct universal suffrage for the
purpose of constituting national assemblies for Ruanda and for Urundi should
take place at the beginning of 1961 and should be supervised by the United

N~ti()ns.;:J

Belgian Government has already indicated that it accepted this
Mission suggests that the projected meeting should take this recommendation
consideration and should also study the possibilities of establishing
~atisfactory

links between Ruanda and Urundi.

------ ->._------

;~::!~:<Ati,I'l,:~;~;:,:+;4:",-;; .,
-.,',
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Authority will pay close attention to the experience acquired during the communal

questions concerning the future of Ruanda-Urundi.
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464. Still as part of the reform plan for the Territory, the Mission hopes that
the national assemblies set up as a result of these elections may draw up
n

constitutions establishing democratic institutions.

It hopes that, as a result

of the progress made in 1960 and 1961, the Administering Authority will be able
nal

to request the United Nations General Assembly at its 1961 session to discuss
the question of the independence of Ruanda-Urundi.
465. The Mission also recommends to the appropriate authorities that a Unitea;

.a

Nations mission should. be sent as early as possible to Ruanda-Urundi to help the
Administration in the development of the Territory. Such a mission would be in
harmony with the wish often expressed in the Territory that the United N~tions
should show its continuing interest in Ruanda-Ururli by some tangible assistance
in the Territory.

In the Mission's last talk with the Minister for the Belgian

Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, which the Minister for Foreign Affairs attended, both
stated~hat the Belgian Government had no objection in principle to the dispatch
tes

of a technical assistance mission and, a~ the time of adopting its report, the
Mission learned with satisfaction that negotiations had begun concerning such a
mission.
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466.

Sequel to the November disturbances
in Ruanda

469. Another
extraordinary

Finally, the Mission believes it will be useful to review briefly a number

given by the
retain these

0

of' the problems arising from the'November disturbances, the solution of' which,
whether by means of a round-table conference or other forms of negotiation or

takes note of
unnecessary c

decision, is essential for the country's future peaceful development.

467.

One of these problems is that of refugees.

The Mission notes with grave

certain funda
political ten

anxiety that this problem has become considerably worse since last November as
a result of the nev outbreaks in March and April 1960.

It hopes that the

this r~@;ime c
proposed comm

Administration will take all the necessary measures to prevent a recurrence of
such incidents.

As regards the fate of the refugees, the Mission notes the

the Administr
as rapidly as
470. There i
The Mission n
people were a
countries in

reasons which have led the Administration to settle some refugees in new
development areas. Ho,.,ever, it feels that in spite of the precautions t.aken to
ensure the welfare of displaced persons, the proposed so]~tion can only be
second best and that efforts should be made, as far as possible, to reintegrate
refugees in their region of origin. The Mission fully realized that the success
of such an undertaking depends essentially on the co-operation of the local Hutu" ,
..
.':':',l
populata.ons and of the Tutsi refugees themselves. It hopes that the leaders of)J,!~
,,v'

.1

all the political parties will co-operate fully with the territorial authorities':,;
in order to facilitate the reintegration of refugees.
It is also urgent to solve the problem of provisional authorities.

"fuile

noting the reasons given by the Administration for its policy in this matter,
the Mission observed that the replacement of Tutsi chiefs and sub-chiefs by Hutu
had caused bitterness among the. Tutsi and conse~uentiy had not helped to diminish0~
'<',,'!",l
antagonism between the two races.

Furthermore, the Mission was informed that

:"'·i

Often the new chil::fs and sub-chiefs did not possess the competence of those they':\(i
.',,''l',..
;''',l

were called upon to replace.

"':1;7',·'.;

During one of the Mission's final talks With the:;.;Z
yc,:",~

Resident-General, the latter, having explained the reasons for his policy, gaV'e
the MQssion the assurance that the Administration would act extremely prudently
field and would not proceed with new replacements except when absolute1$4
The Mission takes note of this assurance and hopes that, withthe\;
;ixrp:r:~oQ.uctilon

of the elective p:rinciple, the problem of provisional

authoritief).~:

politically b
regard to the
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469. Another problem arises from the existence In Ruanda of a
extraordinary powers are held by a Special Resident.
number
ii cb.,
1

or

r~~ime

under which

According to"the explanations

given by the Resident-General and set forth above, the Special Resident must
retain these extraordinary powers as long as the situation requires. The Mission
takes note of the reasons given by the Resident-General but believes that any
unnecessary continuation of the Special Residentts power to suspend or restrict

grave

certain fundamental rights will in the long run

not be conducive to reducing the'

er as

political tension now reigning in the country.

Furthermore, the existence of

this regime cannot fail to provoke criticism concerning the validity of the
ce of
he

proposed communal elections. For these reasons, the Mission sincerely hopes that
the Administration will examine the possibility of ending the emergency r~gime
as rapidly as possible.

.ken to
iegrate
success

470. There is also the problem of national reconciliation, including an amnecty •.

.

The Mission notes that, following the November disturbances, a large number of
.
people were arrested and sentenced while others went into exile in neighbouring
countries in order to avoid legal proceedings.

The Mission feels that it is

politically highly desirable to adopt as soon as possible amnesty measures with
regard to the events of November since it is convinced that without them national
reconciliation will be difficult.

471. The Mission understands that the Administration
is not
opposed to the idea
,
.
of amnesty measures if they could lead to the national reconciliation which is
tter,

essential for the execution of the reforms that are envisaged.

But the

Administration stressed that such a reconciliation must be real and based
It was also pointed out that certain conditions were prerequisites to the
of amnesty measures.

If the amnesty or the return of exiled leaders were

interpreted as a victory for UNAR, this might provoke new,and even more
incidents.
In this respect, the Mission recalls that one of

th~

essential

for the success of a round-table conference or any other attempt at'l;UUI,.:.L.J.,.l.CI;lll,LlJU
the assurance that the ,participants in

suchn~gotiations should

indeed

representatives of the political parties ,even if they happen tobe
.El.[)road or involved in legal sentences. or prqce'edings

connect~dW"ith recen1;,-,

disturbances in Ruanda.

The UNAR leaders whom the Mission met at Dar es Salaam

stated that they could not go back to Rua~da where 'they were wanted by the
" judicial authorities, but they requested that some of them should be members of
the UNAR delegation to the round-table
conference in Belgiurr.!! The '
Mission
wish.$
,
. '
to emphasize the desirability of reintegrating the UNAR leaders into the normal;~'

political life of the country, especially as UNAR is accepted by many as the
, nationalist party of Ruanda.~7
0

473.

"

There are other' important problems such as the problem of the Ruanda

monarchy, the form of the future democratic institutions and the welfare of the')
peasant masses, upon which the Mission has not commented in detail. It feelstl1
what is the most important is J3.ot E!0 much the ideal solutions to these
as the need to reach agreement on certain basic measures which will be

t'p-,"

..:with the wishes of the majority, which will be as far as possible acceptable
\

'the whole population, and which will be directed towards the establishment of .

'-\-..

institutions through which the people can peacefully and constitutionally
their political, economic alid social objectives.

purs~

The Mission is confident tha

once these institutions have been established, the people
of Ruanda-Urundi
,
prove themselves competent to solve their own problems in their own way'.

Bee alsoT!COM.3/L.,35.
As the Mission was completing its report, it was informed that
Government had invited the members of the Provisional ,Special Council
Ruanda to attend a meeting in Brussels from 30 May to 4 June 1960.
Mission also, learned that UNARhad instructed its representatives on
Provisional Special CounCil to withdraw from the Council and not to
participate in the proposed meeting in Brussels.

n
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ECONOMIC) SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL QUESTIONS

I.
474.

General

It has already been explained above that the serious political crisis througl:l

which Ruanda-Urundi is passing and the number of people and groups of people who
wished to have conversations with the Mission about the situation, obliged the
Mission to devote almost all its time to political questions.
475.

The Mission is none the less fully aware of the importance of economic abd'

social probl.ems in Ruanda-Urundi and regrets that it was unable to study them
more thoroughly despite the fact that it received interesting information and
documentiatd.on from the Administration on the subject.

It is in the economic and

social field that the Administering Authority considers that it has made the most
remarkable achievements and those most likely to ensure a better future for thE!
people of Ruanda-Urundi.

The Mission would have liked to devote more timb to

,those subjects onrbhe spot and to give them more ample consideration in its rep~rt..,
as previous Missions have done.
devoted to

polit~cal

It hopes that the amount of time and space

questions in relation to that reserved for other questions

will not be interpreted as meaning that it has failed to understand some of the.
fundamental problems of the Territory.
476.

As has often been emphasized, Ruanda-Urundi is a poor and overpopulated

country (more than 4.6 million inhabitants with a density of ,86 persons per
kilometer for Ruanda-Urundi as a Whole).

The annual rate of increase of .

2.8 per cent, which would double the population in 30 years, poses serious
\

,

problems for which no solution can be seen for the moment.
Ruanda-Urandi has in the past experienced fearful famines, caused mainly

477.

irregular rainfall.

These famines, 'the last of which occurred in 1943-1944,

resulted in tElns of thousands of deaths.

Government of4ei'a+s who remember

tragic periods-are not entirely free of concern about the sUbject now.
'View,i! political disorders were to continue and unfavourable' climatic condit:l9;tiS'~.,:;:!:r.1)•
.'" were to occur at the same time, famines more terrible than ever befqre
'occur.

Indeed, ev~rrl;sduring the disturbed,period 1n'1959 and the ~""U.£.""""'_V'" ""~"_.,'

.}958 of compulsory food crops have resulted 1n a dangerous decrease
reserves.
.

'

The Res1dent-Generalpo1nted out that 1n1956
find an extra ration of81kilbgrams of

:\Jra amount would have falle~ to 10 kilograms.

L:t:lol:ll:i<::l,Vl:J.
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478. These observations should not, however, obscure the fact that some

482.

impressive progress has been made in the Territory:

social develop

the introduction of new

food crops less susceptible to drought, the extension and improvement of

Authority; it

traditional food crops, the cultivation of marsh land, the protection of le,n.d from

483. In the s
both curatd,ve

erosion, re-afforestation, the creation of peasant settlements

(~sannats),

research in agricultural stations, the building up of food stocks, etc.
part of the

Administerin~ Authority1s

the

A great

by a network

efforts has of necessity been directed

0

still a major

toward raising the level of the subsistence economy of the population.

479. Cash crops have also been successfully introduced in the Territory thanks to

484. The Miss
gave particula

the combined efforts of the Administration and farmers.

finance and ed

from scme 150 tons in 1933 to 36,000 tons in 1959.

Coffee exports increased

This coffee is of excellent

quality and in 1959 nearly 1,000 million Belgian francs ($2~,000,000) were paid
directly to the African planters.

Unfortunately, Ruanda-Urundi is highly

vulnerable to the risks of the single crop system•. The Administr&tion has
encouraged the diversification of export crops wherever conditions permitted:

i

cotton, castor-oil plants, pyrethrum, tobacco, palm oil and tea are being produced;}
but the im];lortance of these crops is still only secondary.
.

480. The problems associated with stock raising are well known and have been
described on many occasions.

,

The ownersbip of a cow in Ruanda-Urundi has a meanlDg.

of greater social than economic significance, and the Administration' has for many;
years energetically attempted to convince stock-raisers that it would be to their
advantage to transform their overabundant, unproductive and poor Cluality cattle'
into a source of wealth.

The Administration has, however, succeeded in reducing

,animal and cattle diseases and has undertaken a long-term programme to improve
cattle by crossing with better strains and improving stock-raising techniques.

481.

Ruanda-Urundi has been provided with a basic road system of remarkable

density for Africa,

Impressive road works are under way in the country whose

mountainous and tortuous landscape make road building both costly and difficult.
The port of Usumbura has been enlarged and modernized and the Territory has
recently been provided with a new aerodrome.

The Territory's mineral

consisting of some gold, tin, wolfram, and columbo-tantalite, are somewhat
and seem hardly suitable for large-scale development.
still &t a low level.

- 'I

Economic

mea~re;i;

Industrial activity is
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482. Economic planning in the

Territor~r

is covered by a ten-year economic and

social development pla.n for Ruanda-Urundi, which is financed by the Administering
Authority; it was put into operation in 1952.

48,.

id from

In the social field, note should be taken of the good results achieved in

both curatd ve and preventive medicine andpublic health.

the

by a network of hospitals, r'l.ispensar;l.es and health units.

:reat

The Territory is served
Tuberculosis is, howeveIj

still a major problem.

.,.

484. The Mission will confine itself to dealing with three SUbjects to which it
gave particular attention in the economic and social fields:

mks to

finance and education.
Lent
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land tenure, public
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11.

Questions of land tenure

there two or thr

485. Problems connected with the land tenure system in Ruanda-Urundi

because they hol

l!"1rstly, the country is oveI1?opulated and overstocked; the resulting lack of

t~~,

cultivable land and pasture land is all the more serious for the fact that most

of the factors w

the land is of poor quality.

Ruanda in Novemb

Secondly, the customary land tenure system is very

complex and is the basis on which the social and political organization of the

489.

country rests; changes in it affect and are affected by the social and political
development of the people.
.

::'

Many of the political problems referred to in. the ea1,'ly,';
t·.::'

cattle'are extre
been divided up

...

some of these fi

land tenure.

'

others seem to h

Witlf.

holders of the i

'~~

The political development and econoen,c future of Ruanda-Urundi

this in mind the Working Group devoted many pages of its report to the sUbject.

inhauitants resi

486. The origin and development of land tenure problems are better known in

Even today, a fa

Ruanda than Urundi but they are of much the same nature in the two States.

services are pre

487. Before the arrival of the Tutsi, the land

render even more

,

clannish and patriarchal.

t~nure

system was essentially

The Hutu clans had taken possession of the land which

they had cleared in the forest.

WS.th the increase in'population, the forest

disappeared and gave way to crops, fallow land and pasture.

The power and pr'estilg:e

which is mainly
490. At the sam
shrinkage of vac

of the chiefs of the clan who had in theory remained the owners of the land

strength and dev

progressively declined.

characterized by

At the same time, the. Tutsi pastoralists gradually

imposed t!1eir political authority on the country, mainly through the ubuhake

in Ruanda as isa

system, and land slipped little by little out of the hands of the clan to become

this evolution t

the domain of the Mwami.

once frequent de

"The Mwami has eaten the land" became an adagev The

occupants enjoyed the fruits of the land only on a precarious basis,and to

land disputes be

cultivate his land the peasant was obliged to fulfil in any duties including

the sub-chiefdom

forced work and the provision of food contributions.

exceeding tWb he

The evolution of land tenure from a clan system to a feudal system is at
different stages in different parts of Ruanda.

large remnants of the former

fOl~es:t'j;

estates (~ukonde) subsist in Ruanda, mainly in the western chiefdoms on the
Nile crest and in Bugoyi.

The ubukonde raises problems by reason of the high

,which the principal bakonde (chiefs of families representing the old clans of
demand from their tenants.

In these regions, Tutsi chiefs and nota.bles.,

in the past taken land for their own use pr the use of the families of

.,

An even mo

l-ert of this report would be incomprehensible without reference to the system of

therefore depend very much on a solution being found to land tenure problems.

_'","":"."'.',

contest th

'l:.L.J,,<::1J~\ltl and. servants frcm central Buanda,

These families, some

During rec
··".studies with a
notions of land
especially regal'
:>492. The recogn
~ome

~he

as an essen

Tutsi.

The

~l:';':',~ ~, :,:'

"'j~~J:ljoyedbythe

i

e",
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there two or three generations ago, recognize no obligation towards the bakonde,

il'o-fold.

because they hold their lands with the approval of the Mwami.

r

nost of,
"

very

The bakonde, in

turn, contest their right of occupation and seek to recover the land, which was ,one
I
of the factors which brought the expulsion of the Tutsi from certain regions of
,
Ruanda in November 1959.

the

489. An even more complex land tenure problem exists in central Ruanda, where

I;ical

cattle'are extremely plentiful arid land sc~rce. In the past, this region had
th~

been divided up by the Mwami into fiefs, for the benefit of

great vassals;

L

some of these fiefs (igikingi, plural ibikin~i) entailed political rights, while
others seem to have been mere grazing concessions. After the 1931 reforms, the

6.

holders of the ibikingilost their political authority over

:lct.

inhabitants residing on their domains but retained their land tenure rights.

a

Even today, a farmer settled on a igikingi. owes certain customary services.
services are prejudicial to progress and the moder.ni~ation of agriculture, and.
render even more a.cute the problem of the division of land between agriculture,
which is mainly Hutu, and stock-breeding, which is mainly Tutsi.
490. At the same time, and for the same reasons of over-population al?-d the
shrinkage of vacant lands, the system of family agricultural holdings is gaining

"m of

~he

indigenous

strength and developing towards quasi-ownership. Such a family holding,
characterized by a hut, a kraal, a banana plantation and seasonal crop~, is

e

in Ruanda as isambu and in Urundi as itongo.

The Administration has encouraged

this evolution towards greater respect for the right to land by opposing the

The

frequent depredations and by obliging the indigenous authorities to bring
land disputes before their courts.

~

. .

I

In 1950, it was decided in Ruanda to vest

g

the sub-chiefdom councils with the,. pow~r to allocate holdings of an area not
exceeding two hectares.

at
r f'olres't'j

491. During recent years, the High Councils of Ruanda and Urundi have

e

,

under-taken

.studies with a view to giving formal endorsement to the revision of the
."notions of land tenure, and establishing new rules, through orders of
especially regarding the elimination or redemption of outdated

.I."""'V.<::l'.L

>492. The recognition Of, the system of individual land ownership is reg;a:rded
~ome

as an essential basis for the solution,of the conflict between the

\~he Tutsi.

~_'II!I!I_----,,---

The Hutu in Ruanda are also demanding'the abolition of'

'ri,joyed bytheibikingi, without redemption,.

They have cOlltended

'it!(t;;~;~j!l~1

Council. of Ruanda is neither .objective nor competent in land matters; being

composEll~;

almost exclusively of Tutsi, it is, in their view, a party to the deliGate issuesot~
which it is also a. judge.

493. The concl.usfone of' the Working Group were tbat the laws governing land
tenure, which are the very basis of the l:tfe of every person in Ruanda and in
Uruno.1, have been severely shaken by the development wbich those communities have'
undergone. Custom bas become unsettled and erratic; faith in jUdgments bas been
deeply affected and tbe fact tbat a largecmajority of the judges belong ~o the
dominant race (Tutsi) has only aggravated the situation. The High Councils of tbe
states have been considering reforms but, despite their efforts, have not succee~ea
in reaching concl.uedone, It' is therefore necessary, in the Working Group IS
opinion, to establish without further delay a preparatory committee composed of
African judicial officers, assisted by Belgian jurists, whose task would be to
prepare draft land legislation consistent with the. demands of progress"
494. Since the November disturbances, the quest~on of the necessary changes
land tenure system has become even more urgent; the presentposition represents an
obst~cle to lasting peace in'the country and impedes ~he rational utilization of
land, without which agriculture and stock-breeding cannot properly develop.
495. The provisional special council of Ruanda has recently resumed the study of
certain land questions, including the problems of the ubukonde.
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Public Finance

496. During the Mission I s visit to Brussels on 29 February 1960, the Minister for
the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urandi reminded the Mission that the administration
of Ruanda-Urundi by Belgium required a constantly growing financial outlay by
Belgium, and that the situation raised a serious problem which deserved to be
~ve

brought to the attention of international bodies.
497.

The ordinary budgets of Ruanda-Urundi had for many years been balanced or ,.

shown a surplus.

Since 1954, however, and

particularl~T

since 1956, the ordinary,

budget has shown a. deficit, and these deficits have been covered either by drawing
on the surpluses accumulated in the preceddng years or by advances from Belgium or

f

the Belgian Congo.
~98.

The figures of the ordinary budget in the last several years has been as

follows (in millions of Congolese francs):!/
Revenue
of

1954
1955
195 6
1957
1958
1959
1960
(estimates)

ExPend!ture

Deficit

Sums advanced
by Belgium

663
681

685

22

694

695
810

773
956

13
78
146

903
1,010

984

81

125

1,217
1,400

207
408

270
400

992

Among the factors making for increased expenditure should be especially
the rise in educational expenditure (~15 million in 1955, 349 million in 1960)
resulting from the increase in the number of primary Schobl,classes, the
establishment and expansion of secondary, technical and agricultural

edUcl~tjLoIl.

the establishment of a Department of Agriculture at the University of Astrida,
increasing share assumed by the Government in the expenses of the subciSidized
·•· . · .private schools, and the increase. in ordinary.and overseas scholarships.
has also been an increase, although on a smaller scale, in the
;\6ther social services and in the public debt.
Congolese franc

=1

Finally, pUblic

Belgian franc; 50froncs=· $1.

..........

\(

502. The Visiting

."'';(unda-Urundi has recently been affected in a marked way by the introduction of a

field, but it hopes

single status in the civil service (elimination of previously existing measures of
discrimination.between indigenous personnel and expatriate officers) and the

Urundi is recommend

reclassification in a higher category of a number of indigenous officers.

or through the desp

develo:pment is also regarded by the Administration as a factor in the increase in

of economic develop

ordinary expenditure (decentralization of administrative "services,

pUblic finances of

.

security forces, etc.).

is prepared to make

.

503. At the z'eques

500. Revenue has failed to maintain the same rate of increase as expenditure"
particularly since 1956, and the Administration thinks that there is little hope

societes d1etudes

p

state of pUblic finances by modifying the tax

cver-al.L survey with

Ravenue increases are sharply curtailed by the predominance of a subsistence

for the development

economy among the indigenous inhabitants and the limited number of taxpayers -

Development Fund of

for the most part Europeans and Asians - who could be taxed on the ba5is of their

Community.

actual individual capacity to pay taxes.

pri'lrate and para-un

of sUbstantially improving

th~

The possibility of obtainiIig ,,"evenue

'export duties was limited by the precarious state of the coffee market and the

the Netherlands.

equally difficult situation with regard to the marketing of non-ferrous metals •

504. It should als

. Excise taxes on alcoholic beverages (mainly beer ) and 'tobacco were already fairly

in five annual inst
Community.

high in relation to the value of the products concerned and the purchasing power

social character, a

indigenous consumers.

the Bugesera-Mayaga

The extraordinary budget of Ruanda-Urundi primarily covers the financing of
the capital work and 'expenditure provided i'or under the Ten-Year Plan.
expenditure has been in the region of 400 million francs a year:

conditions are atta
connected with it a

This

466 million in

1958, 442 million in 1959 end 480 million francs in 1960. This budget is mainly

of the sums supplie

financed from interest-free advances formally reimbursable, made by BelgiUlIi at the

505. The General C

rate of 400 million francs a year since 1952. In 1958 and 1959 this advance was

of the administrati
Congo on the bUdget'

to 600 million francs and in 1960, to 750 million francs, but during the

expressed that this

three years, a proportion of these advances has had to be used to cover
in the ordinary budget.

506. At the June 1

At the end of 1959, the public debt of Ruanda-

the General Council

stood at the figure of 4,630 million francs, of which 3 / 900 million francs
derived from interest-free loans made by Belgium. The state of the public
~jeiIlaIlce~s

"In 1960
on Belgian sub
expenditures.

of Ruanda-Urundi is, therefore, grave and many problems will have to be
future if the Territory's economic and social development is not to be

(El,:rave:lv handicapped.
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502. The Visiting Mission is not in a position to make recommendations in, this

.on of a.

field, but it hopes that the united Nations mission, whose despatch to Ruanda-'

.sures of
she

"

political",';
~ease in
"

Urundi is recommended, will find it possible, either

8.S

a resul.t o:t' its own efforts,

or through the despatch of subsequent; missions, to draw up not oXlly a programme." "
of economic development for the Territory, but a long-term projection of the
pUblic finances of the Territory, having regard to the contributions which
is prepared to make and of other possible sources of

financi~g.

503. At the request of the Belgian Government the Assodation europeenne des

~ure,.

~oci~t~s

Le hope

...

d1etudes pour le developpement has recently agreed to undertake an

cv.er-ell survey with a view to the preparation of an economic and social programme

bax systeiL','

for the development of R'.lxinda-Urundi.

nee

This sbudy will be financed by the

Development Fund of the overseas countries and terr:l.tories oft-he Eu:r.0::"ean Econl:lmjLc

aI'S -

Community.

:If their

The Association, which was recently established, is composed of

private and para-university organi3ations of Belgium, France, Germany, Italy

venue

the Netherlands.

il the

504. It should also be noted that Ruanda-Urundi will receive 500 million

etals.

in five annual instalroents, from the Development Fund of the

y fairly
g

Belg~~

Community.

power

1'.iclonc)m1

The allocation is intended to promote investments of an economic

social character, and one of the proposed projects
the Bugesera-Mayaga area.

ncing of

Ew:op~an

concern~

the development

The Administering Authority repprts that

conditions are attached to this assistance and that the econcmic

his

connected with it are strictly confined to expenditures undertaken in

lion in

of the sums supplied to the Territory by the Development Fund.

505. The General Council of

Ruanda-Urur~~

had previously considered

of the administrative and customs union between Ruanda-Urundi ana. the
Congo on the budget 'and economy of Ruanda-Urundi, and same doubt had been
expressed that this system benefited

Iver

Ruanda~Urundi's public

finances.!! .

506. At the June 1959 session of the General Council (which is the last

Ruanda-

the General Council held}, the following statement was adopted:
"In 1960 Ruanda- Urundi will unfortunately be
on Belgian subventions fOl' nearly half.Hs ordinary and extrao:rd:1nl9.r;Y'·pup,l;""0~~;:
expenditures.

pUblic
re to be
j

to be
See ];'articularlyR.eport of the Vi'siting Mission,
paragraphs 133-134.
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"Yet ordinary expenditures 'Will not exceed ;25 francs per capita
(compared 'dth l,170 francs in the Belgian Congr) ) , 'Whereas J. .~eipts will
amount to approximately l5 per cent of the national product (compared with
. 24 per cenb in t he Belgian Congo).
'

507• With the Be
future relations
Ruanda.-Urundi has
on the Belgian Co
delegation of sev

"If, instead of being merely connected by an administrative and
customs union, Ruanda-Urundi 'Was an integral part of the Belgian Congo,
its direct and indirect allocations for ordinary expenditur~s would, in
consideratio~ of the size of its population and area, be increased in
1960 to 3,000 millions.
"The money income of the Ruanda-Urundi population may be estimated
at 2,000 millions a year; the public Treasuries (Government and indigenous
circonscriptions) deduct at least 600 millions through direct taxation.
For the rural population tb,efigures come to 900 millions in money income
and a minimum of 400 millions in taxes.

Europeans, namely
officials.

508. At the cone
delegates of Ruan
t.

ItIn such serious circumstances, the General Council'of Ruanda-:,Urundi
must take vigorous steps to mobilize all the country 1s resources and to
base Ruanda-Urundi 1s economic, financial, 'Wage and social policies on
priorities in the country's interests and resources.
ItDuring the past two years the General Council has often expressed
its belief that subordination of the principles determining such policies
to those prevailing in the Belgian Congo is making the situation.more
difficult.
ItNOlv it is obliged to note with deep concern that, although the
appeals hitherto issued have led to some financial concessions, the
response has not been very sympathetic, has been limited to denials
without adequate explanation and has not succeeded in changing the basic
situation.
IiThere must be no delay in frankly examining these. problems, for.
the situation is gro'Wing worse from year to year and, progress in these
fields has become practically impossible.
"Accordingly, the General Council appeals solemnly to Belgium to grant
the responsible authorities of this country, under the auspices of the
Minister for the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi, the freedom to take
decisions separate from those taken in the Belgian Congo in matters of eCIJn()m1J~
policy! transport, supply, wage and social policy, and to. seek agreements
with the Belgian Congo concerning a reasonable division of receipts from
customs and exise duties and a sharing of the burden of defence policy.
ItThe General Council affirms its conviction that, in exercising this
freedom, Ruanda-Urundi will not forget the duties 'Which it owes to Dv~o~au
generosity or the legitimate influence which the economy and institutions
.01' the Belgian Congo, with which it is connected by a customs union,
exercise on :l.ts future actions It.
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507. With the Belgian Congo's attainment of independence on 30 June 1960, any
1

future relations between the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi will be changed fundamentally.

ith

Ruanda-Urundi has been represented at the Economic, Financial and Social Conference
on the Belgian Congo, held at Brussels from 27 April to 16 May 1960, by a

Cl :

0,

0

l

f.}~

10US

nne

'~
0"

ldi
)

delegation of severr observers, composed of two Urundians, two Ruandese and three
Europeans, namely, the president of the Usumbura Chamber of Commerce and two
officials.
508. At the conclusion of the Conference, a joint commission, which included the'
delegates of Ruanda-Urundi, was set up to investigate legal measures for ensuring
administrative continuity in the economic, customs and taxation

field~

and to

consider the general problem of relations between the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi.
The text of the resolution No. 4 adopted 'on the relations between the Congo and
Ruanda-Urundi by this conference is as follows:
"The Conference:

1

les

- apprised of the wish expressed by delegations from both the Congo
and Ruanda-Urundi to ensure the maintenance of a customs, economic and
monetary association between the two countries;
- having regard to the fact that problems arising out of such
association can be definitely settled only after the accession to
independence of Ruanda-Urundi, pending which all snlutions should be
of a conservative and temporary nature;

ic

grant

mts
~om

t;

- havIng regard also to the fact that the existing de facto union
becomes automatically null and void by virtue of the Congo's accession to
independence;
- considering that the absence of any legal basis for the ~~~~~~\J""U~.~
between the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi would be ext~emelyprejudicial
economy of these countries by removing all legal support from certain
essential admi~istrative departments;
- having regard to the need ~o ensure the continuity of the,mone·tal~y
system pending a new agreement between the Belgian and Congolese authl~r:~tj~es
- having regard also to the fact that problems connected with eco~~mjlc
co-operation arising out of state-controlled organizations
their activities in the territories both of the Congo and Ruanlaa·-Urul~di
and of joint utilities and installations; are of+esser urgenc:y
that' the Congo Fundament~l Law provides for the ma:ini~erlanlceG~te:~le~~~~
quo until new arrangements have been~ade by the

~
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"
"
"
t

"Recommends,:
- that a Joint Committee to include delegates from Ruanda and
Urundi) 'acting under the legal responsibility of Belgium) be set up
immediately following the conclusion of this Conference;
- that this Committee shall seek for the necessary legal basis
to ensure essential administrative continuity in the field of joint
taxation) customs and excise) and other branches of trade policy) and
that it shall, submit to the proper autho:dties) for immediate implementation
urgent solutions which shall take "into consideration the intoerest of both
parties;
.
- that these solutions shall remain in force until the Government
'of the Congo or the future Government of Ruanda-Urundi expresses the
wish to see them replaced by another agreement;
- that the Committee shall also examine the overall problem of
relations between the Congo and Ruando.-Urundi so as to be able to
apprise the Congolese Government) as soon as possible) of the advantages
and disadvantages of the alternative systems p~oposed;
- that the Ruanda-Urundi delegates shall participate in the work
of the Committee entrusted with the study of forms of-Monetary co-operation
and the new status of the Central Bank."

.509.

The delegation of observers from Ruanda-Urundi issued the following

statement as a summary of its views concE;rning the immediate future:
'~.

General considerations

. liThe joint commissiqn will undoubtedly discuss a preliminary
version of certain conventions on co-operation. A legislative measure
based on this commission's recommendations will put into effect an
extension of the status q~o with the changes that have been recommended.
This legislative measure will go into force provisionally) to be replaced
later by a convention between the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi represented
by Belgium. Should that convention not be in effect when the legislative
measure expires, there will be no legal basis for the continuation of
co-operation. The joint commission will undoubtedly make a proposal
concerning the length of time the provisional legislation should remain
in force. If contrary to all hopes and expectations) the discussions
of the joint commission do not provide the basis for and outlines of
a general agreement) Belgium as the Administering Authority will have
toitake the necessary measures before 30 June to assure the normal and
lawful operation of Ruanda-Urundi's economy in the absence of specific
technical ties vdth the Congo.
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considerations

"(a) Co-operation in customs and taxation

Id
Lentat~.on

: both

mt

"It is very much to be hoped that the terms and conditions discussed
will take into account Ruanda-Urundi I s desire to rectify the situation
with regard to division of receipts. Indeed, while Belgium has heretofore
assumed sole responsibility in this field~ particularly with regard to
supplying the deficiency in the budgetary receipts in Ruanda-Urundi, such
a state of affairs was not very sut.tab'l.e in relations between two countries
not linked by a common administration; as a matter of principle as well ;
as for practical reasons, ap-d particularly in preparation for the
attainment of independence by .jfuanda and Urundi, the first steps should
be taken towards a negotiated division.
" (b) Economic co-opera.tion

tages

rk

peration

"The Congolese delegates were particularly reserved. in their' opinions
in this field because of the broad level of discussion on economic policy
that follows Oil such co-operation. It is difficult to see how economic
co-operation can be achieved without this broad level of dismlssion.
"Accordingly the delegation of'Ruanda-Urundi would favour th...:
postponement of these negotiations, to eliminate from the discussions
a factor which is temporarily the subject of reservations on the part of
our neighbours.
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"The Working Paper dealing with this SUbject indicates that
the decision concer~i~g Ruanda-Urundiwill depend on which monetary
plan the Congo chooses.
IIIf the second alternative (National Institute for Issuance of
Currency) is put into effect, preparations should be made to issue
currency for Ruanda-Urundd, alone.
~,
"If, on t.he contrary, the third alte:t'native (continuance. of
the present Ce:ntral Bank acting in collaboration with the Belgian
:National Bank, with some amendments in their Charters) is adopted,' the
joint commission will undoubtedly draw up a draft. monetary convention
safeguarding the interests of both Territories; this draft should, -"...... """"",.,.
the basis ~or a temporary legi~lative measure,wbich woUld n~evl~n'h
break in continuity while ratification of the draft by the
concerned was awaited."

,)

IV.
510.

Education

513.

Despite the efforts made by the Administration and the missions and the

progress achieved in this field since the beginning of Trusteeship, 'in 1957 the
educational needs of the Territory were st~~l very far from being met; as the
Vi~iting Mission stated in 1957, an enormous task remained to'be done.~ The

down the development
. ordinary budget abs
20.8 per cent, or IS
21.7 per cent or 22

number of pupils attending primary schools was less than' 245,000, or less than

for education will

,half the school-age children. ,In add~tion, the wastage in school enrolment from
each class to the one. above was extremely heavy, as UNESCO had reporteu.g/ The

514. The eduqation
June 1959 budgetary
president of the Co

number of pupils engaged in secondary and technical education has not yet reached
5,000, that is to say, 1 per cent of the young people of post,-primary school-age.
There was no university in the Territory.
511.

At this time, in the light of new considerations, the Administration took

primary education, .
dissatisfacticn. He

the main effort to bear on secondary education, as well as technical and
higher education;

alternative was to r
on expenditures, but

it strengt~ened the curriculum in the majority of grades;
it set up a central examining board empowered to confer lower and

comprehensive soluti

higher course certificates in intermediate education based on metropolitansyllabus;

515· Oneof the Coun
delay the d.evelopmen

(d)

the Administration a

(b)
(c)

it established scholarships, fellowships for graduate

education and might

grants in Ruanda-Urundi, the Belgian Congo and abroad;
(e)

a survey of

.
school conditions was conducted by three

representatives.

the University of Liege, constituting the Mission of the University
This new policy has hastened the development of technical education and

particularly of secondary education during the past three years, and led to
opening in 1958 of the first university establishment in the Territory, the
Faculty of Agronomy and Zootechny at Astrida.

However~

the expansion of

prima~y

education came to a halt; 244,689 pupils attended primary; schools in 1957 and
247,133 in 1959·
T/1402, paragraph 292.
T/1495, paragraphs 16-18.

He

deSire to have his c

Foundation for Scientific Research in Central Africa (FULREAC).
512.

taken a serious risl

were only two solut~
relaxed with the res
other public 'service

the followj.ng measures:
(a) it slowed down the development of primary education in order to bring
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It appears that budgetary considerations necessitated the decision to slow

down the development of primary education.
,
,

~

1.8;

From 1947 to 1957 the share of the

. ordinary budget absorbed by education continued to expand; in 1957 it reached
20.8 per cent, or 199 million francs, and in the budget estimates for 1958
21.7 per cent or 221 million francs. In the 1960 budget estimates the outlay
for education will come to 25 per cent, or 349 million francs.
514. The edu~ation budget was the subject of an interesting debate ~n the
June 1959 budgetary session of the General Council. During this debate the
president of. the Council pointed out that the Government an~ the Council had
taken a serious risk in recommending that the status q~o be maintained in
primary education, for such a measure could not fail to arouse popular
diseatisfactipn. He added that in view of the serious budgetary situation, there
were only two solut~ons: the restraint on the development of education could be
relaxed with the result that the budget would soon be swamped, the financing of
other public 'services prevented, and the country reduced to anarchy; the other
''''

alternative was to run the risk of creating tension by a temporary limitation
on expenditures, but at the same time to establish favourable conditions for the
comprehensive solution of the education problem.
515. Oneof the Council members, Mr. Barusasiyeko, had said that the decision to
delay the d.evelopment of primary education would provoke J. "violent hatired" of
the Administration among those who would be deprived of the benefits of this
education and might even subject the country to "blood and fire"; and he proposed ..
... I '1._ ~~_.:L':'o-._-".. .:.•• L_... .:.l._.... t, 1• .tlU"'~'-f' act.......w~uo -bue cJ.ucl:LLlon budget through his'
representatives. He was'convined that the indigenous inhabitant had so strong a
desire to have his children go to school that he would accept sacrifices if the
decision was for him to make.
516. Mr. Barusasiyeko' s proposal, which seemed to be s~pported by several members' C': 11
of the General Council, raised in turn the question of the conventionY
expendi~ures

for education inRuan~a-urundi; which the Administerin~ AuthlDrj~ty
concluded with the religious missions in 1948. It was suggested

expenditures which were governed by the 1948 ~onventionmight
See Rapport annuel, 1948, page 173 and A/13C6, Ilage 24.
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di~ided

and separately regulated by a series of more limited conventions between

the missions and the local

It was pointed out, however, that the

aut~.orities.

, March 1960 t
thoroughly stu

authorities- in Brusse.Ls and Leopoldville, not the authorities in Ruanda-Urundi,

adaptation of

were r~sponsible for revising the 1948 convention.

He announced t1

It should be noted that the

•

idea of revising the 1948 convention had already been proposed by the High
Council of Ruanda.

as they were

517. Lastly, in

the financing

~he

draft which wo

text adopted by the General Council it was considered

0

imperative not to provide for any new extension of education so long as such

of the curricu

,basic questions as the convention problem and the salaries of assistant teachers

of secondary ar

were not settled.

primary educat'

The Council believed that the need to find a solution to these

questions was extremely urgent in view of the tension and concern over them in
the Territory, and that only an authorization to the competent local authorities

As has b
devote much

to take all the necessary decisions at the local level would provide.a basis

visited two

for settlement.

and the Athene

518. The FULREAC mission, mentioned above, visited the Territory in March and
April 1958 and submitted its conclusions in a detailed report. On the basis of

but the Missio

a study of the psychology of the African child, the development of education

was informed t

Ruanda-Urundi and the eXisting problems in this area, it put forward many

subsidized. by

~~'Ja.~~'~.

520.

of the fact th

suggestions for a progressive teaching theory adapted to African qonditions.

adequate, cost

While it would take too much space to reproduce all these suggestions here, it

521.

/

.

.

There is

may be noted that, in its final conclusions, the FULREAC mission observed that

of education f

there was still a large proportion of illiterates in Ruanda-IJrundi, and that

towards indepe

despite the enormous share of the budget allocated to education, the number of

ed.ucational pr

schools was very inadequate in comparison with the school-age population.

other, are

The

report also stated that those who attended school received only limited be,nejfitis
attendance, either because their social, family and biological
conditions substantially limited their learning ability and capacity to

because of
population.
local authorit'

or because inadequate teaching methods prevented pupils from making the
of which they were capable, or because the school programme and organizations
on them were based too much on European models and did not
sufficiently into account.
Referring to the work of the Education commission of the General
tl"_e EULREAC missi -:n, the Resident-Ger..eral dec2..ared 'in his speech of
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3 March 1960 that the general problem of the organization of education had been
thoroughly studied to determine if structural reforms might not permit a better
adaptation of education to the special needs and modest resources of the Terr~tnry.
He announced that a week's seminar would be convened shortly to draw up a general,
draft which would be submitted for cqnsideration to the state Councils as soon
as they were organized. The reorganization would cover such varied sectors as
...
the financing of primary classes at the commune level, the eventual remodelling". ,
of the curriculum, the salary scale for teachers and the greater strengthening
of secondary and higher ~ducation, necessarily at the temporary expense of
primary education.
520. As has been indicated several times already, the Mission was not able to
devote much time to consideration of education in the Territory. However, it
visited two interracial ~econdary schools at Usumbura, the College du Saint-Esprit.
and the Athenee royal. The buildings of the COllel du Sainl-Espritare splendid,
but the Mission was struck by the large sums which were spen~ on them in spite
of the fact that the country's budgetary condition is so critical. The Mission
was informed that they cost 185 million francs, 148 millions of which were
subsidized by the Government. The buildings of the Athenee royal, which are
adequate, cost only 63 millions.
i
521. There is no need to stress the importance of the development
of education for Ruanda-Urundi at a time when the Territory is moving rapidly
towards independence. The difficulties arising from the need to hasten
ed.ucational progress, on the one hand, and the need to balance the budget,
other, are even more serious for Ruanda-Urundi than for many oth~f countries}
because of the limited resources of the Territory and the rapid growth of
population. The Mission was glad to observe that the Adrqinistrationandthe
local authorities are aware of the problem and are trying to find ways to resol~e;'··~~;8
the difficulties. In this connexion, the Mission recalls that the 1957
Mission had suggested the establishment of a special educational fu;~ f,or
Ruanda-Urundi.~ As it seems difficult for Ruanda-Urundi to meet the
of the intensive educational development which the Territory requires"

•

ncil
T!1402, paragraphs 293-295.

Administering Authority and, possibly, to the
organizations for increased financial and technical assistance in this field.
'522.

.

During its visit, the Mission was informed of a suggestion that,

make it easier to retain or

~ngage

expatriate personnel after the independence

Ruanda-Urundi, an international school should be established at Urumbura; this
~school

would be subsidized by the various countries from which the teachers came,

with the assistapce or supervision ~f UNESCO or the United Nations.
523.

Tl

1'1

After its departure from the Territory, the Mission learned that a meeting

and th

of experts and of representatives of Ruanda and Urundi would be held at Usumbura

of all

from 23 to 28 May 1960 to cQnsider the draft basic education act which had just
been prepared for the Belgian Congo and to decide whether its general lines
and its detailed provisions were acceptable, mutatis mutandis, for Ruanda-Urundi
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field.

APPEAL ADDRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF RUANDA BY THE MISSION
ON 8 MARCH 1960

endence
a; this
hers came,
a meeting
Usumbura
had just
.ines

Banyarwanda,

This appeal is addressed t,o you by the United Nations Visiting Mission.

'"

t'1e have come here in order to help the Mwami, the Belgian Administration ~
and the political parties to come to an understanding, restore calm in the hearts
of all the EanyartV'anda and ensure happiness and peace in Ruanda.
~- .;

We urgently request you ,".to remain perfectly calm.
,
rumours. Do not assemble in crowds.

Do not believe false

The Mi.ssion is anxious to hear all those who desire a hearing,. wherever
they may be.

But do not come in excessively large groups.

representatives whom you trust in groups of ten or so.
with the closest attention.
Help the Mission.

Remain calm.

Send us

We .1ill listen to

Avoid incidents.

The members of the Mission:
Mason SEARS (United, States qf America),
Paul EDMONDS (New Zealand)
Miguel SOLANO-LOPEZ (Paraguay)
Omar LOUTFI (United Arab Republic)

rJi/J:.53ff.··
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ANNEX II

MESSAGE ADDRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF RUANDA BY THE
RESIDENT-GENERAL ON 8 MARCH "1960 1/
BANYARW"ANDA,

After once more expressing the great pleasure he takes in welcoming the·'
United Nations Visiting Mission to Ruanda-Urund.i and his hope that it will

t

help

to bring about a. calming of minds and the reconciliation which are essential to
the advancement of the Territory, the Resident-G.eneral takes the occasion

Of the

Mission's departure for the interior of the country to ;remind you that anyperEiO~<

ma.y freely communicate with its members and that, of course, such person need.
have no fear that he will suffer in any way floS a result of having done so.
Usumbure., 8 March 1960
(Signed)

Jean-PaulHARROY

An identi,cal message wa.s addressed to the people of Urundi

.'
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AlIJ"NEX III

APPEAL ADDRESSED TO THE PEOPLE OF RUANDA BY THE MISSION

OH 14 MARCH 1960
BANYARt'TANDA,
The Mission has learned with deep regret that incidents have occurred in
; rer~ent days in the Gitarama and Biumba areas.
The Mission repeats that it is here to help you find a solution to your
. present difficulties.

It cannot succeed unless peace, and law and order-,

prevail in the Territory.
Eanyarwanda, remain calm, avoid provocations, help to maintain law and
The Mission requests this of you.
The members of the Mission:
Mason SEARS (United States, of America), Chairman
P.K. EDMONDS (New Zealand)
Miguel SOLANO-LOPEZ (Paraguay)
Omer LOUTFI (United Arab Republic)

o
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ANNEX IV
JOINT COMMUlUQUE OF THE POLITICAL PARTIES OF. RUANDA

.

We, the leaders of the pol1ti~a.l parties of Ifuanda, being met at the request,
,. of the Uni'ced Nations Vis!ting Mi~s1on and in the presence oi' the Resident..Gen~a1,
; the Special Resident for Ruanda, the Mwemi, the members of the Special Council for

i Ruanda and the members ~f the Visiting Mission, have ~eed to issue the follo~pg
jOint communiqu~:

'

Taking note of the statement by the Visiting Mission that: (a) its task
.~ is to <;lbtain information, not to wake decisions; (b) it has come to Ruanda to
study the situation in tl..e country, to ascertain the freely expressed des!J:'es qf,'
1, the people, and to report to the United 'Nations; (c) the question of the
. Territory's future will be considered by the Un:i.ted Nations General Assembly,
; which will begin its work next

septemb~r;

(d) the

Mi~Sion c~ot cti.ri;,

out its

task unless :i)eace, and law snd order, prevail in this eountry"
Considering the overriding interest of our country,
1. We solemnly condemn &1.1 use of provocation, intimidation and violence.
-,.

,.

.as political instruments;
2. 'He urgently request e.ll our followers and s-ympathizers not to heed
incitement to threaten, molest or kill per1?ons or to destroy houses and :pr,o:pler1~y;
3. *e further :request &1.1 our fOllowersandsympath1zers' not ,to rebel
against law:f\ll authority and not to start or disseminate

4.

f&1.s~

rumour£l;

\-Te request the coinpetent author.ities to deal severely, ;Ln aceordancfSi:

'With the law, 'W'1 th any act endangering 'the maintenance of peace and. 'of law
or.der;
~

5. 'He urge the people to co-operate with all organs of' authority in this

\

'

~t·:
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6. We request &11 Banyannmda to be gu1ded by the agreement which the
leaders of the'political part1e~hav~ reached on ,the terms of' this communisu;ti

~

se that an atmosPhere of' mutual trust may be created which will make possible

z

the tree ~'Press1on of' all views.

o
c

. Done at Kigali, 14 March 1960
APROSOMA:

J. Gitera Habyar-imana

p~: G. KsylbatJ,aa
RADER:

P. Bwanakweri

tmAR: J. Ruts1naintwsrane
SEEN AND APPROVED BY:
J .P. Ran-oy, Resident-General

Colo.nel BEN (Brevet~ d'Etat-major) G. Logiest, SpeciAl Resident
Kigeli V, Mwami of' Rusnda
:Jlbe members of' the Special Council:

I. Nseylmans' (APROSOMA)
Ndayambaje (APROSOMA)

s:

A. Makuza (pAmJiERUTU)

(pABMERUTU)
Ndazaro (RAbER)

D. Mbonyumutwa

r..

--

~BruxeJle,

E•. Rwighemers (RADER)

~

E.• KarF.lma (UNAR)
x. Ndogozab8h1zi (UNAR)

~

Uvl

~

M. Sears, Chairman of' the Visiting Mission
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